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Gideon Reuveni
P ondering the future of the German-Jewish past is not a new concept. When struggling for their rights, many German Jews reflected on the past with growing dismay, envisioning a bright future for the period after emancipation. 
Before the First World War it was mainly Zionist thinkers who dominated the debates 
about the future of the Jews.1 Swayed by the conviction that there were no prospects for 
Jews in (mainly Eastern) Europe, they campaigned for a so-called national rebirth of 
the Jewish people in what was conceived as the place of Jewish origin—the Land 
of Israel. After the upheavals of the First World War and during the times of uncer-
tainty and rapid change that ensued, the need to discuss the future prospect of German 
Jewry seemed even more pressing. Between the end of the Great War and the rise of 
National Socialism in 1933, expectations of German Jews oscillated between, on the 
one hand, hopes for renewal and on the other hand, gloomy prophecies of disintegra-
tion. What is certain is that despite the upheavals and conflicting visions for the future, 
most German-speaking Jews could not imagine Germany without Jews.2 This applies 
all the more to the so-called Jewish “prophets of the past, ” the German-Jewish histo-
rians.3 Thus, for example, in the first issue of the revived Zeitschrift für die Geschichte 
der Juden in Deutschland in 1929, the historian Raphael Strauss (1887–1947) called 
for a review of German-Jewish historiography by acknowledging all aspects of Jewish 
history in Germany.4 His plan for a more comprehensive German-Jewish historiogra-
phy was based on the observation that scholarship in this field was divided between 
two main groups, each driven by different interests and methods of research. According 
to Strauss, the first group comprised Jewish scholars who were predominantly inter-
ested in intellectual study or Geistesgeschichte, while the other group comprised mainly 
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non-Jewish scholars dealing with social and economic aspects of Jewish life from the 
past. Strauss’s concept of a comprehensive German-Jewish historiography was thus 
designed to bring together different groups of scholars—Jews and non-Jews alike—
combining their diverse methods and research interests in order to create what Leopold 
Zunz (1794–1886) had referred to as an all-encompassing science of Judaism.5 This 
vision of interdisciplinary or “connecting” Jewish studies in Germany corresponded 
to the Jewish demand for recognition and the long-standing desire to belong to the 
majority non-Jewish society.
After the Holocaust, in the first volume of the newly founded Leo Baeck Institute 
Year Book (LBIY), Bernard Dov Weinryb (1905–1982) wrote his own vision of the 
prospects for German-Jewish history, confirming many of Strauss’s contentions.6 
While Weinryb accepted Strauss’s initial observation regarding the division of research 
between two groups of researchers, he attacked the narrow approach of both Jewish 
and non-Jewish scholars that focused predominantly on the question of the Jews’ place 
within their German host society. For Weinryb, the general tendency of German-Jewish 
historiography to overstress Jewish/non-Jewish relations had come to a close with 
the Second World War. “Today, ” he wrote, “the return to internal Jewish history and 
thus ‘to clear figures’ and ‘non-illusionistic’ pictures seems to be a logical result of 
the new situation.”7 Based on this observation, Weinryb moved away from Strauss’s 
notion of a comprehensive history and the ideal of “connecting” histories. Instead he 
proposed that German-Jewish history should deal with Jewish life in Germany within 
the confines of its own space or what he called “social field.” Shifting the center of grav-
ity of German-Jewish history back to the Jewish sphere was supposed to undermine the 
overemphasis on Jewish/non-Jewish relations and to separate research once and for all 
from the so-called “contribution” approach to German-Jewish relations, and for that 
matter from the “symbiosis” paradigm as well. Moreover, as opposed to the so-called 
Kleinarbeit (microhistory) approach to Jewish history of the period between the World 
Wars, Weinryb suggested placing German-Jewish history within “a large-scale synthetic 
narrative of Jewish history” that would underpin general trends and parallels in the 
history of the Jews in different places.8
More than a half a century after these programmatic outlines were designed, research 
on German-Jewish history has become a more diverse and sophisticated field of study 
than it was at the beginning of the twentieth century. The “contribution, ” as well as 
the “symbiosis” conceptualization of German-Jewish history are now matters of the 
past. A more carefully nuanced and refined approach to the interplay between Jews 
and other Germans dominates scholarship today. No doubt this revision is linked to 
the emergence of a new, so-called post-émigré generation of Jewish and non-Jewish 
scholars working in the field.9 Until very recently, the study of the German-Jewish 
past was still informed by the assumption that German-Jewish history came to a close 
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with the Holocaust. For most historians of the émigré generation, German-Jewish 
history was seen as similar to the history of Jews in Spain up to the expulsion in 1492. 
Recalling Simon Rawidowicz’s famous essay entitled: “Israel: The Ever-Dying People, ” 
first published in Hebrew at the onset of the greatest catastrophe in Jewish history, 
Michael Brenner reminds us in his contribution to this volume that there was “hardly a 
generation in the Diaspora that did not consider itself the final link in Israel’s chain.”10 
According to Brenner, Jewry has indulged so much in the fear of its end that its constant 
vision of the end has helped it to overcome every crisis, to emerge from every threat-
ening end as a living unit, though much wounded and reduced.
Following the collapse of the Soviet Union and German reunification, we were 
suddenly faced with a different reality in which the Jewish community in Germany 
became the fastest growing in Europe. To what extent the reinstating of Jewish life 
in Germany can serve as a connecting link between the present and the past of the 
German-Jewish experience is a question that scholars have begun to ponder in recent 
years. At the beginning of the new millennium, two special issues of the Leo Baeck 
Institute Year Book were dedicated to this subject and to other questions about the future 
prospects of German-Jewish studies.11 Both collections underpin the importance of 
continuity in German-Jewish history, suggesting a reading of the German-Jewish expe-
rience as a constant interplay between destruction and reconstruction of community.12
While previous collections focused on historiography, mainly targeting an exclusive 
audience of professional scholars, this volume is more ambitious in its scope and stim-
ulating in its approach. It gives voice to a diverse group of people from differing back-
grounds who have an interest in the past and future of the German-Jewish experience 
as a field of study. Moreover, since the publication of the last Leo Baeck Institute Year 
Book collection in 2009, social and political realities have shifted dramatically and we 
seem, yet again, to have arrived at the stage when we are compelled to look back and 
reexamine the German-Jewish past. I would like to mention a few developments that 
have prompted this revision.
In the United States under Trump, and in the United Kingdom since the unfortu-
nate vote to leave the European Union, a growing number of Jews are seeking to reclaim 
their parents’ or grandparents’ German identities. For some, acquiring German or 
Austrian citizenship is a symbolic act of reclaiming a bit of the humanity that was stolen 
from their families by the Nazis, as for example in the case of Nicola Glucksmann in this 
volume. Despite the longing to redress the past, Glucksmann conveys in her personal 
reflections the ambivalence that seems to define her experience of the German-Jewish 
legacy of her family. Yet for most British and American Jews, it is mainly anxiety about 
the growing xenophobic and antisemitic sentiments in their home countries as well 
as the opportunities the European Union offers, particularly to younger people, that 
prompts them to apply for German or Austrian passports. The precarious situation 
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in Israel has encouraged many Israeli Jews to become German or Austrian nation-
als and, after the expansion of the European Union in Eastern Europe, an increasing 
number of Israelis have started reclaiming Polish, Hungarian, Romanian, and other 
passports of the new European Union member states. It is indeed ironic that German 
and Austrian citizenships provide an “exit” or a “backup plan” for Jews living in coun-
tries that originally provided a safe haven when fleeing from Nazi Germany. It seems 
that the German state is encouraging this proclivity. Pondering the question of Jewish 
migration in postunification Germany, Hannah C. Tzuberi notes in her contribution 
that since Germany’s readmission into the circle of “civilized states” involved a commit-
ment to overcome the past, the “return of Jews” was thought to provide evidence of 
just that. Nationalizing descendants of German-Jewish refugees and the lenient, if not 
welcoming policy toward Jewish migration from the former Soviet Union, Israel, and 
the United States appears to intertwine with a nation-building project that renders 
Jews, present and absent, an inherent part of a collective German identity.
Germany’s acceptance of its direct responsibility for the Holocaust has strengthened 
its friendship with Israel and has led to a deep commitment to combat antisemitism 
and rebuild Jewish life in Germany. This effort has also included substantial invest-
ment in Jewish studies, making Germany and Austria important places for (academic) 
Jewish learning. As we approach the time when there will be no firsthand experience 
of the horrors of the Holocaust, there is great concern about what will happen when 
that sense of responsibility turns into history. One possible prospect is that the taboo 
against open antisemitism will be lifted as collective memory fades. There are alarm-
ing signs in the rise of the Far Right, which includes blatantly antisemitic elements 
already visible in public discourse. The attack on the synagogue in the East German 
city of Halle on October 9, 2019 marked a significant escalation in right-wing violence 
against Jews in Germany. The Covid-19 pandemic has  been seized by the Far Right, 
who have been prominent in demonstrations of the so-called Querdenken 711 (lateral 
thinking) movement, directed against government measures attempting to combat the 
disease. But it is mainly the radicalization of the otherwise moderate Muslim popu-
lation that seems to make German and other European societies less tolerant and less 
inhibited about articulating antisemitic attitudes.13
This volume deals with the formidable challenges created by these developments. It 
is conceptualized to offer a variety of perspectives and views on the topic, and authors 
were encouraged to develop their own approach to the question about the future of 
the German-Jewish past. The thread that seems to align this somewhat eclectic miscel-
lany of texts is the recognition of the intrinsic value of the German-Jewish past and the 
importance of studying it for the future. Revisiting and carrying forward the discussions 
about the future of the German-Jewish past is not merely a theoretical matter, but also a 
practical one. It calls for a reevaluation of how the history of Jews in German-speaking 
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lands should be studied in an age in which interest in this history is radically chang-
ing, if not dwindling. Frank Mecklenburg reminds us in his contribution that while 
in the past the Yekkes ( Jews of German-speaking origin) dominated German-Jewish 
studies both as scholars and the recipients of its products, very few first-generation 
Yekkes now remain to attend lectures and events on German-Jewish topics or to read 
the many publications that this field of study still yields.
Today we are faced with the challenge of engaging younger audiences who come 
from diverse backgrounds and whose interest in the topic predominantly derives from 
the “relevance approach” to the German-Jewish experience. Even in Germany, the 
German-Jewish community shows no particular interest in this history, and the study 
of the German-Jewish past is dominated by non-Jewish scholars and is part of German 
identity politics. The predisposition to engage with Judaism without Jews is best repre-
sented in an institution like the Jewish Museum Berlin. For Alan Posener, the Jewish 
Museum Berlin epitomizes the high point of German-Jewish reconciliation efforts and 
German philosemitism.14 The museum has portrayed Jews just like ordinary Germans, 
providing information about the contributions of individual Jews, but does not say 
much about what constitutes Jewish difference in the German context. According to 
Posener, this approach has made the Jewish Museum Berlin less Jewish and more of a 
Museum of Tolerance. Even after the opening of the museum’s new permanent exhi-
bition in August 2020, Posener did not change this view.15
Michal Friedlander’s chapter provides unique—insider—insights on the challenges 
and constraints the Jewish Museum Berlin team of curators encountered while prepar-
ing the museum’s new permanent exhibition. According to Friedlander, the new exhi-
bition aims to redress the previously imbalanced approach to the German-Jewish past. 
We learn that the new exhibition is committed to demonstrating the entangled histo-
ries of Jews and other Germans, but that it is supposed to be much more “Jewish” than 
the former exhibition. Friedlander valiantly questions what precisely that involves and 
how the Jewish Museum Berlin defines what is Jewish. This created a challenge for the 
primarily non-Jewish museum team.
While representing the German-Jewish past as a paragon of integration and accul-
turation is part of an ongoing effort to forge a German identity based on inclusion 
and multiculturalism, from a Jewish perspective the image of the alleged assimila-
tionist German Jew has also yielded somewhat peculiar, if not disturbing, conse-
quences. Discussing the question of Jewish conversion in postwar Germany, Sandra 
Anusiewicz-Baer, in her chapter, shows how internalizing this image of a non-Jewish 
German Jew has created an inferiority complex among Jews living in Germany today. 
She claims that the Jewish leadership in Germany seems to take a back seat in all ques-
tions about Judaism, delegating decision-making powers over identity issues, such as 
conversion, to Orthodox rabbis from outside Germany. In Israel too, Orthodox Judaism 
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calls the shots in all matters Jewish, including the politically fraught question of who 
is a Jew according to Israeli law. According to Moshe Zimmermann, the consolida-
tion of Orthodox Judaism as a leading force in Israeli politics and, as a result, the trans-
formation of Israel into what he sees as an illiberal democracy is best encapsulated 
by the country’s official reading of Jewish history. In Israel, Zimmermann explains, 
the German Jew is seen as the embodiment of the liberal/intellectual/peace-seeking/
upper-middle-class Ashkenazi (European) Jew who ended up in the country only as 
a result of the collapse of the German-Jewish assimilationist model. As a result, in 
Israel’s search for a usable past, there is no place, at least not a constructive one, for 
German-Jewish history. Looking at German-Jewish writers, the Israeli scholar Galili 
Shahar reaches a similarly gloomy conclusion in his chapter. According to Shahar, the 
German-Jewish author is neither “Western” nor “Eastern, ” but rather an in-betweener 
who experiences permanent self-estrangement. What future, Shahar asks, can be imag-
ined based on such distorted experiences of the past?
Two other essays deal with what this volume calls the “German-Israeli complex.” 
Hannah C. Tzuberi’s chapter, which I briefly alluded to earlier, explores the place Jews 
have in the construction of German identity, while Dani Kranz discusses the convo-
luted feelings of attraction and repulsion toward Germany among Israeli Jews living 
there. She notes that while most Israeli migrants to Germany had an affiliation to 
Germany and Europe transmitted to them from their families, their reasons for leav-
ing Israel vary. According to Kranz, Israelis in Germany cannot escape the past and, 
for many of them, coming to Germany is a way of coming to terms with the “memory 
luggage” they accumulated while growing up in Israel.
The interplay between the personal, the historical, and memory is the main thread 
that connects the essays in the first section of the book. Both Glucksmann and Posener 
write as descendants of German-Jewish refugees. Trauma, loss, and ambivalence 
about any form of belonging is omnipresent in their reflections on the future of the 
German-Jewish experience. As we learn from Sheer Ganor’s chapter, such reactions are 
not untypical among families of German-speaking Jews. Ganor observes that if parents 
succeeded in instilling German-Jewishness within their children, it was in the form of 
a remembered and constructed heritage, not as a lived reality. A striking manifestation 
of this shift, from living experience (in Central Europe) to remembered history (in 
exile), is the fact that nowadays the most comprehensive collections and archives deal-
ing with the German-Jewish past are located outside German-speaking countries. One 
of the places that holds such an archive is the Centre for German-Jewish Studies at the 
University of Sussex. Since its foundation in the mid-1990s, the center has acquired 
archival family papers from people who came as refugees from Nazi persecution to 
the United Kingdom. Although the life trajectory of these families is similar, each of 
their stories is unique, relating in different ways the dramatic passage of integration, 
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expulsion, and new beginnings in their place of sanctuary. The papers these families 
kept illustrate and confirm what we know about the past, but sometimes they also 
question prevailing historical narrative.16
Forced to flee Germany after National Socialism assumed power, German-speaking 
Jews were scattered around the globe, creating a distinct diaspora group that, at least 
initially, struggled to maintain a distinctive German-Jewish identity. One such story is 
that of a German Jew named Fritz Pinkuss, as discussed in Björn Siegel’s essay. Leaving 
Germany in 1936, Pinkuss became the chief rabbi of the Congregação Israelita Paulista, 
São Paulo where he proceeded to implement ideas and traditions in his work from 
Germany. Pinkuss was also involved in ongoing efforts to promote German-Jewish 
reconciliation, for which he received the highest honors from the Federal Republic 
of Germany. Yet, despite his strong ties with Germany, similarly to the majority of 
German-speaking Jews, Pinkuss remained in Brazil, choosing not to return to the place 
he formerly considered his homeland.17
Taking into account the dispersion of German Jews raises challenging questions 
about the nature and future of German-Jewishness in the diaspora. From a historio-
graphical perspective, looking at German Jews as a diaspora group implies that beyond 
the so-called “connecting approach”—which calls for research to put more empha-
sis on similarity and interconnectedness instead of focusing on difference and sepa-
ration—and the “contribution approach” that celebrates the involvement of German 
Jews in the cultural life of their host countries, as well as the more recent “continu-
ity approach” that focuses on postwar Jewish life in Germany and Austria, what we 
may define as the “relevance approach” of the German-Jewish experience is becom-
ing more predominant. Thus, for example, Mathias Berek discusses in this volume the 
German-Jewish philosopher Moritz Lazarus’s (1824–1903) notion of a “thin blanket 
of culture” that protects European society from the destructive forces that threaten 
modern civilization. According to Berek, lessons from the German-Jewish past might 
add important patches to this fragile covering blanket. A different manifestation of the 
“relevance approach” can be found in Guy Miron’s chapter. The rich German-Jewish 
historiography, Miron argues, should serve as a source of inspiration for the explora-
tion of other hyphenated Jewish experiences, especially in Muslim countries. According 
to him, deploying the all too familiar German-Jewish concepts such as “assimilation, ” 
“acculturation, ” and perhaps even “co-constitutionality” in research on Jews living in 
the Middle East may free this historiography from the simplistic Arab-Jewish dichot-
omy and help to develop more subtle models to interpret the process of Jewish inte-
gration and acculturation in Islamic societies.
Although exclusion and anti-Jewish sentiments feature in many of the contributions 
to this book, only two essays address antisemitism as their main topic. Lisa Silverman 
looks at the concept of Jewish difference as a conceptual framework that might explain 
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the persistence of antisemitism. She writes that while the view that Jews played a major 
role in the creation of culture in modern Central Europe is far from new, research has 
only recently begun an in-depth probe of the role that the socially constructed cate-
gory of the “Jew” played beyond prejudices and antisemitism. As a result, Silverman 
argues, the study of the Jewish past is still biased, to a large degree, in favor of the 
constructed Jew as a figment of the antisemitic imagination, displacing responsibil-
ity for the consequences of focusing solely on antisemitism. It is interesting to juxta-
pose Silverman’s reflections with Klaus Hödl’s call to overcome the binary view of the 
interplay between the “Jewish” and “non-Jewish, ” so ingrained in Jewish historiog-
raphy. Without undermining the notion of difference, Hödl proposes that research 
should put more emphasis on entanglement, rather than simply focus on dissimilarity.
It feels very much as though research on antisemitism is at an impasse and, despite 
all efforts to understand anti-Jewish sentiment, time and again we seem to be caught 
off guard in the face of antisemitic attacks, dubbing them “new antisemitism.”18 In his 
chapter, Anthony D. Kauders offers a fresh impulse to research on antisemitism based 
on psychological theories that, as he notes, have always informed the study of antisem-
itism. Kauders suggests that revisiting the psychology of Jew-hatred and the search for 
alternative (social) psychological models will allow a better understanding of antisem-
itism as a social phenomenon.
Several other chapters explore new prospects for the study of the German-Jewish 
past. Liliane Weissberg reflects on the relationship between genre and authorship in 
the context of the German newspaper feuilleton. She notes that while the paper’s news 
section looked to the past and reported about what had already happened, feuilleton arti-
cles aimed to describe the present situation and look forward, thus comprising a fertile 
source for the study of future expectations of German Jews. In his chapter, Joachim 
Schlör highlights the significance of material culture in our quest to preserve and explore 
German-Jewish culture, both in Germany and in the diaspora. Schlör observes that 
talking and writing about “belongings, ” owned and then lost, became a means of reasser-
tion for surviving family members and friends, enabling exiles to grapple with questions 
of belonging. And finally, according to Kerry Wallach, the future of the German-Jewish 
past is digital. By 2024, she asserts, college courses will serve primarily post-Millennial 
students, a new generation born after the year 2000. Often referred to as “Generation Z, ” 
these young people are “digital natives, ” and the way they communicate and consume 
information will influence the ways in which scholars, institutions, and cultural produc-
ers choose to present their work. Wallach presents some stimulating ideas on how the 
study of the German-Jewish past will have to change in order to survive in the digital age.
The twenty chapters in this book do not comprise a single narrative, nor offer a road-
map to the future of German-Jewishness. They invite readers to ponder the polysemy 
of this history and to reflect on the nature of the relationship between the “German” 
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and the “Jewish.” It becomes apparent that the construction of the “German-Jewish” 
juncture is in constant flux and means different things to different people depending 
upon time and place. On a very basic level, most of us associate German-Jewishness 
with Jews living in or originating from German-speaking countries. I would suggest that 
we should expand this somewhat narrow view of the concept of German-Jewishness 
based on the idea of origin, and develop a more inclusive approach driven by the 
notion of experience.19
National Socialism and the Holocaust rendered Germany a particular place in 
modern Jewish memory and self-understanding. But this is not a mere abstract matter 
allied to Jewish identity politics: Germany played a decisive role in the reconstruction of 
Jewish life after the Holocaust. On September 10, 1952, the State of Israel and the Federal 
Republic of Germany signed a reparations settlement, also known as the Luxembourg 
Agreement, according to which West Germany was to pay Israel the costs for “the heavy 
burden of resettling so great a number of uprooted and destitute Jewish refugees from 
Germany and from territories formerly under German rule.”20 For the young Israeli 
state facing major existential challenges, the three billion marks (worth approximately 
7.5 billion dollars in 2020) West Germany agreed to pay Israel as “global recompense 
for the cost of the integration . . . of [ Jewish] refugees” constituted a Marshall Plan that 
boosted Israel’s struggling economy. Since most of this aid was given in the form of 
German goods and investments in infrastructure that also utilized German know-how, 
one palpable outcome of the Luxembourg Agreement was the entanglement of the devel-
oping Israeli economy with the growing German industry in ensuing years.21
The agreement between Germany and Israel also acknowledged the right of 
Holocaust survivors to claim personal compensation for deprivation of liberty and 
losses of livelihood and property resulting from Nazi persecution. The majority of these 
survivors were not of German origin and compensation claims came from all over the 
world. In German archives there are around five million such claims that were made 
from the beginning of the 1950s, and the process is still ongoing. The claims contain 
testimonies as well as supporting evidence of all kinds, providing ample information 
on Jewish life before, during and after the Holocaust. Not only European Jews, but also 
North African Jews who lived under Nazi occupation made claims for personal indem-
nification, most of which were initially rejected by the German authorities.22 During 
the first wave of personal compensation claims made in the 1950s and 1960s applica-
tions were submitted in German and German Jews—lawyers, notaries, physicians, and 
translators—played decisive roles as mediators between non-German-speaking survi-
vors and the German authorities. The German state registered all claimants and those 
who were successful in getting reparations became part of the German welfare system.23 
Most of them had to remain in regular contact with German officials for the rest of 
their lives, reporting to the German authorities about changing personal and family 
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circumstances. This collection of documents comprises one of the most comprehen-
sive, still untapped, Holocaust-related archives. While scholars have studied the politi-
cal, legal, and economic implications of the reparation agreement, primarily depicting 
it as a successful reconciliation model, research has only recently started to appreci-
ate the full bearing of personal indemnification on survivors and their families.24 This 
shift toward the personal experience of reparation also divulges the omnipresence of 
Germany, German bureaucracy, and the German language in the lives of Holocaust 
survivors and their families. In other words, the scope and range of the German-Jewish 
experience is much broader than so far presumed.
The inexhaustible richness of the German-Jewish interrelationship explains its 
attractiveness for scholars, students, and the public. While this book has done scarcely 
more than set out some preliminary markers for future thinking, it comprises a center-
piece of the anniversary celebrations of the Centre for German-Jewish Studies at the 
University of Sussex. When the center was first set up in the mid-1990s, German-Jewish 
studies hardly featured at British universities, even though Britain, in proportion to 
its size, had received more refugees from Nazi Germany than any other country. In 
those early days, Edward Timms, the founding director of the center, recalled: “To 
insist on the centrality of Exile and Holocaust studies has been regarded as bad form 
in certain circles.”25 In November 2018 Edward Timms died and we dedicate this book 
to his memory. Since the center’s inception it has benefited from the financial support 
of a number of German-Jewish refugees who were keen to ensure that the legacy of 
their parents’ and grandparents’ achievements in what they regarded as the period of 
German-Jewish “symbiosis” were not overlooked or forgotten. Thanks to them, the 
center has grown from strength to strength, actively contributing to scholarship on 
the unique history of German-speaking Jews and engaging audiences from beyond the 
ivory towers of academia in its diverse activities. The Centre for German-Jewish Studies 
is currently going through a period of transformation and growth, and together with 
fellow scholars and Friends of the Centre, we look forward to addressing changes in 
contemporary culture, politics, and society while continuing to pose new questions 
about the German-Jewish past in the years to come.
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“N O M O R E M R . N I C E GU Y ”
Questioning the Ideal of Assimilation
Alan Posener
A s far as I know, my father never visited a concentration camp. He rarely talked about what we now call the “Holocaust, ” a word he never used. He had watched and despised the U.S. TV series that introduced the term to 
the German public. Born in Berlin in 1904 into a rich family of assimilated German 
Jews, none of whom had to work for a living, Julius Posener had left Germany in 
1933 and returned in 1961 to the city of his birth with an English wife and three 
Christian children.
Julius Posener’s autobiography—Fast so alt wie das Jahrhundert (Almost as old as 
the century), first published in 1993—is very discreet about the extermination of the 
Jews.1 The fact that his uncle Alfred, his aunt Mathilde, and the widow of his uncle 
George, Margarete, were deported and murdered is not mentioned in the memoir and 
was never mentioned in family conversation. The only thing I knew about Alfred, for 
instance, was that he had been “rather soft in the head” and rode around Lichterfelde 
on his bike greeting everyone with a polite “Heil Hitler, ” and that the surviving family 
members had received compensation for his apparently very valuable stamp collection 
that had disappeared with him during the war. Indeed, I suspect my cousins in Israel 
and their children and grandchildren don’t even know Alfred, Mathilde, and Margarete 
ever existed, and I only bothered to ask myself what had happened to them after my 
father had died. It is almost as if the family were ashamed to admit that this kind of 
thing had happened to them, too, the way families used to be ashamed of cancer, as if 
somehow it was their fault.
I’m not sure how typical this voluntary amnesia was for families such as the Poseners, 
but I have a feeling that it was fairly widespread. Possibly this had to do with the fact 
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that many assimilated German Jews had refused to believe what was really happening in 
Germany; it was their country that had perpetrated these horrors. After all, they were, 
or had been until 1933, Germans first and foremost and Jews more or less as an after-
thought. “Trotzjuden , ” my father called them, Jews by defiance who refused to convert to 
Christianity or abandon the Jewish community, not out of sympathy for the Jewish reli-
gion or—God forbid—Zionism, but because they did not want to bow to the antisemites.
My father often told anecdotes about the Yekkes, the German émigrés in Palestine, 
many of whom had fought in World War I for Kaiser and Fatherland and who could 
hardly suppress their admiration for Hitler’s victory over France. My father, on the 
other hand, had spent the first years of exile in France, loved the country, and joined the 
British Army in 1940. He claimed to have been “the first Palestinian to cross the Rhine” 
into Germany. Yet even he writes to his brother Ludwig in Jerusalem on August 2, 1945: 
“Strangely enough, I had a Nazi ideal of Germany in my head . . . that made me sure we 
would find every house in Germany a fortress, every morsel of food poisoned, as Hitler 
said. This is not the case, and that is disappointing. I have encountered . . . so much 
servility, denunciation, profiteering, complaining that it sometimes makes me sick.”2 
To his sister-in-law, Lotte, he writes a few weeks later: “During the war, I had refused 
to believe that more than a tenth of the things that were reported were true. And that 
tenth was bad enough. Now it is proven beyond doubt that everything is true.”3 
Over and above this refusal to believe the worst about one’s own country and people, 
I believe my father and quite a few German Jews like him felt a certain patrician pride 
in not complaining too much about their own fate. It simply wasn’t done. To quote 
my father’s letter to his brother—an ardent Zionist—again: “It is not about forgiving 
and forgetting, but about pity, which has nothing to do with forgiveness. Whoever 
tells me I should save my pity for my own is wrong and cannot be more wrong. I made 
myself guilty of this wrong . . . when a poor devil told me in the first days [of the occu-
pation, A.P.] that he had seen his young wife die in the ruins of their house. I answered 
that Jews had experienced worse things. But you cannot trump the worst with worse. 
All that remains is pity.”4
And then, finally, how did you live among those who had been complicit in the 
Nazi crimes without some form of forgiving and forgetting? My father returned to 
Berlin in 1961, when almost everyone he had to deal with had something shameful 
to hide. In 1949—the year of my birth in London—he was contacted by an old friend 
from student days in Berlin, Klaus Müller-Rehm, who had become a successful archi-
tect. Writing back to Müller-Rehm, my father explains why he had made no effort to 
contact him before: “We”—meaning we German Jews—“don’t enquire about people, 
unless they were very close or unless . . . we know how they got through those years. 
Although I often thought about you, Klaus, I wouldn’t have enquired about you. I 
remember a conversation we had in 1932, when you said: ‘You of all people, Posener, 
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will sympathise with the solution these people [i.e., the Nazis, A.P.] find when they 
finally have their say.’ I have often wondered when you stopped sympathising with 
the solution. I did quite early on, but since I didn’t know how broad your sympathies 
were, I kept silent.” In a postscript, he comes back to the subject: “You might find my 
sharp memory and the consequences I drew from a long-ago conversation stupid. And 
they would be stupid if I were to play the judge and hold a private trial to condemn 
every German who ever had anything to do with that movement or some of its ideas 
concerning Jews. On the contrary, I still think that under the circumstances prevail-
ing in Germany in 1931–1932 it was quite possible, indeed it was hard not to be influ-
enced by those ideas and that movement. People like me had it easier, as we simply 
couldn’t—indeed, were not allowed to. All I wanted to say was that after everything 
that happened, people like me don’t spontaneously seek contact with people who were 
in that situation. And I meant this primarily as an explanation for my not trying to 
contact you. All the better that you found the way. Once again, many thanks.”5 
Twelve years later Müller-Rehm, who held a professorship in Berlin, pulled some 
strings and got my father, who had neither a PhD nor any other requisite academic qual-
ification, a professorship in architectural history at his university. As far as I know, they 
never talked about the past. In his privately published memoirs,6 Müller-Rehm doesn’t 
even mention my father, let alone his own sympathies for the Nazis and their solu-
tions, glosses over his years as an architect for the Wehrmacht in Crimea and elsewhere 
in occupied Eastern Europe, and claims in an endnote entitled “Das Judenproblem”: 
“When the ghosts had departed, I received letters of thanks from émigrés, although 
I don’t know how or whether I deserved them. Two things remain totally incompre-
hensible to me. Firstly, the celebrations with which an overwhelming percentage of the 
German people enthroned Hitler in 1933, and secondly how all the celebrators disap-
peared from one day to the next when the war was lost and Hitler dead.”7   
The Jewish émigrés who returned, thankful or not—and being, like my father, 
indebted to people like Müller-Rehm and his ilk for one’s job and position in society 
was surely not a comfortable position to be in—were thorns in the side of a Germany 
eager to declare that the adulation for Hitler was as “incomprehensible” as the sudden 
“servility” my father had complained about as a British soldier in 1945. 
A bad conscience was the last thing Germany seemed to be suffering from in the 
1960s. Attacking the Social Democrat candidate Willy Brandt, who had spent 
the Nazi years in exile, the Bavarian conservative Franz-Josef Strauß thundered during 
the election campaign of 1961: “We surely must be allowed to ask Herr Brandt one 
thing: What were you doing in those twelve years outside the country? We know what 
we were doing inside.”8 So, for many returning Jewish émigrés, keeping a low profile 
and not asking too many questions about the past was not only a matter of pride and 
pity but also made professional and private sense. 
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Heinz Galinski, for instance, who survived Auschwitz and Bergen-Belsen and went 
on to be a very vocal leader of the Jewish community in Berlin and later of the Central 
Council of Jews in Germany, was universally despised and constantly vilified and threat-
ened with death. In 1975 he survived a parcel bomb attack and since his death in 1992 
his grave has been repeatedly desecrated. Being visibly and uncompromisingly Jewish, 
demanding that Germany face up to its past, supporting Jewish claims against the German 
state and Israel’s right to self-defense, was not a position that helped you make friends 
and influence people in Adenauer’s Germany or, indeed, later. For my father, Galinski 
was an embarrassment—the kind of “pushy” Jew he never wanted to be or to be asso-
ciated with, although he realized that this gène was in essence antisemitic. (Galinski’s 
daughter, Evelyn Hecht, left the Jewish community and has made a name for herself as a 
vociferous, radical left-wing critic of Israel, tacking her father’s name onto her husband’s 
in order to claim his mantle for her anti-Zionist stance. The extreme Right, which was 
behind most, though by no means all, of the attacks on Galinski, has discovered its love for 
Israel, which it sees as a Western bulwark against Islam. Such are the reversals of history.)
There’s that word: history. What does Jewish history—specifically: the Jewish past 
in Germany—teach us? Because what we think it means will define how we remember 
it. My father couldn’t face the past in all its brutality, because that would have meant 
not being able to face the present. Zionism was not an option—he’d tried it and real-
ized that it wasn’t for him and certainly not for the family he had created. Living in 
England would have been his first choice, but jobs were hard to come by. Returning to 
Germany, he chose a kind of doublethink: knowing and yet not knowing. 
To give an example: I was twelve when the family moved to Berlin, but my father 
never talked to me about what I might expect as a schoolboy with a “Jewish” name 
and a Jewish father. No matter that I thought of myself as British and Anglican, not 
Jewish, and certainly not German-Jewish: did my father really think my teachers and 
the parents of my fellow students wouldn’t draw their own conclusions? I remem-
ber one history lesson when we were discussing theories about the decline and fall 
of the Roman Empire. Our teacher, an admirer of the reactionary German novelist 
Erwin Guido Kolbenheyer, quoted the assertion of the nineteenth-century historian 
Theodor Mommsen that the Jews had been “the ferment of decomposition” in antiq-
uity and remarked: “You, Alan, as a leader of the antiauthoritarian movement at this 
school, with your long hair and love of American Negro music, are a prime example 
of the truth of this statement”—adding that he did not mean this as criticism On the 
contrary, I was the best student in his class and, in his opinion, the order represented 
by our boarding school definitely needed some “decomposing.”
Today, Jewish schoolchildren in Germany would be happy to have to deal with 
this kind of more or less academic antisemitism. Many routinely experience bully-
ing, verbal and physical abuse from fellow students, most of them of Arab or Turkish 
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extraction. I never experienced anything of that sort at school or later. The situation 
in Europe and in Germany is getting more uncomfortable for Jews, trapped between 
Muslim antisemitism on the one hand and the rise of right-wing populism on the 
other. In Western Europe, the populists have learned to deny their traditional antisem-
itism, knowing that it is still a powerful taboo that can ruin their chances of achiev-
ing political influence; in Eastern Europe, however, there are fewer inhibitions—and 
fewer Muslim migrants on whom the populists might vent their nationalist rage. How, 
then, should Jews read their past—and explain it to non-Jews—in order to cope with 
the present and the future?
The Jewish Museum in Berlin represents one answer to this question. It symbol-
izes the high point of German-Jewish reconciliation—or, to be more precise, German 
philosemitism—that was reached in the mid-nineties. The generation of the victims 
and perpetrators was fading from history. The big trials of Nazi war criminals were 
over. An end to compensation payments—“Wiedergutmachung ”—was in sight. The 
generation that had come of age in the legendary years around “’68 ”—my generation—
prided itself on having broken with Germany’s past and being open to “multicultural-
ism.” And the Jewish Museum with its postmodern architecture and liberal American 
director seemed the ideal flagship for the message that Germany was no longer the 
country my father and other émigrés had returned to in the 1950s and 1960s. 
The permanent exhibition at the Jewish Museum celebrated “2,000 years of 
German-Jewish history” and the essential message that the Jewish Museum’s director, 
W. Michael Blumenthal, conveyed was reassuring: the Jews aren’t threatening anybody. 
The permanent exhibition reinforced this message: apart from a few dietary quirks 
and strange rituals, for instance for male babies, Jews are just like ordinary Germans 
and always have been. The exhibition said a lot about the contributions of individual 
Jews to German society—as businesspeople, scientists, politicians, intellectuals, and 
artists—and almost nothing about Judaism as a religion, or anti-Judaism as a driving 
force in Western civilization since the earliest days of Christianity. It also said next to 
nothing about Zionism or about Israel, where German-Jewish life continued after 1933 
and German Jews played a key role in the formation of the Jewish state.9
The museum as conceived by Blumenthal was less a Jewish Museum than a Museum 
of Tolerance. In the spirit of this concept, Blumenthal established an “Academy” of the 
museum devoted to “Jewish-Muslim dialogue.” Under a Muslim director, the “Academy” 
hosted discussions in which critics of Israel and its policies were often prominent, while 
Muslim antisemitism—a main concern of Jews living in Germany—was referred to 
only to be dismissed as a construction of Islamophobic and right-wing elements.
Blumenthal’s successor, a non-Jewish German academic called Peter Schäfer, went 
out of his way to accommodate the Muslim narrative—for instance in an exhibition on 
Jerusalem that failed to mention Arab pogroms and the cooperation of the Grand Mufti 
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with Nazi Germany in World War II. When Schäfer hosted the cultural attaché of the 
Iranian Embassy and seemed to endorse criticism of a Bundestag resolution condemning the 
antisemitic BDS movement, even the usually tame Central Council of Jews in Germany was 
enraged and called the museum—correctly—an “Un-Jewish Museum.” Schäfer resigned.10
It remains to be seen how the new director, Hetty Berg, will deal with the diffi-
cult legacy of the museum. The new permanent exhibition, which opened recently, 
was conceived by the same team that had developed the exhibition that opened in 
2001. While it does devote more space to explaining Judaism, it otherwise avoids divi-
sive issues like Zionism, Israel, and the diverse forms of contemporary antisemitism: 
precisely the issues that for many Jews define their life in Germany.11  
As Muslim immigration has grown, the German image of “the Jew” has split: Israel 
has assumed most of the perceived negative aspects of Jewishness, whereas German Jews 
have begun to be seen not as “the other” vis-à-vis German society, not as an obstacle in 
Germany’s path to postwar normalcy, or money-grubbing profiteers of the Holocaust,12 
but as a better sort of “other” as portrayed by the Jewish Museum: ready to integrate 
and assimilate, unlike the Turks and Arabs; intelligent, diligent, successful, almost 
more German than the Germans. 
The banker and politician Thilo Sarrazin, who almost singlehandedly started 
the right-wing populist movement in 2010 with his book Deutschland schafft sich ab 
(Germany gets rid of itself ), explicitly contrasted Jews and Muslims in an interview 
with Lettre International.13 Berlin had never recovered from the “bloodletting” under 
the Nazis, Sarrazin said, as “the banks and the retail trade had been by and large in 
Jewish hands.” Thirty percent of the doctors and lawyers in Berlin and 80 percent of the 
theater directors had been Jewish, whereas today “a great number” of Berlin’s Arabs and 
Turks had “no productive function whatsoever, except for the vegetable market” and 
their “little girls with headscarves, ” who lowered the general IQ in Berlin’s schools.14 
Thus facts, or half-facts, that had been used against the Jews under the Nazis—their 
presumed dominance in the banking and retail sector, in law and cultural activities, as 
opposed to the Aryan concentration on producing goods in industry and agriculture—
were now being used against Turks and Arabs. Quite apart from the slim factual basis 
(to put it mildly) of Sarrazin’s social Darwinism, the pitting of “Musterjuden”15 (ideal 
Jews) against new immigrants was calculated to promote even more anti-Jewish feeling 
among the Muslims.  Unfortunately, some Jews have adopted this narrative, too. Possibly 
they feel that being praised by the goyim, even the racist goyim, is such a change from 
their usual lot that they might as well play along. Possibly they do feel superior to the 
new immigrants. Almost certainly they feel threatened by Muslim antisemitism and feel 
that it might be useful to have German Islamophobes on their side. As John F. Kennedy 
reportedly said when he appointed Lyndon B. Johnson as his vice-presidential running 
mate: “Better to have him inside the tent pissing out than outside the tent pissing in.”16
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It seems to me, however, that, as Sarrazin’s example shows, German philosemitism 
is often just reversed antisemitism. As my colleague Henryk M. Broder has repeatedly 
shown, the new German love of all things Jewish seldom extends to Israel.17 It’s fine 
shedding a tear about the terrible “bloodletting” during the Nazi era and deploring the 
loss of the Jewish elite; most Germans are less comfortable when Israel does the blood-
letting and proves time and again that its defense, intelligence, and scientific elite is 
able to ensure the existence of the Jewish state in a hostile environment. Germans have 
developed a taste for klezmer in recent years, but not much sympathy for Zionism.
Furthermore, while Jews may enjoy being portrayed as paragons of integration and 
assimilation, the fact remains that they would not exist today had they not resisted inte-
gration and assimilation for almost 2,000 years. It was not only Christian discrimina-
tion that kept the Jews in Western Europe’s ghettos or the Russian Pale of Settlement: 
it was their own determination not to be absorbed by the Gentiles, not to give up their 
religious heritage, their self-determination, for instance through rabbinical courts, and 
their own language, be it Yiddish or Ladino. The “parallel societies” decried by crit-
ics of Muslim immigration were for centuries what kept the Jews and Judaism alive. 
Many modern Jews—not to mention non-Jews—shudder at the sight of Mea 
Shearim or parts of Brooklyn, let alone at the pictures of Roman Vishniac’s “Vanished 
World” of the Eastern European shtetl. My father’s family certainly actively disliked 
the “Ostjuden , ” and I remember my father’s disdain not only for the musical Fiddler on 
the Roof, which was a huge success in 1960s Germany, and which he considered kitsch 
of the worst kind, but also for Gershom Scholem, Martin Buber, and other represen-
tatives of the Jewish renaissance in the 1920s and 1930s. Writing from Jerusalem to his 
confidante Ursula Phillip in London shortly after his arrival in Palestine in 1935, my 
father describes the “devout people of the Wailing Wall” and goes on to say: “We learn 
(from those of us who view the Holy East with awe because their fathers spat on it) that 
swaying before us in the stench and mess of the Old City is a race of heroes, ecstatics 
and scholars. I can believe it. . . . But my first reaction is disgust.”18 
Neither disgust nor idealization, it seems to me, are adequate answers to the ques-
tion about the past that today’s and tomorrow’s Jews in Germany need to reclaim. 
Instead of papering over cultural differences, a Jewish view of Jewish history needs 
to stress them; needs to celebrate the strangeness of being Jewish, of being the arche-
typical Other not only in Christian, but also in Enlightenment thought, as David 
Nirenberg has shown.19 Jewish assimilation was a noble enterprise, but it was doomed 
and, in certain moments, even my father knew that. Writing to his mother from France 
in February 1935, he says he intends to go to Palestine, because he “can’t always be 
the little man who apologises for his existence” and that he “cannot imagine pass-
ing this fate along to a child—again to love, where he is hated, and to live where he 
is only tolerated.” 
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A Jew who does not feel sympathy and solidarity with today’s immigrants who feel 
caught in the same bind forgets his or her own past. The German footballer Mesut Özil, 
a member of the national team, wrote bitterly that he was a German when they won, but 
became a Turk again when they went down to defeat. Indeed, what lessons should Jews in 
Germany be teaching the newer Germans from the Middle East and Africa? “Integrate, 
assimilate the way our fathers and grandfathers did!” Look how far it got them.
Young Jews, mostly from Eastern Europe or Israel, recently staged a “Disintegration 
Congress” in Berlin. One of the organizers, the poet Max Czollek, criticized the role 
of Jews “as extras in the German Theatre of Memory.” In return for “material and 
social recognition” they “perform the role of ‘Jews for Germans’ ”—all too often 
“kippa-wearing figures with a Shoah past.”20 Yet young Ukrainian Jews whose grand-
parents fought with the Red Army do not accept the narrative of victimhood. Nor 
do young Israelis. Czollek again: “De-integration also means: No, things won’t be all 
right again. No, I won’t light those candles with you. No, our mothers and fathers did 
not go to Auschwitz together. No, my biography is not available to you. No, when I 
write poetry it is not so that you understand everything. No, my opinion about Israel 
has nothing to do with you, damn it. No, you’re not going to get off that lightly! . . . 
This is Jud Sauer. These are the Inglorious Poets. We won the war!”21 
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G E N E R AT I O N I N F LU X
Diasporic Reflections on the 
Future of German-Jewishness
Sheer Ganor
I n his 1950 account of traveling through Israel, Manfred George shared the story of a conversation that took place between a boy and a girl on the topic of marriage. The boy claimed to know exactly what matrimony is all about: “First, the couple 
goes to the rabbi, then they celebrate in a feast, and afterwards, they go into a room.” 
“And then?” the girl pressed him to proceed. “Then, ” the boy continued, “one locks 
the door and starts talking in German.”1 George offered this light-hearted anecdote 
to show his readers how wide the linguistic gap remained between parents and chil-
dren within Israel’s German-speaking community. Even though most members of that 
community had arrived in the land at least a decade earlier, the realm of adults, as it 
appeared to the young discussants, remained the realm of German, a room behind 
locked doors.
The following essay explores the generational gap observed in George’s account. 
It weaves together perceptions of parents and children who populated the diaspora 
of German-speaking Jews, illuminating how older and younger members came to 
understand demarcations that surfaced between them as they navigated their places 
of settlement around the world. Approximately 400,000 German-speaking Jews fled 
Nazi-dominated Central Europe between 1933 and 1941, among them families with 
children of all ages.2 In new locales, young Jewish refugees established their own families 
and reared children who lived as natives of the new homelands. Parents who migrated 
with young children, as well as those with children born in the immediate years follow-
ing displacement, witnessed them growing up in environments distant from the ones 
they had known.
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For the most part, parents encouraged the integration of their offspring. But 
the acculturation of their children involved adopting norms and customs that were 
quite literally foreign. Language was a central component, as Manfred George’s 
story indicated, though not the only one. Tastes, manners, and values common 
in the German-Jewish milieu of Central Europe often seemed out of sync when 
transplanted into new surroundings. Child refugees and children of refugees may 
not always have felt themselves fully embedded in the receiving societies,3 but they 
were usually better able than their parents to acclimatize.4 With their cultural iden-
tity still linking them to old homelands and denoting their foreignness in new 
ones, adults perceived a widening gulf between their own generation and the one 
that followed.
The emergence of a fraught generational gap within immigrant families is a 
notable characteristic of migratory movements and was certainly not unique to 
twentieth-century Central European Jews. What sets the case of the German-Jewish 
diaspora apart from other mass migration waves is the emergence of such a genera-
tional divide at the precise moment when German-speaking Jewry faced the threat 
of extinction. National Socialism violently negated claims to German-Jewishness as 
a culture and identity: its claimants and bearers faced expulsion and dispersion, or 
worse, deportation and annihilation. The children of the German-Jewish diaspora, 
it became increasingly clear, would have no physical “metropole” to observe from a 
distance. If their parents succeeded in instilling German-Jewishness in them, it was in 
the form of a remembered and constructed heritage, not as a lived reality. Under these 
conditions, refugee parents had to come to terms with the fact that the world that had 
shaped them would remain foreign to their children.
Familial relationships and intergenerational tensions remain little explored in schol-
arship on the German-Jewish diaspora.5 This essay places them at the focus of investi-
gation. In the following pages I examine the different ways in which German-speaking 
Jews understood the nature and consequences of the boundaries between the genera-
tion still attached to drüben—the geographic and mental terrain of the past—and the 
younger generation immersed foremost in its immediate environments. Synthesizing 
perspectives from parents as well as children (often writing as adults), I explore their 
relationship as a locus of hopes and fears, of comfort and conflict. As these tensions 
unfolded in various geographies and different societal contexts, a question echoed 
in the background: in light of the Nazi attacks on Germany’s Jews and in the after-
math of displacement and dispersion, could German-Jewishness still have a future in 
the diaspora?
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T H E G E N E R AT I O NA L G A P 
A N D T H E S US TA I NA B I L I T Y O F 
G E R M A N-J EWI S H C U LT U R E
After Ernst Simon traveled at the behest of the Jerusalem Leo Baeck Institute to 
German-Jewish communities in Latin America, he authored a detailed report on 
the experience. Youth in the countries that he visited, Simon wrote in 1958, generally 
understood the German language, though they seldom read it and could speak it only 
with difficulty. With some bitterness, Simon noted that children of former refugees 
were rapidly absorbing the local culture, which was quickly “consuming the fragments 
of the Jewish culture that their parents still possess, and which they attempt to pass 
on to their children with inadequate means.” In Rio de Janeiro, Simon reported, the 
community branded itself not as “German-Jewish” but as “liberal, ” and in doing so, he 
thought that “it loses a part of its German-Jewish character, but wins over the youth.” 
In Buenos Aires, he lamented the strong influence of “North-American culture” but 
found that a significant portion of children continued to attend the German-Jewish 
“Pestalozzi-School.”6
Filled with contradictions, Simon’s analysis made no attempt to formulate a coher-
ent characterization of the conditions of the younger generation. His report is instruc-
tive, however, in highlighting the urgency with which German-Jewish community 
leaders observed their descendants growing up across the diaspora. They sought to iden-
tify patterns of integration and opportunities to foster communal cohesion. During 
his journey, Simon gave several lectures on such topics as “The Cultural Legacy of 
Germany Jewry, ” “New Developments in Hebrew Literature, ” or “How to Educate 
Our Children as Jews.” These events were very well attended and Simon attributed 
their success to the hope that one might learn how to “remain Jewish” and to safeguard 
one’s children within the community.7 While the general intention was to secure the 
continued existence of the Jewish minority writ large, German-speaking Jews prior-
itized doing so within the framework of their own communities. The popular inter-
est in Simon’s lectures indicates that the concern around the growing distance of the 
next generation from “our circles, ” as Simon referred to it, extended beyond commu-
nity leaders, pedagogues, and organizations such as the Leo Baeck Institute (LBI), 
who were explicitly invested in preserving German-Jewishness.
Around the time that Simon composed his report, similar questions were voiced 
across the German-Jewish diaspora. In New York members of the American Jewish K.C. 
Fraternity, one of the successor organizations to the Kartell-Convent (KC) umbrella 
association of Jewish university fraternities, tried to initiate an exchange program in 
which children of members from various countries would be hosted by KC families 
in another country. The purpose, beyond the international experience afforded to young 
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participants, was to expose descendants of former Burschen to the KC traditions and 
the bond shared by its members worldwide.8
The initial invitation to participate in the program was unsuccessful. In 1961 another 
attempt to revive it carried an appeal for members to acknowledge that the KC teetered 
on its “deathbed” and to consider the youth exchange program as a response to its 
otherwise certain demise. “Isn’t it a wonderful thought, ” John Elton wrote in the orga-
nization’s bulletin, “that the next generation and the one after that . . . will build friend-
ships on cornerstones laid by ourselves? That we were able to contribute something 
to the possibility that a group of people from different parts of the world would feel 
close to each other?” Elton recognized that the ideals that motivated his generation 
and his parents’ generation to join the fraternities could no longer suffice, but he still 
believed in the ability to sustain the KC “when not in name then in spirit.”9 Elton’s plea 
may very well have resonated with fellow KC members (the organization’s bulletins 
and reunion speeches addressed its uncertain future on other occasions as well), but 
the exchange program failed once again to come to fruition. The majority of the KC 
Brüder, as they referred to themselves, either came to terms with the foreseeable end 
of their union, or did not believe in the exchange as a viable option. During the post-
war decades KC chapters around the world focused their efforts on chronicling their 
fraternities’ history, debating their ideological motivations, and reminiscing at local and 
international reunions. With no new recruits, no institutional future in the most literal 
sense, KC members spent the remainder of their active years engaging with their past.
Ernst Simon’s inquiry on behalf of the LBI and the unsuccessful attempts at secur-
ing the next generation of KC Brüder offer two examples of diasporic collectives inves-
tigating the possibilities and limitations of a German-Jewish future. These initiatives 
reveal a concern with the growing detachment of the youth from the culture that had 
given birth to both the LBI and the KC. While these two institutions were founded 
specifically as representative bodies for German Jewry (albeit in different time peri-
ods and under very different circumstances), they were not alone in sensing a widen-
ing divide between parents and children across the diaspora. As the following examples 
show, the confrontation with this generational gap was present in everyday family envi-
ronments and experienced directly by parents as well as their children.
T H E G E R M A N-J EWI S H FA M I LY
Like all parents, German-Jewish parents strove to guarantee a secure future for their 
progeny. To that end, they generally promoted and supported their children’s integra-
tion. Indeed, many observed the process with pride and happiness, grateful to see their 
sons and daughters developing into locals in their adoptive countries. But a bittersweet 
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sentiment accompanied that sense of joy and accomplishment, especially as the parents 
themselves often faced material loss and cultural disorientation.
Grete Mahrer’s short story entitled “The Letter” illustrates how the generational gap 
found its manifestations in intimate, everyday spaces. Mahrer submitted it to a writ-
ing competition held by the Mitteilungsblatt, the press organ of the Central European 
Immigrant Association in Palestine/Israel. Awarded third prize in the contest, “The 
Letter” was printed in December 1949. It told the story of Edith Grüner, who had 
received a letter from her daughter, Jael. Edith knew the origin of the letter even before 
reading it closely, since Jael was the only person who ever wrote to her in Hebrew and 
not in German. Having trouble deciphering the foreign language, Edith wrongfully 
surmised that Jael would be visiting the following day, when the letter had in fact stated 
that Jael would be getting married that day. This not inconsequential misunderstand-
ing then led to the unfolding of a comedy of errors.
Mahrer’s short story is filled with moments of cultural clashes between the Sabra 
generation and their parents. Particularly interesting is Mahrer’s narration of Edith’s 
struggle with Jael’s letter: “She sat facing the bookcase with the works of Thomas Mann 
and Hermann Hesse, books by André Gide and Sigmund Freud, books about political 
economy and history, books about art and music and psychology that seemed to watch 
in refined silence as she tried, with the help of a dictionary, to read what her child had 
written her.”10 Mahrer intentionally delayed over this image of the cultivated woman 
struggling to read simple words that her daughter had written without effort. It was 
only a somewhat exaggerated depiction of German-Jewish Bildungsbürgertum post-
displacement, one that the Mitteilungsblatt editors could safely assume would reso-
nate among their readers.
If Mahrer’s story was meant to occasion amusement with a slightly melancholic 
touch, Edith Kurzweil’s memoir offers a more somber version of the parental loss 
of status. Narrating her escape from her hometown of Vienna to the United States, 
Kurzweil paid particular attention to the strains that displacement had placed on her 
relationship with her parents. Her relationship with her father became especially stren-
uous. She disdained his constant complaining about New York and his romanticization 
of life “bei uns, ” back in Europe.11 In her memoir, Kurzweil applied the gift of hindsight 
when she noted that “it didn’t occur to me that without his business and status he had 
lost his moorings and his dashing spirit. Or that much of his bravado was covering up his 
feelings of inferiority: he was a foreigner who now perceived himself as a nobody.”12 The 
sense of losing his self-worth translated into a dominating attitude at home, leading to 
frequent clashes with his daughter, for whom “Vienna was dissolving into New York.”13
For many parents and young adults across the German-Jewish diaspora, the relief 
of having escaped Nazism did not ease the difficulties of relinquishing their former 
world. When raising children, they tried to introduce pieces of that world that they 
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cherished and missed. Sonja Mühlberger’s parents regularly read German fairytales to 
her while living as refugees in Shanghai. They tried their best to visualize the landscape 
in which these stories took place and, when their daughter was incapable of understand-
ing the meaning of a forest, they explained that it is one tree, and then another tree, 
and then even more trees together. On one rare occasion when snow fell in the city, 
her father climbed a ladder to the roof of their house and filled a bowl with the white 
matter. Young Sonja was instructed to put her hands inside and feel the snow, “and so 
the story of Snow White became more tangible.”14 On the other side of the world in 
Bolivia, Leo Spitzer received from his father the book Beethoven: El Sacrificio de un 
Ninõ (Beethoven: The Sacrifice of a Child), an illustrated biography of the composer 
his father so admired. The book provided the young Spitzer (born in 1939 in La Paz) 
with a tangible link to his father’s faraway home.15 The Spanish-language book was 
something of a boundary object. It simultaneously educated Spitzer about his fami-
ly’s past and embedded him in their present space of temporary refuge in Bolivia.
E N C O U N T E R S O F A G E R M A N-J EWI S H K I N D
Responses to the generational gap were not united in character. Parents reacted differently 
upon realizing that their offspring acquired mentalities and sensibilities that they perceived 
as foreign. Marjorie Perloff, for example, felt that her fondness for American pop culture 
disappointed her parents. Despite the fact that even as a child she was also immersed in 
the German literary canon, her interest in what her parents disapprovingly called “kitsch” 
was met with disdain. When she shared her enthusiasm with her family, she said, “my 
mother and grandmother gave each other a look, as if to say, ‘Poor child, she doesn’t yet 
understand.’ ”16 Young Perloff, on the other hand, secretly hoped that her mother would 
become more like other mothers who already knew who Frank Sinatra was.17
Parents could tacitly accept their children’s acculturation, even when they were not 
entirely comfortable with the local culture. Hedy Axelrad came to terms with what she 
had considered the poor etiquette and absent manners displayed by American children. 
She even accepted that her own daughter, Evi, fell short in this regard. In a 1940 letter 
to her parents (who were stranded in Vienna), she laughed at the suggestion that Evi 
be allowed to play only with well-mannered children: “There’s no such thing here. I’ve 
never seen children so naughty before. There are absolutely no consequences, they do 
as they please and the adults find it entirely natural.” Evi, she wrote, was not misbehav-
ing, but “generally does what she wants, ” while the children of a family friend, Axelrad 
confided, “are already completely amerikanisch.” Concluding the matter, Axelrad reas-
sured her parents that there was no need to worry about something they could not 
control, and that “the older ones here are nice and good, so it will work out.”18
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In the diaspora, perpetuating the cultural ideals and behavioral norms that guided 
Central European Jews before their displacement seemed untenable, particularly for 
children and youth. The extent to which parents regretted this futility often depended 
on their own biographies—their previous lives, the circumstances surrounding their 
migration, the conditions encountered thereafter, and their individual attitudes toward 
host societies. Consider the cases of Lazar Herrmann and Hans Elias, both of whom 
had emigrated to the United States but formulated opposing approaches to American 
influences on their children. Under the pseudonym Leo Lania, Herrmann published 
an article on the occasion of his son entering U.S. military service in 1943. When his 
wife declared that she would like to accompany their son, Fred, to the train station, 
Herrmann hesitated. He recalled his own service during World War I and the stifling 
atmosphere of militant masculinity. Assuming that Fred would be embarrassed, he 
was surprised to hear him respond: “Of course you’re coming!” Observing Fred 
going through an experience so close to his own yet so radically different revealed to 
Herrmann a gulf between their generations: “So it is for us, European fathers, with our 
American sons, ” he wrote. “In day-to-day life we don’t notice how fast and how fully 
they are developing away from us. But on that morning I felt it stronger than ever.”
Thinking back on European critiques of American education, Herrmann noted that 
he had once believed that American children, too coddled by their mothers, grew to 
become “soft.” Seeing Fred and his generation, he realized that “the American lad does 
not become a ‘mother’s boy,’ rather, even in uniform he remains a mother’s son. And 
that’s the best protection against the rise of militarism in America.” Herrmann thus 
cheered ex-European youth for quickly Americanizing themselves. He recalled how his 
son once admonished him when Herrmann brushed off an argument as “nonsense.” Fred 
proclaimed that presenting different perspectives in a reasonable manner is a cornerstone 
of democratic society. Remarking that, just two years before, Fred had been surrounded 
by hatred and terror, Herrmann felt immensely pleased at his son’s lucid convictions.19
Hans Elias saw things differently. In 1940 Elias published an article titled “Liberalistic 
Education as the Cause of Fascism.” Using historical examples from Europe in the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries, as well as from his own experience in Weimar-era 
Germany, he described progressive education as dangerous. It failed to provide children 
with the opposition required to mature into thoughtful, responsible human beings. 
Sensing “that the American youth may come into the same danger, ” Elias hoped “to 
awaken the attention of American educators and parents.”20 In his view, educational 
norms in the United States were not promoting sensible values, as Herrmann had 
believed, but instead fostered illiberal tendencies, as was the case in Europe.
When in 1945 Elias and his family moved from Massachusetts to Atlanta, Georgia, 
he and his wife, Anneliese, were disturbed by the rampant racism they witnessed. They 
were especially concerned that their two young sons might grow up to internalize the 
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injustice of racial segregation as normal. To make sure that their sons would not accul-
turate to their surroundings too much, they went together to a local African American 
school and met with the principal—who declined their invitation to visit their house 
for fear of getting lynched if seen in their white neighborhood.21 In that particular 
social surrounding, Hans and Anneliese Elias were deliberately trying to prevent their 
children from feeling at home.
Herrmann celebrated his son’s receptiveness to the democratic ideals of his new 
country; Elias feared that his children could absorb prevalent bigotry and violence. One 
father extolled American children’s education as a contrast to rigid European norms; 
the other warned that the two were dangerously alike. Significantly, both looked back 
at their previous life in Central Europe for clues to determine what their children could 
and should learn from new surroundings while building their own futures.
L O O K I N G BAC K TO T H E 
G E R M A N-J EWI S H F U T U R E
One intriguing facet in the history of the German-Jewish diaspora is a supposed contra-
diction in integration. Many immigrants experienced a relatively swift and smooth 
socioeconomic assimilation, but meanwhile sought to safeguard particular cultural 
codes, sustaining a living connection to a world that seemed out of reach. In their previ-
ous homelands, genocide and war were destroying what remained of their communi-
ties; in their new ones, the younger generation was attuned to coordinates different 
from their own. Under these circumstances, if German Jewry still had a future, could 
it resemble its past in any meaningful way?
One member of the German-Jewish diaspora considered that question directly in 
July 1939. Under the title “Confessions of a Former Assimilationist, ” Tristan Leander 
proclaimed that, from his home in Palestine, he no longer felt a connection to the 
German people. His connection to the German language, however, remained strong. 
He recognized that his unborn children could not share this link to the language 
and culture of his own youth. “But once in a while, when they are not at home, ” he 
predicted, “I will hide in a corner and secretly read a little Goethe or Karl Kraus.” He 
pleaded with his new compatriots who were unable to understand this need, “because 
they never felt themselves to be truly Polish or Russian, ” to “leave us be. It’s only a 
matter of one last generation.”22 The deep sense of betrayal that the author—and many 
others in his position—felt toward their former homelands did not weaken his strong 
commitment to his native culture. Indeed, it was his fear that it would have no lineage, 
no room in the future of his own family and by extension the future of the Jewish 
people, that compelled him to cling to the idea of German-Jewishness.
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The children of the German-Jewish diaspora may or may not have learned the native 
language of their parents. Many grew to espouse, with some measure of pride, the iden-
tity of second-generation Yekkes. But the lives, experiences, and memories discussed 
here show that both parents and children were acutely aware of the chasm that existed 
between them. Responses to that realization varied, but acceptance prevailed. After 
all, the existence of a generational gap between parents and their children was perhaps 
the only normal experience that German-speaking Jewish families negotiated during 
an era of unprecedented rupture.
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H O M E O N T H E BA L C O N Y
New Initiatives for the Preser vation 
of Documents and Material Objects 
Relating to German-Jewish Histor y
Joachim Schlör
A utumn 1990.1 Germany celebrated its reunification, but I heard the news from afar and looked at my own country with a new feeling of distance. As a fellow of the Institute for German History at Tel Aviv University, I had 
developed a plan to write about the history of the city of Tel Aviv, seen through the 
eyes and the experiences of German-speaking Jews who had arrived here after the Nazis’ 
rise to power, between 1933 and 1940. My research brought me to an area of the city 
that some people called “Yekkesland ”: Ben Yehuda, Gordon, Frishman, Mapu, and 
Ruppin streets, north of the city center, close to the sea, and—then, not anymore—
characterized by the public use of the German language (or Hebrew with a German or 
Austrian accent) and the existence of some institutions such as Landsberger’s bookshop 
or Café Mersand where those Yekkes regularly met and exchanged views about their 
lives between Herkunft and Zukunft, between a European past and a Middle Eastern 
present. Fortunately, I also had the opportunity to visit some wonderful people, Eli and 
Marianne Rothschild, Viola and Mordechai Virshubsky, Ernst Laske, Eva Sänger, Nadja 
Taussig, and many others. All of these private apartments contained elements of a partly 
saved German and European cultural heritage that had found their way to Palestine and 
now lived together with more recent Israeli material objects: musical instruments 
and music sheets, paintings and drawings on the walls, bookshelves with German titles, 
letters, diaries, photo albums.2 Nadia Taussig told me about the German-speaking circle 
that had met in her and her husband Ernst’s flat on Mapu 3 for fifty years, from 1941 
to 1991. She showed me a list of all the lectures and debates held at this place, and on 
that list we encounter many of the important names of deracinated German-speaking 
Jewish intellectuals, Shalom Ben Chorin, Max Brod, Sammy Gronemann, Margot 
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Klausner, Helmar Lerski, Leo Perutz, Arnold Zweig; and the important topics of the 
time: the land and its future, the Zionist movement and the idea of a binational state, 
music, film, theater, photography, and literature. I managed to make a copy of the list 
(and have used it in many ways), but when I asked Mrs. Taussig for a copy of the letters 
that must have been stored somewhere in these desks and cupboards, she hesitated and 
asked me to visit her again after her move to an Elternheim. She passed away just a week 
or so after that move; none of her friends had the chance to search for the documents 
and they were all thrown away. Such losses must have occurred many times, due to a 
lack of interest among the younger generation or maybe, in more general terms, due 
to the prevailing Zionist idea that the cultures of the diaspora had little value in the 
process of the Israeli nation-building process. One could often see German books and 
papers on the street, awaiting disposal.
One of the most impressive visits took place in Gordon Street. Walter Grab, who 
had immigrated from Vienna as a nineteen-year-old and made a living selling handbags 
on the street, later redefined and established himself as a historian and became the 
founder of the Institute for German History at Tel Aviv University. His study was 
crammed with books and manuscripts, copies of archival sources about the libertarian 
movements in German history, from the Peasants’ War through 1848 to the German 
anti-Nazi resistance. When I asked him where he felt at home—what Heimat meant 
for him—he also hesitated. It couldn’t be Vienna, he maintained, because of the 
antisemitism that had driven him out of his hometown and was still not defeated; 
it couldn’t be Jerusalem either, because of the dominance of religion which made 
him uncomfortable. In the end, he said, it was “this balcony, ” a place from which he 
could look out to the sea and to his own international connections—and back into 
his study. I remember wondering what would happen to all these papers in the future, 
but I didn’t dare to ask.
As it turned out, they have been preserved. At that time in the early 1990s, 
there were only few places that would—or even could—accept such collections. 
The Zionist Archives in Jerusalem concentrated on the preservation of papers and 
documents relevant for the study of the political movement; the Central Archives 
for the History of the Jewish People, also in Jerusalem, kept the memories of (mostly 
destroyed) Jewish communities in Europe and elsewhere; and while the Leo Baeck 
Institute’s archives in New York, the London-based Wiener Library, or the archive of 
the Centre for German-Jewish Studies at Sussex University could have been possible 
repositories, not many people wanted their papers to leave Israel. In the mid-nineties, 
the little Museum in Honour of German Jewry, founded in 1970 by Israel Shiloni 
in Nahariya, was offered a new home in Stef Wertheimer’s Open Museum in Tefen, 
Galilee. Ruthi Ofek commenced her work as curator there, and at long last there was a 
place where children and grandchildren could donate the estates of their parents and 
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grandparents.3 Alongside this positive development in the institutionalization and 
professionalization of archival work in Israel, another contribution should be discussed: 
More and more young researchers from all over the world, but specifically from Germany 
and Austria, began to write about different aspects of German-Jewish and 
Austrian-Jewish history and culture, and even if their specific topics concerned events, 
institutions, or personalities from the period before 1933, they had to use the archives 
in Israel and to take into account the effect of forced emigration both on the persons 
they interviewed and on their libraries and private archives. In addition, there has 
been an enormous growth in the number (and quality) of studies that research and 
discuss this emigration itself, the many different experiences of the Yekkes, and the 
development of both private and public memory cultures related to it. These young 
researchers continued to visit witnesses of the time in their private homes and asked 
to see personal documents they might use for their projects—and this interest in turn 
helped to create a new awareness among those Jews of German or Austrian origin, and 
their families, about the importance of the preservation of such documents. Finally, with 
the growing list of publications, with new research projects developed in newly funded 
or invigorated research centers for Jewish studies in Germany and Austria (Potsdam, 
Leipzig, Hamburg, Berlin, Graz, Salzburg), and with the continuity of academic 
collaboration between German universities and partners elsewhere, in Israel and the 
United States, but also in the UK (not least the Centre for German-Jewish Studies 
at the University of Sussex), the need to preserve such documents and to make them 
accessible for research has led to a stronger involvement of German cultural institutions.
As a result of all these developments, the Franz Rosenzweig Minerva Research Center 
in Jerusalem and the German Literary Archive in Marbach created a project, funded by 
the German Foreign Office, entitled “Traces and Treasures of German-Jewish History 
in Israel.” This initiative owns its existence to the scholarly and humane engagement 
of a new generation of scholars—the last generation to meet the surviving Yekkes in 
person and to visit them in their homes. Caroline Jessen, who wrote an excellent PhD 
dissertation on the “literary canon” of German Jews in Israel, their libraries, and on the 
place these collections had in their new lives in Israel, coordinated the project from 
2012 to 2015. Her successor is Lina Barouch, who specializes in twentieth-century 
German-Jewish writing and specifically the overlaps between German and Hebrew. 
The project description on their website reads as follows:
Personal archives and collections were rescued from Nazi Germany by emigrants, 
refugees and Jewish institutions with considerable difficulty during the years 1933–
1945 and in the immediate aftermath of the Holocaust. Many of these collections 
were brought to Mandate Palestine and are now preserved in public archives or 
private collections in Israel. Despite the efforts of Israeli archives, a significant 
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part of the rescued materials has not yet been made available for international 
research. Few Israeli archives can provide personnel with sufficient language skills 
to make these mostly German-language holdings accessible. The project ‘Traces of 
German-Jewish History’ promotes the arrangement and description of archives 
of scholars, writers, and artists and encourages archive-based research in the fields 
of Cultural Transfer, the History of Science, the Migration of Knowledge and the 
History of Ideas. In order to preserve significant collections and to open them up 
to international research, the project draws on the DLA’s development of flexible 
cataloging and conservation measures, while the Rosenzweig Minerva Research 
Center offers its scholarly expertise and a forum for discussions between established 
scholars, junior researchers and archivists. Personal archives, literary estates, and 
historical collections do not only represent a threatened “cultural heritage”, but 
they also provide an essential foundation for new cultural and scholarly discussions. 
Traces of German-Jewish History offers junior scholars and students the opportunity 
to participate in projects combining academic research and archival practice. In 
addition to this, the project aims at locating relevant German-Jewish collections, 
which are neither archived nor accessible to the public, in order to facilitate their 
transfer to a suitable public archive in Israel.4
Among the collections, we find files of the Hebrew theater Habimah and of the 
Leo Baeck Institute in Jerusalem, as well as private collections of Ruth Enis, Gideon 
Kaminka, Samuel (Shmuel) Hugo Bergmann, Shlomo Dov (Fritz) Goitein, C. Z. 
Kloetzel, Heinrich Loewe, Nadia Stein, Curt Wormann, and Walter Grab. At a confer-
ence in Jerusalem in September 2016, “Contested German-Jewish Cultural Property 
after 1945: The Sacred and the Profane, ” Yonatan Shiloh-Dayan summarized his 
research on the Walter Grab collection in a lecture with the beautiful title: “What Does 
a Displaced Historian Keep?” Not only were the documents saved, ordered, systema-
tized, but the preservation enables us to discuss new questions around Grab’s work and 
to enter his world of thought through the documents he kept. This would have pleased 
Walter Grab immensely. Similarly, the papers of Heinrich Loewe have been preserved. 
Loewe was a—maybe, the—central figure of the Zionist movement in Berlin from 
the late 1890s to 1933. His name appears in the context of nearly every single initiative 
dedicated to a Jewish future in Palestine. Frank Schlöffel, in his study Heinrich Loewe. 
Zionistische Netzwerke und Räume, made an enormous effort to reconstruct all these 
initiatives and to tell the story of Loewe’s life, from a childhood in Magdeburg and a 
professional career as a librarian at Berlin’s Friedrich-Wilhelm-Universität to the posi-
tion of director of Tel Aviv’s municipal library.5 And there, in Beit Ariela, an important 
part of Loewe’s papers (which had not gone to the Central Zionist Archives) were kept 
in bad condition without a secure future. Now they have been preserved and can be 
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made accessible. These papers contain life stories, “traces, ” that led from Germany to 
Palestine and Israel, and they reflect individual experiences of emigration and immi-
gration, feelings of a Heimat lost and a new life gained.
They are indeed “treasures.” To have this knowledge is important both for the 
self-understanding of the Israeli society and its relationship to the diaspora and for our 
understanding of a German and German-Jewish culture that has partly been destroyed 
and lives on—in fragments. These documents show, as Caroline Jessen put it in an 
interview, “how deeply Israeli history is connected to German-Jewish history” and 
that “the work of German Jews has become a part of Israeli identity.”
In the second part of this contribution, I would like to open our perspective and 
look at other forms of dialogue between German-Jewish émigrés and their former 
home, with a specific focus on the city of Berlin on the one hand, but on a worldwide 
connectivity at the same time. Questions relating to the fate of German-Jewish cultural 
property after 1933—from the initial “loss” to eventual restitution—are generally 
addressed within the framework of the state or other official institutions. Yet there is a 
further dimension to both the historical events and current debates about them, namely 
that of the individual and personal experience. “Aryanization, ” theft, confiscation—
these impacted individuals and families first of all. Those who were able to flee from 
Nazi persecution and emigrate to places all over the world were forced to leave property 
behind, to sell art collections or furniture for the lowest prices, or to hand over their 
firms and stores to whoever profited from their loss. During my current research on 
family letters and testimonies written during the process of emigration (and over 
ensuing decades), I have come across numerous sources that have rarely been used in 
this context: Family members and relatives exchange information about the loss of 
material objects in documents that are, perforce, of a transnational character, while at 
the same time they refer to the former Heimat, their home—the place of departure. 
These documents afford us a valuable insight into the meaning of things for families 
and individuals.
A first source that demonstrates this importance of property to the emigrants and 
survivors is a letter written by Walter M. Danziger, 2907 Fallstaff Road, Apartment 
T5, in Baltimore, Maryland, on April 29, 1991. The letter is addressed to Dr. Klaus 
Sühl, Freie Universität Berlin, who had been commissioned by the Senate of Berlin to 
prepare the publication of the Gedenkbuch der ermordeten Juden Berlins (Memorial 
Book for the Murdered Jews of Berlin). Walter Danziger writes as follows:
Dear Dr. Suehl,
With regard to your appeal in Aktuell-Berlin, I wish to inform you of what we 
went through in Berlin before we were finally permitted to emigrate to America. 
We also sadly lost many relatives in concentration camps, even entire families. My 
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parents owned a department store in the Schlossstraße in Berlin-Koepenick, called 
Lichtenstein Nachf. D. Cohn. The building in which the store was based and where 
we lived belonged to my grandmother Emilie Cohn. Behind the building there was 
also a very beautiful garden, with a view over the Dahme, which also belonged to my 
grandmother Emilie Cohn.
In 1938, my father was forced by a Nazi called Ahrendt to sell the store. This Nazi 
also bought all the other Jewish stores in Koepenick and took over our apartment. The 
City of Koepenick bought the building at a very low price. Life in Koepenick became 
very uncomfortable in 1939. Jewish families were taken out of their houses at night 
and led through the entire city accompanied by ugly taunts. Thus my parents decided 
to move to West Berlin, where we managed to get an apartment in Schaperstraße 8, 
near the Kaiserallee. Our friends were called Loewe. Our host owned a publishing 
house. His wife was descended from one Professor Abraham Geiger, who had founded 
Reform Judaism.6
This source forms part of a large body of correspondence that has not been acces-
sible so far and which I was permitted to view in the archives of the Stiftung Neue 
Synagoge—Centrum Judaicum in Berlin’s Oranienburger Straße. The task assigned to 
Klaus Sühl and his colleagues, Ulrich Schulze-Marmeling and Rita Meyhöfer, was—
as the correspondents frequently note—immense. They attempted to list all the Jews 
who had been deported from Berlin and murdered in the Holocaust, along with the 
dates of their deportation and the dates of their death, and any further information 
that could possibly be found.7 What the researchers had not foreseen was that those 
who responded to the appeal titled “Aufruf an alle ehemaligen Berliner Juden” (call to 
all former Berliner Jews), advertised in Aufbau, Mitteilungsblatt, Semanario Israelita, 
AJR Information, and many other newspapers and journals of German-Jewish émigrés 
worldwide, wished to tell—indeed had to tell—their own stories: stories of survival 
in concentration camps or living “illegally” on the streets of Berlin; tales of migration, 
of the many different ways in which their life in Berlin came to an end and how they 
began to build a new life elsewhere; and accounts of the material objects they were 
able to take along or were forced to leave behind.
This collection, originating in the idea to document the circumstances of death, has 
evolved into a reservoir of stories of survival. Berlin-Aktuell is the name of the journal—
which appeared in print for many years, and today is mainly accessible online—founded 
by the so-called Emigrantenreferat of the Berlin Senate, whose main task has been, 
since 1969, to maintain the numerous forms of contact between the city and its former 
inhabitants, most importantly the regular visits of groups of “former Berliners.”8 Letters 
addressed to and sent by Berlin-Aktuell and the Emigrantenreferat form a further body 
of sources, stored in the upper floor of Berlin’s Rotes Rathaus. Together these two 
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sets of sources, which comprise thousands of letters, provide insight into the multiple 
forms of relationships among the Berliners who now reside (or, as many have since 
passed away, resided at the time) in Baltimore, Maryland and in so many other places 
around the globe. They provide an idea of the relationship between owners and their 
property as well as their sense of loss and hope for restoration.
What became of the house and the garden in Köpenick? Which parts of the family 
property were those who emigrated able to take along with them when they left? 
(Walter came to England with the Kindertransport.) What role did the former property 
play in the subsequent lives of those who managed to escape? Did the emigrants try to 
retrieve it? Did they talk about it during family meetings? When we think of all the 
human lives destroyed by the Nazis, writing about material objects, from houses to 
children’s toys, may seem trivial. Yet the letters show that this is not the case. Another 
former Berliner, Walter Lachman, wrote as follows from Longmeadow, Massachusetts 
in the 1990s:
I am still suffering today from a terrible fear that I will again lose the tangible 
properties I have been able to amass in this world, and even more, that I will again 
lose my decent human instincts and cultural values.9
The loss of property is an ever-present event in the lives of those who remained, and 
for those who emigrated. These events mark the steps of persecution and marginal-
ization. The experiences noted in the letters directed to the city of Berlin illustrate 
Walter Danziger’s assertion that the loss of property was no less significant than his 
memory of the loss of human dignity. This was equally true for those who managed to 
emigrate. Leo Eisenfeld writes as follows in his Erinnerungen, a report that he submit-
ted to the Gedenkbuch team:
From January to July 1939, after I had to leave my mother alone in Berlin, she began 
wandering around Berlin in ever-greater desperation, bullied terribly at the police 
precinct, to try nevertheless to obtain something in return for her apartment 
furnishings, to try nevertheless to obtain certificates for Palestine or quotas for 
America. The little that she managed to get for her things she of course had to 
spend on her upkeep, to meet the emigration expenses, etc.10
The emigrants take stock of their belongings and their meanings, as Vivian Jeanette 
Kaplan observed: “Sitting cross-legged on the ground beside the empty overseas bag, 
I wonder what, among the inventory of my previous life should go into this container 
and what should go onto the large pile of things that I have to leave behind.”11 The 
objects become travel companions whose presence is described in memoirs: “I also 
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recorded in the text descriptions of mementos among my items, of objects to which I 
was attached, because they remained with me on the entire journey described here.”12 
The many practical steps needed to prepare for emigration often led families to reas-
sess their material possessions and to discuss their use and value.
Exile research has recently begun to focus increasingly on the place of things, of 
material objects, in emigration. Objects are manufactured from particular materials; 
they are used during the course of everyday cultural practices in the context of work or 
home life; they are repaired (as part of a “makeshift economy”), inherited, rededicated, 
dug out again, forgotten, and then remembered once again. However, cultural 
anthropology has tended to focus on the objects that remained in place rather than 
on those that went “on a journey.” But what happens when the “domestic environment, ” 
the home, is threatened, confiscated, destroyed? What happens to belongings and 
to their significance? Jewish families that decided to emigrate in the face of Nazi 
persecution were obliged to reexamine their belongings, assess whether they could 
be used in a different location, itemize them for the purpose of taxation, pack them, 
and ship them.13 British legal theorist Jeremy Bentham highlighted the importance of 
the relationship between an object and its owner as early as the end of the eighteenth 
century, observing that ownership is the basis of hope. Only the law can ensure that 
the relationship can endure into the future for the next generation, to provide “an 
assurance of future ownership.” Should this security be attacked or threatened, more 
than the object itself is at stake: “Every attack upon this sentiment produces a distinct 
and special evil, which may be called a pain of disappointment.”14
Objects make the world comfortable and homely by creating relationships between 
people who pass them on to one another and who leave personal traces on them, 
which later owners can come to know and love. Exile—the (violent) expulsion 
from one’s familiar life environment—destroys this familiarity with objects and the 
communicative and mediatory function they perform within the close-knit world of 
owners of the same house—in both a literal and in a figurative sense.15 As soon as the 
surviving family members and friends were able to get in touch with one another again, 
the topic of “things, ” of property once owned and then lost, resurfaces in the letters 
they write to one another. The correspondents do not simply bemoan the loss of some 
material object or another—they use the objects as symbols of what they went through. 
The restitution they would claim was no doubt financially important but beyond this 
restitution possesses a far broader dimension.16 Talking and writing about a lost house 
or stolen furniture becomes a means of reassertion, enabling exiles to grapple with 
questions such as “Who are we now?” or “Who is still here to share the memories of 
things once owned and then lost?” When the city of Berlin (like many other cities in 
Germany), with the best intentions, began to contact those who emigrated, the lost 
houses and the lost possessions became topics of discussion and means of negotiation: 
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about money, about status, but also—to return to Walter Danziger’s phrasing—about 
“cultural value” and human dignity.
The Berlin archives I consulted comprise 31 folders—Ordner—that contain 
thousands of letters. And even this constitutes only a tiny part of the immense project 
of retrieval of personal memories undertaken by these German-Jewish families that 
represent the fragmented world of German Jewry on a worldwide scale. Interestingly, 
social media has created new forms of networking between descendants of such 
families—their exchanges about trips to Germany, the laying of Stolpersteine, questions 
of genealogy and about material objects such as paintings, books, or manuscripts form 
a new set of sources for the study of the continuity of German-Jewish history and 
culture outside Germany.17 Most of this virtual collection has been lost. What remains 
should be considered a telling and significant element of German-Jewish cultural 
property. I find it so important because these sources possess a narrative dimension 
that is sometimes lacking in better-known cases of looted art or book collections. As 
Rom Harré argued, “What turns a piece of stuff into a social object is its embedment 
in a narrative construction. The attribution of an active or a passive role to things in 
relation to persons is thus essentially story-relative: nothing happens or exists in the 
social world unless it is framed by human performative activity.”18
This view corresponds with the concept of culture as process and practice that 
has evolved in the fields of European ethnology and cultural anthropology. Harré’s 
insistence on the importance of the narrative helps us appreciate the significance of 
the letters stored in Centrum Judaicum and in Berlin’s Rotes Rathaus and treats them 
with the same respect and scholarly interest as the papers collected in the “Traces and 
Treasures” project: there are still so many stories waiting to be told.
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F RO M O B J E C T TO S U B J E C T
Representing Jews and Jewishness 
at the Jewish Museum Berlin
Michal Friedlander
W hen walking past a Berlin Oxfam store, I noticed that they were hold-ing a one-euro book sale and paused to burrow through the rows of boxes laid out on the pavement. I saw no books on Jewish themes and asked 
a shop assistant if he could point me in the right direction. We fell into conversation 
and the man told me that he was a Berlin schoolteacher who volunteered at the shop 
when he had time. He confided that they did have one relevant book for me, a guide-
book to Jewish Berlin, and while he couldn’t place his hands on it directly, if I came 
across a book called Neger, Neger, Schornsteinfeger (Nigger, Nigger, Chimney Sweeper) 
I would find it. He had grouped them together himself.
Jews, alongside people of color, still have serious image problems in Germany. 
Viewing the Jew as “other” in Germany is hardly a new theme and planting the history 
of Jews in Germany firmly in the box for oppressed minorities, rather than in the broad 
scope of general German history, is not new either. Even today, Jews in Germany are 
largely defined by the Holocaust in the popular imagination. Widespread ignorance 
continues to fester as Jews are envisaged as protagonists in improbable mythic tales, 
and the age-old conviction that Jews are a group of people that belongs elsewhere holds 
strong. How then should a national museum of German-Jewish history attempt to 
open the minds of its visitors to alternative narratives about Jews? How should Jews 
be presented? Whose perspective(s) should be heard? Can a museum experience play 
a role in shifting anti-Jewish paradigms and quelling stereotypes? And who should 
determine Jewish museum narratives, both now and in the future?
These questions are part of the many ongoing discussions that have been preoccu-
pying staff at the Jewish Museum Berlin ( JMB) as they look toward the future. This 
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federal institution stands alone and is not incorporated into a national German history 
museum (such as the German Historical Museum), which is a double-edged sword. 
German-Jewish history is set apart and ghettoized rather than being naturally inte-
grated into Germany’s historical narrative. Through the institution’s splendid isola-
tion, however, the state attests to the great importance of German-Jewish history and 
culture and maintains the public memory of the Holocaust. But for how long? What 
subjects will federally funded museums prioritize in their national narratives in twenty, 
or even fifty years? Public policies shift and the politics of remembrance is fickle, as is 
the celebration of minority cultures. Will future German governments still feel commit-
ted to maintaining the JMB as a significant platform for German-Jewish history and 
Holocaust remembrance? 
Since it opened in 2001, the Jewish Museum Berlin continues to be a magnet for 
tourists and school groups. Having chalked up close to twelve million visitors, the 
museum has spent the past few years developing a completely new core exhibition. 
A project of this size (3,300 square meters) is a tremendous financial investment for 
a museum and the permanency of the exhibition inherently implies a committed 
approach to German-Jewish history that, if judged correctly, should remain relevant 
for the next decade or two. 
M I N O R I T Y A S C U R I O S I T Y
Looking back to the early days of presenting “Judaism” in German collections, one 
encounters the “Wunderkabinett” or “Cabinet of Curiosities, ” a prototype museum 
where the mysterious and exotic were displayed, examined, and interpreted from the 
seventeenth century onward. This was the place to marvel at unicorn powder. In the 
spectacular palatial galleries of the Zwinger in Dresden, a traveler’s account of 1735 
reveals a specific encounter with another exotic creature:
Each room (in the Zwinger) contains in itself special rarities, which together are 
known as the Curiosity Cabinet. The name is apt, for one sees here every curious and 
seldom-seen thing that the world has brought forth. . . . The Juden-Cabinet displays 
all manner of rarities. Here there can be found a life-sized stuffed rabbi (ausgestopffter 
Rabine) [sic] who has a hat on his head, spectacles on his nose and a coat on. One 
sees him standing at a lectern on which a Talmud is lying, which he is touching with 
several of his fingers. Anyone entering this Cabinet for the first time and without 
prior knowledge would swear that this is in reality a live rabbi, on account of the 
accuracy and lifelikeness of the presentation. Inside are also shown the instruments 
used for circumcision and other Jewish rituals.1
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Arriving in Berlin in 2001, it didn’t feel as though much had changed with respect 
to exoticism or sensitivity to “otherness” and I felt a marked lack of sensibility for 
cultural difference. I was relocating from Berkeley, California, where I experienced 
ethnic, religious, cultural, and gender diversity as a norm. It was beyond my compre-
hension that the Sarotti “Moor” figure, used to market a chocolate brand since 1918, 
was still regarded as “cute” and “harmless” by people whom I thought I liked.2 And 
how was it possible that dark brown “Othello” cookies were still marketed—feted as 
a classic cult snack in waves of spirited “Ostalgia” for products of the former German 
Democratic Republic?3
While a strong Turkish presence in Berlin was palpable in 2001, there was no 
Museum of Turkish-German history on the horizon in the nation’s capital.4 There 
were remarkably few black faces on the streets to build a political lobby and put an 
end to Othello cookies or “the Moor” found on chocolate boxes, in street and phar-
macy names, and beyond.5 Germany was still very much preoccupied with a differ-
ent minority group: the silent Jewish minority—the murdered, dead Jews of the past. 
There was in fact a small Jewish minority present in Germany at the time, but they were 
essentially invisible. Paradoxically, Jews who were in the public eye attracted excep-
tional attention, should they put a foot wrong.6 German museums were, and are, far 
behind in the discourse surrounding identity and representation that permeates social 
history and cultural heritage museums in other countries. The questions that are norma-
tive in similar institutions, in the United States, or in Australia, are still regarded with 
apprehension in German museums, if considered at all. These questions are simple but 
pivotal: Whose history? Whose narrative? Whose voice? 
“ J EWI S H N E S S” I N T H E F I R S T 
C O R E E X H I B I T I O N O F T H E 
J EWI S H MUS EU M B E R L I N
In 2001, the Jewish Museum Berlin opened its doors and core/permanent exhibi-
tion, which was entitled “Two Millennia of German-Jewish History”—a bold asser-
tion that has been debated ever since. The project was spearheaded by Ken Gorbey 
and the late (and sorely missed) Nigel Cox, who were the innovative spirits behind 
the Te Papa national museum in New Zealand. The pair introduced refreshing ideas 
that diverged from the norm in German (-Jewish) history museums of the time. They 
included short text labels in both German and English, accessible informal language, a 
training program that transformed gallery guards into “friendly hosts, ” and an empha-
sis on a family museum experience, to name a few highlights. Yet, in contrast to their 
approach in New Zealand, a partnership with the community whose history was being 
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presented was absent. While one might argue that the postmillennial Jewish commu-
nity in Germany has little connection to the pre-1933 community, this is in itself an 
interesting phenomenon that could have been explored in more depth.
The permanent staff of the Jewish Museum Berlin includes many highly quali-
fied, talented, and exceptionally dedicated museum professionals, few of whom are 
Jewish. Their commitment and vigor is the power behind the success of the insti-
tution. However, the question of “Who is speaking about, and for whom?” was not 
given due consideration by the exhibition team during the conception of the first core 
exhibition. The exhibition was therefore driven by the traditional narrative form of an 
omniscient narrator: an authoritative (non-Jewish?) curatorial voice that neither ques-
tioned itself, nor attempted to engage the visitor in the discourse, but peered down on 
its subject from a bird’s-eye perspective.
In the chronological dramaturgy of the exhibition, the emancipation and subse-
quent enlightenment of Jews were strongly featured. It showed how Jews became assim-
ilated, bourgeois Germans with secular educations during the eighteenth to nineteenth 
centuries, and stressed the significant contributions of such Jewish citizens to business 
and cultural life in Germany in subsequent generations. This was a story of successful 
integration—a happy German paradigm where Jews finally acculturated and became 
exemplary citizens and actors in the German Leitkultur (predominant culture).
As Jews became Germans, synagogue life was reformed and sanitized, and no anti-
quated or troubling religious practices were addressed for the remainder of the exhi-
bition. There was in fact only one space in the entire exhibition that made a focused 
attempted to present Judaism, through Jewish life cycle events, kosher food, and the 
Sabbath. This gallery, entitled “Tradition and Change, ” was awkwardly sandwiched 
between the enlightened world of Moses Mendelssohn and the material comforts of 
the Jewish bourgeoisie. For the subject of childbirth in Jewish culture, it devoted a large 
showcase to the theme of circumcision. Rather than learn about the joy and impor-
tance attached to welcoming a new child into the Jewish community, the visitor could 
appreciate that Jews had transitioned from rusty double-edged circumcision knives 
in the eighteenth century, to an entire set (around twenty pieces) of modern hospital 
medical instruments. These were all neatly laid out on a sanitary, disposable blue cloth 
that covered a hospital trolley. What did these eye catchers transmit to the museum 
visitor and how distant was this installation from the eighteenth-century voyeurism 
of the curiosity cabinet?
To add insult to injury, a showcase on the opposing gallery wall gave visitors the 
opportunity to feast their eyes on more old knives, as part of an installation on the 
subject of kashrut ( Jewish food laws). These large knives were intended for kosher butch-
ering, a Jewish ritual that is contentious in Germany today, just as it was in the past. 
Antisemitic rhetoric has often advanced the theory that Jewish religious rituals involve 
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severe brutality and that Jews intentionally inflict pain on children and animals. In 
a thoughtful and nuanced study, Robin Judd has written about German antisemitic 
campaigns against Jewish ritual during the mid-nineteenth to early twentieth centuries 
and how Jewish ritual behavior was characterized as being cruel and “knife-centered.”7 
The association of Jews, knives, and blood has negative connotations that go all the 
way back to the medieval period and the often repeated, but unfounded, accusations 
that Jews performed acts of ritual murder and host desecration. Antisemitic blood libel 
propaganda is still circulated in the twenty-first century and a museum’s choice to repre-
sent Jewish ritual and “Jewishness” through knife displays is questionable, to say the least.
E X P E R I M E N TAT I O N WI T H 
J EWI S H R E P R E S E N TAT I O N
The core exhibition of the first Jewish Museum Berlin was not conceived with flexi-
bility and future revisions in mind. While criticism was accepted and some exhibition 
sections were reworked over the years, it was difficult and expensive to incorporate 
major conceptual changes. This limitation was countered by the introduction of a 
creative and experimental temporary exhibition program. Some of these exhibitions 
were notable for challenging received wisdom and addressing taboos, using intelli-
gent argumentation and original forms of presentation. I had the good fortune to 
be a curator for several temporary exhibition projects and was part of the curatorial 
team for the 2013 exhibition “The Whole Truth—Everything You Always Wanted to 
Know about Jews.”
Over the course of time, I developed sharply attuned antennae for the public image 
of Jews and Judaism in Germany. It seemed that Jews in the German media were 
primarily shown as Chassidic men and Israeli soldiers, or illustrated using a snapshot 
of a random man’s head, from behind, on which a skullcap (kippah) is perched. I had 
meanwhile received enough philosemitic attention and special interest as a “Jewish 
specimen” to last me a lifetime and dearly wanted to invert the “stuffed rabbi” museum 
prototype. For the JMB’s “Whole Truth” exhibition, I suggested that one of the exhi-
bition stations should include an open showcase where a different Jew could sit for an 
hour every day. Participation would be on a voluntary basis, with the prerequisite that 
guests needed to be part of the German-Jewish experience (no American-Jewish tour-
ists, for example). The participants could define their own “Jewishness” in whatever 
way they chose to frame it. They were free to do what they wanted in the showcase—
to interact with museum visitors, or to ignore them. There would be no censorship and 
the participants could respond as they wished to any questions that might be posed 
to them. We would only ask for their name and place of origin, if they wanted to give 
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one, as well as the languages that they spoke. This information would be handwritten 
by the participant as a showcase label.
It must be said that this idea was greeted with some skepticism. There was consid-
erable doubt that we would succeed in finding enough volunteers to sit in a museum 
showcase wearing a bold pink badge that was emblazoned with the words: “Ask me, I’m 
Jewish.” But we did. We were swamped with volunteers for the complete run of the show. 
A report by the Associated Press news agency, focusing on this exhibition element, was 
picked up internationally and widely distributed.8 The story used the term “Jew in the 
Box” and quoted several statements made by showcase volunteers, including:
I feel a bit like an animal in the zoo, but in reality that’s what it’s like being a Jew in 
Germany. You are a very interesting object to most people here. (Ido Porat)
They associate Jews with the Holocaust and the Nazi era. Jews don’t have a history 
before or after. In Germany, Jews have been stereotyped as victims. It is important 
that people here get to know Jews to see that Jews are alive and that we have indi-
vidual histories. I hope that this exhibit can help. (Dekel Peretz)
The news story sparked international outrage, feeding on the perception that Germans 
were putting Jews on exhibit. These protestors had completely missed the point: a 
cornucopia of Jewish people, from Holocaust survivor to punk, were choosing to put 
themselves on exhibit in Germany, to make themselves visible in numerous acts of 
self-assertion and pride. This, I think, was a radical subversion of the stuffed rabbi 
model of the past and, as such, an important moment for a Jewish museum in Germany.
G ET T I N G I T R I G H T ? R E P R E S E N TAT I O N S 
O F J EWI S H N E S S I N 2020
Jews remain a very small minority in Germany, despite the touted recent influx of 
Israeli immigrants. Not all Jews in Germany are registered with the official Jewish 
community, and a generous figure for the current (ageing) Jewish population would 
be 150,000 people within a total population of nearly 84 million. By way of compar-
ison, the 4,000,000-plus Muslim population makes up over 5 percent of Germany’s 
total population. This means that it is quite unlikely for a German non-Jew to encoun-
ter someone Jewish in their daily lives and they might not “recognize one” if they did. 
Specific forms of head coverings (kippot), sidelocks (payot), and visible fringes (tzitzit) 
that are attached to undergarments are understood to be the Jewish markers of identity. 
They are markers of “strangeness” and “foreignness, ” although most Jews in Germany 
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cannot be identified using these visual codes. The majority of Jews are not only invisi-
ble; they don’t even reach the critical mass necessary to be viable for targeted marketing. 
In 2018, the German confectioner Katjes ran an advertising campaign for vegan sweets 
made without animal (pig) gelatin. There was much discussion when they featured a 
woman wearing a hijab in their advertisements, although the word “halal” was never 
mentioned. Interestingly, the model who was employed for this “Muslim role” in the 
campaign was an Orthodox Christian with a Serbian background. When I contacted 
the company to ask if kosher certification was under consideration, I was informed 
that this idea was “not part of any future agenda.” It was obvious that the idea had not 
even occurred to them—a marketing campaign embracing “racial capitalism” needs a 
commercially feasible target group in order to function.9
While most Germans have little or no contact with today’s small German-Jewish 
community, there seems to be a public desire to understand Jewish particularity, 
although the Jewish Museum Berlin’s first permanent exhibition chose to focus on 
similarity. From the frequency of questions received by JMB guides, it appears that 
this desire is expressed in the wish to be able to define and “recognize” Jews. Even in 
my daughter’s seventh-grade social studies class, when learning about Judaism, the first 
question that was posed to the students was “What does a Jew look like?” The chil-
dren were rather puzzled, until one bright spark broke the silence by pointing at my 
daughter, and the class broke into laughter.
The representation of Jews, for consumption by museum visitors, is a daunting task. 
The vast majority of visitors to the Jewish Museum Berlin are non-Jewish and many 
carry visions of imagined Jews in their heads. The initial curatorial team for the new 
permanent exhibition comprised a chief curator, eight in-house JMB curators, and five 
academic specialists who were brought on board for the project; only three members 
of this content team had worked on the 2001 exhibition. In an associative use of the 
Pareto principle, the team was given an 80:20 model to consider. The premise was that 
if (for the sake of argument) Jews are 80 percent like anyone else, what defines the 
remaining 20 percent? What is distinctly Jewish and remains so over time? What are 
Jewish belief systems and what is Jewish thought and practice? We had arrived at an 
awkward and uncomfortable moment for the team—were bearded rabbis and circum-
cision tools back on the agenda? Much discussion ensued, with the Jewish curators 
taking the lead. Surely we wouldn’t pander to voyeuristic curiosity and show Jews enact-
ing religious rituals? Please—no interactive visitor activities involving prayer shawls 
and head coverings! We unanimously agreed to discard the tried and tested method of 
showing Judaism through life cycle and holiday objects, so popular in Jewish museums 
around the world. This is a tired format and it is easier to reject old forms of presenta-
tion than to create something new. Daunted, we took up the self-imposed creative chal-
lenge. As Edward Rothstein wrote in his searing critique of “Jewish identity museums”:
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There is much more to Jewish identity than its secularised and politicised incarna-
tion now prevalent in the museum world: something deserving of the deepest pride 
and most scrupulous study.10
In the end, we went back to the heart of it all: the Torah, the most Jewish of narratives.
Judaism is an integral part of Jewish life and is given considerably more space in the 
new Jewish Museum Berlin core exhibition than it was in the past. While the primary 
historical narrative is chronological, the chronology is intermittently interrupted by 
galleries that focus on a particular theme. These thematic spaces are not restricted to the 
German- Jewish experience, but are broadened to include international Jewish perspec-
tives. The first galleries encountered by visitors are dedicated to the written and oral Torah 
and unapologetically stress the centrality of the Torah for Jewish life in the past and the 
present. Jewish continuity is emphasized and the joy that is intrinsic to Judaism is cele-
brated. No single normative form of Jewish religious life and expression is championed, 
and Jewish choices, whether living as a Jewish atheist or according to an Orthodox Jewish 
tradition, are not judged. In a film installation, for example, a number of Jews speak about 
the role of Jewish law (halachah) in their lives and how they are either guided by it, or 
choose not to follow it. The exhibition also presents Jewish ceremonial objects in a novel 
manner, using a traditional Jewish taxonomy that classifies ceremonial objects in terms of 
their levels of “holiness” or “sacredness” (kedushah) and grouping the objects accordingly.
 It will be interesting to see if any Jews will consider the exhibition as “too Jewish” 
because of this new emphasis. However, this may be preferable to the museum’s nick-
name in some German-Jewish circles: “The Non-Jewish Museum, ” or more recently 
the “Anti-Israel Jewish Museum”—a position that is addressed in more detail below.
T H E J EWI S H V O I C E
Another significant change in the new exhibition is the decision to use many more 
“Jewish voices, ” thus giving more weight to “Jewish perspectives” in the narrative. 
The technique of incorporating Jewish voices, in particular the inclusion of quota-
tions from historical figures, is used extensively in Polin, the Warsaw Museum of the 
History of Polish Jews, which opened in 2014 under the conceptual leadership of 
Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett. The strategy found both resistance and acceptance in 
the Berlin curatorial team. Team reactions ranged from discomfort and stonewalling 
(“I can’t use a Jewish voice, I’m not Jewish”) to positive and excited responses. A few 
non-Jewish colleagues said that using “internal Jewish voices” resolved a dilemma for 
them and gave them a new sense of freedom. This exhibition strategy also presented 
them with the welcome challenge of finding creative ways to incorporate these voices. 
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One of the most consistent uses of a Jewish narrative approach in the new exhibition 
is in the section dealing with the period from 1930 to 1945. Here, attempts have been 
made to use photographic and documentary film footage from Jewish sources, where 
possible, rather than material that was produced by the National Socialist regime. This 
approach continues in the postwar period of the exhibition, which has been assigned 
far more gallery space than in the 2001 exhibition. This section focuses on the postwar 
Jewish communities in Germany, integrating Jewish home movies as a source. Unlike 
the 2001 exhibition, a place is given to the voices of immigrants from the former Soviet 
Union (the “Yevrey ”) in the late 1980s and early 1990s, through quotations and a color-
ful “carpet” of literary works. The exhibition concludes with a riveting video installa-
tion, with a bonanza of contemporary Jewish voices, speaking for themselves, but you 
shouldn’t expect to find any spoilers here. 
WH O S E J EWI S H MUS EU M ?
While the new exhibition was still in the planning stages the Jewish Museum Berlin 
found itself, from December 2018 onward, at the center of an extensive public debate. The 
discussions raised the issues of the nature and purpose of a Jewish museum in Germany 
today—the museum’s approach to taboo subjects, as well as the control of the museum’s 
content. A large exhibition on the incendiary topic of “Jerusalem” had opened at the JMB 
in December 2017. It considered the holy city as an important center of faith for different 
religions and as a place of extreme political tension. These conflicts were neither white-
washed nor ignored, which inevitably triggered strong reactions. In an extraordinary 
step, Israel’s prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, requested that the German chancel-
lor, Angela Merkel, cut government funding to the JMB for perceived “anti-Israel activ-
ities.”11 This incident and subsequent events led to a barrage of verbal attacks against the 
museum in the media, as well as from the Central Council of Jews in Germany, whose 
president suggested that the word “Jewish” should be removed from the name of the insti-
tution.12 It should be noted that the museum does not operate in a vacuum and a board 
of trustees oversees its projects—a board that includes a Jewish community delegate.
The critical onslaught against the Jewish Museum included various “external Jewish 
voices, ” which prompts elemental questions about narrative control in such an institu-
tion. Is it appropriate for the content of a Jewish museum in Germany to be dictated by 
the demands of an Israeli government, a political lobby, or by the representative of a Jewish 
community? Then again, can a federal museum of Jewish history in Germany afford to 
alienate segments of the Jewish population? Jewish voices and Jewish involvement are 
naturally of great importance for the Jewish Museum Berlin. Non-Jewish professionals 
are, of course, invaluable members of the Jewish Museum Berlin team, but I believe that 
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the museum would benefit from employing a greater number of qualified Jewish members 
of staff in content areas. More Jews would surely enter this field if there were training and 
job opportunities and if potential international candidates were encouraged to apply.
The Jewish Museum Berlin is a state-funded, scientific institution with an educa-
tional function, and it exists to serve the public. One of its goals is to provide a forum 
for open discussion and debate on difficult topics, to be a “space for critical dialogue” 
as described in a new definition of a museum that was proposed by the International 
Council of Museums in July 2019.13 These are brave aspirations at a time when fierce 
polemics rage and diametrical political positions become hardened and immutable. 
Subjects that are pertinent (and touchy) for the JMB include antisemitism, the Middle 
East conflict, and intercultural relationships. A well-formulated response to the Jewish 
critics of the JMB came from Dr. Hanno Loewy, director of the Jewish Museum 
Hohenems, who wrote in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung:
The current tabooing of any open discussion about Israel or about contemporary 
antisemitism which has found its fatal expression in the campaign against the Berlin 
Museum, hits above all: Jews. If Jewish voices that do not want to bow to such prohi-
bitions of thought are silenced with hidden and open threats, then Jewish muse-
ums that offer a stage for this diversity are apparently more necessary than ever.14
R E P R E S E N TAT I O N S H I F T S
In 2004, the Sarotti chocolate brand exchanged their trademark “Moor, ” who carried a 
tray and later a flag, for a “golden-skinned” magician, who stands on a crescent moon and 
juggles stars.15 How has the Jewish Museum Berlin adjusted its representation of Jews in 
its new permanent exhibition? To what extent have Jewish historical sources been imple-
mented? Ultimately, are the historical Jewish voices and faces that are presented domi-
nated by nostalgic reviews of a (nonexotic) Jewish bourgeoisie, or are the cultures of rural 
cattle dealers and impoverished Eastern European immigrant Jews highlighted? Have 
we reached a time in Germany when we no longer need to disproportionately proclaim 
the great achievements of Jews, as if to prove that the destruction of the community was 
really quite a bad loss? Can we talk about the lives of the majority of Jews, which are 
just as banal or interesting as anyone else’s, or must Jews always be “special” and “other”?
The relevance and purpose of the Jewish Museum Berlin should be, and will be, 
reassessed regularly from within and without, and its path will shift according to the 
political and social climates of the time. It is inevitable that exhibition content relat-
ing to Zionism, Israel, antisemitism, and the Holocaust will be subjected to external 
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criticism, decontextualized, and used to serve different agendas from all sides of the 
political spectrum. An academic advisory board was therefore formed in June 2019 to 
review such exhibition content and to counsel the exhibition team. Critical voices are 
not ignored and are essential for the museum to stay alert, self-reflective, and to main-
tain an open dialogue with the diverse communities, both Jewish and non-Jewish, that 
are invested in the institution. The challenging period that the museum recently faced 
may even help to clarify its future path, as it must ensure that its many groups of stake-
holders are heard. A clearly defined mission, alongside strong leadership and manage-
ment are required to determine how Jews are represented and who is representing Jews 
in this museum of German-Jewish history.
The role and content of the Jewish Museum Berlin will continue to be discussed 
and contested. Meanwhile, significant shifts have quietly taken place in the museum’s 
approach to representing Jews and Jewishness in its core exhibition. A major goal 
of the exhibition is to highlight plurality and diversity within Jewish culture and in 
the German-Jewish experience in particular. A heterogeneous Jewish culture is cele-
brated in which questioning and debate are intrinsic as are multiple, concurrent, differ-
ent schools of Jewish religious thought. The exhibition makes evident that, likewise, 
contradictory, secular Jewish viewpoints coexist. The exhibition also demonstrates 
the entangled histories of German Jews and non-Jews over time, rather than present-
ing Jewish life as isolated, and it attempts to break away from a singular, authorita-
tive (non-Jewish) curatorial voice. It deals with the Holocaust and other periods of 
Jewish persecution, but does not show the history of a minority group that is dead 
and extinct. There are neither stuffed, nor living, nor holographic Jews in the galler-
ies for the curious spectator.
In the end, it was decided that two seventeenth-century knives would be displayed in 
the medieval Ashkenaz gallery. For centuries, these knives were attached to the legend 
that they had been used by Jews for host desecration. It remains to be seen if present-
ing  Jews in association with a different genre of rusty knife will undermine, or reinforce, 
anti-Jewish “knife-centered” myths and preconceptions. Exhibition goals are all theo-
retical until visitors interact with and respond to a presentation, but a new core exhibi-
tion is not rigid—it is a work in progress that is continually tweaked. The doors to the 
new core exhibition of the Jewish Museum Berlin opened on August 23, 2020 and visi-
tation began under the hygiene regulations that were implemented due to the Covid-19 
pandemic. These new restrictions impacted many of the “hands-on” interactive stations. 
Nevertheless, within the JMB’s core exhibition galleries, you will see and hear many 
more Jews talking and defining themselves, rather than being talked about and defined 
by non-Jews. And this, my fellow non-Jewish and Jewish world citizens, is progress.
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 1. Cited in Michael Korey, “Displaying Judaica in 18th-Century Central Europe: A 
Non-Jewish Curiosity, ” in Visualizing and Exhibiting Jewish Space and History, ed. 
Richard I. Cohen (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 29.
 2. People are still inhibited to dress up as the “Sarotti Mohr, ” in full blackface, for the 
Fasching carnival festival that precedes Lent. Costumes can be bought online. 
Incredibly, even the model in the costume catalogue is blacked up. See https://www 
.karnevalswierts.com/de/product/ergebnisse/mohr-sultan-scheich/3563; http://www 
.nnp.de/lokales/limburg_und_umgebung/Spass-off-der-Gass;art680,1267443 
(accessed October 18, 2020). Other offensive racist costumes and accessories (such as 
for “Bush man,” an inflatable “Hawaiian Hula girl,” “Native,” “Sioux woman,” Eskimo 
child,” “Sexy Massai,” “Gypsy,” and “Rasta King”) continue to be widely available on 
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A Mother ’s Letter about Loss, Stor ytelling ,  
and the Profound Ambivalence  
of the German-Jewish Legacy
Nicola Glucksmann
T ry to imagine Christmas Eve, 1934. A large carp is swimming up and down the length of the family bath at the Berlin apartment, real candles are burning on the fir tree in the drawing room, and wrapped presents are piled in front 
of the fireplace. Helene, a young twice-widowed mother, is elegant and cultured. The 
household is well staffed, which allows Helene the leisure to take to her bed for a few 
days each month; a masseuse regularly comes to the apartment. Helene’s only daugh-
ter, Lilly, your grandmother, is a pretty but plump child, and this worries Helene, who 
asks her masseuse to massage her daughter’s tummy.
I have no idea if any of this is true. In every family history even the simplest facts are 
disjointed and vulnerable. As a child, I delighted in the story of my roly-poly mother 
but, as an adult, the same story about maternal discomfort with a child’s weight jars.
This is how stories change. One day you’ll want to tell your own children my 
stories about your German-Jewish family and, in the very act of telling, tiny rework-
ings will slip through the fissures of space and time. In this way, each generation in 
turn leaves their own mark on the narrative. Every slight shift of emphasis, tiny tilt 
and tamper, each careful or careless omission will excise or amplify. My story, then, 
is no more than that, a story. The past is not immutable. Like the future, it’s a heady 
cocktail of interpretation and imagination, and anticipating the future of that past 
is an impossible task.
This is what I think I know: that your grandmother, Lilly, died before any of you 
were born is a fact. She was a German Jew, who came from what was described to us 
as children as a “completely assimilated” middle-class Berlin family. I realize now that 
I didn’t know what that meant but I understood, even then, that it was important.
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The family lived in Charlottenburg. They saw themselves as the professional middle 
class, urbane, cosmopolitan, besuited like other Germans, and, in their minds, a million 
miles away from the bearded religious Jews arriving from the East. Life was aspira-
tional and comfortable. But, as it turned out, what Helene or her family thought 
didn’t matter. Their secular “German” lifestyle counted for nothing in Nazi Germany 
and, whether they liked it or not, their story, your story, would soon become one of 
a German-Jewish past. That’s the story that you’ve inherited. It’s a proud, secular, and 
persecutory narrative, but soon it’ll be your turn to decide how to tell your children 
the story that is peculiarly yours.
My mother told me that the first time she remembered finding out she was Jewish 
was when Hitler made her change schools in 1935. By 1937, the younger of her brothers 
had already been sent to England. Then, in August 1939, at barely thirteen, she too was 
sent to England, arriving at Liverpool Street Station on one of the last Kindertransports. 
Lilly’s goodbye to her mother took place in in a psychiatric hospital in Berlin. Helene 
had collapsed with a nervous breakdown and my mother knew even then, so she told 
me later, that it was the last time she would ever see her. In 1946, the names of both 
her mother and her older brother appeared on the lists compiled by the Red Cross of 
those who had died in the camps.
That story of a moment of traumatic and finite separation from her only living parent 
is an important part of your legacy because it haunted your grandmother and it was 
raw and inescapable in the way that she mothered me, her younger child. Her emigra-
tion was organized by Helene’s cousin, Otto Kahn-Freund, a young German-Jewish 
judge who had been blacklisted by Hitler in 1933 and who’d been living in the UK since 
then. He and his wife were my surrogate grandparents; we celebrated Christmas and 
Easter with Otto, his wife, Liesel, and their daughter, Sylvia. Our refugee heritage was 
ever-present in the conversation, the German cooking, and the music but our Judaism 
was conspicuously absent. Things, though, are never quite what they seem.
“The single most important fact about my life is that I was born a Jew, ” wrote Otto 
in his unfinished personal memoirs of 1979. Not “am a Jew” but “born a Jew.’ ” Despite 
his choice to live in a determinedly secular world, here by Otto’s own admission was 
acknowledgment that his life was nevertheless defined by this one fact. The precision 
of his language was less of a surprise. Distancing himself from the idea of an active 
Jewish self-affirming personal identification was important to Otto. Being German 
was easy to own, but being born Jewish, rather than simply being Jewish, suggests only 
an accident of birth. Otto wasn’t trying to deny that he was Jewish, but he did want 
to be sure that his Jewishness could not be co-opted by a religious Jewish community 
with whom he didn’t identify.
Your grandmother studied at the London School of Economics where she was one 
of a group of young German-Jewish refugees who used to echo this distinction. She 
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would say she was Jewish not by religion but “by race.” Like Otto, she couldn’t simply 
tick the box marked Jewish. It was a matter of core identity to her not to do so. Not 
to be Jewish in the way she thought they meant. This dissociation, like the curiosity 
of being “completely assimilated, ” is an important piece of the disconsolate past that 
you’ve inherited.
For your grandmother, joining a synagogue hadn’t ever been an option. I was led 
to believe that it wasn’t a world that she knew. She saw organized religious Judaism as 
fundamentalist and separatist. Her life had been shattered by being Jewish and what-
ever identity she had managed to hang onto was still vested in being on the outside. 
Anything else was Hitler’s classification system, not hers.
Instead, she was intent on creating a world where what had happened to her 
could never happen again, to anyone, of any faith. And it is the failure of that post-
war dream of international socialism, and more recently the resurgence of antisemi-
tism, that perhaps best explains some of the legacy of family ambivalence and alienation 
that you’ve inherited. It has created a vacuum and vacuums are seldom left unfilled.
Your grandparents met at a boarding school for Jewish refugee children. Your grand-
father had emigrated from Berlin together with his family. After marrying in their early 
twenties, they bought a Victorian house in Finchley, in northwest London, together 
with some left-wing non-Jewish friends, and converted it into two flats.
Finchley had a conspicuous share of comfortable British Jews. But there was no 
common language of dislocation between these Jewish neighbors and ourselves. The 
values with which we were raised had become so completely alienated from their distant 
roots in the same religious teaching that their shared origin never ever occurred to me. 
My parents’ emphasis was on education and intellectual life—those things that no one 
can take away. Social responsibility and compassion for the outsider and the underpriv-
ileged were paramount principles. Prioritizing your own community was unthinkable.
While she felt no affinity with the established United Synagogue Finchley Jews, 
your grandmother was even more uncomfortable driving through Golders Green. 
She saw the ultra-orthodox as backward-looking fanatics whose culture was as far 
removed from us as that of the Asians on Brick Lane. If anything, she felt closer to the 
Asian community—they at least basked in the warm glow of her committed multi-
culturalism. Your grandmother’s discomfort with orthodox Jews was perhaps learned 
behavior. It echoed her own mother’s reaction in the 1920s to the “Shtetl Jews” arriv-
ing from the East.
I’m aware that I’m writing more about your grandmother than about your grand-
father. Despite their shared history as German Jews, your grandfather was more fortu-
nate and lost fewer family members. Perhaps there was something about the scale and 
depth of the losses that your grandmother suffered that found its way into me both 
consciously and unconsciously. Or perhaps your grandfather was simply damaged in 
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a different way. He was insecure and in need of constant validation. In search of that 
validation, he spent his life telling jokes. He was her hope of laughter while she was 
his hope of understanding.
In my childhood home in North London, perhaps just as in my grandmother’s 
in Berlin, assimilation was something to be proud of. It was proof of newfound and 
hard-earned professional success, which relegated “the ghetto”  to someone else’s history. 
My own family was completely out of step with affiliated British Jews. I once attended a 
conference on assimilation organized by a university Jewish Society—thinking that here 
at least would be common ground—and it was only after half an hour that I understood 
that they were talking about assimilation as a bad thing. I know I instinctively react with 
the same irritation as your grandmother to men in fur hats and stockings and young 
mothers in wigs and I wonder if I’ve passed on that same visceral intolerance to you.
The religious Jews were the only minority for whom my mother made no allow-
ances. In effect, her silence dehumanized a community and perhaps that’s the worst 
kind of prejudice. This aversion to people she didn’t even know was unlike her attitude 
to any other minority. It contradicted her politics and did not reflect her usual sympa-
thies, but it is a measure of how deep these conflicted feelings of willful “not belong-
ing” ran. And perhaps portrayed how deeply her unconscious perceived the threat to 
be. Without her identity as an outsider, who was she?
For motherless refugee children like my mother, forced to confront the reality of 
loss and terrifying feelings of abandonment, there were very few choices if she was 
not to break down. In order to survive an unbearable intensity of anger and despair, 
she had to “murder” a part of herself, to cut herself off from feelings that were too 
agonizing to bear. Only then could she comply and adapt to new institutions. In this 
way, she severed contact with the rage inside her and projected her own destructive-
ness onto a group she identified, mistakenly, as inferior and threatening. Perhaps she 
unconsciously held them responsible for what had happened to her and other assim-
ilated Jews. She would, I suspect, be horrified by this idea but without doubt she’d be 
brave enough to confront it.
So there you have the paradox. Our family always came in at an oblique angle. 
Whereas both the orthodox and even the affiliated Anglo-Jews were “nothing to do 
with us, ” the Nazi mind seemed to have everything to do with us. It was never discussed 
without some analysis of the German psyche and the power of popularism. In this way, 
a delusion of control over the persecution was maintained by intellectual rhetoric. If it 
could be explained, it could also be prevented. Or so we thought. It was only the unas-
similated Anglo-Jews who were singled out as the alien experience. Their politics, their 
conspicuous consumption, and their closed communities were never counterbalanced 
by compassion for their insecurities and fearfulness. Quite extraordinarily, around our 
family dining table even those Germans who collaborated had an easier ride.
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Ownership of the Holocaust by Anglo-Jewish communities, whose own immedi-
ate families were untouched, still grates with me today. It feels as if the real trauma that 
your grandparents experienced is being hijacked for someone else’s proxy agenda. How 
do I reconcile that this is being done by strangers “in my name” but in the service of 
politics diametrically opposed to my own and to those of my parents?
But I’m horribly inconsistent. In imposing this particular hierarchy of suffering, I 
do the very thing I’m complaining about. I get to be the special one. But only narcis-
sistically, as an individual, never as a member of an identified Jewish group. In recent 
months you’ve seen my discomfort about so much talk of antisemitism and you’ve 
seen me attempt to dismiss it as Jewish paranoia. The Jewish preoccupation feels too 
self-regarding and I fear it’ll be self-fulfilling. But perhaps I don’t allow myself to see 
antisemitism where others do. I also know that my inherited reactions and defenses 
are primitive and unprocessed because I can’t translate them into rational thought. I 
involuntarily physically clench or squirm a little instead. I see other Jewish friends from 
a similar background do the same thing.
Relinquishing any defense means facing the pain it protects you from, so the disin-
centive to change is very strong. I can only suspect that I fear finding out that I am 
not so different. Perhaps I’m that very imposter I denigrate—the person who claims 
the trauma as my own in order to be special. My inner-world apartheid is of course 
mirrored by projected fantasies about the attitude of orthodox Anglo-Jews to my secu-
larism and to my lack of religious knowledge. They’re not “my kind of Jews” but nor am 
I theirs. I’m the reason their messiah doesn’t come. This insistent conflicted disiden-
tification with the modern affiliated Jewish community is peculiarly German-Jewish 
and it’s not good.
It is elitist, full of bitterness and disdain. It’s too hot to be rational. And it holds us 
back. Extreme disidentification still means that you’re defined by the very thing you 
want to escape—just in reverse. The very identity we’re consciously trying to avoid is 
unconsciously calling the shots. We may not want to be “that” but by defiantly being 
“not that” we’re no closer to being who we really are. And that’s the difficult question 
for the future.
The German-Jewish past you inherited was both Jewish but not Jewish. It was intel-
lectual, psychoanalytic, and cultural. The Holocaust that disrupted that past was to be 
understood as a fault line in humanity, and the safeguards that had to be put in place 
to prevent a repetition were deliberately nonpartisan. But now, one generation on, 
we’re members of a synagogue. An access we’d never had before was offered by your 
stepfather and I didn’t fight it.
I wasn’t sure that the inverted “badge of honor” associated by my own family with 
“not belonging” was a legacy that I wanted to pass on to you. I remember seeing Jewish 
families walking to synagogue on Yom Kippur, when I was small, and feeling quietly 
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wistful. I didn’t want you to feel the same. But, just as I questioned imposing my ambiv-
alence on you, I worried that embracing something which, to the best of my knowl-
edge, my parents and grandparents had rejected was inauthentic. What I really wanted 
for you was the choice and a privilege that I’d not had, to be able to embrace or reject 
your lost heritage from the inside.
The remaining members of my maternal German-Jewish family were intensely 
uncomfortable with my joining the synagogue, and perhaps it’s significant that by 
the time you first went to cheder both my parents had died. My only sister and her 
family came to Louis’s bar mitzvah but declined the invitation to Lilly’s bat mitzvah 
a year later. But even coming to one can’t have been easy. My mother’s only nephew, 
her brother’s son, John, carried the Torah, in the face of his Viennese mother’s vocal 
disapproval. It must have also been difficult for him.
I weighed up every decision connected with the event in an effort to stay true to 
my own values. You, Louis, didn’t get presents but you did raise money for a Ugandan 
orphanage. In the end, you emerged as someone comfortable in both the world of ritual 
and faith and the world of ideas and secularism. Whether this would have happened 
anyway, I don’t know. But a tiny piece of our collective Jewish past was recovered in 
the face of the loss of the political optimism of the postwar period, the intermarriages, 
and our family’s deeply felt and unresolved ambivalence about organized religion.
As the second child, Lilly, you were spared much of this recalibration. Your bat mitz-
vah came organically from within the synagogue and was borne out of the commu-
nity. You encapsulated “Why not?” and this too was a sea change in the family. One 
secular generation earlier we’d only ever have asked “Why on earth?” On that day, it 
was hard for us all not to think about what the other Lilly had faced at the same age. 
She too had two brothers but, by the time she was thirteen, she had been issued an 
identity card giving her the mandatory name of Sarah, heard the shattering glass of 
Kristallnacht, and seen the friendly beer halls of her childhood neighborhood turn 
into fascist drinking haunts.
My aunt translated some of the letters Lilly wrote to her older brother in those 
first few weeks after leaving Germany. Her account of crossing the channel on a ferry 
subcontracted by the British government to bring the last transports of children over 
here is all about being thirteen. “We danced the whole way across the Channel, ” she 
wrote excitedly. As the band played, grief was temporarily suspended. In a later letter, 
she describes how, upon hearing of the outbreak of war, she turned her rage at the world 
inward and attacked herself as if she were somehow responsible. She hacked away at 
her own hair and from that day forward never wore makeup. Unlike your namesake, 
Lilly, you’ve not had your Jewish identity forced upon you; you’ve chosen it and now, 
true to your grandmother’s humanitarianism, you’re in the West Bank trying to build 
bridges between Israelis and Palestinians.
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And then, Harry, there’s you. You didn’t want a bar mitzvah at the time but three years 
later you chose to go on tour with B’nei Akiva. I’d never heard of B’nei Akiva but I loved 
the friends you wanted to go with. To our surprise and despite your atheism, you cele-
brated your bar mitzvah with your friends in Jerusalem. I don’t think B’nei Akiva had ever 
taken someone on tour who hadn’t already had a bar mitzvah—everyone said it was joyful.
A few years after these first family b’nei mitzvahs, the family went in yet another 
direction. We were invited to my niece’s wedding in the beautiful Lichfield Cathedral. 
I probably felt less alienated than my sister had felt in a synagogue but it did give 
me pause for thought. Only sixty-five years after the Holocaust, my mother’s grand-
daughter was promising to raise her children as Christian. Kind, unentitled, a serv-
ing Metropolitan Police detective, Laura nevertheless defines the very best of Jewish 
values as defined by her grandparents.
My Viennese aunt, the only one of the first generation of German-speaking Jewish 
refugees present, had hated the bar and bat mitzvahs, but she never complained about 
the cathedral. Nor did she blink an eyelid when pork appeared on her plate at the 
reception. But she was appalled when you and I didn’t eat it. Her discomfort was still 
with the Jews. She had always believed that in sending my children to cheder and, in 
Harry’s case, on tour to Israel, I was subjecting them to brainwashing. I think that she 
felt that I was attacking hard-won territory and she was fighting fiercely to defend her 
secular identity. But, in so doing, she was also betraying an almost existential fear of 
confronting something else. Something that she wanted no part of. Her own ambiv-
alence ran so deep that she even used to pursue a contrary passion and visit medieval 
churches wherever she went. I can’t put into words what frightened her. We couldn’t 
discuss it. It was simply too painful.
My attempts to reconcile this legacy of my German-Jewish secular past with differ-
ent, but not necessarily better choices for the three of you risked violent clashing of 
family values. Positions that I feel were so fiercely defended, not out of ideology, but 
out of abject fear borne out of Holocaust trauma. If my Jewish family didn’t assert their 
secularism against my apparent wobble, who were they?
My mother, whose LSE peer group equated Zionism with racism, once mischie-
vously admitted that she didn’t dare go to Israel in case she really liked it. Like my 
sister, my Torah-carrying cousin married a non-Jew. His children will not even be secu-
lar Jews. But he is currently organizing the translation of the German-Jewish family 
archive, including our grandmother’s letters written from a concentration camp, so 
that you and your children can read them.
My mother’s cousin, another German-Jewish refugee in London, also raised her 
children in the secular world, but both of her daughters have married observant Jewish 
men—one has a kosher home in North-West London and the other has moved to 
Israel. People find their own way.
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So there you have it. On the one hand you have a new generation of observant 
Jewish family members and, on the other, our secular Jewish family whose Jewishness, 
by most definitions, is likely to become nothing more than a quirky memory. For 
reasons I can’t defend, given everything else I’ve said, I’m not indifferent to that. I 
feel sad about it. But I still have many of the ambivalent feelings about any affiliation 
that they do. For the Berliners, being Jewish was at first a handicap and then, at the 
end, a death sentence and so, for me, survivor guilt may well still play a part. I don’t 
know whether these tensions will affect you too. I never wanted it to be an either/or 
and perhaps, if the family had been closer, I wouldn’t have considered breaking ranks.
The least complicated family members are our non-Jewish cousins on my father’s 
side (my father’s brother married a practicing Christian) who have delighted in the 
introduction to the Belsize Square synagogue and to family shabbats. For them, some-
thing lost was being recovered and, unlike those of us with two Jewish parents, this 
did not raise the same complicated questions of belonging. Along with all of you, my 
non-Jewish cousins now have their German passports. Curiously, my sister and cousin 
who both had two German-Jewish parents haven’t yet applied. 
It’s the issue of group membership that divides us more than any other. But just as I 
was raised to be scared and critical of anything that reinforces tribalism, I’m also envi-
ous of people for whom being primarily identified as a member of the group is easy and 
irresistible. I’m not even sure why I still stand back, but I know I can’t step forward. 
And I’m not alone. From the air, it would look as if our half of our North London 
German-Jewish friends were doing a curious hokey cokey: “In out, in out, shake it all 
about.” It’s not a restful life but perhaps in itself intrinsically Jewish.
The longing to belong is universal but the central Judaic idea of being “chosen” or 
of being special is fundamentally at war with my refugee DNA, and I know you must 
have picked up on that too. I fuss every Passover. It can’t be my noble egalitarianism. 
It must have everything to do with my own disowned terror of antisemitism. If anyone 
tells you they’re special, a part of you will want to take them down.
So where does this leave you? Your mother and her friends recoil at anything “too 
Jewish” but nevertheless, despite our self-belief that we are more liberal and more 
tolerant than the other group, that very same indefensible superiority—that unwor-
thy “specialness”—still creeps in.
You see us laugh at Jewish jokes, enjoy the idea of a Jewish way of thinking, find 
comfort in our neuroses. We’re a bit nostalgic about “tradition” even if we never had it 
at home. I can watch Fiddler on the Roof and recognize something familiar in Topol’s 
smile. I like it.
The irony is everywhere. We claim not to be “joiners” but you can’t have missed the 
shorthand of cultural affirmations and dissociations that we all understand. In some 
circles we’re proud to be Jewish. In relationships with non-Jewish refugees, we use it 
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to shore up our credibility as fellow travelers. In other circles, we’re wary and say suspi-
ciously quickly: “But I don’t practice, ” even when no one has asked if we do. “Are you 
a Zionist?” decisively separates the men from the boys. We’re no less bound by the 
handbook for nonjoiners than congregants are bound by the Torah. We’re a commu-
nity, but one of outsiders by unspoken collective design.
Circumspection perhaps gives you something that only the ever-watchful outsider 
will have: a survivor’s sensitivity to the nuances of language and to what’s implicit rather 
than owned. Our enduring sense of not really belonging affects everything we see; it 
both diminishes us and simultaneously elevates us. But when we equate the perspec-
tive of the outsider with a heightened empathy and understanding, we also accept a 
heightened sense of responsibility.
The secure insider doesn’t need to be so watchful but, for us, nothing is ever to be 
taken at face value. Perhaps only someone who’s been on the outside feels as acutely 
the determination to make a difference? In the end, their description of themselves as 
“completely assimilated” didn’t make your German-Jewish grandparents any safer. In 
order to feel at all assimilated, they had to work very hard to hold positions of power, 
to be part of an educated elite that represented all the trappings of being in control. 
Something that, as it turned out, they weren’t. The shadow side—those truths about 
ourselves that we deny—was always there. Are we really meant to believe that there 
was a day when their assimilation was complete, when there was nothing left in their 
lives to suggest any difference from non-Jews?
I don’t believe it. People don’t work like that. “Completely” is an adverb. Its real 
meaning lies in the reinforcement of the opposite. Even as a teenager I knew that it 
was meant to describe not what we were but everything we weren’t.
For my parents, the refugee drive for recognition and professional influence in the 
secular world were powerful displacements of potentially paralyzing grief, an uncon-
scious splitting in order to deny the vacuum left by the loss of family, culture, and 
community. They prioritized their work and their politics in order to maintain an 
illusion of meaning and order where they had experienced only chaos. My generation 
could not fail to take those values forward. But whatever they did, our grandparents 
and parents remained outsiders and we take that past into the future. Some might have 
achieved more assimilation than others, either in pre-Hitler Germany or in new coun-
tries after the war, others might have retreated into a religious community, but every 
group has suffered. And that past has bequeathed an acute watchfulness on the next 
generation borne out of the constant awareness of something withheld.
The emotional legacy of separation, murder, and displacement is what dominates 
everything in our family. Being raised by a mother who had lost everything except the 
one brother who arrived in the United Kingdom ahead of her is different from being 
raised by a mother who can rely on her own mother to help. The world is not as safe, 
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death is ever-present, and a fear of violence and fracture is everywhere. Separations are 
poorly negotiated, mental health is delicate, and pathology is both literally and meta-
phorically never far away. In trauma work, the body is the self and we have to ask what 
stories our symptoms are telling. You have inherited multiple unconscious traumas 
of denial, loss, and fragmentation and you’re going to have to work with the pieces.
But, unlike the German Jews of your “completely assimilated” past, you know 
Hebrew, you understand the synagogue service, and maybe those childhood experi-
ences of integration will mean that you don’t need to be defensive. Perhaps as their 
trauma fades you’ll be able to live less risk-averse lives. You can, if you want to, identify 
from within, something your German-Jewish ancestors resisted, and I hope you’ll do 
it on your own terms, whatever that might mean and however conflicted you might 
still be. In the absence of the same options, your grandmother spent her life searching 
for spiritual meaning in everything while your grandfather spent his life searching for 
humor in that meaning. Both lessons are invaluable but arguably both functioned to 
distract from the emptiness of being on the outside of a community and the timeless 
and universal pain of not belonging.
The important thing is to honor the German-Jewish intellectual tradition and to 
keep questioning everything, including what it means to be Jewish, and that, as the 
hokey cokey says, really is “what it’s all about.”
Perhaps in time, if you decide against synagogue affiliation, that Jewish heritage will 
dissolve, but I believe that there will be other heritages in the intervening years that 
may inject the same values with new life. And if the persecution and displacement of 
the past does make you “special, ” then it’s only as special as others with a refugee past. 
You can be proud to call yourselves their equals.
L ooking Back to Future  V is ions 
of  the  G erman-Jewish Past

T H E EV E R-DY I N G J EWRY ?
Prophets of Doom and the 
Sur vival of European Jewr y
Michael Brenner
I n 1948, the philosopher Simon Rawidowicz published a Hebrew essay under the title “Am ha-holekh va-met.” It served as the basis for his posthumous English publication “Israel: The Ever-Dying People.” These could have been appropriate 
titles for this volume as well.
“The world makes many images of Israel, but Israel makes only one image of itself: 
that of being constantly on the verge of ceasing to be, of disappearing. The threat of 
doom, of an end that forecloses any new beginning, hung over the people of Israel 
even before it gained its peoplehood, while it was taking its first steps on the stage of 
history.” Thus begins Rawidowicz’s essay, which was written—as we should keep in 
mind—in the shadow of the annihilation of most of European Jewry. “He who studies 
Jewish history will readily discover that there was hardly a generation in the Diaspora 
that did not consider itself the final link in Israel’s chain, ” Rawidowicz reminds his 
contemporaries who were standing at the abyss of the greatest catastrophe in Jewish 
history. He tells them that “in the centuries following the destruction of the Second 
Temple, almost every leading Jewish poet and scholar considered himself the last—
the last poet, the last scholar.”1
B E F O R E C ATA S T RO P H E
Among German Jews, such threats of doom were widespread from the beginning of the 
twentieth century. Obviously, none of them predicted the real catastrophe that would 
soon befall European Jewry. Their prophecies were based mostly on demographic data 
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and sociological developments. In 1911, the Berlin Zionist Felix Theilhaber published 
his widely discussed book Der Untergang der deutschen Juden (The Decline of German 
Jews), while two decades later the Communist Otto Heller wrote his Der Untergang 
des Judentums (The Decline of Jewry).
Both accounts, which were deeply inspired by a more general “Decline and Fall” 
discourse culminating in Oswald Spengler’s classic Der Untergang des Abendlands 
(The Decline of the West, 1918–20), carried a clear message: European Jewry, in its 
present form, was doomed to disappear. While the physician Theilhaber’s prescribed 
treatment against this diagnosis was immigration to Palestine and the building of a 
“normal, healthy” society, Heller, who was also the author of a book called Siberia: The 
Russian America, advocated total assimilation as the only option for the future.2 His 
solution was the classical communist one. As he claims, his books analyze the “Jewish 
question” and its “solution through the proletarian Revolution.”3 For Heller, tradi-
tional Judaism as well as Zionism were not options and only the Soviet Union and 
especially Stalin’s Birobidjan project represented the future of a de-Judaized Jewish 
population in a classless society.
Theilhaber’s book received considerable attention and was published in a second 
edition, in which he refuted all arguments brought forward against him in the preced-
ing decade and even sharpened his tone. The critics, he argued, closed their eyes in front 
of the unpleasant facts, which, in his opinion, spoke a clear language—a language of 
gradual dissolution of Jewish life. And, he would argue, this was nothing unique in 
Jewish history: integration led to assimilation, which led to disappearance. Chinese 
Jews had shown us that it was possible to disappear, as had the original Italian-Jewish 
community and the Sephardic population of Holland.4 Providing evidence of low birth 
rates, increasing mixed marriages, and declining religious practice, his conclusion was 
crystal clear: German Jews will follow in the footsteps of the lost Jewish tribes. “All 
conditions, preconditions and processes which contributed to the systematic dissolu-
tion, are existent for Germany’s Jews. The Jews are caught in a net, which is tied with 
all its parts to this development.”5
What, he asked, should be the remedy for this deadly disease? “Teach them Hebrew 
language and culture, their own customs and laws, and force even the last Jew . . . into 
a viable whole. Create first and foremost a healthy Volkstum, possibilities of normal 
love life, an economic basis—just become Jews like in earlier times.”6 Theilhaber, the 
physician, is prescribing a bitter medicine to his patient: overcome the dream of assim-
ilation and you will survive. It is a radical treatment that seems to contradict any law 
of history: recreate the Jew of the past. Clearly, his writings not only reflected the 
language of a national movement, but also the racial discourse of the time. A “healthy 
Volkstum” and a “normal” love life, which means to abstain from sexual contact with 
people outside the group, would destroy any individualism and bring the people back 
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to the collective. It is unsurprising to learn, as John Efron has shown, that Theilhaber 
became a leading promoter of a racial, though not racist, science of the Jews.7
Theilhaber found an ally in the person who established the field of Jewish demogra-
phy, the German Zionist Arthur Ruppin. In 1904, he had published the first edition of 
his account, Die Juden der Gegenwart (The Jews of Today), which appeared in a second 
edition the year that Theilhaber’s prophecy of doom was published. Already, in the 
preface, Ruppin makes clear that, as someone “to whom the fate of the Jewish people 
is more than a purely scientific question, I could not abstain from drawing conclusions 
of the facts and express my attitudes and hopes towards the future.”8
Ruppin’s first sentences are an analysis of a society in the process of dissolution: 
“Before our eyes stone after stone is loosening from the once so firmly built construc-
tion of Jewry. Conversion and mixed marriage lead to significant losses and the enor-
mous decrease in births will make it more difficult to close the gap in a natural way.”9 
This process was no longer restricted to Western or Central European communities, 
but, Ruppin argued, was already visible in Eastern Europe as well. Thus, his book 
Die Juden der Gegenwart concentrates in its first part on the problems of his time. Its 
chapters have gloomy titles, such as “The Reduction of Births, ” “The Loss of Meaning 
of Religion, ” “Mixed Marriage, ” “Conversion, ” and “Antisemitism as Insufficient 
Barrier to Assimilation.” The second part of the book, entitled “Jewish Nationalism, ” 
then points to the solution. Its chapters discuss the strength of the “Jewish race” and 
its viability: “The Racial Value of the Jews, ” “The Cultural Value of the Jews, ” “The 
Creation of a Closed Jewish Economic System Through Return to Agriculture, ” and 
“The Revitalisation of the Hebrew Language.” No wonder that the last chapter, its 
apotheosis, is called “Zionism.” The book, whose author had emigrated to Palestine 
between the first and second editions of its appearance and who was a chief engineer 
of the new Jewish society, ends on an optimistic note about Jewish survival outside 
Europe—the hope of “the national rebirth of the Jewish people in Palestine.”10
P O S T M O RT E M
There was no time left to prove Ruppin’s or Theilhaber’s visions right or wrong. The 
dissolution of the Jewish communities of Europe came faster than any of them had 
predicted, and in quite another fashion than they could have imagined. When the 
heavens darkened over European Jewry, collective survival on the bloodstained soil 
of Europe seemed a distant thought for the few who had escaped hell. In the imagi-
nation of most Jews, both the remainder in Europe and the vast majority outside, the 
old world seemed nothing but a huge Jewish cemetery. As one of the leaders of the 
surviving Jews, the she’erit ha’pleita, Samuel Gringauz, put it: “After the catastrophe, 
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Europe was no longer characterised for the Jews by Westminster Abbey or Versailles, 
nor by Strasbourg Cathedral and the art treasures of Florence, but by the violence of 
the Crusaders, the Spanish Inquisition, the pogroms of Russia and the gas chambers 
of Auschwitz.” His only conclusion was: “Adieu Europe!”11
And still, not only in the communities of Western Europe that were spared the worst 
fate of European Jewry but also in other parts, where political circumstances allowed 
it, Jews reconstituted Jewish life immediately after the war. This can be seen nowhere 
more clearly than in Germany itself. There are even cases where a new Jewish community 
was reconstituted before the official end of the war, as was the case in Cologne in April 
1945. The few surviving German Jews were joined by around a quarter million Eastern 
European Jewish displaced persons who all hoped to leave the then-occupied Germany 
when the Jewish state was founded and U.S. immigration restrictions lifted. But again, 
despite all prophecies to the contrary, even after 1950 the German-Jewish community 
survived. To be sure, it remains a shadow of its prewar existence but, due to immigration 
from the former Soviet Union, it grew to over 100,000 in over 100 organized commu-
nities by the beginning of the twenty-first century. In France, the Jewish community 
drew from immigration from Northern Africa and became larger than ever before.
How should one view such a development? There was the classical Zionist interpre-
tation, which regarded any diaspora existence as fragile, and a post-Shoah one in Europe 
as pathetic. This view is represented by Israeli historian David Vital, who in 1990 made 
this utterly clear: “It must be said that there are communities in contemporary Europe 
which can only strike one with dismay. How can there be an organized Jewish commu-
nity in Germany in our time? Or in Austria? There are aspects of the modern history 
of France, too, which prompt one to ask whether the Jews, of all peoples, have not lost 
their historical memory and much else besides. . . . The major communities in central and 
Eastern Europe are gone, of course, and are no more than subjects for academic research, 
much too much of it vitiated by nostalgia and vulgar sentimentality.” Even the British and 
French Jewish communities, in Vital’s opinion “manage to do no more than persist. . . . 
In any event, to a traveler like myself, the Jewries of Europe cannot fail to seem subject 
to steady erosion, if not decay. They are too small to be culturally self-sustaining.” Only 
“a form of re-entry into the ghetto” could save their future, according to Vital.12
A few years later, British historian Bernard Wasserstein published a book that earned 
him a place of honor in the niche of the prophets of doom of European Jewry. He 
called it Vanishing Diaspora. Like Theilhaber, he predicted for European Jewry the 
same fate as for Chinese Jewry, which had disappeared because of assimilation. What 
the Nazis did not manage by mass killings, the friendly integrationism of Western 
Europe would finally achieve: a judenfrei Europe, with the exception of a few insignif-
icant and marginal ultra-orthodox islands in London, Paris, and Antwerp: “a pictur-
esque remnant like the Amish of Pennsylvania.”13
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Wasserstein’s conclusions are clear: “The dissolution of European Jewry is not situ-
ated at some point in a hypothetical future. The process is taking place before our 
eyes and is already far advanced on at least three fronts. 1. We witness now the last 
scene of the last act of more than a millennium of Jewish life in Eastern Europe. . . . 
2. We witness now the withering away of Judaism as a spiritual presence in the daily 
lives of most Jews in Europe. . . . 3. We witness now the end of an authentic Jewish 
culture in Europe.”14
Wasserstein’s analysis, in its last consequences, holds true for the American dias-
pora as well, with the significant difference that it is a much larger community, concen-
trated in a few centers, and still being held together by substantial centers of learning. 
In general, though, American Jews, according to this analysis, will be hit by the same 
fate. Wasserstein’s European patient suffers from the same disease as American Jewry, 
according to Alan Dershowitz (who in 1997 published a book called The Vanishing 
American Jew), with the only difference that he is in a more critical and lethal state. In 
this respect, there is a direct line from Ruppin and Theilhaber via Vital to Wasserstein 
and Dershowitz and most Israeli demographers who have no doubt about the disso-
lution of European Jewry and little doubt about the predictable end of the Jewish 
diaspora as such. Even more radical was French sociologist Georges Friedman’s 1965 
analysis, Fin du Peuple Juif ? (The End of the Jewish People?), in which he suggested 
that the increasingly Western materialistic culture of Israel will ultimately lead to a 
collective assimilation and transform Israelis into “Hebrew-speaking Gentiles.”15
In Israel, the opposite argument can be heard: that the survival of Jews and Judaism 
is possible only in a Jewish state. As renowned journalist Amotz Asa-El wrote in 2004, 
all attempts to construct Jewish life in the diaspora are suicidal: “Today, there are still, 
around the world, many Jews unwittingly nurturing national suicide, from Russian 
Jews flocking to Germany to Lubavitch Hassidim opening up yeshivot, mikvas and 
kosher butcheries in Crimea, Siberia and Kalmykia. These Jews are still in the business 
of feeding future generations of antisemites with vulnerable communities to prey on.”16
F RO M R E Q U I E M TO R EV I VA L
The first major voice of dissent in this choir of doom was that of a novelist. Philip 
Roth’s Operation Shylock, published in 1993, contained a shocking message: the return 
of Israeli Jews to the Europe that had killed their families. “The so-called normaliza-
tion of the Jews was a tragic illusion from the start. . . . The time has come to return to 
the Europe that was for centuries, and remains to this day, the most authentic Jewish 
homeland there has ever been, the birthplace of rabbinic Judaism, Hasidic Judaism, 
Jewish secularism, socialism—on and on. The birthplace, of course, of Zionism too. 
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But Zionism has outlived its historical function. The time has come to renew in the 
European Diaspora our pre-eminent spiritual and cultural role.”17
The character Philip Roth, author of Portnoy’s Complaint, in Philip Roth’s novel, 
says those words to the character Aharon Appelfeld in a suite of the Jerusalem King 
David Hotel. Just as in his novel about the Nazi plot against America, reality and fiction 
are interwoven. In Operation Shylock Roth wants to save Israeli lives by directing Jews 
out of their endangered states. For this purpose, he even meets Polish Solidarity leader 
(and later president of Poland from 1990 to 1995) Lech Walesa to discuss a large-scale 
resettlement of Polish Jews.
Operation Shylock can be read as a counter-novel to Leon Uris’s Exodus. Roth’s 
diaspora Jews are the mirror image of what he depicted already in a 1961 speech as 
“the image of the Jew as a patriot, warrior, and battle-scarred belligerent” as depicted 
in Exodus. Israeli writer Yitzchak Laor noted that “Israelis cannot read this corpus 
without being threatened by yet another complicating question posed in front of our 
Imaginaire. . . . Roth’s project is too big for public discourse, for tastemakers to discuss.”18
It is significant, of course, that Roth lived in the United States. He may have shared 
the thought not only of a grand European Jewish past but also of a possible Jewish 
future in Europe, but he was no part of it, was not contributing to it, not drawing inspi-
ration from it. Similarly, in a relatively recent attempt to reinterpret Jewish history in 
a grand manner, David Biale’s Cultures of the Jews does not deal at all with post-Shoah 
European Jewry, while containing chapters on contemporary American and Israeli 
Jews. Only one of its twenty-three contributors is based in Europe.19
Is Europe then, as Vital and Wasserstein argue, utterly marginal in the Jewish world? 
Or are there any Jewish voices in Europe that may apply Rawidowicz’s thesis of the 
ever-dying people so apt to survive to Europe? The most eloquent voice promoting a 
new European Jewry has been that of the Italian-Jewish historian Diana Pinto, educated 
at Harvard and living in Paris.
In several essays and numerous speeches, mostly written around the turn of this 
century, Pinto argues for the construction of a new European Jewry within the New 
Europe, for a third pillar of world Jewry next to America and Israel. European Jews, 
she writes, “must have the intellectual vision to realize . . . that Judaism recovered 
from other devastating historical experiences: the Spanish expulsion, for example.”20 
Europe today, she wrote in the mid-1990s, offers the unique chance of a new postna-
tional identity: “Jews can and should take advantage of this new paradigm and create 
a European identity for themselves. . . . For Jews, Europe is newly emerging. It is not 
a finished product.” They can, and should, create a “Jewish space” fifty years after the 
Holocaust and revive a positive Judaism. And while Wasserstein’s account ends with a 
comparison of European Jews to Chinese Jews who disappeared as well, Pinto’s conclu-
sion is optimistic concerning the survival of European Jewry: “Europe is not Australia. 
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It is a place where Jewish history, culture and creativity have been rooted for more 
than two thousand years. That history cannot be reduced to a mere episode of colo-
nization in an Israeli rewriting of history; nor should it become a latter-day version 
of post-1492 Spain in which Jews exist primarily as a symbolic memory. It is up to us, 
as Europeans and Jews, to turn Europe into the third pillar of a world Jewish identity 
at the cross-roads of a newly interpreted past, and a pluralist and democratic future.”21
Between those contradicting visions, what then is the future of European Jewry? 
Historians are no prophets, and instead of predicting the future we analyze past devel-
opments and draw conclusions from them. Our conclusions of these analyses are less 
based on objective facts than on our own biases; they grow out of our personalities rather 
than of indisputable truths. How else can we explain that Israeli demographers continue 
to predict the slow decline of the Jewish diaspora, while some of their American Jewish 
colleagues see a more rosy picture of their own future? The disputes begin with very differ-
ent notions of “Who is a Jew?” For example, the number of Jews in post-Communist 
communities like Hungary or Poland vary a huge amount due to differing definitions and 
they end with basic disagreements over the definition of Jewish culture. It matters if we 
look at the world from a Zionist or a diasporist point of view; it matters if our personal 
inclination is that of an optimist or that of a pessimist. And none of us can predict how 
the State of Israel and the Middle East will look in one generation, even ten years from 
now; none of us can predict how much longer feelings of ethnic pride will continue to 
exist in America, or how antisemitism will develop in Europe. Those are just a few of the 
factors that will influence Jewish life in Europe and beyond in the next decades.
I would distinguish between two parallel and seemingly conflicting developments: 
on the one hand, a progressing assimilation, and on the other hand, a strengthening of 
Jewish identity and knowledge. The first, we may call Wasserstein’s Europe; the second, 
Pinto’s Europe. Both of them exist, and both exist at the same time. The first reflects 
the situation of the majority of European Jews. If we consider any practice or positive 
commitment to Judaism as relevant, the European Jewish community is further dimin-
ishing. Their children and grandchildren may be regarded as Jews or of Jewish descent 
by their non-Jewish neighbors, but many European Jews won’t know anymore what it 
means to be Jewish other than being regarded as such by others. Intermarriage is one 
strong factor in this development—the other one is the ease of integration and the 
secularization of European society, not comparable to an American society in which 
God and religion still play a major role.
While this development concerns the majority of European Jews in the next gener-
ation, a contrasting tendency cannot be denied. The margins are drifting away, but the 
center may gain strength. During the last decades the number of Jewish children attend-
ing Jewish schools all over Europe has grown, especially due to a certain kind of Jewish 
revival in Eastern and Central Europe: a few innovative institutes of adult learning 
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have opened their doors; Jewish studies at universities have been strengthened; the 
attractiveness of Jewish culture by non-Jews has had its impact on Jews as well; and the 
diversity of religious life ranging from the Reform movement to Chabad has become 
notable. Again, those developments may only be relevant for a minority of European 
Jews, but this minority may indeed prove big enough to survive.
Three examples may provide some background to this development. In Great 
Britain, Limmud has proved an enormously successful innovation to Jewish learn-
ing. What started as a happening and learning event has become a movement. Besides 
the Limmud meeting around Christmastime, where thousands of British Jews gather 
to study and discuss a broad variety of aspects of Judaism, there are many smaller 
Limmud learning days all over Great Britain, and now also in other parts of Europe. 
In Germany, a similar event called Tarbut for Jews from German-speaking countries 
has proven an unforeseen success with hundreds of Jews from Germany, Austria, and 
Switzerland gathering regularly to discuss all aspects of Jewish life, to learn, and to meet 
a broad range of German-Jewish writers, politicians, and religious leaders. Another, 
much smaller, but more substantial enterprise is Paideia in Stockholm. Founded by 
an American, Paideia brings together young Jews from all over Europe for one year to 
teach them Jewish texts and create a solid basis of Jewish knowledge for people who 
then can transmit this to their own communities.
Enterprises such as Limmud, Tarbut, and Paideia are by no means guarantees for 
the survival of European Jewry. They are, however, signs that a substantial number 
of European Jews are ready to invest their time and money for a Jewish future in 
Europe. More than that, they underline that the memory of Europe among Jews is no 
longer exclusively defined by the Crusaders, the Inquisition, and Auschwitz, but also 
by reclaiming the diverse heritage of Rashi, Mendelssohn, Kafka, Freud, and Einstein.
Anthropologically speaking, we deal more with a thin than with a thick culture. The 
last generation of Jews who grew up in the shtetl, in a Europe in which being Jewish 
meant an everyday culture distinguishable by cloth, language, and religious practice, 
is no longer. The majority of the European Jews of the next generations are not will-
ing to invest on an everyday basis. Their commitment to Judaism and Jewish culture is 
restricted to occasional activities, but many of them still have a social life that is primar-
ily Jewish; they undertake efforts to find a Jewish partner and provide their children 
with, at least, a minimal Jewish education. They will remain tied to Israel to a greater 
extent than American Jewry because of their small size, their close proximity to Israel, 
and also, perhaps, due to their bad conscience about living on a continent many in 
Israel and America consider to be a large cemetery.
The development of religious life in Europe is another factor not to be overlooked. 
In recent years, both Chabad and Reform as well as Conservative movements have 
made large inroads. In Eastern Europe, Lubavitch has more or less taken over large 
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parts of Jewish life and, even in Western Europe, religious life may become dominated 
by Chabad to a large extent in another generation. In Germany the first Chabad rabbi 
arrived in the 1980s—there were only three Chabad rabbis until the influx of Russian 
Jews, and now their number has grown to over twenty, which comprises a third of the 
total number of rabbis in Germany. In Berlin, where both Reform and Orthodox move-
ments have established rabbinical schools and now educate German-speaking rabbis, 
the Chabad community has laid the foundation for a modern educational campus in 
2018.22 While many Orthodox (and non-Orthodox) rabbis disagree with their ideol-
ogy, almost no one dares to raise the issue, partly because the communities themselves 
would not be able to fill the gap caused by their retreat and partly because they are 
afraid of splits within the communities.23 It should be added that the Ashkenazi chief 
rabbi of Israel leaves no doubt about his support of Chabad activities in Germany and 
other parts of Europe. On the other hand, non-Orthodox religious activities are grow-
ing. The first female rabbi was appointed to a German-Jewish community in the 1990s 
and in Berlin and some other communities, egalitarian services are no longer a prov-
ocation as they were for many decades.
Those tendencies might help to build up religious Jewish life in Europe, but they 
also have another consequence. Whatever remained of the indigenous European-Jewish 
culture is about to disappear. Basically no Jew in Germany today is familiar with tradi-
tional Ashkenazi minhagim; the Italian Jewish rite is dying out; Hungarian Jews may 
call themselves Neolog or Status Quo but they have little idea what those notions 
really mean. European Judaism is about to be replaced by the import of Israeli and 
American notions: the melodies heard at a wedding in Afula or Bat Yam are the same 
as those heard in Milano or Manchester. The shaharit nussah heard in a conservative 
synagogue in Los Angeles soon will also be heard in Berlin or Budapest. The school 
curricula are not giving much emphasis to any particular local or regional traditions 
and most students don’t know much of the Jewish histories of the places in which they 
grow up. Despite new home-grown institutions, Judaism in Europe today rests on the 
import of leaders and ideas. There will be Jews in Europe, there will be Judaism, but 
one does not have to be a prophet to predict that this is no longer a European Judaism 
with its own traditions and rituals.
A V I RT UA L EU RO P E A N J U DA I S M ?
As for secular Jewish culture, another phenomenon is palpable. We may soon encounter 
a Jewish culture in Europe that is neither Wasserstein’s nor Pinto’s Europe, but Gruber’s 
Europe. The American journalist Ruth Gruber, who resides in Italy, has analyzed what 
she calls “Virtual Judaism, ” a non-Jewish Jewish culture based on klezmer music, Jewish 
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museums, cultural festivals, and academic study of Judaism.24 Much has been written 
on this phenomenon, including a large amount of ridicule and cynicism. This is under-
standable for anyone confronted with this phenomenon. Still, one may add one more 
aspect: this unpredicted interest in Jewish culture might have unpredictable positive 
effects on Jewish life. As some Jews begin to realize: if so many non-Jews like Jewish 
culture, maybe there is actually something to it. Some Jewish museums have begun to 
develop programs for Jewish schools and others inspire Jewish artists. The Rothschild 
Foundation in London has developed significant programs to support both Jewish 
cultural creativity and Jewish studies. Some of the beneficiaries of those programs are 
non-Jews but there are also many Jews who will contribute to a more creative world 
of Jewish culture in Europe in the generations to come.
One may argue that Jews in the twenty-first century do not need Europe, but 
Europe needs the Jews. A judenrein Europe a few generations after the Shoah would 
be conceived as the ultimate posthumous defeat of liberal and democratic values by 
the forces of totalitarianism. Therefore, even European states with the tiniest Jewish 
communities are well prepared to preserve and cultivate Jewish existence. Is the Jewish 
presence, then, to become a merely symbolic one, an exhibition of exotic animals in 
the European zoo? While this danger cannot be neglected, one could argue that even 
though Jews may not need Europe, Jewish culture would lose a significant dimension 
without a European presence. After all, Jews did not stay as tourists in this continent 
over two millennia, but were shaped by their European surroundings in all possi-
ble ways, just as they influenced their non-Jewish environment. Thus, asked for the 
reasons why Jews remain in Europe after all that happened, one might add to the 
“fleshpot” argument (to secure their economic well-being) and the “davka ” argu-
ment (not to grant Hitler a posthumous victory), the “culture” argument: they feel 
part of either the particular French/German/Italian culture or of the more inclu-
sive European culture.
One factor that seemed rather marginal to the future of Jewish life in Europe in 
the late twentieth century, but which has gained momentum as an argument among 
modern-day prophets of doom, is antisemitism. The second decade of the twenty-first 
century has seen a significant rise of verbal attacks against Jews and of actual violence 
against Jewish institutions in almost all European countries. While one cause for this 
development is the transmission of the Middle East conflict into European territory 
with its side-effect of the growing presence of radical Islam, another troubling devel-
opment is the revival of right-wing nationalist parties. Their rhetoric is nowadays often 
friendly toward Jews and especially toward Israel, and their anti-Muslim agendas even 
appeal to some Jewish voters, but their xenophobic ideology will ultimately be coun-
terproductive to any revival of Jewish culture in Europe.25 As always, though, the rise 
of antisemitism not only has the effect of Jews hiding their Judaism or leaving for other 
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places: even if one disagrees with Jean-Paul Sartre’s thesis that antisemitism creates the 
modern Jew, there can be little doubt that, among many Jews who otherwise might 
have assimilated, it involuntarily strengthens a sense of solidarity.26 Thus, antisemitism 
works both to weaken and to strengthen Jewish identity.
It is impossible to know if the numbers are substantial enough and the creativity 
sufficiently strong to lay the foundations of a future European-Jewish life. But syna-
gogues are being built, new Jewish community centers are opening, innovative oper-
ations are beginning their activities, schools are increasing the number of students, 
and ideas about a new “European Jewry” are floating around. So, at least for the short 
run and contradictory to all prophecies after the Shoah and to all appeals of Israeli 
prime ministers and chief rabbis to emigrate, European Jews will be around for some 
time. In fact, in recent years more Israelis have emigrated to Europe, with Berlin as 
a new hub, than European Jews to Israel. More former Soviet Jews have settled in 
Germany in the early 2000s than in Israel. Those facts also have some impact for a 
future Jewish world.
European Jewry is the smallest pillar in the Jewish world next to North America 
and Israel, but it is still here to stay as long as the economic conditions remain stable 
and antisemitism is not an everyday experience. Individual Jews will always opt for 
other options, such as remaining Jews outside Europe or remaining Europeans with-
out Judaism. The majority will not disappear that fast.
Two countries with small but lively Jewish communities prove the notion of the 
ever-dying people: Spain and Germany. Five hundred years after the expulsion, fifty 
years after the Shoah, Jewish communities are existent in both places, have been grow-
ing in the last generation, and—whether one likes it or not—will be there for the next 
few generations. If those countries have Jewish communities after their respective expe-
riences, then how can we predict the decline of any Jewish community?
Let us then, in conclusion, return to Simon Rawidowicz. “When we analyze some-
what more deeply this constant dread of the end, we discover that one of its decisive 
psychological elements is the general, not particularly Jewish, sense of fear of losing 
ground, of being deprived of possessions and acquisitions—or, still deeper, the sense 
of fear that came over man when he first saw the sunset in the west, not knowing that 
every sunset is followed by a sunrise, as the midrash so beautifully described Adam’s 
first great shock.” That the sunrise is also there for the Jewish people is Rawidowicz’s 
point in a post-Shoah world. He regards the fear of cessation as a “protective individ-
ual and collective emotion. Jewry has indulged so much in the fear of its end that its 
constant vision of the end helped it to overcome every crisis, to emerge from every 
threatening end as a living unit, though much wounded and reduced. In anticipating 
its end, it became its master. . . . There is no people more dying than Israel, yet none 
better equipped to resist disaster.”27
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T H E T H I N C RUS T O F 
C I V I L I Z AT I O N
Lessons from the German-Jewish Past
Mathias Berek
I t happened more than once. Sitting in a bar after a conference, Jewish colleagues asked me why I, as a non-Jew, would be interested in German-Jewish history. I could never answer in one sentence, but the response always had a connection 
to the present and how today’s societies could develop further. Every question led 
me to think more about it, many elements of my answer changed, but at its core it 
still is related to present-day German and European societies. In the German-Jewish 
past we find Jewish visions for a modern society, as well as Jewish answers to moder-
nity’s challenges, which individuals and groups face in the contemporary age. In the 
very same past we can also find non-Jewish perceptions of these visions and attitudes 
as well as actions toward Jews as such. The Swiss writer Gottfried Keller succinctly 
depicted the relevance of the German-Jewish past for the present and the future. In a 
letter to the German-Jewish philosopher Moritz Lazarus, dated December 20, 1881, 
Keller drew a picture of “the thin crust of civilization that only scantily separates us 
from the animals burrowing and howling in the abyss and which can collapse with 
every occasional vibration.”1
The visions of culture and society to which I am referring by no means belong exclu-
sively to German Jews, or Germans or Jews alone. But the particular situation many 
German Jews found themselves in during the nineteenth century led quite a few of them 
to develop progressive and modern ideas of society. These visions comprised plural-
ism, humanitarian universalism, constructivist and voluntaristic concepts of belong-
ing, high esteem for knowledge and education, and cosmopolitanism. They included 
the insight that every culture and every society was basically dynamic, a product of 
action, history, exchange, and migration. To put it bluntly, the opposite of these ideas 
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gained control over Germany at the end of the nineteenth century: ideas of homoge-
neity, nationalism, biologistic or otherwise essentialist definitions of belonging, and 
a static concept of culture firmly grounded in an imagined distant past. Exploring the 
German-Jewish past offers insights into what today would probably be termed emanci-
patory ideals of a society based on principles of plurality and equal rights. It is, however, 
also a story about how such ideas failed.
In this essay, I will draw on my research on the impact of a prominent German-Jewish 
intellectual, Moritz Lazarus, in nineteenth-century Germany. What I find so intrigu-
ing about the nineteenth century is that many of the unanswered questions about 
modern society were raised at that time. I chose Lazarus because he was a prominent 
German-Jewish intellectual who dedicated most of his work to understanding life in 
modern society. The thinker Lazarus was highly influential for sociology, social psychol-
ogy, (cultural) philosophy, and anthropology, although mostly neglected until recently. 
As early as the 1860s, for instance, he developed a broad, pluralist, dynamic, and subjec-
tivist understanding of culture (the “objective spirit” that formed the subjects and was 
formed by them), which comprised every outcome of human action, even the most 
mundane like the farmer’s market. And he sought to put into practice his conceptual 
insights of social psychology and philosophy. I will mainly concentrate on the second 
half of the century, a very special period for German Jewry and for Lazarus in partic-
ular. It was the time of Jewish emancipation becoming a reality, when Jews could play 
a “co-constitutive” role in the newly founded nation-state and the majority of Jews 
could finally advance into the midst of German society.2 This period began to draw 
to a close in 1879 as German-Jewish optimism faltered with the emergence of a new 
modern, racial antisemitism and its dissemination among the educated middle classes. 
The life and work of Moritz Lazarus is paradigmatic for German Jews in his era—
in the success he had and the disappointments he experienced.3 Of course, he is not the 
only German-Jewish thinker envisioning a society based on plurality and equal rights 
for all. Gabriel Riesser (1806–1863), Ludwig Bamberger (1823–1899), and Berthold 
Auerbach (1812–1882) are just a few other prominent examples. One could also refer 
to Joseph Lehmann (1801–1873), the founder and lifelong editor of the Magazin für 
die Literatur des Auslandes, one of the most important German review magazines, 
published from 1832 to 1905. The position the journal took against antisemitism largely 
represented the views of contemporary Jews in Germany: “In keeping with the spirit 
of our magazine, we have hitherto abstained from saying a word about the abuse of 
German honour in the form of incitement against all German citizens of Palestinian 
origin by a few German citizens of Indian descent. We consider such publications 
as nothing more than banal vulgarity, ambition, stupidity, and greed, that utterly 
lack literary value.”4 In what follows I will elaborate on this so-called thin crust of 
civilization by discussing five aspects of the German-Jewish experience: education, 
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religion, nationality, liberalism, and exclusion. This discussion will show how these 
German-Jewish visions of a just and diverse society found a selective reception among 
non-Jews and that the nation and liberalism are basically incapable of overcoming 
exclusionary hatred such as antisemitism.
E D U C AT I O N A N D B I L DU N G
The high esteem in which education is held in Jewish life is common knowledge. In 
nineteenth-century Germany both Protestant as well as Jewish reformers struggled to 
make Bildung a basic right for every member of society. It was part of the project of 
Enlightenment, idealism, and scientific modernity that drove the progressive move-
ments in both religions (and in socialism, too). But, at least from the Protestant side, 
the commonality of this cause has not been acknowledged. In the end, even progres-
sive Protestant liberals refused to desist from their exclusionary attitudes toward the 
Jews—so long as they were considered Jews they were not regarded as true Germans, 
notwithstanding how educated they might be.5
But the rather pessimist outlook of the fin de siècle was not the typical Jewish 
perspective throughout the century. Coming back to Moritz Lazarus, education was 
a central part of his work from the beginning. He discussed it in his philosophical 
as well as in his political texts, even proposing a reform for the education system of 
the canton of Bern when he was dean and rector there between 1860 and 1866.6 A 
condensed form of his approach to education can be found in a small article to which I 
will refer to here. In this essay he combined classical Humboldtian education ideas with 
Jewish ideals of bettering the world. The influences of reform Protestantism, Kantian 
Idealism, the pluralistic experience of Jewish emancipation, and German nationalism 
with its cultural-nationalist foundations are clearly noticeable. His goal was to create 
modern humanist ethics based on Bildung and on Jewish as well as Protestant ideas. 
The piece appeared in 1886 in Paul Lindau’s cultural journal Nord und Süd and 
described Lazarus’s vision of a Sunday celebration.7 He depicted a community build-
ing reminiscent of Socialist houses of culture or Zionist kibbutz clubs. There, on 
Sunday afternoons, after the religious gathering, the community would get together 
for education in its broadest sense, as Bildung: lectures, music, sports, games, discus-
sions, or plays. Every village would employ a teacher who prepared the activities for 
the Sunday gathering during the week. The fundamental principle of Lazarus’s vision 
was the right for everyone to enjoy leisure time. In capitalism, according to Lazarus, 
labor dominates life; and the spirit, even religious spirit, was in need of leisure time 
in order not to degenerate. “The world of labor has created conflict, education has 
generated awareness of that conflict; the world of leisure has to bring back peace and 
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it alone will be able to do so.”8 Leisure, as Lazarus understood it, consisted primarily, 
but not only of aesthetic and scientific Bildung. Sports, games, socializing, lectures, 
discussions, drama, music, or poetry, in active or passive roles: “All the rivers run into 
the sea; the earth shall become full of understanding, of inner culture, than it will also 
be full of morals and morality.”9
The article appeared in a journal that claimed to represent “German education” 
and it attracted contributions from important writers such as Paul Heyse, Berthold 
Auerbach, and Theodor Fontane. Paul Lindau, in his time, was one of Berlin’s most 
famous critics and journalists.10 Within this context, Lazarus’s vision reached a wide 
audience. At the same time, if we look at German society of the time more broadly, it 
is more than questionable whether he was able to assert any significant influence with 
his vision—on the nation as a whole, or on its morality, in politics or in the education 
system. Lazarus’s article is an example for the possible influence of his work, but even 
more so a paradigm for the reform ideas of German Jews and the lack of their impact.
At most, Lazarus’s influence was that of a selective perception: as in other areas of 
his work, only those of his thoughts about education that suited the Zeitgeist were 
welcomed in public. For instance, male reviewers applauded his views about women’s 
education only where they confirmed their own point of view that women per se 
were not fit for many jobs.11 They ignored Lazarus’s arguments that differed from their 
worldview, for example the observation that it was social circumstance that made 
women lack the knowledge required for certain occupations. Lazarus was too early 
for many when he demanded equal education for men and women.
R E L I G I O N
As a parallel movement to Protestant reformer groups such as “Lichtfreunde ” or 
“Protestantenverein, ” Jewish reformers like Lazarus sought to strengthen inner religi-
osity rather than religious institutions or rules. The most important juxtaposition of 
nineteenth-century German-Jewish reform was that of the opposition of the halakhic, 
traditional-rabbinic, orthodox shell versus what reform thinkers saw as the prophetic, 
individualistic-confessional core of Judaism. It was a specifically Jewish debate whether, 
and how, traditional rules and laws should apply to modern everyday life—whether 
only biblical and Talmudic laws or also rules from the Middle Ages like the Shulchan 
Aruch should be relevant. In addition, liberal German Jews were discussing other broad 
questions about religion in a modern bourgeois society: Should the modern state be 
laicist, secular, neutral, or affiliated to religion? How far should religious law influence 
everyday life? Which parts of religious tradition were to be considered as divine reve-
lation and which as historical, human products?
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Another commonality between Protestant and Jewish reform was in the effort to 
comprehend the nature of religion as ethics, and the attempt to ground religion as well 
as religious ethics in reason. When Lazarus published his Ethics of Judaism in 1898 
he met with almost unanimous approval from the liberal German-Jewish public.12 
His Kantian definition of the autonomous nature of moral laws in Judaism seemed 
to give voice to a widespread conviction of the liberal, moderately reformed major-
ity of German Jews in his time: “not because God has ordained it as moral law, but 
because it is moral, therefore God has ordained it.” Hence, “the moral law is auton-
omous, because it originates in the nature of the human mind alone.”13 Also, most of 
the Christian commentators acclaimed his reading of Jewish ethics. Conservative or 
neo-Orthodox Jews, not surprisingly, rejected this foundation of moral law on reason 
alone. They insisted on the primacy of theology over philosophy, at least when it came 
to matters of religion.
NAT I O N
German Jews were significant proponents and supporters of the cultural-nationalist 
movement in Germany before the foundation of the Wilhelmine nation state in 1871.14 
They were part of the process of the nation’s construction and among them quite a few, 
including Lazarus, supported the Prussian, lesser Germany (Kleindeutschland) version 
of unification. This is what Lazarus, Riesser, Bamberger, and others were striving for, on 
the assumption that a pluralistic, emancipatory nation without exclusionary tenden-
cies could exist. It was the experience of emancipation, upward social mobility, and 
support from prominent non-Jews that fostered their optimism and their belief in the 
state and the German nation. 
Lazarus commenced his career as a writer with a political rather than a scholarly 
book when he published his Sittliche Berechtigung Preußens in Deutschland in 1850.15 
The volume combined Enlightenment’s ideals with ideas about international law as 
well as a view of Prussia as the most cultivated and civilized German state and therefore 
the legitimate power to lead German unification. Lazarus’s idea of a nation built on the 
action and commitment of its members was fortified during his five years as professor 
in Bern, Switzerland in the early 1860s. At its core was the voluntaristic, subjectivist 
concept of belonging, which he laid out in his Völkerpsychologie: “That which consti-
tutes a people does not lie fundamentally in certain objective circumstances, such as 
descent, language etc., in themselves, but rather only in the subjective perspective of 
the parts of the people who all together regard themselves as belonging to one people. 
[. . .] A people is a spiritual product of the individuals who belong to it; they are not a 
people, they just produce it perpetually.”16 One belonged if one saw oneself as a member 
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and participated in the activities that were demanded by the collective. In this under-
standing of belonging, there was no place for biologistic, racist, or other essentialisms. 
It was solely based on individual choice and action. Undoubtedly, this conception 
corresponded to the way many patriotic German Jews, like Moritz Lazarus, saw their 
own situation—as members of the common project to create a German nation state. 
What they did not, and probably could not, anticipate was that the nation-state was 
not the ideal form of society to secure emancipation, inclusion, and plurality. As a 
constructed collective based on narratives and stereotypes that sought to homogenize 
society, exclusion was built into the notion of a nation-state. It was the tragedy of the 
German Jews that they, despite their majority embracing the German nation so enthusi-
astically, would become the group most brutally excluded from the German collective.
L I B E R A L I S M
The optimistic view that history, and especially German history, would always progress 
toward a better future was not only a German-Jewish but also a liberal trait. Until 
the end of the 1870s, after the first economic depression and Bismarck’s turn to the 
conservatives, this was a prevailing approach. For German Jewry, at least for a number 
of German-Jewish intellectuals, the end of the 1870s was marked by events that shook 
their belief that emancipation and civilization would prevail: the propagation of 
modern antisemitism within the educated bourgeoisie.
Within academic circles, modern antisemitism was popularized most successfully 
by the renowned historian Heinrich Gotthard von Treitschke (1834–1896), whose 
infamous essay “Unsere Aussichten” had provoked the “Berlin antisemitism dispute” 
in 1879.17 He was a liberal. One could object that he was a member of the national 
liberal faction, but also his famous left-liberal opponent in the dispute, Theodor 
Mommsen (1817–1903), another prominent German historian, in the end did not 
accept Jewish presence in German society without baptism. This failure of liberal-
ism to be a stronghold against antisemitism is the first of three lessons that should be 
learned from the German-Jewish past: liberalism is no vaccine against antisemitism. 
Second, unrestrained economic liberalism, in its production of inequality and injustice, 
can prepare the ground for fascism. At the present day the correlation can be seen in 
the Europe-wide, if not global, success of far-right movements and parties following 
decades of neo-liberal destruction of the welfare systems, union power, state property, 
and other limits to the forces of capitalism. Third, the inclination to conflate politi-
cal and economic liberalism proved to be misleading. As at the end of the nineteenth 
century, today’s political liberalism is rejected together with neo-liberal capitalism 
as if they were one. I doubt if they really cared, but this is quite the opposite of what 
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Friedrich August von Hayek and Milton Friedman claimed: democracy and political 
liberalism are not an automatic outcome of unregulated markets; capitalism does not 
need individual freedom to exist. Liberal Jews in nineteenth-century Germany were 
possibly the first liberals to face the consequences that uncontrolled economic liber-
alism could have for liberal political ideals.
That said, it seems that the majority of Jews did not realize the implications of this 
development at the time. In fact, perhaps liberal German Jews were the only liberals 
who, due to their personal circumstances, took the political promises of liberalism 
seriously. One of their prominent intellectuals, Moritz Lazarus, stated in 1887 that in 
Germany the liberal parties should be the real conservative ones. Asking whose ideals 
were fulfilled here, Lazarus reminded his readers that it had been conservative poli-
ticians who had opposed the creation of a unified Germany with Prussia at its head, 
as well as a Reichsparlament elected through universal suffrage, a single law for all 
Germany, equality for all religions, and so on.18 “But we, all we liberals, and mostly 
we liberal Jews, should support the government, should be its strong pillar, in order 
to save our ideals—that are realised in all their essentials—and to extend them”—an 
economic-liberal blasphemy.19
E XC LUS I O N
The pluralist Enlightenment ideals of German-Jewish thought of the nineteenth 
century notwithstanding, the modern humanitarianism behind it had its limits. Gender 
equality, for one (or thinking beyond gender duality), was far from the imagination of 
most of the Jewish and non-Jewish proponents of liberal humanism at the time. And as 
we know, many of today’s structures to enforce this duality and to suppress women are 
a product of this very enlightened modernity. Moreover, even the most liberal thinkers 
of the nineteenth century would not generally question white European supremacy. 
Even Lazarus, who categorically rejected any racial ideas, spoke of higher (advanced) 
and lower (primitive) Stämme or cultures. He considered a non-European culture, 
such as ancient Jewry, one of the higher ones but what he wrote about people from 
sub-Saharan Africa hardly differed from the racist mainstream of his day. In short: 
German Jews pleading for a nonexclusionist society left some exclusions untouched.
There is much to learn for the future from the exclusion that affected Jews, namely: 
antisemitism. In my view the emergence of modern antisemitism can tell us a lot about 
most current forms of racist and culturalist exclusions. Its structure has been copied 
in many other cases. And from the fight against antisemitism there is much to learn 
for the fight against all forms of group-related enmity. Of course, there are differences 
between antisemitism and racism in particular. To sum up some strands of research on 
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antisemitism: not only is antisemitism older, it also is inherently antimodern, whereas 
racism always refers to modernity or at least modern ideas with positive connotations; 
antisemitism is based on narratives of power and conspiracy, it constructs the total 
other, the non-nation, even non-race, and it has led to industrialized mass murder.
Parallels can definitely be found in the perspective of the victims, at least before the 
stage of mass murder. Liberal German Jews in the nineteenth century found themselves 
in many ways in a similar situation as other minorities today: they were members of 
their society since birth but nevertheless regarded as not belonging to it by the major-
ity. They were wedged between the exclusionary violence of the majority of society 
and the rebuke of being assimilationist by orthodox fundamentalists or nationalists 
of their own group. And in the way that antisemitism has been identified as a cultural 
code representing a larger set of traditionalist and authoritarian beliefs, present-day 
animosities against Muslims or immigrants could be depicted in a similar manner.20 
Finally, future struggles against antisemitism can learn one thing from the past: they 
must be based on emancipatory ideals. They will be futile if the critique of antisemi-
tism is used for other purposes, especially if they are antiemancipatory. The histories 
of nationalism and liberalism in a German-Jewish context provide more than enough 
material for this insight.
Almost twenty years into the twenty-first century, the crust of civilization is still 
thin—or thin again. The animals in the abyss are howling louder than at the begin-
ning of the millennium. Lessons from the German-Jewish past could help to stabi-
lize this frail crust.
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T H E D I A L E C T I C S 
O F T R A D I T I O N
German-Jewish Studies and the Future
Galili Shahar
T he future of Jewish studies, including research of German-Jewish history, literature, and the arts, depends upon the interpretation of their past. The study of German-Jewish literature is committed to enterprises of this kind: 
we are not able to tell the future, but through learning, readings, and interpretations, 
we can attest to its possibilities. In asking about the future, we are called back into the 
realm of the past. In this dialectic lie the real possibilities of interpretation, which are 
of future value. In our own study of German-Jewish worlds, in looking for their future, 
our research itself turns into an act of witnessing.
What does that mean? Literary studies are committed, as are other disciplines, to 
perspectives and reviews of their subject matter. This is what we call “theory, ” from 
the Greek theoria, namely looking at—contemplating. Studies often mean to “review, ” 
which implies also a return, a step back.1 Our interpretations of Jewish literature 
demand grand visions and perspectives. These insights are also acts of eye-witnessing. 
Every act of learning (in Hebrew/Aramaic: Talmud), every effort of research is an 
attempt of witnessing. In asking about the future of our studies we are always wres-
tling with the leftovers of our traditions. Our interpretations, our own readings and 
acts of writing, our research for new visions, imply a step back into the fields of tradi-
tion.2 These paths of learning are difficult to cross and too often lead to detours and 
dead ends. These reviews and insights of the past involve blindness too, as witnesses 
are often engaged through acts of silence. German-Jewish studies are complicated by 
these tensions, bearing the dialectics of tradition.
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D I A L E C T I C S O F T R A D I T I O N
German-Jewish literary study provides us with insights into this experience: in its most 
modernist, futuristic visions, German-Jewish writing returned and reviewed its past 
form and sought to redefine its own heritage. One has to recall, in this context, the 
contributions of German-Jewish authors in the anthology Die Menschheitsdämmerung,3 
edited by Kurt Pinthus, and to read again poems by authors such as Else Lasker-Schüler, 
Franz Werfel, and Iwan Goll and others, performing acts of return into biblical and 
Talmudic traditions, imagining in them the visions of a future. One has also to review 
the role and engagements of writers such as Carl Sternheim, Walter Hasenclever, and 
Walter Mehring in Expressionism and the Dada movement during the early decades of 
the twentieth century, in acknowledging how deeply the futuristic texts involved reviews 
of tradition and a poetic search for a past. Whether it was biblical or Talmudic, influ-
enced by Chassidic sources or flooded by major streams of the Kabbalah, the reinter-
pretation of tradition was one of the major futuristic acts of German-Jewish literature.
Through radical readings of the biblical and the rabbinical sources, through decon-
structive gestures, misinterpretations, and ironic play in the field of tradition—both the 
Halachic literature and the Aggadah; one must recall Kafka’s versions of the Genesis 
stories and his esoteric Talmudic readings—German-Jewish writing created its most 
original contributions. Through transformation and adaptations of classical poetical 
forms, through inversions of sex and of gender and great maneuvers and U-turns between 
“West” and “East, ” we recall in this context Else Lasker-Schüler’s “biblical” poems and 
her short Orientalist stories entitled “Yusuf ” and “Tino of Bagdad.” 4 German-Jewish 
literature reoriented itself in space and time. Through acceleration and collapse of escha-
tological figures, one remembers Walter Benjamin’s new angels and his acts of messianic 
writing, German-Jewish authors engaged anew with the question of future.
In asking about the future of our own realm of studies, in asking how to bring 
together its major curricula, its theories and methods, its heritages and traditions, we 
are first asked to recall the core experience of the German-Jewish projects of modernity. 
As students of German-Jewish studies, we are called also as witnesses, we are called to 
review and to retell. The future of this realm of study depends upon the possibilities 
of return. Yet, the question stands, and much is at stake: where to?
WH AT I S  L E F T F O R T H E F U T U R E
We argued first: the question concerning the future of German-Jewish studies depends 
on the unfolding of its past forms, the interpretation of tradition is the subtext of 
possibilities. German-Jewish literature itself is one of the greatest examples for such an 
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attempt: in asking about its future we learn to ask what the past comprises, we learn to 
ask what is being left for us, and we begin to review what is being hidden in the realm 
of tradition. However, German-Jewish literature signifies not only the possibilities of 
the past, namely the unfolding of what is left for the future, but also hints at its fail-
ures and impossibilities and admits its disorientations and dead ends. It is, if one recalls 
Franz Kafka’s famous letter to Max Brod from June 1921, dealing with the nature of the 
“minor German-Jewish literature, ” rather the impossibility of writing, the failures that 
become essential for understanding the experience of the German-Jewish author.5 Kafka 
describes in his letter “three impossibilities” (drei Unmöglichkeiten) German-Jewish 
authors of his age are suffering from the impossibility not to write, the impossibility 
to write German, the impossibility to write differently.6 The only possibility of writing 
that is left to the German-Jewish author of his generation thus depends on the experi-
ence of major impossibilities. The essence of German-Jewish writing, to follow Kafka, 
expresses its impossibilities.
What Kafka teaches us (Kafka, a teacher?) is that the unfolding of the past seems 
rather to attest to no future, to promise no progress and no production, but to reveal 
disabilities and crises time and again. German-Jewish authors asked a challenging ques-
tion—where to? However, too often, these authors lost their own way and found 
themselves in states of crisis. German-Jewish writing so often tells of terminal fail-
ures, attesting to crucial interruptions in being. When we ask about the future of 
German-Jewish tradition we have to reconsider their dead ends.
One is not wrong to argue that Jewish writing in German, at least in the modern-
ist circles of the twentieth century, defined itself through radical deformations of the 
European literary tradition and through interruptions of its major movements. The 
act of Jewish writing in German was also an act of resistance; it was, to quote one of 
Paul Celan’s remarks from his Meridian (1960), an expression of a Gegenwort, a word 
that is being written and sent toward the other shore.7 The word is written and sent 
against the major streams, against the flow of language itself. The word is also sent 
“toward” the other, who was left behind—on the denied, forgotten (historic) shore 
of the German language. The word in Celan’s poetry that is written “against, ” writ-
ten in a foreign syntax, in deformed German verses, fragmented sentences, performs 
resistance in language, yet it also implies an act of witnessing. To write against the 
stream (in Hebrew: Shibboleth) means to write for (and on behalf of ) those who were 
forgotten. The question concerning the future demands certain poetics of memory, 
in which the past is recollected, yet against the false structure of time, against streams 
of forgetfulness.
Once we ask the question concerning the future of our realms of study, we must 
question its past. In past forms one is to find the subtexts for a proper unfolding of 
possibilities, which are to be named the “future.” However, the German-Jewish past, at 
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least in its radical, modernist experience, not only attests to possibilities and projects 
of futuristic values, but rather voices interruptions and crisis, ruptures and acts of resis-
tance, standing against major streams and false visions of the future, against the illu-
sions of the “new.” In thinking and writing about the futurities of the German-Jewish 
past we also recall these countermovements and acts of resistance. It is well known 
that Walter Benjamin sought to find in these moments of standstill, in acts of return, 
and in the resistance to the empty, homogeneous stream of time (being signified by 
the mechanical clocks of the modern era), the radical possibility of all future forms, 
namely, the pure form of the messianic impossibility.8 For the messianic, at least in its 
Talmudic sense, is not merely a figure of what is yet to come—a celebrated, mighty 
figuration of the last day (a day of judgment), but rather a poor, forgotten man, who 
never arrives at time, but only later, on the day after.9 However, this belated, irritated, 
impossible arrival creates the time space (the interval) of return (in Hebrew: Teshuva, 
repentance).10 Acts of resistance, interruptions, gestures of return, and moments of 
standstill produce poetics of memory, signifying a path of reparative actions. The radi-
cal possibilities for the future, we learn, depend also on these impossibilities of the past.
L E A R N I N G F RO M A N I M P E R F E C T 
PA S T F O R A T E N S E F U T U R E
In asking about the future we learn first how to ask properly the question of the past, 
that is—to ask in re-turn, to ask in review. However, this brings us, once we engage 
the core of German-Jewish literary tradition, to disorientation and dead ends. The 
path of studies itself attest to broken experiences, failed projects, skepticism, and radi-
cal critique. What German-Jewish authors found in their own detours, in their own 
researches of the past, were not only futuristic values (progress, production, projec-
tion, timing), but rather esoteric time concepts, acts of suspensions and moments of 
delay, interruptions of labor, deformation of forms, and the collapse of all vision. What 
does it tell us? How should we rethink our own future, once it is based on traditions 
of interventions? What future is to be imagined through a broken prism of a past and 
via a deformed view of being? What kind of tracks of studying can be offered, founded 
on detours and disorientation?
We thus have to understand these paths of study as being based on interruptions and 
acts of resistance in which tradition had to play an essential role. Acts of return in the 
realm of German-Jewish writing, the step back into the worlds of biblical, Talmudic, 
or Kabbalistic knowledge, the review of liturgical poetry, one is reminded once again 
of Gershom Scholem’s translations and commentaries on the Hebrew lamentations,11 
redefine the idea of the future. Future is understood as a form of being founded on acts 
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of return, which are not alone repetitive, but rather reparative, full of possibilities that 
were left over, in hidden, belated forms of reality. The future as such is understood in 
terms of realization of a past that itself never happened. Our terms of study should be 
related to these tensions, unsolved dialectics of tradition. In asking about the future, 
we are to enter a path of learning that involves irritations and estrangements. If one 
follows Franz Rosenzweig’s thesis about Übersetzung, we are asked to be lost in trans-
lation.12 For this word, Übersetzung (translation), implies a journey, the path of a ferry, 
crossing the river, moving toward the other shore of language.
In other words, German-Jewish studies offer us the best teachers, thinkers, and writ-
ers to accompany us on a long path of learning. Due to their experiences of wandering, 
migration, and being in exile, due to their experiences of assimilation, conversion, and 
return, due to their understanding of writing and its impossibilities, due to their enter-
prises of translation, due to their own misinterpretations of tradition, German-Jewish 
authors teach us how to walk and how to learn properly. Yet, this also involves an expe-
rience of a lost way—paths that are hard and broken.
N O N B E L O N G I N G A N D S E L F-A L I E NAT I O N
The Jewish experience of writing in German, as it was expressed in Kafka’s letter of 
June 1921, was not only an experience of impossibilities, acknowledging the failures of 
Jewish authors who found no new ground in being, while they had already lost their 
holding in the world of their fathers, but also became a cause for deformation and radi-
cal estrangement of the literary tradition itself. The impossibility for the Jewish author 
of expressing him/herself in German except in broken, deformed, foreign forms, in 
misinterpretations of the canonical trends, and in speech acts of self-estrangement, 
namely in Mauscheln, to quote Kafka, also became a basis for critical reflection of 
literature.13 One reads and relates Kafka’s impossibilities of writing as evidence for the 
radical possibility of the literary project, namely as evidence for the experience of liter-
ature as a foreign word: every act of literature, according to this, should be understood 
as being based on radical self-estrangement, as an expression of being different. What 
the Jewish author was doomed to experience, according to Kafka, was a groundless 
being (Ab-Grund), nonbelonging, self-alienation, becoming a ground for a reflective 
event in the realm of writing, which signifies a critical dimension in the history and 
theory of European literature.
Kafka’s self-ironic comments on the German-Jewish dialect, the Mauscheln (this, in 
his view, was echoed in the literary work of the author and critic Karl Kraus), cannot 
be understood properly without the autobiographical context of his letter in which 
Kafka, a Jewish author, refers again, not without irony, to the ongoing debate around 
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Kraus’s writings. However, another, perhaps no less significant context of Kafka’s letter 
lies in his reference to the future of Western Jewish being in relation to its lost and 
denied Eastern affinities. For Jews, according to this thought, are still doomed to write 
in German as newcomers, who throughout their long path of conversion and adap-
tion still preserved their (so-called original) Oriental background. When Kafka defines 
the core of Kraus’s work and with that the main character of German-Jewish author-
ship as Mauscheln, namely as a deformed, creaturely (mouse-like) language, he also 
attests to a Semitic remnant, a minor yet significant difference in German language—a 
vocal Jewish (Yiddish-like) interruption, becoming, however, a burden for Western 
Jewish life and letters. Jewish writing in German signifies the unconcealed corpus 
of European Judaism. What the German-Jewish author suffers is this experience of 
permanent self-estrangement, a cause for the impossibility of writing that expresses, 
however, a critical, interruptive dimension in European literary and cultural tradi-
tion. The German-Jewish author is neither “Western” nor “Eastern, ” but rather one 
that suffers the being of in-between, the liminal zone of existence. Its only proper, real 
language is the Mauscheln (a mixed, deformed language—a Jewish dialect). What this 
language expresses is the failure of transforming the Jewish past into a contemporary 
experience in its European terms: a civil, secular, progressive being. The future that the 
Jewish past foreshadows is somewhat regressive, dubious vitality. What future, we ask 
again, can be or should be imagined, based on such distorted experiences of tradition 
and unfolding of the past by German-Jewish authors?
WH E R E TO ?
The German-Jewish experience of writing is defined as an effort of belonging. Its power 
lies, however, in revealing the impossibility of being, producing countermovements, 
acts of resistance, estrangement, and critical (self-)reflection. Kafka (again, not without 
irony) calls this experience Mauscheln, the language of a mouse, a Semitic remnant, a 
creaturely experience of language. It recalls the Eastern, Semitic resources of Judaism 
frequently embedded in denial in the origins of Western civilization. One can thus 
argue that the future of German-Jewish literary heritage lies also in the critical unfold-
ing of its associations and affinities, maneuvers, U-turns, and moments of collapse 
between Western and Eastern traditions.
Let us recall in this context Franz Rosenzweig’s comments on the task of transla-
tion from Hebrew into German, referring to his own efforts undertaken in the 1920s of 
translating Yehuda Halevi’s liturgical poems. Rosenzweig discusses (in the Nachwort) 
the major challenge of translating this Judeo-Arabic liturgical poetry written in the 
twelfth century in Al-Andalus (southern, Muslim Spain) into modern German. Yet 
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Rosenzweig himself tends to reject the Arabic framework and the Islamic background 
of these Hebrew poems by Halevi, stressing instead parallel Christian liturgical motifs 
of love and grace. In referring to the task of translation Rosenzweig argues that the 
efforts of the translator from Hebrew are not das Fremde einzudeutschen, namely 
the Germanification of the foreign elements (Hebrew/Arabic) of the poem, but 
rather the estrangement of the German language, das Deutsche umzufremden.14 For 
the foreign spirit of Hebrew should be expressed properly in German, that is, in foreign 
syntax and with foreign words and rhymes. The consequences of this effort, according 
to Rosenzweig, is a disintegration of the German language. What the Hebrew words, 
syntax, and metrics are to bring about in translation is new, strange music to German 
ears. The liturgical effect of these poems by Halevi, the expression of the messianic 
dimension (the hope for a radical transformation of being, recalled in the prayers 
and lamentation for the redemption of Zion), is based, however, on Hebrew-Arabic 
prosodic elements and mystical conceptions of love and devotion borrowed from 
Islamic poetry.15 Rosenzweig does not deny this context (the Judeo-Arabic background) 
of Halevi’s poetry, but does not properly acknowledge its significant role in shaping 
the Jewish liturgical tradition.
According to Rosenzweig, the translation of the Hebrew poem can save the German 
language from falling into national closure and open it into worldly, universal circles, 
as the Lutheran Bible translation did.16 Yet this effort itself (translating Halevi’s poetry 
as an act of opening the German language), we argue, depends on the unfolding of 
the past forms of Judeo-Arabic culture, recognizing the contexts and associations in 
which these liturgical poems were written and sung. What the German-Jewish enter-
prise of liturgical translation brings about, in its reengagement with the Judeo-Arabic 
(Hebrew-Arabic) tradition, is a disruption of European language, deconstructing its 
national, homogeneous structure, reopening it toward a radical experience of the future. 
This, however, lies hidden (merely hinted at) in Rosenzweig’s project. In looking for 
an orientation, a future horizon, for his community, Rosenzweig seems to be lost in 
translation between German, Hebrew, and Arabic.
What Kafka calls Mauscheln, Rosenzweig defines, in arguing about the essence of 
translation, the estrangement of German (das Deutsche umzufremden). In his turn, 
the Jewish poet Paul Celan names this phenomenon Verjudung, albeit with a differ-
ent urgency, once dealing with the poetical heritage of witnessing the Holocaust. We 
recall these lines from his drafts to his Meridian (1960):
Verjudung: Es ist das Anderswerden. Zum-anderen-und-dessen-Geheimnis-stehn [. . .]
Umkehr—dazu scheint es ja nun doch zuviel Einbahnstraßen zu geben. 
Gegenverkehr und Umkehr, das ist zweierlei aber auch auf den Feldwegen scheint 
es, ach, wenig Gelegenheit dazu zu geben.17
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Verjudung, making Jewish (making too Jewish), implies poetical writing that demands 
deconstruction of the classical syntax of the German poem, its rupture, and finally its 
collapse. In so doing, the poem attests to a certain historical experience, to concrete, 
material conditions of being, associated with what is Jewish, namely with deforma-
tions, disorders of life, with foreignness and being other. This is the way, the path 
of the poem, the return (Umkehr), the movement against (Gegenverkehr), which 
also implies in Celan’s poetical work conversation (Gespräch), namely the act of 
language. This act of language, the encounter of I and Thou, is founded in resistance 
(in standing against). The poem turns on this path into an act of witnessing, in which 
one should also imagine—through the impossibilities of the poem (its radical self 
estrangement)—an openness, a movement toward the other, attesting, saving his/
her secret. Yet, Celan too was aware that this movement (the opening toward the 
other) is a movement toward the unknown. The path of the poem is not of return 
alone, but rather of a road of departure and of loss. The poem signifies nowhere; it 
gives a desperate sign for where to?
What we call the “future” bears tensions of this kind: it depends upon the unfold-
ing of tradition, the reinterpretation of past forms, which produce a vortex, a whirlpool 
of names and words, places, being and time. The engagement of the German-Jewish 
literary tradition implies endless attempts of reorientation and disorientation, keeping 
the dynamic, critical experience of world-being, engaging also false attempts to return. 
Reading Celan today takes us anderswo, to other places and displaces, the exile of 
others. Is it still possible to read Paul Celan today without the poetry of the Palestinian 
author Mahmoud Darwish? The future of German-Jewish past forms, the projection 
of its writing of Exile, its literature of migration, its poetics of memory and witness-
ing should be understood as another impossible introduction for reading Palestinian 
poetry, engaging its own where to?
H I N E N I ,  H E R E I  A M
I began by asking the question concerning the future of German-Jewish studies. When 
asking about the learning of the literatures of Jews in the realm of German letters, one 
demands a review, an act of witnessing. It provides us with insights, yet it also involves 
spots of blindness, recollections of absence, disorientations, through which one might 
search for the path toward him/herself. German-Jewish tradition tells us how to read, 
yet differently, not without irony and acts of self-estrangement. Once we return to ask 
the question regarding this tradition, we recall the experience of migration, of exile, 
an experience of dissimilation, dislocation, self-forgetfulness, and collective amnesia, 
and the experience of a long journey and of no return.
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Not in vain, Erich Auerbach, in the opening chapter of his seminal book Mimesis, 
tells the story of Abraham alongside the Greek poem on the return home of Odysseus, 
on his way to the mountain Moriah.18 What we call “literary study” recalls these paths 
too, these travels, which involves inversions and transformations, moments of danger, 
experience of loss, and paths without return.19 In telling about Abraham’s experience, 
Auerbach quotes the Hebrew word Hineni (הנני), the word of Abraham, replying to the 
call of God. What the Hebrew word causes, however, in Auerbach’s own book, written 
in Istanbul in the 1940s, namely in the years of war and destruction, on the borders of 
Western and Eastern cultures, is indeed an echo of a foreign word, which calls both 
presence and denial, being-here (Da-Sein) and omission. One should listen to this 
Abrahamic word in Hebrew, Hineni, here I am, a word that the Midrash also reads as 
an act of resistance, an act of absence, as saying Eineni, Here I am not. This word thus 
implies a Gegenwort, a word that stands against and yet stands for—the unknown.
If we are to take  properly the task of rethinking the future of German-Jewish stud-
ies, we have thus to recall these acts of interruption in which the Hebrew word returns 
in the German language, committed and responsive, yet resisting, denying, saying Here 
I am/Here I am not.20 We have to recall the implications of these impossible words, 
which are symptomatic of a certain experience and expression of being Jewish, yet 
become an echo of a strange dialogue that attests to the possibility of unfolding tradi-
tion into a conversation that is perhaps the hardest and longest of all.
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“N O C H I S T U N S E R E 
H O F F NU N G N I C H T 
DA H I N !”
Fritz Pinkuss’s View on Germans, Jews, and the 
Universal Value of the German-Jewish Past
Björn Siegel
O n January 17, 1989, Fritz Pinkuss, chief rabbi of the Congregação Israelita Paulista (CIP, São Paulo), gave a speech to his Brazilian-Jewish congregation in which he summarized his experiences during his recent visit to Germany. He 
had returned to his former hometown of Heidelberg in 1988 and participated in the central 
memorial service commemorating the Reichspogromnacht of November 1938. During 
his stay he came to the conclusion that: “everything which had been erected there—
synagogues, community centres, memorial sites—is built on sand. . . . The great German 
Jewry, its culture and lifestyle, are gone forever.”1 His words echoed Leo Baeck’s view that 
the epoch of German Jewry had come to an end as a result of National Socialism and 
the Holocaust—a view that Baeck had formulated shortly after the Second World War.2
Despite the negative tone of his conclusion, Pinkuss also emphasized the impor-
tance of reconciliation and commemoration. In 1988, on the occasion of the memorial 
service at the Heiliggeistkirche, one of the central Protestant churches of Heidelberg, 
he publicly lobbied for reconciliation between Germans and Jews and supported a new 
dialogue with the German Volk and especially with German youth.3 Shortly before the 
crucial year of 1989, Pinkuss’s visit to Heidelberg demonstrates how he, like many other 
German-Jewish émigrés, came to terms with the past. While a future for Jewish life in 
Germany remained an unrealistic option, he sought to open a dialogue with a younger 
generation of Germans for whom German Jews were a nostalgic relic of the past. Pinkuss 
could not envisage how things would change after German reunification and with a 
new wave of Jewish immigration to the Federal Republic as a result of the dissolution 
of the Soviet Union.4 However, he was convinced that the German-Jewish past held a 
universal value, which had to be uncovered and used in the present.
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A G E R M A N PA S T A N D  
A B R A Z I L I A N P R E S E N T
A couple of weeks after his remarks in 1989, Pinkuss inaugurated a Postgraduate Studies 
Programme in Hebrew language and Jewish literature at the University of São Paulo 
(USP). For several decades previously he had worked as an independent scholar, giving 
lectures and teaching Jewish studies in Brazilian universities. His lecture on the occa-
sion of the opening of the program in 1989 reflected on the cultural heritage that he 
brought with him from Germany. By raising the question, “What is Wissenschaft des 
Judentums?” he offered an overview of German-Jewish history in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, discussing the multifaceted encounter between German Jews and 
modernity.5 His reflections on Leopold Zunz, Abraham Geiger, and others demon-
strated the ongoing influence of his pre-1933 education in Germany on his life and 
identity in his new home country, Brazil.6
Pinkuss, who was born on May 13, 1905, lived his first years in Egeln, a small provin-
cial town close to Magdeburg, where he began an apprenticeship at the local branch 
of the Deutsche Bank.7 In 1925 he registered at the Theological Seminary in Breslau 
and simultaneously at the University of Breslau (today Wrocław, Poland) and stud-
ied philosophy, pedagogy, psychology, and Oriental languages. Toward the end of 
the 1920s Pinkuss moved to Berlin to finish his studies and religious training at the 
Hochschule für die Wissenschaft des Judentums in Berlin. There, he got to know some of 
the prominent German-Jewish intellectuals of the time including Leo Baeck, “the leader 
of European Jewry” as he called him later, and also Ismar Ellbogen (history), Chanoch 
Albeck (Talmudic studies), Julius Guttmann (philosophy), and Harry Torcziner (Naftali 
Herz Tur-Sinai; philology).8 In hindsight, Pinkuss declared the time in Berlin was the 
influential phase of his life, in which he studied with the “most excellent personalities 
of contemporary academic Jewry.”9 Thus, it is not surprising that almost fifty years later, 
Pinkuss chose the topic of Wissenschaft des Judentums and the long tradition of Jewish 
academic learning in Germany pre-1933 in order to reconnect with his academic career 
and the newly established Jewish Studies Programme at USP. He saw the new program 
as an important venture offering Jews and non-Jews and, in particular, young people 
a platform for discussions and debates. Already with his first appointment as rabbi of 
the Jewish community in Heidelberg in 1930, Pinkuss sought to combine academic 
research with an educational program that was also set to support Jewish education 
and strengthen Jewish and non-Jewish relations.10 Over fifty years later he continued 
his efforts in the Brazilian setting, which demonstrates Pinkuss’s inner connection to 
his German past despite his experiences of oppression and persecution.
After the first boycott of Jewish stores and companies on April 1, 1933, he realized 
that Jewish life in Nazi Germany was in danger and stated: “We don’t know what will 
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be rescued of German Jewry, perhaps we are the liquidators of it.”11 It took three more 
years for Pinkuss to decide to follow his brother Kurt and emigrate with his wife (Lotte 
Selma, née Sternfels) and his newly born son, Michael, to Brazil. In contrast with the 
pamphlet entitled Brasilien als Aufnahmeland (Brazil as a receiving country), which 
was published by the Hilfsverein der deutschen Juden in 1936, praising the good climate 
and the developing economy of Brazil, Pinkuss was well aware of the harsh living condi-
tions and problematic political circumstances in the South American country.12 He was 
also mindful of the Brazilian immigration laws, which had introduced a strict quota 
system similar to the one in the United States.13 However, thanks to family connec-
tions with Brazil and the support of the Hon. Lily Montagu, an influential founder of 
Liberal Judaism in Great Britain and the World Union of Progressive Judaism, as well 
as the support of the Joint Distribution Committee ( JDC, United States), Pinkuss’s 
emigration was made possible.14 On September 22, 1936, Pinkuss, his wife, son, and 
mother—his father had already died—arrived in São Paulo.
Despite a long tradition of Jewish immigration to Brazil, the Jewish communities 
had remained small: before 1933 approximately 40,000 Jews lived in Brazil, of whom 
15,000 to 20,000 were residing in São Paulo.15 Many were descendants of Jewish immi-
grants who had come from Eastern Europe before 1930 and had chosen Brazil due to 
its economic prospects as well as to avoid the increasing restrictions of other coun-
tries, for example the United States, Argentina, or Canada.16 While Brazil welcomed 
experts from Germany and Europe in order to improve its educational system, modern-
ize its economy, and enhance its industry, it was highly critical of non-Christian, and 
particularly of Jewish migrants.17 After the establishment of the Estado Novo, the 
“new state, ” by the authoritarian and nationalistic government under Gétulio Vargas 
in 1937, the fear of “destructive, poor and undesirable elements” gained momentum, 
giving way to a wave of xenophobia in Brazil.18 The Vargas regime followed the politi-
cal paths of Germany, Italy, and Oliveira Salazar’s corporative dictatorship in Portugal. 
Political parties were forbidden, the parliament dissolved, and political power central-
ized.19 Gustavo Barroso, a leading mentor of the Integralist movement, a movement 
closely connected to Italian Fascism, even published an antisemitic book, The Paulista 
Synagogue (A sinagoga paulista, 1937): this attacked the alleged influence of Jews in 
São Paulo and propagated antisemitic sentiments in the city, which Pinkuss and his 
family had just chosen as their safe haven.20
Against this background Pinkuss aimed at strengthening the German-Jewish émigré 
community and worked for its integration into Brazilian society. The financial support 
of the JDC proved instrumental, enabling leading figures of the German-Jewish émigré 
circles, such as Luiz and Luisa Lorch, Hans and Charlotte Hamburger, and others to 
establish a German-Jewish community in São Paulo.21 Pinkuss endorsed this effort 
and, in his memoirs, he called the foundation of the Congregação Israelita Paulista 
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(CIP) “one of the answers of Judaism to the challenges of destruction and barbari-
ty.”22 In 1961, he stated that the characteristics of the CIP were based on European, 
specifically German, community traditions, calling, as a matter of duty, “to remem-
ber what we originally formed.”23 Moreover, he stressed that Liberal Judaism could 
survive in Brazil only if its preserved traditions and practices were adjusted to the 
challenges of the present. For Pinkuss, the German-Jewish past was not something 
static but a tradition that needed to be preserved in its flexibility. He understood this 
legacy as the cornerstone of a vibrant Judaism, which continued to develop over time 
and place. In his view, change was not an adversary of traditional values and norms but 
a way of preserving and integrating the past into the present.24 Consequently, under 
the leadership of Pinkuss, the CIP embraced several ideas that originated in pre-1933 
Germany. The community was established as a kehila and an Einheitsgemeinde open 
to Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform groups. It offered youth and adult educa-
tion programs; published a newspaper, the Crônica Israelita; and modernized the rites, 
incorporating many German-Jewish musical and liturgical elements into the service.25 
In addition, Pinkuss was a living embodiment of the German-Jewish ideal of a rabbi 
and scholar; thus, he was an ardent advocate of communal education and in his schol-
arship he sought to advance knowledge.26 He not only transferred ideas on community 
and education to the Brazilian setting but also helped people to emigrate from Nazi 
Germany. At the end of 1938, Pinkuss held special services to mourn the destruction of 
Jewish synagogues in Germany during Reichspogromnacht.27 He commemorated “the 
victims of this modern barbarity, ”28 but more importantly he also helped others to 
escape, such as Heinrich Lemle, who emigrated via Brighton/Hove to Brazil, eventu-
ally becoming chief rabbi of the Associação Israelita Religiosa (ARI) in Rio de Janeiro 
and a lifelong friend and partner in re-creating Jewish life in Brazil.29
P I N KUS S’S  M I S S I O N A N D 
M O D E R N G E R M A N Y
Pinkuss’s attachment to Brazil notwithstanding, he continued to be highly involved 
with his former home country and early on he lobbied for new German-Jewish rela-
tions. In 1962 he visited Germany, stating that the aim of the visit was to overcome 
the recent past. In 1972 Pinkuss received the Großes Verdienstkreuz, one of the high-
est honors of the Federal Republic of Germany, for his lifelong struggle to reconnect 
past and present.30 He also participated in several official events during the 1979 visit 
of the German chancellor, Helmut Schmidt, to Brazil and, in doing so, he became 
an important and well-connected informal ambassador of German-Jewish relations 
in South America.31 Pinkuss’s visit to Heidelberg in 1988, more than fifty years after 
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his emigration, can be seen as another attempt to fuse past and present and promote 
knowledge and education. However, in contrast to his efforts in Brazil, his intentions 
in Germany were different. During his speech at the Heiliggeistkirche in Heidelberg in 
1988, he described the events that took place fifty years previously as an unsolved trauma 
for Germans and Jews alike. He emphasized the importance of remembering the dehu-
manization of Jews by German society and their exclusion and extermination based 
on racial and antisemitic Nazi ideology. While he clearly criticized the long-lasting 
influence of religious antisemitic stereotypes dating back to Martin Luther, he specifi-
cally condemned the inhumanity and indifference of German society during the Nazi 
regime and praised several prominent figures who had raised their voices against the 
Nazi state and its ideology.32 Pinkuss expressly honored Hermann Maas, pastor of the 
Heiliggeistkirche in Heidelberg, an early proponent of Christian-Jewish dialogue, as 
a guiding example for a new Germany.33 Based on these experiences, Pinkuss clearly 
opted for a new beginning and a new future, one that was not guided by guilt, but by 
responsibility and solidarity. He joined Monsignor Beil, a Catholic pastor and eyewit-
ness of Kristallnacht, who also spoke at the 1988 memorial service, in a call to German 
society to deal with its Nazi past.34 Pinkuss went so far as to argue that the Holocaust 
should not only be understood as a crime against Jews but as a crime against humanity. 
In using the slogan “Every human represents humanity, ” he labeled the barbarity of the 
Nazi regime as an attack against the human race and challenged every individual, in 
this case every non-Jewish German, to take responsibility and fight modern antisem-
itism and fascism. According to Pinkuss, the non-Jewish German should acknowl-
edge the importance of the past for the present and future. Still more importantly, 
Pinkuss felt that he or she should not divide German and Jewish history, but see it as 
one—as their history.
T H E P E R S O NA L A N D T H E H I S TO R I C A L
Pinkuss’s life exemplifies the importance of biographical study for a deeper understand-
ing of the German-Jewish experience. Such a biographical approach involves a closer 
look into the life stories of individuals and the variety of ways in which they coped with 
the challenges that the German-Jewish past presented to them. An important part of 
this story is the influence of German-Jewish émigrés on the recovering German society 
after 1945.35 This goes beyond the so-called “émigré synthesis, ” a concept introduced 
by David Sorkin in his outline for the future of German-Jewish studies from the year 
2000.36 What I am referring to is the multilayered influence of émigrés in their new and 
former countries, and their role as backward-facing prophets.37 In contrast to the focus 
on early modern German-Jewish history, which scholars such as Stefi Jersch-Wenzel 
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and Robert Liberles had in mind, biographical studies in modern and contemporary 
history offer the possibility of making German-Jewish history more visible and acces-
sible to Jewish and non-Jewish audiences, especially due to the ongoing relevance of 
questions concerning xenophobia, antisemitism, migration, and refugees.38 In using 
individual histories, the role of émigrés can be illustrated and the mutual interactions 
and influences between Jewish communities and societies all over the world visualized.39 
Such a global approach, which not only focuses on the United States, but also takes 
into account other countries of immigration, such as those in Latin America, Asia, and 
Africa, could deepen our understanding of the international legacy of German Jewry.
At the same time, a biographical approach strengthens Christopher Browning’s 
call for more detailed and systematic “aftermath studies, ” which can illustrate “the 
reverberations and repercussions of the Holocaust in post–World War II society, and 
especially the politicisation, memorialisation, representation and shaping of collective 
memory of the Holocaust.”40 Biographical studies offer an opportunity to deal with 
questions of class, gender, and power structures within the local and global context. 
And finally, a biographical approach to the German-Jewish past can be used to chal-
lenge the prevailing narrative that depicts 1933–1945 as the end of German Jewry. 
Looking at individual life stories of German Jews can illustrate the complexities but 
also the continuity of German-Jewish history. It can also add important voices to 
German-Jewish history after the Shoah—the voices of émigrés. Their lives offer a new 
perspective on the legacy of German Jews and its challenging, but important, ongoing 
influence on German society after the Holocaust.41 In studying the lives of émigrés, 
scholars can offer a “bridge” between past and present for the German public and the 
newly flourishing Jewish communities in post 1989-Germany, beyond romanticization 
and nostalgia for Jewish life in pre-1933 Germany. In times of rising xenophobia, new 
nationalistic sentiments, and emotional discussions on migration and refugees, as well 
as a newly declared “Jewish renaissance” in Germany, Pinkuss’s universal mandate of 
reconciliation and commemoration (but also solidarity and respect) seems more rele-
vant than ever in today’s world.
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O N T H E P O S S I B I L I T I E S 
A N D I M P O S S I B I L I T I E S 
O F B E I N G J EWI S H I N 
P O S T WA R G E R M A N Y
Sandra Anusiewicz-Baer
H alakhah—the Jewish walk of life—is probably one of the most distinguishing features of Judaism. It is a feature that connects the past with the present and the future. Like other legal systems, it is precedent-based and 
future oriented at the same time.1 From the first revelation of laws at Mount Sinai that 
constituted the Jewish people to the formation of Rabbinic Judaism and the compi-
lation of the masterpieces of legal Jewish literature until today, Halakhah, or rather 
the discussion about it, has been unquestionably a guiding force to define Judaism. 
Halakhic rulings are debates about the future of Jewish life. This is true for the early 
decisions of the Zugot and Tannaim (the first rabbis to define the law), for the Amoraim 
and Geonim who developed and expanded Talmudic law, as well as for the medieval 
rabbis who advanced the halakhic system further (like prominent commentators such 
as Rashi or the Rambam—Rabbi Moses ben Maimon, also called Maimonides), and 
also for the decisions of such religious ruling bodies as the Committee on Jewish Law 
and Standards (CJLS).2
Today, however, especially outside Israel, Halakhah has no day-to-day or practical 
relevance for most Jews. Laws are enforced by civil courts and decisions as to what to 
eat and when to rest are strictly personal. “Thus, Halakha as a legal system that was 
all-encompassing within a closed Jewish world has become limited in its scope and 
virtually without sanctions.”3
Yet, there is one area where Halakhah is of importance and claims relevance: in 
the definition of Jewish status. In present-day Germany, Halakhah can also become a 
decisive factor in the rejection of a person’s Jewishness, regardless of the person’s own 
conception of his or her status, subsequently leading to a clash between the notion of 
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“identity” and “status.” This clash painstakingly reminds us of German-Jewish history 
and the rift that developed between the different denominations in Judaism originat-
ing in nineteenth-century Germany.4
H I S TO R I C A L D EV E L O P M E N T S A N D T H E I R 
R E P E RC US S I O N S F O R J EWI S H I D E N T I T Y
A three-step transformation was triggered in the late eighteenth century and contin-
ued throughout the nineteenth century. With the Haskalah, the Jewish Enlightenment 
movement, questions were raised about “personal autonomy, the theological origins 
of Jewish law and the authority of the Jewish community.”5 Following this intellec-
tual earthquake and the process of political emancipation, Jews in Germany started to 
enjoy equal rights as citizens and integrated themselves increasingly into secular soci-
ety. This resulted in greater freedom for the individual and less power for the Jewish 
community over its members, which also meant that the rabbis’ influence over their 
constituencies was weakened. Questions of Jewish status were transformed into ques-
tions about identity. Identity is a mixture of self-identification and acknowledgment by 
others, a play of actions and reactions, of revealing and hiding. One could be regarded 
as a Jew by one group and denied that acknowledgment by another.
All these questions of status and identity became complicated further in the 
course of history and taken to an extreme by the National Socialists and their racist 
definition of who was a Jew. The German scholar Barbara Steiner writes about the 
difficult legacy of the Nazi past: “The years during which racial origin ideas became 
intertwined with religious affiliation, forming the basis for the systematic persecution 
of Jews, created an uncertainty around the German-Jewish identity after 1945.”6 The 
aftermaths are more than palpable today and demonstrate how the German-Jewish 
past has a tight grip on the future of Jews in Germany.
The Shoah left the European continent depleted of Jews. In many countries, the 
Jewish population had diminished by 90 percent. In Germany, where displaced persons 
poured into the zones of the Western Allies, numbers grew shortly after the war to 
almost 250,000—half its prewar size. But the overwhelming number of these survi-
vors were quick to leave “the bloodstained soil” for Israel or the United States. Those 
left behind were isolated by world Jewry, as shown by the discussion led in 1948 by 
the World Jewish Congress about Jews residing permanently in Germany.7 In its 
Declaration of Montreux, the congress put “a moral stigma on those Jews who, despite 
the warning, remained on the ‘bloodstained territory.’” Chaim Yachil (Hoffmann), 
the first Israeli consul in Munich, declared in 1948: “All Jews must leave Germany.” He 
regarded those who stayed “a source of danger for the entire Jewish people.”8 Hence, a 
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unique Jewish community developed in the sealed lands of West Germany (in the East 
there were even fewer Jews left; official numbers cite approximately 370 members in 
the late 1980s in the GDR9). The survivors stayed away from the gentiles and sought 
company mainly among fellow survivors and refugees, Jews who had shared similar 
traumatic experiences. Outside these circles, Germany was regarded as enemy terri-
tory and contact with Germans was limited to the bare minimum. At the same time, 
because so few Jews remained, relationships between Jews and non-Jews were inevita-
ble. “More than two-thirds of the members of the Berlin-Jewish community of 1946 
were intermarried or children of mixed marriages. In some smaller communities, all 
the members were either married to non-Jews or were Jews only according to Nazi defi-
nition.”10 It seems to me that intermarriage increased the moral obligation to remain 
linked to Jewish roots and heritage. Merely having survived did not permit the Jewish 
partner to let Judaism perish in the family. These families created their own form of 
Judaism based on distant memories of how the Jewish partner thought things were 
done or newly invented traditions that suited the couple’s needs.
The establishment of the State of Israel complicated status questions even further. 
The rise from a persecuted minority in Europe to Jewish sovereignty in the State of 
Israel caused religious and secular legal opinions to clash, as demonstrated by debates 
around the question “Who is a Jew?” in cases of conversions and the Law of Return. 
Children and grandchildren of Jewish descent are entitled to citizenship in Israel even 
without acceptance as Jews by Halakhah. Although citizens, these people are not 
allowed to marry in Israel as they are not regarded as Jewish by the Chief Rabbinate, 
which controls all matters of personal status for its Jewish citizenry.
Half a century after the end of the Second World War and the founding of the State 
of Israel, the first free elected government in the German Democratic Republic of 1990 
decided to grant Jews from the former Soviet Union asylum in Germany. The coun-
try thus miraculously transformed itself from a place Jews were supposed to quickly 
leave to a haven for many Jews. But the influx of Russian-speaking Jews brought with 
them the challenging question of Jewish status definition.
C R E AT I N G P O S T-S H OA H 
J EWI S H L I F E I N G E R M A N Y
Journalists, educators, and politicians as well as historians and sociologists found 
the 200,000 people from the former Soviet Union who had emigrated to Germany, 
purporting to be Jewish, a fascinating object for observation and study. Numbers alone 
would not ensure the revitalization of Jewish life in Germany. Having been cut off 
from the religion of their forefathers, these new immigrants needed to be taught and 
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to acculturate. Thus, in the wake of this wave of immigration, educational institutions 
were founded to provide the immigrants with basic knowledge of Jewish religion and 
tradition, history and culture. The establishment of educational institutions was often 
supported and facilitated by money and personnel from outside Germany—namely the 
United States and, to a lesser degree, Israel. That is also true for the “Jüdische Lehrhaus, ” 
a Jewish House of Learning founded in 1999 by the Ronald S. Lauder Foundation, an 
American-based Jewish philanthropy foundation. The first director of the Lehrhaus, 
an American named Joel Levy, explained: “We think those people should receive 
a Jewish identity, that they must be provided with a Jewish education and thus get a 
chance to lead a regular Jewish life here in Germany.”11 The Lehrhaus was established at 
the site of the former institution, which had been forced by the National Socialists to 
close in 1941. It stood in a building adjacent to the synagogue on Rykestraße, located 
in Prenzlauer Berg, a neighborhood that flourished after the Berlin Wall fell.
As always on such occasions, the opening ceremony was attended by high-ranking 
Jewish and non-Jewish officials, in this case the former mayor of Berlin, Eberhardt 
Diepgen, who called the establishment of the Jewish House of Learning “a histori-
cal moment for Jewish life in Germany.”12 Paul Spiegel, a past president of the Central 
Council of Jews in Germany, and Andreas Nachama, then president of the Jewish 
Community of Berlin, as well as Ronald Lauder, participated in the inauguration of 
the Lehrhaus. Spiegel stressed that for most of the immigrants, “Judaism is new if not 
foreign.”13 Lauder concluded: “We are rebuilding a world. Some call it a miracle. We call 
it the future.”14 The Lehrhaus provided classes for young Jews to learn about Judaism. 
They were expected to return later to their communities and to teach the people there 
what they had learned. It also offered a Beit Midrash Program. Students would live 
and learn together: yeshiva with a dormitory.
T H E C A S E O F J O NAT H A N M.
Soon after the opening the institution began to determine who was eligible to study 
or, in other words, who was defined as a Jew and thereby qualified to rebuild a Jewish 
life and future in Germany. A young Berlin Jew named Jonathan, born in 1980, 
knocked at the door of the Lauder Lehrhaus in 2000. He had attended all the Jewish 
educational institutions in the city.15 As a toddler, he was sent to the Jewish kinder-
garten. Later, he became a student at the Jewish Primary School and continued 
his education at the Jewish High School, which had opened in 1993. He spent his 
afternoons in the Jewish community’s youth center and the school breaks at Jewish 
summer camp. In the summer of 2000, Jonathan received his high school diploma 
as a graduate of the first class of students to attend a Jewish high school in postwar 
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Germany. The young man was eager to continue his Jewish education. The Jüdische 
Lehrhaus had opened its doors the year before he received his diploma. This, he 
thought, was the perfect opportunity to keep on learning, to live with Jewish peers, 
and to study from rabbis. The young man was interested in the Beit Midrash Program. 
He wanted to widen and deepen his knowledge and his understanding of the holy 
text and its interpretations.
The application material included a section called “Proof of Jewishness.” He attached 
his membership document from the Jewish community in Berlin and sent it off. But 
instead of receiving the letter of admittance, he was asked further questions. According 
to Jonathan’s mother, Mirjam, Joshua Spinner, Joel Levy’s successor as rabbi and direc-
tor of the Lehrhaus, had adopted the World Jewish Congress’s dictum following the 
Second World War. She recalled him saying that all that had happened here after the 
Shoah happened outside the Jewish world because Germany was cut off from Jewish 
life and therefore everything that happened here must be considered dubious.16 The 
implication was that claims to be Jewish needed careful scrutiny and nothing could 
be taken for granted.
Jonathan’s maternal grandmother was of non-Jewish origin; his maternal grandfa-
ther was a Polish Jew who had survived the Shoah in Russia. In his search for family 
members whom he hoped might have survived, he landed in Berlin in 1945–1946. 
While riding the tram he met a Polish-speaking woman. They started to chat and he 
discovered that she rented out rooms. This seemed much more comfortable than the 
UNRRA refugee camp where he was staying. So, he rented a room from her and soon 
became acquainted with her daughter with whom he shared the Polish language. They 
became a couple.
The grandfather had the status of a refugee. He had no citizenship. When his girl-
friend was expecting his child, they wanted to marry. But this would have turned the 
grandmother, as well as the unborn child, into refugees. Thus, the local municipal-
ity recommended that they not marry. Jonathan’s mother was born in 1953 but her 
legal status was not resolved until the early sixties. Finally, in 1962, the couple had 
a civil wedding, followed by the conversion of the bride and their child Mirjam to 
Judaism before a Beit Din—a Jewish religious court. They later had a Chuppa, a Jewish 
wedding ceremony.
The bone of contention serves as a perfect example to demonstrate how compli-
cated German-Jewish history had become. The Beit Din put together by the renowned 
Rabbi Isaak Emil Lichtigfeld (1894–1967) had been chaired by Rabbi Cuno Chanan 
Lehrmann (1905–1977). Lehrmann originally came from Galica and had survived 
the Shoah in Switzerland.17 From 1960 until 1970 he served as the rabbi of the 
Jewish community of Berlin and as a board member of the Conference of Rabbis in 
Germany founded in 1957. The problem was that Lehrmann had left Orthodoxy and 
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officiated at the synagogue in Pestalozzistraße, a lavishly decorated temple in Berlin 
Charlottenburg, built in 1912 and rededicated in 1947, which is known for its musi-
cal tradition influenced by the composer of synagogue music, Louis Lewandowski.18 
Services were accompanied by an organ and a choir. Lehrmann officiating at the syna-
gogue on Pestalozzistraße was enough evidence to declare the conversion unhalakhic 
(illicit according to the Halakhah).19
Because Jonathan’s grandmother was not regarded as Jewish, his mother’s and even-
tually his own Jewish status were also questionable in the eyes of the Lehrhaus direc-
tor. In an attempt to find a solution, Rabbi Joshua Spinner suggested that the young 
man undergo a so-called Giyur Lechumra, a pro forma conversion to erase all doubts 
regarding his Jewish status.20 The ensuing tug-of-war for acceptance reveals a struggle 
with two historical burdens. One is related to the power games between the different 
denominations that emerged in the mid-nineteenth century. The other concerns the 
insular situation of Jewish communities in the two German postwar states.
The different attitudes toward conversions that originated within the three main 
denominations of Judaism—Reform, Conservative, and Orthodox—shed a light on 
their approach toward assimilation and acculturation. “Since Christian-Jewish inter-
marriages and conversions had increased considerably in Germany from the 19th 
century onwards, this was not the first time that a rabbi’s view on this ‘Gerut ques-
tion’ had led to a hotly debated controversy, which came to represent the view that 
the individual rabbi stood for with regard to the future of the Jewish people and its 
opening to, or isolation from, the non-Jewish community.”21 When civil weddings 
became more common, there was no need to convert to the religion of the partner. 
Thus people converting to Judaism did so in most cases simply because they wanted to. 
Steiner observes that for most converts, as well as rabbis, family is the most common 
motive for conversion, that is, to marry a Jewish spouse or to have Jewish children.22 
In the eyes of many rabbis, to convert for the sake of marriage was regarded as an 
inappropriate motivation and not valid. Conversions had to be “free of any ulterior 
motive or they are null and void.”23 The halakhic rulings on conversion must be seen as 
protecting the interests of the Jewish community. What these interests were, however, 
was interpreted differently by the various halakhic authorities. I will not now go into 
detail about numerous responsa from all strands of Judaism. But as a general rule, one 
can say that Orthodox responsa were motivated by fear and ambivalence toward the 
growing Reform movement. First it aimed to close the ranks among Orthodoxy and 
adopt a very strict anticonversion policy in order to prevent people from marrying 
non-Jewish people. Ellenson and Gordis assess that “the German Orthodox rabbin-
ate had transformed conversion in cases of intermarriage into a boundary issue in 
their attempt to rescue Judaism from the threat of dissolution created by the events 
of Emancipation and Enlightenment.”24 A different attitude, marked by leniency, was 
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applied by Orthodox rabbis who feared that if people were not allowed to convert they 
would abscond to Betei Din (halakhic courts) run by Reform rabbis. A prominent 
example for a rejecting attitude toward converts was Esriel Hildesheimer (1820–1899), 
founder and head of the Orthodox Rabbinerseminar in Berlin. This is of particu-
lar interest in our case as Jonathan was excluded from the Jüdische Lehrhaus on the 
basis of Hildesheimer’s spirit, which denies the validity of a conversion performed 
by non-Orthodox rabbis.25
Jonathan’s mother commented bitterly on the proposed Giyur Lechumra by saying: 
“You offer a medicine, that is the Giyur Lechumra. This is supposed to bring cure. 
But first you invent the illness and with the remedy, with the proposed medicine, you 
create new problems.”26 She was concerned about the Jewish status of her other chil-
dren if her second-born son, Jonathan, was to convert again and particularly about 
the status of her daughter. The mother asked what would happen if her daughter 
wanted to marry a man of the status of Cohen (priest), as Jews of priestly descent are 
not allowed to marry converts.27 When she asked that question the rabbis sent by the 
Lauder Foundation to mediate the case were clueless. This fact angered the family 
even more. They felt that if they agreed to Jonathan undergoing another conver-
sion, it would be an admission of doubt regarding his legitimate Jewish status. This 
is reminiscent of Julia Bernstein’s finding in her study of children of mixed Jewish/
non-Jewish origin where she observes: “A giyur, too, is seen by many interviewees as 
an insulting demonstration that they were not Jews previously, even though they felt 
Jewish”28 (emphasis in original). In Joshua Spinner’s opinion, Jonathan’s case was “a 
flare-up of the re-integration process” into a cohesive Jewish community defined by 
halakhic standards as opposed to an individually defined Judaism that had developed 
in a bubble of postwar Germany.29
Eventually, the Lehrhaus asked Dayan Chanoch Ehrentreu, head of the European 
Beit Din, for advice.30 This too was commented on bitterly by the family. “They gave a 
rabbi from England the power to determine who in Germany is regarded to be Jewish.”31 
Dayan Ehrentreu had been born in Frankfurt and had taken refuge in England where 
he became a Talmud scholar and head of a yeshiva.32 He supported Rabbi Spinner’s 
judgment and resolutely declared that the young man had to convert again in order to 
be accepted as a Jew and granted the right to participate in the Beit Midrash program. 
Jonathan interpreted the rabbi’s severity as revealing his negative attitude toward Jews 
in Germany. Much like the World Jewish Congress in the early years after the war and 
similar to Rabbi Spinner’s prevalence of qualms concerning Jewish life in postwar 
Germany, Dayan Ehrentreu had maintained his doubts about, and dislike of, rabbis 
who had served the Jewish communities in Germany in the years following the Shoah. 
Jonathan took the rabbi’s strictness in refusing to accept his Jewishness as a way to 
prove his own superiority. He assumed that the stricter the rabbi handled such cases, 
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the less his authority in legal matters would be questioned by other (Orthodox) rabbis. 
Jonathan called this approach the “Jew-by-me” method.33 It justifies overturning the 
conversion, questioning the convert’s Jewishness along with everyone else’s. It requires 
the convert to reconvert without giving him the assurance that the conversion would 
be accepted by other rabbis in the world. It thus places doubt on the offspring of 
such converts and in doing so gives the phrase “L’Dor vaDor ” (For all generations) a 
completely new meaning.
Jonathan’s case also demonstrates how isolated Germany’s Jewry remained for 
decades. Detached from the rest of the Jewish world community, it first had to prove 
worthy of recognition in the Jewish world after the Berlin Wall fell and the two German 
states were united. It is an ironic note to the story that Ronald S. Lauder not only estab-
lished the Lauder Foundation in Germany and with it the Lehrhaus but, since June 
2007, he has also served as the president of the World Jewish Congress, the very same 
organization that imposed “a spell” over Germany in the late 1940s. It is also remark-
able that the Jewish establishment in Germany did not interfere and help the family. 
It is fair to assume that the Jewish leadership in Germany had internalized the notion 
of inferiority associated with all things Jewish in Germany and preferred to delegate 
decision-making power overseas.
In March 2018, Dayan Chanoch Ehrentreu was awarded the Order of Merit of 
the Federal Republic of Germany by Sigmar Gabriel, a German politician and, at the 
time, foreign minister.34 Gabriel opened his speech by saying: “We are gathered here 
today to honour a man who has brought light into the lives of so many people. This 
man is not only one of the most eminent rabbis in the United Kingdom, he is also the 
undisputed senior authority on Jewish law in Europe.”35 Ehrentreu, who is the head 
of the European-Jewish Court of Law of the Conference of European Rabbis, was 
appointed rector of the Rabbinerseminar, the Orthodox Rabbinical College, estab-
lished in 2009 in Berlin. By making Ehrentreu the founding father and director of the 
Hildesheimer-Rabbinerseminar, the Lauder Foundation acknowledged his previous 
ruling to exclude Jonathan. As Gabriel said in his speech, he might have opened many 
doors but he certainly closed one for Jonathan.
Jonathan remained faithful to his religion and his heritage. Much like his mother, 
he championed many Jewish initiatives. He became president of Limmud Germany, 
originally a British-Jewish initiative dedicated to Jewish learning in all its variety. It 
was another ironic turn in relation to Dayan Ehrentreu, who in 2013 had “issued an 
opinion that United Synagogue rabbis should not attend Limmud” because “spokes-
men of the Reform and Conservative movements will also be present.”36 In an official 
letter signed by various Orthodox authorities, the rabbis state: “Participating in their 
conferences, events and educational endeavours blurs the distinction between authen-
tic Judaism and pseudo-Judaism.”37
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C O N C LUS I O N
Museums operate on a different rationale than Halakhah does but they share the 
same past-present-future relation. In displaying what was, they define how people will 
interpret the present and think about the past in the future. It so happened that the 
Jewish Museum Berlin acquired fifteen 8 mm films and twenty videotapes portraying 
Jonathan’s family, starting with his mother’s bat mitzvah. Tamar Lewinsky, curator for 
contemporary history at the museum and one of the authors of a volume on the history 
of Jews in Germany from 1945 to the present, has not yet decided whether to include 
the footage in the museum’s new permanent exhibition, but she leaves no doubt about 
the historic significance of the material.38 Furthermore, Mirjam has found entrance 
into the museum by way of her former position as a board member and head of the 
educational department of the Jewish Community of Berlin, where she served from 
January 2008 until February 2012. In this capacity she was portrayed by the museum 
as a representative of the community and of Jewish life in the city.39
Identity continues to be shaped by interaction. How Jews are perceived backlashes 
and influences their self-perception. We assume that being part of the Jewish Museum 
Berlin’s collection on contemporary Jewish life in Germany, and being displayed as such 
in the future, reinforces the family’s Jewish identity. It does not, however, alter their 
status in the eyes of the rabbis representing the Lauder Foundation.
In conclusion one must agree with Ellenson’s and Gordis’s statement that “debates 
about conversion are never simply about conversion, but rather about Jewish identi-
ty.”40 To broaden the scope, I dare to add that halakhic rulings (of which conversions 
are a part) are always debates about the future of Jewish life.
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J EWI S H S T U D I E S 
WI T H O U T T H E “OT H E R”
Klaus Hödl
I begin this essay with a brief depiction of Jewish studies in Austria. I will point out an apparent flaw in the organization of this discipline in the Austrian context, which has had particular repercussions on how scholars compose historical 
narratives. I argue that this oversight in the field fosters the use of dichotomous 
categories. Even though the employment of binaries in describing the Jewish and 
non-Jewish relationship in the past as well as in the present is not restricted to Austrian 
scholars of Jewish studies, indeed it is characteristic of Jewish historiography in general; 
various idiosyncrasies of the Austrian academic system have produced particularly 
fertile ground for the application of a pronounced Jewish and non-Jewish dualism.1 
The main purpose of this article is to introduce an analytical concept that can be used 
to replace a binary conception of Jewish historical narratives.
J EWI S H S T U D I E S I N AUS T R I A
Jewish studies in Austria, as in most other European countries, are of recent origin.2 In 
contrast to the Institute for Judaic Studies at the University in Vienna, founded after 
World War II, the establishment of Jewish studies can be traced back to the late 1980s 
(Institute for Jewish History in Austria, located in St. Pölten) and the beginning of the 
twenty-first century (Center for Jewish Cultural History at the University of Salzburg 
and Center for Jewish Studies at the University of Graz).3 The latter institutions have 
in common that they owe their existence at least in part to a political climate that 
differed from the atmosphere during the first four decades of the postwar period. The 
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new era broke ground after Kurt Waldheim won the 1986 presidential elections, and 
we must understand these shifts in the academic political climate as a reaction to his 
political success on the national level.
Waldheim was a controversial and divisive candidate. During his campaign, an 
investigative journalist brought to light that the former secretary-general of the 
United Nations had tried to gloss over some aspects of his activities during the 
Nazi period in his published biography. When faced with criticism of his tampering 
with his biographical account, Waldheim fixated on his version despite ample 
evidence to the contrary. He denied, for example, his documented membership in 
the National Socialist Party and steadfastly asserted that he had not been aware of 
the deportation of Jews from Thessaloniki/Greece while he had served there as an 
intelligence officer.4
While Waldheim was pestered by journalists, Austrians’ simultaneously sloppy and 
shrewd handling of their past seeped into their focus as well. Following the Second 
World War, the country’s politicians had vehemently rejected any accusations regarding 
Austria’s complicity in the Shoah. They claimed instead that the country had been the 
first victim of Nazi Germany’s aggression.5 This position once served political goals, 
purportedly helping the country to reach independence, but was no longer tenable in 
the 1980s. Historians had already debunked the so-called victim myth. This myth even 
came to be recognized as a reason for Waldheim’s electoral success in that it impeded 
efforts to bring the country’s population to terms with their Nazi past.6
Although various critics of Waldheim’s candidacy were vocal in admonishing 
Austrians not to vote for him because his election could fray their country’s relations 
with other nations, people reacted with utmost disbelief when pertinent measures 
were put into practice. French, German, and other politicians shunned the newly 
elected Austrian president, reduced contacts with Austria’s political sphere, and 
thus made Austrians understand that their dealing with the past was out of line with 
internationally acknowledged standards. This situation was only remedied by former 
chancellor Franz Vranitzky’s visit to Israel in 1993. In a widely acknowledged speech 
at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, he rejected Austria’s self-deluding notion of 
being the first victim of Nazi Germany and admitted instead that many Austrians in 
fact supported, and by their own activities contributed to the Shoah.
In this context, the establishment of Jewish studies in Austria, although initiated by 
scholars, fits into a larger political strategy whose purpose was to rehabilitate Austria’s 
demolished reputation. Other measures taken in this context were the restoration of 
synagogues destroyed by the Nazis and the opening of the Jewish Museum in Vienna.7 
Many of these initiatives were entirely, or at least overwhelmingly, funded with public 
money. These efforts taken to incorporate Jewish studies into Austria’s academic 
landscape met with both approval and resistance. This push-and-pull was particularly 
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the case in Graz where some in the university establishment initially attempted to 
disrupt the establishment of the Center for Jewish Studies. I wish to stress, however, 
that these efforts at derailing what was then a new initiative were motivated by parochial 
reasons, rather than by anti-Jewish sentiments.
Unlike in St. Pölten, Jewish studies in Graz and Salzburg have become affiliated 
with universities. This constellation has many advantages, but downsides as well. The 
drawbacks came to the fore in the involuntary involvement of Jewish studies in university 
politics and entanglement in old boy networks, as a recent job appointment illuminates. 
In spring 2017, the University of Graz announced a search for a new chair in Jewish 
studies, the purpose of which was to establish a better profile and greater international 
prestige for the Center for Jewish Studies. There was a stipulation, however, that eligible 
candidates had to be affiliated with the local university. The search committee was thus 
not to find the best possible candidate for the job. It became evident that the purpose of 
the committee was to make sure that a particular scholar from the university, to whom 
the new position had been previously promised, would in fact receive the appointment. 
This approach, a clear deviation from internationally standardized procedures of filling 
academic positions, nevertheless drew two applications. A top American university 
had also invited one of the two applicants to apply for a position in their Jewish studies 
department, around the time when the announcement at the University of Graz was 
made public on its website. The reason for the invitation, so the official letter said, 
was the quality of the scholar’s publications. At the University of Graz, his 
application was rejected because of his job title. His publishing record, teaching 
accomplishments, and the prestigious grants that he had received throughout his career 
were not taken into consideration for the decision.
This is not to say that the scholar who had been promised and was finally appointed 
to the Jewish studies chair was not an ideal candidate. The procedure suggests, however, 
that conditions at the University of Graz, which are not much different from those 
at other Austrian universities, nurture a secluded intellectual atmosphere in which 
scholarly innovations occur not because of—but rather despite—given structures. 
The academic setting itself provides no incentive for academic achievements, but 
rather promotes inert stagnancy. This phenomenon came to the fore in a review of 
an application for a research grant drafted by an Austrian Jewish studies scholar. The 
proposal had been submitted to the Österreichische Nationalbank, one of the few 
institutions in Austria that fund basic research in the humanities. The referee reviewing 
the application castigated the research description by citing an irritatingly outdated 
and essentialist conception of Jewishness, a gesture that was in part even reminiscent 
of the deterministic thinking characteristic of Nazi ideology.8 Again, this incident 
is not characteristic of Austrian-Jewish studies in their entirety, but indicative of an 
academic climate in which such drawbacks are allowed to thrive.
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Essentialized thinking among Jewish studies scholars is not a necessary prerequisite 
for the composition of historical accounts predicated on a Jewish and non-Jewish 
dichotomy. There are other causes as well. But essentialist thinking always entails 
binary categorizations. And such binaries, I wish to argue, characterize many, if not 
all, Jewish historical narratives, even those on Jewish and non-Jewish entanglement or 
hybridity.9 Although other academic settings may prove themselves more stimulating 
to innovative research, their scholars have not rid themselves altogether of the Jewish 
and non-Jewish dualism either. The purpose of the following pages is to present a 
methodological approach through which dichotomous descriptions may be abrogated. 
Such a new approach will hopefully be of interest to scholars of Jewish studies outside 
of Austria as well.
T H E T E NAC I O US N E S S O F 
D I C H OTO M O US T H I N K I N G
Dichotomous thinking appears to be an anthropological constant, virtually impossible 
to avoid. The Harvard evolutionary biologist Stephen Jay Gould drew attention to 
this fact in a noted article published two years before his early death in 2002. He 
wrote that “we construct our descriptive taxonomies and tell our explanatory stories 
as dichotomies, or contrasts between inherently distinct and logically opposite 
alternatives.” The reasons for this procedure “seem to transcend cultural peculiarities” 
and “may lie deep within the architecture of the human mind.”10 Rather than locating 
dichotomous thinking in some neural substrates, Gould draws attention to its 
pervasiveness and apparently ubiquitous acceptance. It is deeply ingrained in our 
conception of the world and therefore its cultural conditioning is almost impossible 
to recognize. Such recognition would be necessary, however, in order to “reject this 
constraining mental model.”11
With respect to Jewish historiography, Gould’s statement implies that the 
pronounced Jewish and non-Jewish dualism characterizing historical accounts may 
be less reflective of bygone life-worlds than a consequence of scholars’ restricted 
thinking. Many research studies conducted over the last two or three decades in the 
field of Jewish history can indeed be read as endorsing this view: They have brought 
to light plenty of evidence of Jewish and non-Jewish interactions that jar with the 
conception, prevalent until the late twentieth century, that Jews led largely isolated 
lives.12 A striking example of the discrepancy between historical accounts based on a 
binary division of Jews and non-Jews and their actual entanglement in the past is the 
history of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. With few exceptions, scholars have 
sketched—and in part still do13—a picture of historical Polish society in which, as 
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the eminent historian Emanuel Ringelblum wrote in 1932, a “Chinese wall” seems to 
separate Jewish and non-Jewish Poles.14 According to Ringelblum they are depicted as 
being “in a permanent state of endless conflict, if not actual war.”15 What Ringelblum 
wanted to convey is the fact that the particular narratives were not shaped by a lack 
of records demonstrating Jewish and non-Jewish togetherness; rather, they resulted 
from the scholars’ perspective on Polish society that ignores sources contradicting 
their narrative.16
Since the turn of the twenty-first century, historians’ outlook on the Polish past 
has changed, and considerable evidence of Jewish and non-Jewish interconnectedness 
has been unearthed. As is widely recognized today, Jews and non-Jews lived in close, 
and sometimes even intimate proximity over long periods of time. Narratives painting 
images of Jewish and non-Jewish relations exclusively, or almost exclusively, fraught 
with tensions and hostility do not correspond with actual historical life-worlds. This 
is not to say that the entanglement of Jews and non-Jews was free of tensions. At 
times, violence indeed characterized their relations. However, such conflicts frequently 
resulted from disagreements over quotidian issues instead of anti-Jewish sentiments.17 
Before Jews and non-Jews engaged in brawls and fights, they often ate and drank 
together and played cards or music.18 Against the background of such references, 
the idea of a separate Jewish existence appears untenable. It is further undermined 
by Jewish residential patterns in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. As recent 
research has convincingly shown, the widespread notion of the “Jewish shtetl, ” that 
is, a town where Jews far outnumbered the non-Jewish population and consequently 
lived in their own microcosm that kept interactions with non-Jews restricted primarily 
to business matters, is largely a myth.19 In many cases, Jews were just one of various 
minorities in these small towns. The administrative records of the Polish settlement 
of Zamość paradigmatically substantiate this view. In the mid-seventeenth century, 
Germans and Scots owned twenty-one houses in the town, thirty-two belonged to 
Armenians, twenty-three to Jews, and the majority to Roman and Greek Catholics.20 In 
terms of numbers, non-Jews clearly outnumbered Jews in Zamość. Even more striking is 
the fact that a considerable section of the Jewish population lived among gentiles. This 
observation proves true for other shtetls as well. In many towns, Jewish houses were 
either scattered among buildings occupied by non-Jews, or Jews lived in non-Jewish 
households (and vice versa).21 These findings firmly suggest that the association between 
small towns in Eastern Europe and isolated Jewish existence is a construct that does 
not reflect historical living practices.22 Historians’ dichotomous thinking apparently 
rendered them oblivious to evidence of a Jewish and non-Jewish co-existence. Well 
until the close of the twentieth century, most of them focused on demarcations and 
borders instead of entanglement and coexistence, and the widespread conception of 
the “isolated” shtetl served their purposes.
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Apart from the scholars’ “restricted reasoning, ” the selection of archival material they 
analyze for reconstructing the past also contributes to historical accounts characterized 
by a Jewish and non-Jewish dualism. It is noteworthy that pertinent records consist 
overwhelmingly of textual sources penned by religious authorities, more often Christian 
than Jewish.23 The focus on these documents is partly due to their availability and 
accessibility. In addition, they easily fit into—and in turn strengthen—the concept 
of Polish Jewish history characterized by anti-Jewish discrimination. Aspects of the 
canon law and church legislation aimed at excluding Jews from society at large and 
relegating them to a marginal position served as evidence of an atmosphere fraught 
with anti-Jewish sentiments.24
This view is not entirely wrong, but nevertheless highly problematic. It depicts 
Jews merely as passive victims instead of people who helped to shape society and 
its culture. This is not to say that they are likewise to blame for the Judaeophobic 
climate in which they lived. But as some historians seeking to draw a broader picture 
of Polish society by taking the activities of Jews into account pointed out as early as 
the 1960s, rabbis also initiated measures against interreligious intermingling. Both 
Jewish and Christian religious authorities strove to erect boundaries between the two 
communities.25 Owing to the societal power structure, however, greater blame must 
be assigned to the Christian side.
This new approach provided a more comprehensive understanding of the agents 
causing barriers between the two communities. Nevertheless, it kept the focus among 
scholars in Jewish studies on the rifts and demarcation lines between them. The 
question whether they actually determined the lives of people was hardly raised. It took 
historians around another two decades to concentrate on indications of entanglement 
rather than separation. Various developments provoked this shift in research, such 
as the opening of archives in Eastern Europe in the 1990s that provided historians 
access to a vast amount of heretofore unexplored records26 and a new conception 
of the city and interpretation of people’s interactions.27 The growing interest among 
scholars in everyday life was also of great relevance. Its reconstruction brought to 
light that Jews and non-Jews displayed an astonishing degree of togetherness despite 
arguments to the contrary. At times, the Jewish and non-Jewish interconnectedness 
made it almost impossible to distinguish them from one another, be it in their behavior 
or outer appearances. There is evidence that Jews borrowed from and lent clothing 
to gentiles (and the other way around), despite the fact that this trade of apparel was 
strictly forbidden.28 Such examples indicate that laws and proscriptions meant to keep 
the two groups apart and boundaries between them insuperable must not be taken 
as proof of an actual Jewish and non-Jewish separation. Ordinary people frequently 
defied such enactments.29 Strict compliance with the various ordinances and decrees 
would probably have disrupted their habitual lives in a way that neither Jews nor 
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non-Jews were ready to accept. In some regions and under specific circumstances, Jews 
in particular were able to transgress pertinent rulings by their religious elite because 
they could evade potential sanctions by turning to municipal courts or the jurisdiction 
of magnates who, at least in some cases, were more lenient.30
In summary, we may argue that with respect to Eastern Europe there is ample 
evidence of manifold Jewish and non-Jewish encounters.31 Jews were heavily involved 
with non-Jews through various forms of interaction. Historians are currently investigating 
this interconnectedness. Yet, they continue to describe Jews and non-Jews in binary 
categories. A paradigmatic example of such a scholar is Gershon David Hundert, one 
of the trailblazers of the narrative of Jewish and non-Jewish entanglement in Eastern 
Europe.32 On the one hand, he claims that there was no dichotomous juxtaposition of 
Jews and non-Jews. As he sees it, Polish historiography never considered Jews a “corporate 
entity.”33 On the other hand, and in contradiction to this assertion, Hundert subscribes to 
an essentialist—and therefore fundamental—differentiation between Jews and non-Jews.34
We may explain such perseverance in the use of binary divisions by returning to 
Stephen Jay Gould’s reference to the restrictions of our thinking. Another reason may 
be linked to the lack of analytical instruments that allow the abandonment of a dualism. 
In further consequence, historians stick to concepts that often foreground, at least 
implicitly, a mutual distinctiveness between Jews and non-Jews. Such concepts are 
assimilation or acculturation. The terms “unassimilated” or “nonacculturated” Jews, 
for instance, designate those—mostly very orthodox—Jews who keep to themselves 
and pay heed to cultural boundaries. In a way they are seen as living “beside” or 
even “outside” society at large into which they integrate by adopting elements of 
the non-Jewish culture.35 Jewish acculturation thus denotes a trajectory that brings 
Jews, understood as a distinct entity, closer to their non-Jewish surroundings. The 
description of the entire process departs from an assumed polarization between those 
who acculturate/assimilate and those who are in possession of the culture to which the 
former adapt. Assimilation and acculturation thus ignore the wide array of examples 
of Jewish and non-Jewish interconnectedness that suggests that Jews were an integral 
part of the social fabric of Polish society and culture and cooperated with non-Jews in 
their shaping. The employment of the concept of similarity, however, could overcome 
the Jewish and non-Jewish dualism.
T H E C O N C E P T O F S I M I L A R I T Y
“Similarity” is a fairly new heuristic instrument, even though studies that treat the 
concept of similarity were conducted in Africa and India in the 1990s.36 Moreover, the 
similarity model has played a significant role in the field of philosophy. Until recently, 
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however, this concept had not gained widespread interdisciplinary attention. Currently, 
this seems to be changing due to research conducted in the last couple of years, in 
particular at the University of Tübingen by Dorothee Kimmich and in collaboration 
with Anil Bhatti (New Delhi).37
The crux of the similarity model lies in its challenge to the binarism of identity 
and difference. According to the theorists of similarity, this binary not only shapes 
structuralist and poststructuralist theories, but it can also be located, albeit in 
attenuated form, in cultural studies research on postcolonialism, multiculturalism, and 
even hybridity.38 The similarity model instead introduces the category of both-and-one, 
which withdraws from the traditional polarization of authenticity and foreignness.39
Thinking in terms of similarity orients us toward cultural overlapping rather than 
borders and demarcations. The orientation toward this kind of interrelationship is 
anything but unusual; rather, it is characteristic of various cultural studies approaches. 
At its root, it traces cultural exchanges and points of contact between individuals and/
or various groups.40 Yet, despite the emphasis on cultural congruities, according to the 
pioneers in the field of “similarity, ” the dichotomous juxtaposition of the self and the 
foreign nevertheless persists.41 The similarity model attempts to avoid this dichotomous 
juxtaposition by understanding spheres of cultural contact not as a space that two or 
more groups—conceived of at least implicitly as distinct—negotiate jointly; instead, 
they are merely a condition under which connectivity can be perceived. In this context, 
similarity represents a situational experience for which the self and the other do not 
form points of references. Similarity “arises in the eye of an observer and is contingent, 
ephemeral, unpredictable.”42 The concept of similarity thus requires, vis-à-vis other 
cultural studies approaches, a “changing of perspective.”43 In a concrete sense this entails 
a new approach to and a new understanding of cultural overlapping.
Similarity not only emphasizes the connections between Jews and non-Jews, but 
also allows for discussion of divisions and differences. These do not, however, form 
profound and fundamental differences, but rather vague and blurred dissimilarities, 
which emerge in different shades.44 Contrary to other theoretical approaches, similarity 
thus makes it possible to abolish Jewish/non-Jewish dualism without simultaneously 
erasing differences.45 The identification of similarities releases Jews from their foreignness 
without robbing them of their distinctiveness. An examination of similarities between 
Jews and non-Jews thus does not displace their mutual distinctiveness.46 Similarity is solely 
intended to remove the idea of a deeply anchored and seemingly fixed otherness of Jews.
In conclusion, it remains to be asked what sources inform us about experiences of 
similarity. If they are elusive and bound to the moment, where can researchers make 
them out and how can historians get a hold on them? In the following, I wish to list 
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three different historical sources. The first kind of material contains “classical” sources, 
such as autobiographies and memoirs. They sometimes describe situations of a deeply 
sensed Jewish and non-Jewish connectivity. A paradigmatic example of such a memoir 
was drafted by Salomon I. Horowitz, a Galician Jew, and published in Lwow in 1909. 
In his text, Horowitz recounts his experiences during his travels in Eastern Europe. In 
one passage he narrates his impressions of Jewish life in Lithuania where, as he writes, 
a sense of togetherness between Jews and the non-Jewish rural population seems to 
have been extant for centuries. According to Horowitz, these largely harmonious rela-
tions find expression in people’s interactions at Jewish taverns. Non-Jewish peasants 
and their families regularly frequent them on their way to the weekly markets. The 
Jewish innkeeper, his wife, and children heartily welcome the non-Jewish guests, with 
both parties radiating genuine joy over the reunion and exchanging gifts for the chil-
dren.47 Any sense of religious or cultural differences appear to be nonexistent or are 
at best secondary.
A similar feeling of Jewish and non-Jewish interrelatedness is conveyed by the memoir 
of Dov Ber Birkenthal (1723–1805), a Jewish businessman in the Polish-Lithuanian 
Commonwealth and, after the partitions of Poland, Habsburg Galicia. Birkenthal 
draws a vivid picture of his many contacts with non-Jews. Whereas most of these 
encounters are marked by religious or ethnic indifference, some of them bespeak 
mutual mistrust, even aversion, and a few develop into close friendship. Birkenthal thus 
experiences a wide range of sensations toward Gentiles; they range from dislike, and 
even detestation, to intimacy. What feeling actually prevails depends on the character 
of the individual and not on the person’s ethnic or religious belonging. Some Jews, 
Birkenthal reports, cheated and betrayed him, and he indeed loathes them, whereas 
he feels much togetherness with other Jews as well as various non-Jews. For the author, 
there are no clear Jewish and non-Jewish boundaries when it comes to socializing.48
The second category of documents consists of so-called ephemeral sources, such 
as anecdotes. Usually, historians give them little, if any, attention, either because they 
mostly speak only indirectly to us, that is, must be contextualized through meticulous 
and painstaking work before they might make sense; or because their informative 
content frequently does not fit into mainstream narratives and is therefore considered 
irrelevant. This was the case, for example, with a brawl that took place in Vienna’s city 
center in December 1896. A Jewish peddler who tried to hawk his wares on the street 
provoked the ire of an employee of a nearby store. In order to scare him away, the 
non-Jewish employee started hurling abuse at the Jew, and then attacked him physically. 
Up to this point, the incident neatly corresponds to the historical narrative of the 
difficulties faced by Jewish peddlers in eking out an existence in antisemitic Vienna. 
Yet, the occurrence took an unexpected turn at odds with prevalent narratives of Jewish 
and non-Jewish relations in the Habsburg capital. Non-Jewish passersby came to the 
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aid of the Jew and severely beat the aggressor.49 They thus displayed compassion toward 
a person in distress, irrespective of his religious or ethnic belonging. At this moment, 
non-Jews present at the scene felt more solidarity with the Jewish peddler than with 
the non-Jewish employee.
The third category of sources from which scholars may retrieve examples of perceived 
similarity are given historical accounts that must be “read against the grain.” Thereby, some 
of the records that form the basis of the historical narrative may need to be reinterpreted. 
One example of such a reinterpretation concerns a brief description of a football match 
between the Jewish team Hakoah and its non-Jewish opponent Brigittenauer A.C. in 
Vienna in the 1920s. The spectators comprised both Jews and non-Jews. Many of the latter 
had a stake in Hakoah’s win and tried to support the team by loud whooping. There was 
a problem, however, as they did not know how to spur on the Jewish players in a friendly 
manner. One of the spectators finally shouted “Hoppauf, Herr Jud.”50
So far, scholars have understood this episode as an indication of the Jewish/
non-Jewish divide in Vienna of the 1920s.51 Non-Jews apparently did not even know 
how to address Jews in a nonaggressive manner. Yet, the incident can also be interpreted 
in a different way, namely as an instance of relatedness between the non-Jewish onlooker 
and a Jewish player. It is a situational experience that lasts only for the moment. But in 
this instant, the sensation of connectivity bridges Jewish and non-Jewish boundaries and 
concomitantly demonstrates the untenability of a binary categorization. Differences 
in fact remain, as the shouting of “Herr Jud” as a form of address indicates. However, 
these differences are not necessarily fundamental. “Similarity, ” in other words, may 
help to overcome the Jewish and non-Jewish binary ingrained in Jewish historiography, 
and thereby open up historical narratives to new readings.
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O n July 11, 2018, Yitzhak Melamed, a fifty-year-old Israeli professor of philos-ophy at Johns Hopkins University, was walking in Bonn with a colleague from the city’s university, a few hours before his scheduled talk that evening. 
Suddenly, a twenty-year-old German-Palestinian man shouted antisemitic insults at 
him, throwing his kippa to the ground several times. Bystanders called the police 
but when they arrived, the young man ran away and Melamed chased after him. 
Confusing the victim with his attacker, four or five policemen then mistakenly wres-
tled Melamed to the ground, brutally punching, bruising, and bloodying him, as 
well as breaking his glasses and impairing his ability to breathe. Only after throwing 
more punches did they finally heed his cries that they had grabbed the wrong man 
and apprehend the offender.
Had this been a simple case of mistaken identity, the situation might have ended 
there. But as the police acknowledged their error and removed his handcuffs, one of 
them warned Melamed—in English—not to make trouble for the German police. 
To their surprise, Melamed responded that the German police had killed his grand-
father, grandmother, aunt, and uncle all on one day in September 1942, and that he 
was no longer afraid of them. He then went to the police station to file a report about 
the original antisemitic incident, where he received no assistance with his wounds. 
Moreover, to his astonishment, the police tried to persuade him not to file a complaint 
about their behavior, claiming that their actions had been justified because he had 
resisted arrest. They told him that if he were to file such a report, they would assert 
that he had resisted.
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Melamed then went to another police station to report the initial incident as a 
hate crime. There, he received friendlier treatment including expressions of regret 
and concern for his wounds. Hours later, Melamed managed to give his talk at the 
university. However, the incident was not yet over. The next morning, Bonn’s chief 
of police visited his hotel in order to apologize in person. Nevertheless, in a subse-
quent statement, the police apologized for the incident but also, true to their original 
threat, claimed that Melamed had resisted arrest. The story of the incident went viral 
after Melamed posted about it on Facebook. The University of Bonn then issued a 
statement of outrage at Melamed’s treatment and the city of Bonn organized a day of 
kippa-wearing solidarity for the following week.1
Certain aspects of this horrifying incident and the ensuing responses follow a 
pattern that is similar to some other recent violent antisemitic attacks in Germany. In 
these, a person is recognized as a Jew and attacked, catalyzing an outraged response 
from the German media as well as an outpouring of support for the Jewish community. 
If the identity of the attacker is a Muslim or associated with Muslims, that aspect is 
played up by the right-wing media and—in response to, or in anticipation of this display 
of right-wing Islamophobia—also ignored or downplayed by the mainstream German 
media.2 This pattern of antisemitic incident, anti-Muslim/anti-foreigner response, and 
philosemitic response and counter-response is apparent here, too. Melamed’s Jewishness 
was clearly important for his antisemitic attacker as well as for his philosemitic support-
ers. However, the role his Jewishness played in the German police’s beating remains 
unclear. In brutalizing Melamed, threatening him, and lying about his alleged aggres-
sion, the police disrupted the typical pattern of events by inserting an element of 
ambiguity about how his Jewishness functioned in their response. Were the police 
indifferent to Jewishness in their eagerness to subdue an attacker and then cover up 
their mistake? Or were they perhaps acting on their own antisemitic impulses? Was it 
a mixture of the two? Whatever the case, this incident is instructive for recognizing 
that antisemitism and philosemitism are components of a larger ordering system of 
Jewish difference—by which I mean the hierarchical ordering system of constructed 
ideals of the Jew and non-Jew—that continues to operate as a potent ordering system 
in modern Central Europe.
The antisemitic impulses that drive violent attacks need to be understood as stem-
ming from a broader framework of Jewish difference that forms not only the basis for 
explicit violence, but also the foundation for opportunistic support for Jews as well as 
moments in which responses toward Jews may be more ambiguous, displaced, or even 
suppressed. All of these responses stem from and—if not recognized and destabilized—
continue to perpetuate a particular Jew/non-Jew ordering system in which the Jew func-
tions as the quintessential Other. Recent explicit incidents of violent antisemitism, along 
with their accompanying philosemitic responses and blaming of, or avoiding discussion 
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of, Muslims, highlight how the framework of Jewish difference continues to operate in 
Germany. In what follows, I argue that recognizing this framework’s less negative and 
explicit iterations is necessary for understanding the systemic nature of Jewish difference 
and the powerful persistence of antisemitism even in the absence of explicit, violent acts.
B EYO N D A N T I S E M I T I S M
Part of the problem in distinguishing between antisemitism and the Jew/non-Jew 
ordering system from which it stems is that we lack a neutral term to denote the rela-
tionship between the Jew and the non-Jew. In the face of this lack, we often turn to the 
term antisemitism, even though antisemitism is only one iteration of the relationship(s) 
between the mutually constitutive and hierarchical ideals of the Jew/non-Jew. To be 
sure, scholars such as Sander Gilman have long acknowledged the historical impor-
tance of the figure of the Jew as an imagined Other in its function as part of a broader 
social framework.3 And Shulamit Volkov’s seminal work on antisemitism, for exam-
ple, did much to advance our historical understanding of this phenomenon by show-
ing how antisemitism functioned as a cultural code in Germany to articulate a host 
of other political and social tensions.4 However, although it is not articulated as such, 
this scholarship, too, suggests a broader, yet unnamed, frame of constructed ideals of 
Jews and non-Jews from which antisemitism stems.
An analogy with gender is helpful to explain the distinction between antisemitism 
and the broader framework from which it stems. As Joan Scott noted, the term “gender” 
is readily used in part because it sounds neutral and objective: “‘Gender’ seems to fit 
within the scientific terminology of social science and thus dissociates itself from the 
(supposedly strident) politics of feminism. In this usage, ‘gender’ does not carry with 
it a necessary statement about inequality nor does it name the aggrieved (and hitherto 
invisible) party.” Scott also notes that part of the strength of the term “gender” lies in its 
suggestion that both women and men are co-constitutive of the world they live in, and 
its insistence that what happens to women is completely separate from what happens 
to men is a fiction. Moreover, it allows us to reject essentialist, biological explanations 
for what women and men are, in that it instead denotes “cultural constructions” as the 
“exclusively social origins of the subjective identities of men and women.”5
To articulate the Jew/non-Jew framework without automatically referring to its 
most negative iteration, antisemitism, we require an equally powerful term that occu-
pies a linguistic space similar to the one gender occupies with regard to the relation-
ship between the constructed ideals of man and woman.6 We need this term because 
“antisemitism” is not equivalent to the framework that generates negative iterations 
of the Jew, just as the terms sexism, misogyny, and chauvinism are not equivalent to 
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gender. Antisemitism can never be a neutral term, nor can it ever suggest that Jews 
and non-Jews are co-constitutive of the world they inhabit. I argue that using the term 
“Jewish difference” to refer to this paradigm is helpful because it opens up our under-
standing of the Jew/non-Jew binary as an ordering system even when its effects are not 
necessarily explicit or negative.7 It also permits us to see how the categories of the Jew 
and non-Jew can be applied to anyone, regardless of whether they are Jewish or not. It 
also helps us see how this framework persists in perpetuating Otherness: while, histor-
ically, the Jew is the fundamental other, the figure of the Jew can also be replaced with 
a different other—such as, in recent examples in Germany, the Muslim.
Because the terms “Jew” and “Jewishness” refer only to one half of the constructed 
Jew/non-Jew binary that forms the basis of this analytic category, we cannot rely upon 
them alone to do the analytic work we need to describe these phenomena, because 
these terms do not indicate that the notion of the constructed Jew depends upon the 
notion of the constructed non-Jew.8 Used in this manner, “Jewish difference” does not 
promote or celebrate “differences” between Jews and others.9 Rather, it suggests that 
those differences are real only insofar as people consider them to exist, and then act 
upon those considerations. The word “difference” in this sense denotes the presence 
of the category of the “non-Jewish” and as such is analytic rather than prescriptive.
With the best of intentions, some might wish to imagine that, because it is 
constructed, this Jew/non-Jew binary is not so important. However, scholars have 
already shown the harm in downplaying the importance of difference to how people 
order their worlds. The work of scholars of racism who have addressed the dangers of 
such often well-intentioned desires to erase difference can be instructive in reflecting 
on the difficulties some have with conceptualizing antisemitism and Jewish difference 
in Central Europe. Robin DiAngelo, for example, argues that “color-blind racism, ” or 
acting as if racial differences do not exist or do not matter, ironically works to uphold 
the social structures that created these discrepancies by providing a convenient excuse 
for avoiding their discussion. In her research, DiAngelo has found that many who 
consider themselves to be progressive and liberal often insist “I don’t see color, ” claim-
ing that race only matters to racists and that discussion of racial difference is to blame 
for perpetuating it. However, she argues that these denials actually indicate an unrec-
ognized preference of white people not to recognize their own role in a deeply inter-
nalized system of racism from which nobody is exempt.10 By reducing racism to isolated 
incidents of violence instead of recognizing it as a larger structure in which all people 
hold prejudices and are affected by its forces, such individuals avoid the complicated 
historical and structural analysis needed to challenge the binary system of thinking 
from which these acts stem. As she puts it, “Differential treatment in itself is not the 
problem. . . . The problem is the misinformation that circulates around us and causes 
our differential treatment to be inequitable.”11
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Alison Bailey helpfully characterizes such refusals to recognize systemic prej-
udices and the avoidance of engaging ideas people perceive as threatening as 
“privilege-preserving epistemic pushback.” Attempts to deny the inequalities produced 
by systemic difference can be used to guard and defend one’s terrain and maintain the 
status quo, allowing members of groups in the dominant position to unconsciously 
push back against ideas that disrupt their place in that system.12 Rejecting the binary of 
Jewish difference and insisting that we not focus on it, even though it deeply affected 
and continues to play a role in Jews’ experiences in Central Europe, suggests a similar 
defensive response. Moreover, rejecting the broad and often unarticulated systemic 
effects of the Jew/non-Jew binary in favor of focusing solely on isolated, explicit 
acts of antisemitic violence allows often well-meaning individuals to imagine them-
selves as operating comfortably outside this system, instead of facing its difficult chal-
lenges head-on.13
T H E C O N S T RU C T E D A N T I S E M I T E
It is for this reason that not only gender, but also feminism—in the sense of recog-
nizing the constructed nature of man and woman and acknowledging the subordi-
nate position of woman in the gender binary—is also crucial to our understanding 
of Jewish difference. Since the Holocaust, the constructed or figural Jew—that is, an 
ideal of the Jew—has been largely understood as serving as the antithesis of the figural 
Antisemite—a conceptual failure that obscures the true nature of the paradigm from 
which antisemitism stems. Jean-Paul Sartre crystallized this figural Antisemite in his 
influential Réflexions sur la question juive (1946).14 Many quote his observation “If 
the Jew did not exist, the anti-Semite would invent him” to pinpoint the constructed 
nature of the figural Jew.15 However, we need to recognize that according to Sartre’s 
formulation, the counterpart to this constructed Jew is not its antithesis, but its oppo-
nent. Sartre states that the Jew is constructed in the mind of the Antisemite, but what 
his words really show is his own construction of the Antisemite: the mind of the 
self-proclaimed Anti-antisemite—that is, himself—thus allowing him to displace his 
own responsibility in society for the consequences of Othering.
Sartre’s iteration is an expression of a broader phenomenon. As Europeans adapted 
to postwar conditions, they relied upon this culturally constructed category—the 
Antisemite—as a way to come to terms with their radically changed circumstances 
while absolving themselves of complicity in its disastrous effects in the Holocaust. As 
an easily adaptable, readily recognizable ideal figure, the Antisemite loomed large as 
a trope all Europeans used both to avoid responsibility for crimes committed by the 
Nazis and their helpers as well as to subsume Jews’ experiences together with those of 
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other victims. Decades before Jews’ experiences in the Holocaust would emerge as a 
master moral paradigm of suffering under evil, and long before equating Jews with Nazis 
became a significant form of Holocaust denial, the figure of the constructed Antisemite 
provided a forceful narrative structure that allowed for recognizable paradigms about 
Jews and non-Jews to persist, even as explicit expressions of antisemitism became taboo.16
Given Sartre’s intimate romantic and intellectual relationship with Simone de 
Beauvoir and their links to existentialist philosophy, it is no coincidence that Sartre’s 
discussion of the relationship between the Antisemite and Jew bears many similarities 
to de Beauvoir’s critique of the Man/Woman dialectic, which she outlined in her Le 
Deuxième Sexe (1949, translated as The Second Sex, 1953).17 The question of who influ-
enced whom to a greater degree is still contested.18 But Sartre’s explicit concern with 
antisemitism mirrors de Beauvoir’s analysis of sexism on a fundamental level: the erasure 
of the subjectivity of the Other. Regarding women, Beauvoir posited that femininity 
was not a natural state, but rather a social construction according to which Man was 
the absolute subject—the representative of the human norm—and Woman his Other. 
Though scholars have often criticized various other aspects of her work, de Beauvoir’s 
analysis of sexism represents one of her strongest contributions to our understanding 
of gender. Her work reveals that the relationship between the concepts of Man and 
Woman is an unequal dialectic, with Man signifying the universal, or human, and 
Woman its Other. Women have little choice but to accept—or reject—these signifi-
cations; either way, they are unable to modify their terms.
Toril Moi illustrates de Beauvoir’s keen identification of this paradox: To explain 
what she means, Beauvoir gives an example. In the middle of an abstract conversation, 
a man once said to her: “You say that because you are a woman.” If she were to answer: 
“I say it because it is true, ” she writes, she would be eliminating her own subjectivity. 
But if she were to say: “I say it because I am a woman, ” she would be imprisoned in 
her gender. In the first case, she has to give up her own lived experience; in the second, 
she must renounce her claim to say something of general validity.19
Here, the impossibility of escaping the parameters of gender without erasing one’s 
subjectivity mirrors Sartre’s pronouncement that it is impossible for a Jew to choose 
not to be a Jew. Take, for example, Sartre’s contention that “The one thing Jews can 
never choose is not to be a Jew.”20 If they do, according to Sartre, they will be in a futile 
position—“inauthentic Jews.” For Sartre, this category is a theoretical impossibility, as 
a Jew who attempts this denial of subjectivity merely reinforces the terms that created 
them in the first place. But what his words also imply, although he doesn’t say them 
explicitly, is that one who is not a Jew can deny being an Antisemite. In doing so, one 
can be an Anti-antisemite: someone who is neither Jew nor Antisemite, but—like 
Sartre himself—is able to reject the terms of this ordering system and float over and 
above the fray.
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But de Beauvoir’s solution—a call to action for women to demand freedom from 
their oppression—along with her focus on the patriarchal nature of gender and its 
implication of women in their own oppression, contributed to her eventual fall into 
disfavor. Many feminists later rejected what they viewed as her dismissal of women’s 
agency in defining femininity, resenting the claim that women must either abandon 
femininity as a basis for self-identification, or remain complicit in their own oppres-
sion by accepting its terms. Yet, the notion that the categories of Woman and Man are 
constructions remains difficult to refute. Perhaps due to her influence, Sartre was also 
working with a similar binary of constructed categories, even if he mistakenly replaced 
the category Non-Jew with Antisemite in order to create a comfortable position for 
himself on that spectrum.
Hannah Arendt also reflected on the parallels between gender, Jewish difference, and 
subjectivity, even if she did not use these terms in the same way. In a letter to Gershom 
Scholem in 1963, Arendt refers to her Jewishness as an “indisputable fact in my life”:
I have never pretended to be anything else or to be in any way other than I am, and 
I have never felt tempted in that direction. It would have been like saying that I was 
a man and not a woman—that is to say, kind of insane. . . . There is such a thing as a 
basic gratitude for everything that is as it is; for what has been given and not made; 
for what is physei and not nomos.21
Arendt wrote defensively in order to counter Scholem’s accusation that as a Jew, she 
should treat the extermination of Jews in the Holocaust more sensitively. Given the 
timing of this letter after the Holocaust, her insistence that both Jew and woman are 
inalienable categories is understandable. However, as sympathetic as we may be regard-
ing her reasoning, we still cannot deny her error in refusing to recognize that society 
functions according to constructed ideals of “woman/man” as well as “Jew/non-Jew, ” 
and these form the basis of ordering systems that impact all of our experiences. Arendt’s 
postwar concerns help shed light on the deficiencies of Sartre’s formulation of the Jew 
as the product of the Antisemite’s imagination, as well as his own insistence of the Jew 
as a natural category.
N EW D I R E C T I O N S
In his 2013 book Anti-Judaism: The Western Tradition, David Nirenberg contextualizes 
a wide range of negative experiences based on constructed ideas of the Jew by refer-
ring to their broader place in a “powerful theoretical framework for making sense of 
the world.” 22 However, in labeling this framework as “anti-Judaism” and using only 
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explicit, negative examples, Nirenberg, too, continues to conflate the negative itera-
tion of the Jew/non-Jew framework with the broader theoretical basis that forms this 
potent, dynamic ordering system. Used in this manner, “Anti-Judaism” forecloses other 
iterations of Othering as well as the possibility of an engagement with this framework 
in less explicit and more nuanced forms. To name one example, in the case of Jewish 
members of sport teams in interwar Vienna, researchers have shown that the degree to 
which their Jewishness mattered to themselves and others depended upon a complex 
structure of functions and roles depending on the time, place, and situation. Using 
Jewish difference as their analytical framework, they are able better to pinpoint how 
and why Jewishness mattered at certain times and became irrelevant at others—even 
when not explicitly apparent—instead of relying solely on negative iterations of the 
frame to prove the existence of an engagement with the Jew/non-Jew binary.23
Recognizing Jewish difference and the persistence of the figural antisemite can 
also help us understand their links to the persistence of philosemitism in Europe. As 
Jonathan Judaken has pointed out, antisemitism and philosemitism often exist side 
by side, utilizing the same stereotypes, albeit for different ends.24 The fact that the two 
terms emerged almost simultaneously in Germany toward the end of the nineteenth 
century helps us see how they are both belief systems that ascribe certain characteris-
tics to Jews as part of a hierarchical ordering system. In the wake of the Holocaust, the 
murder of Europe’s Jews didn’t eradicate the use of this powerful framework of Jewish 
difference as a way to continue to order the world. Because of the murderous deeds 
of the Nazis and their helpers, Jews were now largely absent, and the explicit use of 
antisemitism—in both words and deeds—was now largely taboo. The postwar propen-
sity to distance oneself from public and explicit antisemitic words and deeds has been 
aptly termed “antisemitism without antisemites.”25 That many remained bitter about 
this new taboo on something that once featured as an integral facet of prewar culture 
is clear from a common joke about how “the Nazis ruined everything—even antisem-
itism.”26 It is these two major changes that led to a shift in how Jewish difference was 
engaged after the end of World War II. In the postwar era, it was taboo to speak nega-
tively about Jews. But these negative qualities and essences are often evoked so that the 
hierarchical framework of Jewish difference is perpetuated even in their absence. This 
invisibility of the Jew also opened the opportunity for others—such as Muslims—to 
take their place as an “other” as part of this system.
The notion that Jews played a major role in the creation of culture in modern 
Central Europe is far from new, but we have only recently begun to probe in depth 
the role of the socially constructed category of the “Jew” in that process beyond the 
prejudices—or advantages—it generated. Gender studies takes it as a given that the 
socially constructed ideals of the “feminine” and the “masculine” stem from, but are 
not equivalent to, actual men and women, and that these ideals profoundly affect 
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everyone’s social and cultural environment. In contrast, Jewish studies as a discipline 
typically deploys the idea of the socially constructed Jew only in relation to antisemi-
tism. Thus, our study of the Jewish past remains biased in favor of the constructed Jew as 
a figment of the antisemitic imagination and the constructed antisemite as a convenient 
way to displace responsibility for the consequences of Othering.27 The recent pattern 
of antisemitic attacks, philosemitic and anti-Muslim responses in Germany and else-
where, along with their accompanying unanswered questions, makes recognizing the 
broader analytic system that encompasses Jews, non-Jews, and antisemites imperative.
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N EWS PA P E R F EU I L L ETO N S
Reflections on the Possibilities of German-
Jewish Authorship and Literature
Liliane Weissberg
I n the early twentieth century, many prominent authors who wrote feuilleton articles for German newspapers were Jews. When and why did this genre become attractive to German-Jewish authors? And how did the place of publication influ-
ence their writing, as well as the reception of their work? This essay will explore these 
questions by offering some reflections on the complex history of German-Jewish liter-
ature, and some general observations that should pave the way for more detailed study 
and analysis.
D E F I N I N G M AT T E R S
The feuilleton itself was invented in France at the turn of the nineteenth century—
but such a statement speaks only to the coinage of the word and to the articles’ specific 
placement in a news publication. It does not describe the kind of literature published 
as feuilletons. Articles that are similar to those published as feuilleton pieces existed 
before the introduction of the word; they were printed in different kinds of publica-
tions, and thus in a different context.
In early eighteenth-century Germany, book reviews and essays related to cultural 
events were published in journals called gelehrte Zeitschriften or Zeitungen (Learned 
Journals or Papers), or Intelligenzblätter (News and Announcement Sheets). They 
were seasonal, monthly, or weekly publications that were aimed at an educated audi-
ence of academics and professionals and contributed to the establishment of a new 
public sphere.1 The papers represented and helped forge the German bourgeoisie, a 
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newly emerging Bildungsbürgertum that prided itself not so much on inherited titles as 
on academic ones; these were not conveyed at birth, but after years of education, and 
hence a life of reading and writing. Bildung was not simply the same as education. It 
derived from a biological concept of growth and nurture, and Bildung was supposed 
to turn a human being into an enlightened person who would find self-fulfillment. By 
the late eighteenth century, the acquisition of knowledge would promote increasingly 
specialized disciplines, but general knowledge was deemed just as important. Reading 
a variety of books and also journals helped the new bourgeoisie to achieve that goal.
The gelehrte Zeitschriften evolved from earlier, simple announcement sheets that 
were published on the occasion of the seasonal fairs at Leipzig when new books were 
published and introduced. For the gelehrte Zeitschriften, new book publications would 
be news as well, albeit not necessarily political news. But any announcement published 
in such a journal was always also more than simply that. Christian Gottlob Heyne, the 
editor of the Göttingischen Anzeigen von gelehrten Sachen (an announcement sheet of 
“learned matters”), explained in 1784:
To understand gelehrte Zeitungen as a collection of reviews would represent a rather 
narrow point of view. They are and can do much more. By virtue of these gelehrte 
Zeitungen, one will be able to judge the rise and fall of knowledge, i.e. its very prog-
ress, and gain insights; one will be able to study a country and its people.2
These articles did not only reflect on intellectual matters, but produced knowledge as well.
For the history of the feuilleton in France, the year 1789 serves as a crucial marker. 
At the time of the French Revolution, newspapers were not only eager to report on 
current political events, but also to expand their offerings and add print supplements. 
The articles published in these supplements were not only defined by their content, but 
also the contrast to the printed news. Like the German gelehrte Zeitschriften, newspa-
pers had already begun to publish book reviews, plays, and also essays, but now, they 
were aiming at a larger audience. The audience of potential readers had expanded, and 
readers were eager to learn about current political events and new developments and 
welcomed editorials and reviews. There was a strong demand for newspaper fare. While 
the papers’ news section looked to the past and reported about what had happened, 
some articles aimed to describe the present situation and look forward. These pieces 
were different from the news.
To implement an expanded program of publication, the political Journal de Débats 
issued articles on separate sheets that were to be inserted into the paper and could easily 
be removed. By 1800, the Journal was describing this section as one of announcements or 
annonces, and it would become a regular feature for the Journal as well as other French 
papers.3 The innovation of printing and inserting additional leaves—or feuillets—led to 
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the name feuilleton. And as newspapers began to offer more than just news, the name 
given to these additions was transferred to the German language and beyond. While 
the feuilleton marked a new kind of publication, it did not describe a new kind of text 
or even content. The feuilleton was a matter of format. Articles were simply placed as 
supplement. The feuilleton was the partner as well as the other of the political news.
In many ways, the establishment of the French feuilleton was an aftereffect of the 
Revolution. Very soon, however, the name feuilleton itself would prove to be tech-
nically inappropriate. For economic reasons, papers ceased to separate the feuilleton 
from the news via the publication of additional, inserted pages. News and non-news 
began to appear on the same page, but they were marked as being different from each 
other. A printed line would distinguish articles published above (i.e., the news) from 
those published below (i.e., the non-news), and thereby offer a clear and hierarchical 
distinction between reporting about political events and those articles that were less 
important and placed rez-de-chaussée or “below the line.” News came first. Whether 
the feuilleton was published on separate sheets or on the same page, the newspaper’s 
printing practice of separating items would provide the reader with some guidance as 
to how its content should be read and evaluated.
The Kölnische Zeitung (Cologne Daily) was an early German newspaper to adopt 
this mode of publication when it established a feuilleton section in 1816.4 Undoubtedly, 
it was guided by the printing practice in nearby France. The country to the left of the 
Rhine had influenced German newspaper culture before the Revolution, but with the 
Revolution, and the ensuing French occupation of German lands under Napoleon, 
French influence had increased. Moving eastward, Napoleon’s troops did not only 
introduce paper money to Germany, the so-called Assignaten, but also other kinds of 
print as well. And while the Wars of Liberation of 1813–1814 responded to Napoleon’s 
military ventures and led to his defeat, they did not put an end to the French impact 
on the German press.
After the failed bourgeois revolution of 1848, German newspaper culture would 
evolve further and more dramatically.5 Literacy had already spread widely in Germany, 
and for a time, the harsh political censorship of the press was suspended. Established 
newspapers would increase the rise of editions, and many new papers were founded. A 
good number of these endured and prospered in the years to follow. With these papers, 
the feuilleton was established as a mainstay of German public culture. Indeed, the feuil-
leton was now crafting and transmitting not revolutionary ideas, but those of a new 
national project. If Germany was to be united, the feuilleton would provide import-
ant support for this cause. It was to contribute to a unification of culture.
Because of the changes in press censorship, newspapers could adopt a wide array 
of political opinion and conservative voices were published as well as those of the left. 
And while all of these papers were trying to address a large audience, the authors of 
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their articles were not always known. Many writers used initials only or did not sign 
their pieces. Some writers were on the newspaper’s payroll, but many were not. Early 
on, the feuilleton section offered opportunities for freelance authors and its economic 
model would largely rely on them.
For Germany’s Jews, the mid-nineteenth century offered great political and social 
changes. The newspapers’ rise in the nineteenth century coincided with the move for 
Jewish emancipation, granted by many German states in the early to mid-century. It 
marked the official entry of Jews into German political life, albeit in limited ways, 
and writing for newspapers was one path of entry. Journalism was a new profession, 
and outside any established system of German guilds. Most German Jews had already 
abandoned Western Yiddish and were writing in German now; their voices could be 
heard beyond the Jewish communities addressing a wider German audience. Because 
of the rapid growth of the newspapers many could find employment options. Jews 
could join the new newspapers as editors and even owners. Newspapers offered the 
possibility of business ownership, of employment, and careers in writing. In general, it 
seemed easier to write for, and get published by papers than to break into the already 
established book business.
Heinrich Heine and Ludwig Börne, two of the most famous German writers of 
this period, wrote for the feuilleton section. Both had converted to Protestantism but 
still identified as Jews. They were but two of many Jewish journalists of this time, not 
all converts. Perhaps it was not accidental that they plied their trade as Paris corre-
spondents, writing from a country that was regarded as the cradle of the feuilleton. 
“Without Heine no feuilleton, ” Karl Kraus would state many decades later in his very 
own journal, Die Fackel (The Torch), which attempted to enlighten its public with its 
fiery flame. “This is the French disease (Franzosenkrankheit) that he has brought to us.”6 
Kraus was Jewish himself, and lived in Vienna. But for Heine or Börne, their place of 
residence must have had special significance as well. France had already emancipated 
Jews shortly after the Revolution. Yet in Paris, a city largely without Jews at the time, 
both could become truly German authors.
German-Jewish authors saw the newspapers as an opportunity for publication. 
But how desirable was such a career and how respected was the writing of feuilletons? 
Compared to the news section of a paper, the feuilleton was less highly regarded. 
Compared to book publications, particularly the traditional three-volume novel, feuil-
letons must have appeared less important. But the feuilleton was not just marked by a 
line that separated this section from the news, it seemed to have flaunted this “outsider” 
status. Was this a reason, too, why it had become so popular with writers who were 
deemed outsiders as well, and who were not yet integrated in the established businesses 
of literature or the academy?7 The example of the German feuilletons would inspire 
Jewish authorship in Russia, Poland, and elsewhere, and influence Yiddish writing also.8
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By the early twentieth century, an interesting situation had emerged. Many leading 
newspapers in Germany were now owned by Jews such as Leopold Sonnemann (the 
Frankfurter Zeitung or Frankfurt Daily), Rudolf Mosse (the Berliner Tageblatt or Berlin 
Daily), and Leopold Ullstein (the owner of the Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung or Berlin 
Illustrated News); and many writers of the articles of the section “below the line” were 
either known to be Jewish or thought to be Jewish. In a peculiar mise-en-abîme, the 
feuilleton became known as the “Jewish part” of a German press that was also identi-
fied as Jewish. By 1932, the Frankfurter Zeitung felt it had to refute a claim made in an 
article of the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung (German General News) that its feuilleton, 
and Siegfried Kracauer’s handling of it, was undeutsch, or non-German: “‘German’ is 
just not something that happily designates something else as non-German.”9 In many 
readers’ perception, the wealthy owners of the papers, and their all-but-wealthy feuil-
leton authors, were similarly defined.
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The line that separated the news from the feuilleton may have produced a hierarchical 
distinction. Newspapers did not only address a progressively larger group of readers 
in the course of the nineteenth century, but readers from diverse classes and genders. 
While male readers eager to read the news might venture forth to read below the line, 
the feuilleton attracted female readers, too. Women were becoming an important 
new readership for newspapers and journals, and the papers were trying to accommo-
date this development. By the early nineteenth century, feuilleton sections were inte-
grated into the newspapers, but in the following decades, some would spin off and 
form Sonntagsbeilagen or weekend supplements. These would develop later into sepa-
rate journals aimed at a female, or at least gender mixed, readership.
In 1801, Johann Gottlieb Karl Spazier had begun to publish his Zeitung für die 
elegante Welt (Paper for the Elegant World) in Leipzig, possibly the first paper that 
focused entirely on articles relating to literature and culture that had a female read-
ership in mind. The paper did not print any news but kept the format of a political 
paper; it appeared several times a week and offered various supplements.10 Die Zeitung 
für die elegante Welt continued its publication until 1859. Familienzeitschriften (Family 
Journals) such as the Gartenlaube, founded in 1853, attempted even more consciously to 
include all family members as readers, offering articles not only for women, but also for 
the young. Familienzeitschriften tried to entertain, but also to encourage domesticity.11 
Die Gartenlaube, as the most prominent one of this genre, bore all external traces of a 
newspaper as well. In many ways, it was a feuilleton writ large. The Gartenlaube lasted 
even longer than the Zeitung für die elegante Welt. It changed ownership during the 
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National Socialist regime in 1938, continued publication until 1944, and thus survived 
for almost a century. Not every journal or paper welcomed Jewish authors, and some 
changed course eventually to follow an antisemitic agenda.
By the mid-nineteenth century, the feuilleton was being compared with another 
institution—namely the salon, although the salon was a place for conversation rather 
than print. In Berlin, social gatherings that would later be described as salons already 
flourished in the late eighteenth century. Their hostesses were women and the compar-
ison with the salon was due to the feuilleton’s female readership. Would the feuilleton 
feminize its male readership? The critic Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl issued a cautionary 
warning in 1854, stating also the danger of distraction:
The “feuilleton” of our literature is a similar occurrence as the salon, but the person 
who will predominantly read feuilletons, will not be able to read any solid book in the 
end. A visitor to the salon cannot do this either anymore. The real salon guest is unable 
to do it anymore, he does no longer read books, but only read in books. He can also 
only continue conversations but can’t conclude any. All in all, he can only instigate, 
but not complete any task; he will jump around, become unstable, a broken nature. 
He is no longer a true and complete man, and can no longer appreciate a complete 
man, because in the salon, personalities only pass each other by, but they take no 
hold of each other. This is the state of illness of our time. In contrast to these better 
people, I prefer those raised in a proper Spinnstube (room with a spinning wheel).12
The perhaps most prominent Berlin salons were sponsored by Jewish women such as 
Henriette Herz and Rahel Levin. In his study, written around 1900, of Berlin’s cultural 
life of the beginning of the nineteenth century, Ulrich Tadday not only refers to the 
popularity of feuilletons by comparing them with these salons but also highlights 
private music rooms. For him, the German music feuilleton emerged in Berlin in the 
early nineteenth century. By 1825, the Berlin critic Adolf Bernhard Marx had become 
the most prominent reviewer of musical events. He wrote for a journal dedicated to 
reviews of musical performances—the Berliner Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung. Marx 
was born Jewish and converted to Protestantism as a young man; the music journal’s 
publisher, Adolf Martin Schlesinger, would remain a Jew.13
In the course of the nineteenth century, even political newspapers that offered 
sections “below the line” succeeded with much more diverse fare than merely book 
reviews and announcements. In the end, the feuilleton was not only difficult to define, 
but also more difficult to locate. Some articles that would have previously been regarded 
as part of the feuilleton would move “above the line.” A good number of articles were 
signed by the author, who thus gained prominence and a certain literary stature. 
Feuilleton authors began to demand recognition for their writing.
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And thus, a paradox evolved. While the feuilleton’s articles were not necessarily 
written for the moment, they were published in newspapers nevertheless, and thus 
assumed the life span of news reporting. After the date of their publication, newspapers 
were to be discarded or used to wrap butter or cheese in grocery stores. And just like 
this butter or cheese, newspaper literature was to be consumed before it became old. 
Articles appeared with an explicit publication and implicit expiration date. Because of 
their brief life span, newspapers were printed on cheap paper that would turn brown 
and disintegrate within a few weeks. In short, the feuilleton was the fast-food indus-
try of literature. For scholars today, it offers the same challenges as any other ephem-
eral object of study. There is no fixed corpus that can be established. The conditions 
of archiving newspaper material are not good; few of the early German newspapers 
are digitized.14 This differs quite clearly from the study of books that have been meant 
to endure.
And just as the line between the news and non-news would become progressively 
less distinct, newspapers and book publishing would enter a silent or not so silent agree-
ment in regard to the feuilleton as well. Under the line, papers began to offer fiction 
and travelogues that could be collected and republished in book form. Indeed, in the 
late nineteenth century, German feuilletons began to fulfill the task of prepublishing 
manuscripts by testing the success of a literary production with a newspaper readership. 
The roman feuilleton, the Fortsetzungsroman, or the serialized novel, became popular 
with the newspaper readership. A successful early run in a paper provided a certain 
guarantee for that of a later book publication as well. Novels were now published in 
multiple versions: as newspaper fiction first, and then as codices.
Writers who produced serial literature would have particular writing styles that 
differed from those of other novelists. Most prominent authors of the mid- to late nine-
teenth century who followed this course were not writing in German, but in English 
or French. We know of the charts that Charles Dickens produced to keep track of his 
characters while submitting sequels of his novels each week, or of Honoré de Balzac’s 
outlines, offered to a writing staff that would fill in the individual chapters’ plots.15 
Theodor Fontane followed these English and French examples by writing short novels 
that were to be published in newspapers first.
The serialized novel was literature of the production line. Editors could stop ill-fated 
attempts, and not every novel was completed. Only a few would end up as books. 
But newspaper publishing was cheaper, and thus, the serial novel was an option for 
lesser known authors, or for those who wanted to try out experimental writing tech-
niques. This happened increasingly in the early twentieth century. Alfred Döblin’s 
Berlin Alexanderplatz is such a case in question; the daring expressionist work was 
published first in newspaper format. Editors at the Frankfurter Zeitung commented 
upon readers’ reactions to the novel during the course of publication.16 As some authors 
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gathered the sections into best-selling books, a question would arise that touched the 
profession of the journalist. Should journalists really become novelists, Joseph Roth 
would ask; should they now not write for the day, but for posterity?17
With these novels, the feuilleton changed again and became curiously self-reflexive. 
Most of Fontane’s novels took information from a newspaper article as the starting 
point, only to rework the news into historical fiction. Just like women, Jews turned 
into a new reading public as well and soon, a new field of literature emerged. Heine 
and Börne would write for a general German audience, but others began to write for 
a specifically Jewish one. The newspaper became a place where authors would try out 
modes of new German-Jewish fiction and address a wider readership in a cost-efficient 
way.18 Döblin and Roth wrote from Berlin and Vienna as Jews, but for a general read-
ership. Georg Hermann followed the example of Fontane, on the other hand, only 
to become one of the most popular novelists depicting German-Jewish middle-class 
life, addressing the German-Jewish bourgeoisie.19 The nineteenth-century newspa-
per was the birthplace of popular or middle-brow Jewish literature that would also 
provide its readers with the guidance expected from the feuilleton. It would define and 
strengthen the idea of a German-Jewish identity. These serialized novels were perhaps 
not avant-garde in terms of literary form and content, but in social impact.
Another literary outcome of the popularity of the newspaper fiction was the rise of 
the novella, perhaps the most popular genre of fiction in nineteenth-century Germany. 
Already understood to be the rendering of a new and unheard-of event, many novel-
las would refer to the newspapers in their plot and often include news items or adver-
tisements. Included in a section earlier named annonces, the novellas provided another 
mise-en-abîme. And just as in a mathematical summation, everything seemed to be gath-
ered now “below the line” in the section of the feuilleton: the novel and the novella, 
the causerie and advice, the reviews and the brief essay.
For many readers of books, the separating line on the page was familiar, for by the 
nineteenth century, an implicit or explicit line had become de rigueur for academic 
volumes. There was the text, and on the bottom of the page, there were footnotes, 
referring to sources and offering additional reading, or strengthening an argument 
with further evidence.20 They were not extraneous to the content above, but were to 
be the anchors of an argument and evidence of a scholarly discourse. The footnote 
and the feuilleton became mirror images of sorts. In terms of cause and effect, the 
feuilleton turned the footnote’s task around. It was not primary, but was regarded as 
secondary material.
Early definitions of the feuilleton pointed to another effect of the line and the sepa-
ration of texts. The feuilleton, Bernd Sösemann remarked, was nothing but “politics by 
other means.”21 While the newspaper part above the line provided the news, the section 
below the line offered the news’ Kommentar or commentary. And here, the relationship 
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between the feuilleton and Jewish authorship or literature may go beyond a consid-
eration of the advancement of a new medium, the development of German political 
life, or the social and political situation of postemancipation Jewry. The feuilleton’s 
very form and the critics’ explanation for its raison d’être is telling. As the critic Benno 
Reifenberg wrote in 1929, “the feuilleton is the running commentary to politics.”22
Understood as political commentary, or general Kommentar, the feuilleton could 
easily be integrated into possibly the most important and enduring tradition of Jewish 
thought and practice, that is, the reading of the Hebrew Bible. Students of Jewish liter-
ature regard the Torah as a holy book that contains the law. But while the Torah does 
not change, the law can be commented upon. The Torah is the written law. And indeed, 
the relationship between the unchanging law, received from God, and the attempts of 
understanding and appropriating the text via commentaries, has marked the tradition 
of reading Torah and Talmud, the oral law that was eventually put down in print, and 
it would mark the reading of other Jewish texts as well. Jews are not just the people of 
the book, they are the people of the commentary.23
In book history, this tradition has led to innovations in printing. From 1516 onward, 
Venetian book printers rendered the Talmud pages by offering spatial separations, if 
not exactly lines.24 The Venetian printers may have had Christian models for this prac-
tice, following early Bible editions with glosses, but the custom was soon adopted as a 
particular Jewish form of reading that would make it possible to present a discussion 
on the page. The separations offered by the printers distinguish the main text from 
rabbinical commentaries that would move the law into current debate. Commentaries 
that appeared in the margins of the page were highlighted by different typefaces. In 
a curious way, the printing conventions of the feuilleton respond to this Jewish tradi-
tion. The distinction between the law and its interpretation was exchanged by the news 
and a secular commentary on life’s events.
TOWA R D T H E AG E O F T H E F EU I L L ETO N
By the turn of the twentieth century, most German papers were published in major 
urban centers, and Berlin became a center of German-language newspaper publication, 
followed by Vienna and Frankfurt. These cities also boasted the largest Jewish commu-
nities. And as German Jews would begin to play major roles in these cities’ cultural 
lives, newspapers reflected and supported their newfound status. They accompanied 
Jewish urbanization. Most of the Jewish newspaper writers and readers of Vienna had 
moved there recently from Budapest, Prague, or small towns of the Kronländer, that 
is, the territories of the imperial crown. Many Berlin Jewish newspaper writers or read-
ers were not born there either, but hailed from Posen or Breslau or smaller towns in 
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Silesia and elsewhere. Viennese and Berlin newspapers unified all dialects and served 
as a point of immigration.
Indeed, one can consider the newspaper to be the urban medium par excellence. 
The paper’s daily publication schedule met with the demand for fast information and 
a new sense of time, brought forth by a new mobility and technological advancements. 
The fast writing and fast reading of the papers contrasted with the leisurely pace of the 
study of books. The urban readers did not have time to digest long reports or disquisi-
tions; they wanted short pieces. They would buy papers, read them cursorily, and then 
discard them. But they could also borrow them. For that, however, prospective read-
ers no longer needed to visit public libraries. Newspaper readers could frequent other 
places that offered the opportunity of reading as well as social gathering—primarily 
the coffeehouse. If the salon had provided the image for the structure and content of 
the feuilleton, the coffeehouse would now provide the local context of writing, read-
ing, and discussion.
In the coffeehouses, the writers of feuilletons would write, and their readers would 
read, and they could meet eye to eye. As the line between the news and the feuille-
ton began to waver, so did the line between the public and private realms. Journalists 
would write about private affairs, but their desk was in the public eye. Peter Altenberg 
(alias Richard Engländer) was a feuilleton writer known to be a Kaffeehausmensch, a 
person whose life took place in the coffeehouse where he wrote and where he was able 
to consult a wide range of newspapers as well.25
Jewish writers and artists like Altenberg became part of the new urban coffee-
house culture and helped to define it. Many of them became Kaffeehausmenschen par 
excellence, meeting, writing, and reading in the Café Central in Vienna or in the 
Romanisches Café in Berlin. For that, they had to secure a chair and sit down. But 
the opposite was true as well. The writing and reading of feuilletons were not neces-
sarily sedentary occupations as they could be done on the move. Feuilleton writers 
were known to explore the city. Indeed, writing and reading, and especially fast writ-
ing and reading, synchronized with the era of railroad travel and shortly the inven-
tion of the motorcar and commercial aviation. The erstwhile urban flaneur assumed 
an increasingly faster pace.
The Jewish journalist Daniel Spitzer became famous with his Wiener Spaziergänge, 
Viennese Walks, a series that began in 1865, moved to various papers, and was finally 
published in the Neue Freie Presse until 1892. Spitzer’s articles were viewed as social 
events.26 Walter Benjamin reflected on the figure of the flaneur in essays dedicated to 
Charles Baudelaire and nineteenth-century Paris, or to the childhood memories of 
Berlin. But conscious of the new twentieth century, feuilleton writers as commen-
tators exchanged the walks for drives. The hero of Döblin’s Berlin Alexanderplatz, 
Franz Biberkopf, would view the city from the streetcar, and Erwin Egon Kisch would 
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write in railroad cars.27 Karl Kraus’s fascination with his motorcar was famous, even if 
he did not have a driver’s license himself.28 “The airship is invented and the imagina-
tion crawls along like a stage-coach, ” Kraus would write; “automobile, telephone, and 
the mass dissemination of stupidity—who can say what the brains of the next gener-
ation will be like?”29 The newspaper was a mass medium that joined ranks and tried 
to keep up with these new inventions. The feuilleton writer was transgressing the city 
in every possible way, observing landmarks, relating incidents, and offering concen-
trated prose miniatures.
By the early twentieth century, the feuilleton had changed from a kind of simple text 
placed below the line to a proper genre. Writing for the feuilleton often corresponded 
to an appreciation of new music, modern art, and architecture devoid of ornament. 
The key to all was perhaps a changing perception of time that the new technological 
inventions and the new economy brought forth. Due to the possibilities of a quick 
turnaround, the feuilleton could be viewed as a constant intervention, and letters to 
the editors provided a constant feedback from the reading public.
A feuilleton article would now be more stringently defined. It was brief and reflec-
tive of the incidents or everyday events that would ultimately define modern culture. 
The feuilleton essay could pursue entertaining observations, such as Kurt Tucholsky’s 
question of why the cheese had holes,30 or philosophical reflections, such as Ernst 
Bloch’s or Benjamin’s Denkbilder or thought images, but it was now recognizable by its 
style.31 It rejected academic rigor and preferred personal, even subjective points of view. 
It offered a clear alternative to the desirable neutrality of scholarship or news reporting. 
It took a stand. It wanted to be reflective, but also to entertain. Feuilleton essays began 
to pride themselves on the well-turned phrase. And while the feuilleton had become 
an established part of the newspaper, it was often antiestablishment in style if not in 
content and of particular attraction to those writers who were outside the establish-
ment. Especially after the First World War, when book publishing became more diffi-
cult because of economic reasons, the newspaper offered publishing options that would 
make it possible for authors to address an even wider audience and even take a politi-
cal stance. In the early twentieth century, newspapers such as the Frankfurter Zeitung 
could be discriminating in turn and choose the most interesting authors for their pieces.
What, then, was the relationship of the feuilleton to German-Jewish culture by the 
early twentieth century? In the Golden Age of the feuilleton, the answer had to be as 
complex as ever. The feuilleton provided a publication forum for those Jewish authors 
who had not gained an academic position or yet produced best sellers. And what had 
perhaps begun at the time of the French Revolution in the historical context of a polit-
ical revolt at which Germans had remained derrière-garde, evolved in the early twenti-
eth century into the medium of the avant-garde for which German Jews in particular 
developed a certain affinity. It was understood to be clearly modern.
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NAV I G AT I N G 
M Y T H I C A L T I M E
Israeli Jewish Migrants and the 
Identity Play of Mirrors
Dani Kranz
IN THE END, you cannot escape yourself and your place in the world. The way 
Germany perceives us [Israelis] is entirely defined by the “past”. And I don’t only mean 
the Shoah, but the long history of relations between “Germany” and “Israel”—not only 
the State of Israel but the Israelites. It may be trivial, but sometimes you have to remind 
yourself: Berlin does not love me because I am gifted, clever, or because I speak English 
well or because I have a hot arse. She [Berlin] loves me because of Abraham Avino and 
Heinrich Himmler. At the end of the day, you are just a fantasy of somebody else. It 
is only because of that that this whole thing happens. You can live as though none of 
this exists, but it seems to me that it takes a lot of effort to inhibit. (Ofri Ilany, 2015)1
T he title of this volume, The Future of the German-Jewish Past, challenges concepts that fascinate anthropologists: time, space, and memory. Various anthropologists have addressed these topics; they seep through anthropo-
logical writing and theory.2 Scholars of other disciplines such as history, literature, or 
performance studies also engage with them in various ways; the titles are too numer-
ous to list. While my own attempt is transdisciplinary, it is based on multisited ethnog-
raphy and opportunistic, ethnographic data collections in Germany and in Israel/
Palestine, which began in 2002 while I worked in the field as an anthropologist. Yet 
my ethnographic work has been informed by my lifelong personal experiences.3 This 
essay looks at a specific ethno-religious group—Jewish Israelis, in a specific spatial loca-
tion, Germany, at a specific time, post-Shoah—all of which relate to specific, complex, 
contradictory, multifaceted, and competing constructions of memories by Israelis as 
well as about Israelis.4 These tie into memories of Jews, the construction of physical 
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memoryscapes and specific performances being interpreted as Jewish, turning non-Jews 
into assumed Jews,5 and in the same vein leading to specific expectations in individu-
als who happen to be Jews.6 Israelis and Jews, past, present, and future are inextrica-
bly linked in the particular trope of mythical time that is at the center of this paper.
My essay entwines some approaches to time, space, and memory and relates them 
to Israeli migrants—immigrants, emigrants, transmigrants, returnees, sojourners, 
however they referred to themselves—in Germany. I attempt to link negotiations 
about narratives of the past; interpretations of the present and visions of the future of 
the German-Jewish past. I also argue for the study of German-Jewish present(s) and 
future(s) set against a specific, yet differently conceptualized background, which the 
historian Ofri Ilany depicts bluntly in the quote above—an approach that must include 
Israeli Jews and which must be multivocal.7
Pre-Shoah German Judaism might well be dead; as Leo Baeck allegedly outlined 
as early as 1933, the German Jewry of pre-1933 does not exist anymore, the Requiem 
Germani outlasted its final tune,8 although it continues its existence in mythical memo-
ry.9 Be that as it may, living Jews exist in great diversity in present-day Germany, and 
Israelis form part of this diversity. Jews in Germany are anything but dead. Israelis 
constitute approximately 10 percent of all Jews in Germany, bringing their histories, 
their Israeli antecedents with them—and their own heterogeneous and conflicting ideas 
that intersect time, space, and memories. Against the backdrop of the past, they live 
the present and they envisage futures that carry a Jewish-Israeli twist.10 These Israelis 
are part of the future of German-Jewish studies.
The following discussion will be presented in three key sections. I open with a short 
overview of the approaches to time, space, and memory, which form the theoretical 
basis for my ethnographic vignettes, collected among Israeli migrants in Germany (not 
only in Berlin) between 2002 and the present. The second part of the discussion deals 
with Israelis living in Germany, and the third part introduces the notion of “mythi-
cal time” as a practice in which time, space, and memory collapse into a matrix that 
morphs and informs identities as a resource.11 Overall this discussion demonstrates 
how Israelis in Germany are impacted differently by the past and how they navigate 
their “mythical time, ” forming and informing their nuances of belonging that nour-
ish possible future scenarios. 
T I M E , S PAC E , A N D M E M O RY
Nancy Munn (1992) summarized a number of issues that had been covered in tempo-
ral theory by anthropologists and sociologists and cognate disciplines such as history 
and literary theory. While “time” might not have been the central research agenda in 
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specific output, it is always there—time is the movement of things in space. Standing 
still does not exist in physical reality. Munn argues forcefully that “we” can never escape 
time: ethnographic fieldwork is based in time, our observations encircle a specific 
temporal period, our research partners—some might remain fieldwork participants, 
others might become friends over time—act in time, in some way we—as anthropolo-
gists—live the moment with them, we produce temporal accounts. Based on its multi-
ple scopes, time within anthropological writing is inextricably linked to the analysis of 
structures of human groups and the time of individuals. We are subjects of time and 
to time; we employ time to structure ourselves, our groups, our societies, and we are 
structured by it; we use time as a differentiation mechanism within in-groups and to 
out-groups: “we, ” “us, ” “other, ” “time” are multilectal. Among early writings about 
time are those of Maurice Halbwachs (1925).12 He linked the process of remembering 
as a social praxis to “mnemonic agencies, ” which relate to landscapes as well as objects; 
they are not restricted to human beings.13 Halbwachs argued in favor of understand-
ing time, memory, and remembering, as defined by social relationships that are also 
informed by space, forming the triad “time, space, memories.”14
Social relationships including intergroup relations are subject to change over time: 
Maurice Halbwachs was murdered, starved to death in Buchenwald in 1945, less than 
two months before the end of the war. In regard to his untimely death the saying 
“time was not on his side” takes a bitter, infuriating meaning, which directly relates to 
a central aspect of this essay. The before, and the after, and that in the middle, which 
remains subject to numerous studies covering the Nazi regime, the multiple geno-
cides, the radicalization of masses, the trite racism of the everyday, the murder of 
millions, the administrative, bureaucratic support apparatus. The attempts to connect 
the before, the middle, and the after beg a strange comparison. In chronological order 
they compare to the tripartite structure of time in a ritual as stipulated by Arnold van 
Gennep (1909).15 They also relate to what Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi (1982)16 argued: 
that there is historic time, and that there is mythical time. In his argument myth-
ical time relates to the praxes of passing on the Jewish Covenant that is based on 
Jewish scripts through historical, and thus physical time. Drawing on Yerushalmi and 
Jacques Le Goff,17 who put forward the notion “of the heroic age, and beyond that, of 
the age of origins”18 that form the cornerstones of mythical memory,19 and consider-
ing the mnemonic praxes of Halbwachs and the inescapable presence of time as put 
forward by Munn, I argue that Israelis in present-day Germany navigate a mythical 
time of their own: the mythical time of the (alleged) German-Jewish symbiosis consti-
tutes the mythical memory benchmark, coming to terms with the aftermath of utter 
destruction and trauma, notions of the figure of the Jew20 are afloat, and Israelis are 
confronted with all this and their own personal, intimate familial memories—family 
myths—at the same time. 
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While (violent) antisemitism formed part of the everyday of the Weimar Republic, 
Jews had arrived at the center of society; they had risen to positions of power as epito-
mized by politicians such as Walther Rathenau and Kurt Eisner; and furthermore Jews 
intermarried with Germans in significant numbers.21 Non-Jewish Germans were torn 
about the Jews in their midst. For some, Jews had shifted from alien Asiatic people to 
German citizens of Jewish faith. Others believed in Jews being different and in the 
most extreme cases saw this difference residing in their “artfremdem Blut ” (foreign 
species blood).22 Jews in pre-Shoah Germany were heterogeneous; only the superim-
posed, racialized Jewishness united them into a blood-bound community of fate. From 
1933 onward they were targeted by increasingly discriminatory state-initiated, widely 
supported policies and violence, deported, and murdered.
In parallel to ritualistic time the “after” of the lives of Jews in post-Shoah Germany 
were irreversibly different from pre-Shoah. Times had changed in the most abso-
lute way. I think it is possible to speak of “traumatised time”: the before, the middle, 
and the after cannot be connected. The triad became subject to memory work, post-
memories, and contaminated intergenerativity of the second generation, which duly 
transmitted to the third generation in Germany and beyond.23 Only a tiny number 
of German Jews survived and only the tiniest number of those who had survived in 
exile returned. A significant number of those who returned had survived in the British 
mandate of Palestine and returned from there, or, post-1948, from Israel, turning these 
German Jews and their children into the first Israeli migrants.24 These surviving and 
returning German Jews were the minority of all Jews in (West) Germany. Eastern 
European displaced persons (DPs) constituted the majority, which was different from 
East Germany where German Jews were in the majority.25
It was not only the decimated Jewish population that had changed irreversibly; the 
German population had changed too. Some had believed in Nazi ideology and experi-
enced the downfall as a disaster, while others experienced it as liberation. Trauma and 
violence remained common in German family configurations.26 Some Germans who had 
opposed the Nazis returned; for example, Johannes Maier-Hultschin, the first spokes-
person of the parliament of the newly founded state of North Rhine-Westphalia.27 The 
state prosecutor Fritz Bauer returned and resumed office, determined that Auschwitz 
perpetrators should be brought to trial and sentenced in Germany. After spending 
years in Nazi concentration camps, Kurt Schumacher (SPD) became the first leader 
of the opposition in the Bundestag, dying prematurely in 1952. Yet, these individu-
als were the exception and their efforts met with substantial resistance. Nazi follow-
ers and sympathizers remained in positions of power after the war and their view of 
the world strongly impacted public discourse.28 Memory politics became increasingly 
fraught with time, or more precisely, with the second generation of postwar Germans 
coming of age. In part, this generation refused to accept the silence and the pleas of 
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ignorance of their parents’ generation, leading to intergenerational conflict at a soci-
etal level.29 To date, memory and memory politics remain fraught. Irit Dekel (2013) 
evidences different patterns of interpretations of the Holocaust memorial in Berlin; 
Nina Fischer (2015) shows specific familial memory nodes within Jewish families; 
while Kristin Platt (2012) highlights how memories of survivors are being doubted by 
German bureaucrats and Henning Borggräfe (2014) analyzes the struggles concern-
ing restitution for slave laborers as part of the process of Selbstaussöhnung (reconcili-
ation with oneself ) among Germans. How to deal with restitution for slave laborers 
came up in the case of Jan-Robert von Renesse.30 As a judge he was allegedly too empa-
thetic on the issue of the Ghettorente (ghetto pension).31 He was subjected to disci-
plinary action, removed from his position as a judge, and rewarded with a number of 
prizes by Jewish organizations and memory activists. He was not reinstated as a judge; 
the final agreement between von Renesse and the Ministry of Justice of the State of 
North Rhine-Westphalia is classified.32 And, to make matters worse, or more human, 
von Renesse’s family history could be interpreted as implicating him and removing him 
from the alleged neutrality of the legal professions.33 The grandfather of his Polish wife 
had been murdered in a camp; his own grandmother hailed from Saint Petersburg, 
transmitting the Russian language to him, enabling him to read correspondence from 
claimants in the original language and speak with them directly. Realistically, he was 
more than suited to deal with restitution cases due to his legal expertise and his access 
to discourses beyond the hegemonic German one, turning him, also realistically, into 
precisely the wrong expert due to too much expertise that hit too close.
Conflicts about how to remember, what to remember, and about memory land-
scapes replicate in material culture. Memorials exist in the shape of abstract sculp-
tures such as Ma’alot (Steps, Dani Karavan, 1986) next to Cologne’s main train 
station, or the Denkmal der ermordeten Juden in the center of Berlin (Memorial of 
the murdered Jews, Peter Eisenman and Richard Serra, 2004), but also in minor cities 
such as Bergheim/Erft in depersonalized, deindividualized shapes.34 Stolpersteine have 
been laid across various German cities, reminding passers-by of those who were taken 
from their midst, prosecuted, brutalized, and murdered—naming the individual 
and supplying basic biographic data. Memorials can also take the shape of Mahn-35 
und Gedenkstätten (memorial sites), making them different in outlay from museums. 
Mahn- und Gedenkstätten might include exhibitions and they might be in buildings 
of specific historical significance such as the NS-Dokumentationszentrum in Cologne, 
housed in the former Nazi administration building, which includes the former prison 
of the Gestapo in its basement. Yet memory and memorialization do not end with 
these official spaces: memories travel in the form of objects, an issue taken up by the 
Historisches Museum Frankfurt that poses the uneasy question Geerbt. Gekauft. 
Geraubt? Alltagsdinge und ihre NS-Vergangenheit (Inherited. Bought. Stolen? Things of 
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the Everyday and Their NS-Past).36 Time, memories, and space form a triad in Germany 
that cannot be escaped—the triad hangs in the air, it is on the ground, in the ground, 
in buildings, in artifacts, in personal memories, and embodied in praxes of the every-
day. To inhibit it all would not only take significant willpower; as Ilany stated: “I argue 
that the inhibited comes out in uncanny, unforeseen ways—it is impossible to inhibit.”
Memorial plaque, Bergheim/Erft, Germany. (Courtesy Dani Kranz, 2018.)
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M Y T H I C A L I S R A E L I S
“This train really goes to Wannsee? To the Wannsee?” As a German born and raised, 
native German-speaking, German Israeli this question surprised me during fieldwork 
in Berlin. Where else would this train go, is there a different Wannsee? I wondered—a 
thought that was cut short by the utterance: “So this is where it really happened.” 
Place names and spatialities triggered specific conceptualizations for the newly arrived 
Israelis, living up to the “mnemonic agencies” of Maurice Halbwachs. Spatialities or 
memorials caused them to react differently, sometimes less than me, sometimes more. 
“The trains, when I see these trains [cargo trains, D.K.], they just remind me . . .” was an 
admission at the train station in a suburb of Cologne that I had been using my whole 
life and which mainly annoyed me as a commuter. The Shoah had never before crossed 
my mind at my train station. Contrary to this “trite trauma memoryscape” memori-
als barely created harrowing thoughts, as their scope was clear so that one could avoid 
them at will; they were spatially limited and detached from everyday routines. Trains 
seemed to be frozen in time. They were experienced as a generalized epitome of terror 
and genocide, an abject object of the everyday, directly connected to Israeli memory-
scapes of the Shoah.37 
They formed part of an Israeli 
metanarrative that shifted the 
Shoah away from personal, famil-
ial memories to cultural memo-
ries, creating cultural trauma as 
an effect,38 and one could add, 
the absolute negative version 
of mythical memory par excel-
lence. Often, Israelis who came 
to Germany had little factual 
knowledge about the past of their 
families—an issue that came up 
in autobiographically infused 
productions such as the films 
The Flat (Dir. Arnon Goldfinger, 
2011), or Schnee von Gestern (Dir. 
Yael Reuveni, 2014). During field-
work, statements such as: “I really 
had thought that nobody in my 
family had died [murdered during 
the Shoah, D.K.] before I came 
Child running through the Shoah Memorial, Rabin 
Square, Tel Aviv, Israel. (Courtesy Dani Kranz, 2013.)
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here [to Germany], ” occurred with surprising regularity, alongside impromptu insights 
that the Shoah played on one’s mind and came up in odd situations.39
A decade later, the same Israeli who had assumed his family had been spared, 
returned to our conversation: “I really thought that nobody had been killed. I mean, I’d 
be the only Ashkenazi who’d not lost family.” His tone of voice indicated sarcasm, how 
he had been affected by time and spatialities: he could not uphold his Israeli-informed 
denial strategy in the wake of more than a decade of familiarity with Germany. Instead, 
his knowledge reflected my own puzzled and highlighted field-note, jotted down all 
those years earlier. Despite this knowledge he remains sure that Germany is “a father-
land” to him “like it is for you as well, ” an issue we agree to disagree upon. To him, 
Germany feels like home (“I came home, I fit in better here than in Israel.”), while it 
remains a perplexing and at times an alienating and strange country to me, despite, or 
possibly because of my nativity, local knowledge, and linguistic/cultural skills.40 Asked 
about reasons for migration to Germany as part of our project The Migration of Israeli 
Jews to Germany since 1990, 50.6 percent indicated that German culture attracted them 
to Germany specifically, 30 percent stated they held German citizenship, 70 percent 
self-identified as Ashkenazim, while 55 percent had surviving parents or grandparents. 
This barrage of quantitative data tied in with interviews and ethnographic observations. 
The Israeli migrants had a specific attraction to Germany and/or Europe, which had 
been transmitted within their families and which underpinned their identity config-
urations, leading to an actual or imagined similarity to other Germans/Europeans. 
Germanness and Europeanness in the specific shape of Yekkishkeit and Ashkenaziut 
had been transmitted against the Israeli odds within families.41
Israelis, my research participants and I, navigate mythical time in a specific mythi-
cal space infused with mythical memories, in which past, present, and future collapse 
and congeal, forming a sticky matrix none of us could shake off: we were impacted and 
implicated. But we were not only subject to our own constructions that might lead 
to fall-traps, we were also subject to the phenomenon “Israelis in Germany, ” which 
was guided by curiosity, wishes, and desires from the (heterogeneous) German side.42 
In 2011, the German and Israeli media picked up on the alleged mass migration of 
Israelis to Berlin (as opposed to Germany). Indeed, mass migration is a gross overstate-
ment. Between 20,000 and 25,000 Israelis live in Germany—this figure includes dual 
German/Israeli citizens as well as individuals who are defined statistically as falling into 
the category “migration background” Israel; these “individuals with an Israeli tinge” 
might or might not agree to this bureaucratically superimposed category. The latest 
figures of the major Israeli communities indicate a plateau. Yet, these very few Israelis 
became subject to media scrutiny: Who were they? Why were they here? And why did 
they come to Germany of all places? The Israeli migrants were assumed to be Jews, an 
assumption that holds for the majority according to our data. Besides being migrants 
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of identity, Israelis sought professional and educational opportunities—approximately 
one third migrated for family reasons. Yet, German discourse was biased toward inter-
preting Israelis, supporting the argument of Michal Y. Bodemann that Jews conduct 
ideological labor for the German non-Jewish majority.43 Continuing Bodemann’s 
argument, Max Czollek argued that Jews are tied to specific themes, “antisemitism, 
Holocaust and Israel, ”44 which is amplified for Israeli Jews, who are not only Jews, but 
Jews from Israel and thus “Superwiedergutmachungsjuden, ” which means Jews who 
were related directly to having made good (Wiedergutmachung) the past: all of these 
intersecting factors assume a specific performance of the Israelis from the German 
side. Whether Israelis are happy in Germany; whether they suffer antisemitism; how 
they deal with the past; where they stand politically on the Israeli and the German 
governments was of major interest in Germany. While the majority of Israeli migrants 
defined themselves as liberal to moderate in political terms, and while they voiced crit-
icism, their criticism of the Israeli government was taken up and reflected through a 
specific German filter. Criticizing Israel remains an issue related to the German past, 
confirming Bodemann’s, Czollek’s, and my assessments.45 Yet, not only the memory 
of this past is shaping German/Israeli encounters—the Palestinian/Israeli conflict is 
becoming more decisive46 in this relationship as a growing number of Germans view 
Israel in an unfavorable light. Israel-specific antisemitism has been increasing, inde-
pendently of the influx of refugees/asylum seekers/migrants from the Middle East.47
NAV I G AT I N G M Y T H I C A L T I M E 
I N R E A L L I F E T I M E
Israelis migrate to Germany and the number of Israeli migrants has increased since 
the early 2000s. The migration is neither a mass migration nor a reverse aliyah. Aliyah 
le’Berlin is not happening. Israelis move to Germany for a number of reasons ranging 
from economic to professional, family, identity, return, love, and culture. Whatever 
their individual reasons, Israelis in Germany cannot escape the past in the present and 
neither can Jews or non-Jews in Germany. Time, space, and memory play into their 
being in the country in various ways, creating a specific mythical time in which past, 
present, and future collapse and congeal in a particular way, supporting certain expec-
tations, interpretations, and relations, which in turn are subject to temporal dynam-
ics. Yet they are never independent and “beyond” the past.
While time elapses further from the Shoah and most current Israeli migrants fall 
within the “third-generation” age bracket, they carry specific “memory luggage, ” inter-
preting their German present(s) and envisaging their German future(s) in a specifically 
Israeli-inflected way. The impact of the past in the present and in the future shows by 
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way of quantitative data and ethnographic observations and also cultural productions of 
Israeli or German/Israeli co-productions. To date these often maintain a Shoah focus. 
The recent film Back to the Fatherland (2017) is awash with intersections of time, space, 
and memory—and also fantasies, underlining the issue that one can try to inhibit, as 
Ofri Ilany stated, but as I claim, one is bound to fail. The poster of the film is adorned 
with a reversed Nazi-Reichsadler (Nazi eagle), which forms the base of a menorah. The 
base of the menorah has exactly the same pattern as the menorah on the cover of Israeli 
passports; its arms turn into branches of a tree (of life, etz haim). The poster connects 
past, present, and future (growth) that springs from a negative symbiosis based on the 
“middle” segment of the tripartite structure outlined above.48
Below is the emblem of the title of the film with “fatherland” in pseudo-gothic 
script, a script widely used by the Nazis, while at the top the poster asks: “Do you have 
to ignore the past to build a future?” It is not only my contention that doing so is a 
nonoption, but even more that it is outright dangerous. An attempt to ignore, ignores 
factual history. It ignores the fraught and complex past and present. It oversimplifies 
human relationships. The before and the after remain separated by the middle sequence, 
the traumatized time that thwarts the notion of “normalcy” and which, supported by 
mythical memories, feeds into the creation of mythical time in which past, present, and 
future congeal. While “normalcy” 
is a construct, the construction of 
this specific abnormality needs 
to be unraveled and its various 
nuances need to be unpacked, 
as these impact on individuals, 
families, but also the questions 
we tackle in research. We enter 
the past, present, future mythi-
cal time matrix of which we, as 
researchers, are also part. A future 
task of German-Jewish history 
and also of Jews in Germany, 
including Israelis in Germany, 
is to unpick this mythical time 
creation from their perspectives, 
as it cannot be escaped. Israelis 
who remain in Germany might 
find this time in their faces in the 
shape of their own children who 
beg the questions that cannot be 
Film poster, Back to the Fatherland. (Copyright GreenKat 
Productions and Shani Avni, 2017. Used with permission.)
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escaped by anybody implicated in the sticky matrix of time, spaces, and memories:49 
these children create their own identities, which forces parents to reflect on theirs and 
to enter intergenerational negotiations. The negotiations contain questions concern-
ing what is constructed as German, what as Jewish, and what as Israeli, and how this 
triad—another triad—can be connected. How can it be navigated productively for 
the individuals concerned? This, among other topics, should be tackled in histori-
cally informed, present-centered, and future-driven anthropological and sociological 
research as part of the Future of the German-Jewish Past, present, and future.
AC K N OWL E D G M E N T S
While writing this paper, my great-uncle Johannes Frankenberg entered my pensée 
time and again. A survivor of imprisonment in the Weimar Republic, Buchenwald, 
and the GDR apparatus, he remained a wayward beekeeper across time, space, and any 
German regime he encountered during his lifetime. My mother remembers her uncle 
as difficult and streitbar (argumentative). His fate is resplendent with the randomness 
of survival. He had been forced to dig his own grave in Buchenwald; the sole reason he 
was not shot was based on the fact that he was a master bootmaker. I never retrieved 
any official information about him. He, like so many others, live solely in the memories 
of their families, but as a true nobody he will never be subject to historical research. I 
wish I had had the opportunity—time—with him as an adult anthropologist. He died 
of natural causes when I was less than ten years old, yet he is seared into my memory 
as Onkel Hans, walking with my dad and me to visit his bees, and the bees crawling all 
over him and stinging my dad. By the same token I am grateful for the mythical time 
I have spent, that I am spending and will hopefully continue to spend with Emanuel 
Marx, who has informed my coming of age as an anthropologist in unforeseen ways.
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“ T H E S U N D O E S N OT 
S H I N E ,  I T R A D I AT E S”
On National( ist) Mergings in German 
Philosemitic Imager y of Tel Aviv
Hannah C. Tzuberi
T he city of Tel Aviv occupies a special place in German philosemitic imag-ery. It is a Jewish, Mediterranean, model city, a place of longing and free-dom, a secular paradise. The question I flesh out in this essay is whether this 
image of Tel Aviv has a redemptive function within German politics of memory and 
embodies, to some extent, an imagined mirror-image of the ideal German state: liberal, 
modern, secular, and free. I argue that this image of Tel Aviv, the “White City, ” does 
not evoke alienation, but rather proximity, often accompanied by imagined physi-
cal intimacy between a feminine German and a masculine Jewish figure: an antidote 
to the German male soldier and the feminized Jew. I suggest that when the so-called 
“Berlin–Tel Aviv axis” is epitomized as a German-Jewish axis, it is the image of a Tel 
Avivian Jew that becomes an integral part of German national identity, history, and 
desire. The injured and feminized body of the European Jew is substituted with the 
virile body of the male, athletic, secular, Zionist Jew.
S C H L O M I A N D T I NA , I TAY A N D 
H A N NA , I S R A E L A N D G E R M A N Y: 
L O N G I N G F O R A NAT I O N
I began thinking about the centrality of Tel Aviv in German discourse concerning Israel 
while leafing through the pages of a magazine published annually by the Berlin office 
of the Women’s International Zionist Organization (WIZO). The journal featured a 
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travelogue by a German tourist, “Like every year, I fly to Tel Aviv” (Denn wie immer 
flog ich nach Tel Aviv), and read as follows:
Nothing in Tel Aviv is just itself. The sun does not shine, it radiates. The sky is not 
cloudless, it is cobalt-blue. One does not simply go jogging in Tel Aviv—one runs as 
if everything was at stake. . . . Without a single mistake, for hours, ping-pong players 
(called matkot) on Tel Aviv’s beaches hit the ball back and forth, dressed only in small 
bathing suits—in Tel Aviv one is not shy, in Tel Aviv one takes it all: If you wear a 
bikini, you wear it as low as possible. If you have big breasts, you have huge breasts. 
If you have long, curly hair, it reaches your butt. If you are beautiful, you are breath-
taking. If you have children, you have at least three. And if a woman walks with her 
child, this is no reason for Israeli men not to whistle after her. . . . The portions in 
restaurants are never small, the cocktail glasses are always full . . . the music is always 
loud, dancing is always wild. . . . Like a stormy lover, Tel Aviv holds me in its beau-
tiful hands, flirts with me, beguiles me, sets its dark eyes upon me, courts me. . . . It 
is here where everything is possible.1
This text is, at first glance, about a German tourist enjoying the sight of Israeli matkot 
players and other exotic bodies on Tel Aviv’s beaches. It is straightforwardly vulgar, 
employs sexual imagery, focuses on male and female bodily features, and takes virility 
as emblematic of Tel Aviv as such—the city’s inhabitants’ very bodies are virtual carri-
ers of the city’s spirit. I would argue, however, that this text represents more than a 
travelogue gone awry. It is part of an entire web of texts, a German national discourse, 
which envisions a merging (at times sexual) between Israel (specifically Tel Aviv) and 
Germany (specifically Berlin). This text can be read as an advertisement for the state 
of Israel precisely because it does not stand out. The German tourist, in describing her 
annual pilgrimage to Tel Aviv, represents a female Germany, with Israel as her virile, 
carnal object of desire. The feminine Germany here has a philozionist voice and it is 
this Germany that appears in stark contrast to the “other” Germany—the Germany of 
antisemitism, violence, and war, the Germany of the male soldier. Israelis, in contrast, 
become inversions of the feminized, prewar, diasporic Jew. Matkot-playing men in 
shorts—hassling even women with children—and women with “huge breasts in bikinis” 
are hypersexualized, primitively virile Orientals, rather than pale and pious Ostjuden.
In numerous movies, newspaper articles, and autobiographical stories, storylines 
concerning the meeting of a female Germany and a male Israel are reenacted.2 In the 
blockbuster film Hanna’s Journey (Hannas Reise), for instance, viewers follow a German 
social worker (a female caretaker) traveling to Israel as a volunteer for the NGO Aktion 
Friedensdienste (Action Service of Peace, referring to Aktion Sühnezeichen, literally: 
“Action Sign of Atonement”).3 While there, Hanna meets her Israeli lover, Itay, who 
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taunts her with jokes about the Holocaust. His embrace ultimately delivers her from 
shame, guilt, and constraint, and in the end, he redeems not only her, but the entire 
German nation: he moves to Berlin to open a club together with other Israeli expa-
triates. Without necessarily intending to voice critique, one of the movie’s reviewers 
aptly captures its subtext: “If, at the end of this open love story, there remains a sense 
of ‘it is complicated,’ this is not only about the relationship between Hanna and Itay, 
but also about the relationship between Germany and Israel.”4
As a further example, I would like to consider the plot of a recently published 
German language-learning book for Israelis:
Chapter 1: Shlomi and Tina
This is Shlomi and his girlfriend Tina. Shlomi is Israeli. He was born in Petah Tiqva. 
Tina is German. She was born in Berlin. Tina likes to eat hummus and Bamba 
(peanut puffs, H. T.). She is a real Berliner! Shlomi likes sausages. He is a real Israeli! 
Shlomi and Tina are a couple and they live in Berlin. One day, Shlomi returns home 
after a long day of work and sees Tina sitting on packed bags. “I do not want to live 
in Berlin any longer, ” Tina screams. “I am done with Berlin! It is too cold here, and 
there is too much pork.5 I want to live in Petah Tiqva and eat hummus and Bamba.” 
Shlomi is shocked! He loves Tina, but he also loves Berlin and he wants to stay in 
Berlin. Apart from that, Shlomi likes drinking beer.6
The romantic relationship between Shlomi, an Israeli man, and Tina, a German woman, 
is simultaneously a desirous relation between nation states. “Shlomi loves Tina, ” as the 
German-born and Tel Aviv–living author of the book assures her readers, yet Shlomi 
also loves beer and Berlin, and Tina, respectively, Bamba, hummus, and Israel. Tina 
and Shlomi are a couple, as are Germany and Israel, represented here via their respec-
tive national dishes.
The mention of Bamba, a peanut butter-flavored snack produced in Israel since 
1964, is particularly interesting in this context. Bamba evokes an advanced, intimate, 
insider knowledge and disambiguates the other dish mentioned, namely hummus. 
Hummus is, first of all, well known among Germans with less affinity for Israel, and 
could, secondly, be “misunderstood” as part of Palestinian or Lebanese cuisine. In 
contrast to hummus, Bamba is, in terms of its underlying semiotics, unambiguously 
associated with Israel, and knowing what Bamba is implies intimate, embedded knowl-
edge of everyday Israel. Moreover, this kind of knowledge is, crucially, not articulated 
by Shlomi, but by Tina. Books designed for language instruction routinely convey a 
sense of familiarity with the everyday habits (including culinary habits) of the coun-
try in which the language being taught is primarily spoken. In a French-, Italian-, or 
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Russian-language book, “Pierre, ” “Roberto, ” and “Dimitri” speak about French wine, 
Italian pasta, or Russian vodka—in a German language-learning book, the appearance 
of “Tina” as a carrier of insider German knowledge is thus predictable. However, the 
specific kind of German insider knowledge that Tina conveys is actually Israeli insider 
knowledge, and this is not, I would argue, because the book’s protagonists were acci-
dentally mixed up. The specific German habit that potential Israeli clients are being 
taught here is German philozionism, embodied by Tina, or as the end of the first 
chapter puts it: “Tina likes hummus and Bamba. She is a real Berliner! Shlomi likes 
sausage. He is a real Israeli!”7
I N C O R P O R AT I N G J EWS
I have dwelled on the occurrence of Bamba in the above-mentioned German language- 
learning book because I think that Bamba here is an important signifier, one that (unin-
tentionally) hints at the undercurrents of German postunification nation-building and 
the incorporation of Jews (both as German citizens and as the state of Israel) therein. I 
take Bamba to be a speck that marks, like an iceberg’s summit peeking out of the ocean, 
the conditions underlying this allegedly apolitical text. Although it is often concealed by 
rhetoric striving for “normality” or calls “not to single out, ” I argue that, politically, the 
singling out of both Jews and the state of Israel is rather the perpetually enforced norm. 
In fact, I am suggesting that German longing for Israel—as expressed in the travelogue 
in WIZO ’s magazine or the language-learning book and the absorption of Israeli insider 
knowledge—can be read as a micro-level representation of the German state’s longing 
for, and absorption of, Jews into its own postwar history of national salvation. I will first 
sketch what I think are the major contours of the German state’s incorporation of Jews 
into its national imagery, specifically following the fall of the Berlin wall. I will attempt 
to delineate German philosemitic yearning for a German-Jewish merging, that is, for a 
moment in which the German and the Jewish become indistinguishable—not through a 
dissolution of the Jewish or the German, but through an identification of the Jewish with 
the German and vice versa: a moment in which Germanness and Jewishness merge as 
one. In a second step, I will place the yearning for the state of Israel and specifically for Tel 
Aviv into such a German, desire-based identification with Jews and argue that the image 
of “Tel Aviv Judaism” solves the tensions that are inherent in the idea of German-Jewish 
oneness. To put it bluntly, I will attempt to explain why “Tina likes Bamba.”
A paradigmatic expression of the German embrace of Jews after the fall of the Berlin 
wall can be seen in a parliamentary debate of 1990 when, following the collapse of the 
Soviet Union, a growing number of Russians categorized as Jews by Soviet authorities 
migrated to Germany, initially most via a tourist visa.8 Responding to this migration, 
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the German parliament set out to debate the Russian-Jewish migrants’ legal status. 
Yet, there was, strictly speaking, no debate at all. Each parliamentary speaker, span-
ning all political parties, expressed an emotional, explicit, and vehement statement 
in favor of “Jewish migration.”9 Support even outweighed the state of Israel’s opposi-
tion: despite occasional nods to Israel’s claim to be the one and only homeland of the 
Jews, the German government did not initially heed the Israeli government’s request 
not to grant permanent residency to Jewish migrants from the former Soviet Union.10 
Inasmuch as the wish to enable Jewish migration here also trumped legal norms—
such as a prohibition on discriminating against, or privileging people based on gender, 
ethnicity, or religion—legal scholar Michael Demel concludes that “the attempt to 
re-establish flourishing Jewish communal life, and to supply the personnel for this, 
if necessary, also through migration cannot be depicted via the apparatus entailed in 
positive law.”11 The German state’s policy regarding the migration of Jews is for Demel 
something that is “beyond the framework of regular legal thought.”12
Whatever the legal, constitutional, or bureaucratic obstacles might have been, the 
political desirability of Jewish migration was non-negotiable: Germany’s readmission 
into the circle of “civilized nations, ” its legitimacy as a unified nation-state in the pres-
ent, required proof of having overcome the past and the “return of Jews” was thought 
to provide evidence of just that: If Jews today return to Germany, then Germany is 
no longer antisemitic, and hence, legitimate.13 Jewish migration to Germany was thus 
part and parcel of a nation-building project reminiscent of the Israeli Law of Return 
in that it defines Jews, both absent and present, as an inherent part of the nation, in 
contrast and opposition to those who may live in the territory, and who may be given 
various grades of temporary toleration, but are not part of the nation’s raison d’etat. 
Gastarbeiter (guest workers) from Turkey, who have lived in Germany since the late 
1960s following agreements between Germany and Turkey, are not part of the collec-
tive, whereas Jews, even before they actually migrate, are “our fellow citizens” (unsere 
Mitbürger) and an integral part of the nation’s self.14
Political scientist Jonathan Laurence has researched the differing treatment of 
Turkish-Muslim migrants and Russian-Jewish migrants and summarizes that “the 
strongly divergent bureaucratic treatment of two ‘transnational’ immigration groups 
. . . has not been influenced by overarching human rights discussions or international 
institutions. The outcomes are rather the resulting national debates over historical 
responsibility and the assimilability of immigrants in German society, ” an assimila-
bility that is the result of “the projection of ‘German traits’ onto non-German Jews.”15 
Cornelia Schmalz-Jacobsen, former federal commissioner for foreign affairs, is quoted 
by Laurence, musing that “when I go to a Russian migrant settlement . . . I don’t feel 
like I’m in Germany anymore, because everyone is speaking Russian . . . but we put a 
template over them and say, ‘These are Germans!’ And we put the same template over 
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the Jews.”16 Jews get a “German template, ” unlike other migrant groups who do not 
get this template and carry a “different religion.” In the words of the commissioner of 
Questions of Foreigners at Berlin’s Ministry of Interior Affairs: “The more different the 
religion, the more the religious ideas make integration harder. And, if I may say so, it is 
especially hard with the Muslim population, with their intellectually restricted back-
ground, because they are so traditional, they don’t even accept the role of women in the 
same way as we do in our society.”17 Jews, in contrast to Muslims, do not have a “different 
religion, ” but are “Germans in Germany with a specific religious alignment, ” who “pose 
no problems either for security or religious tolerance.”18 The political-epistemological 
undercurrents that informed the differentiation of migrants from the former Soviet 
Union as Jews were thus radically different from those that directed the roughly simul-
taneous differentiation of another group of (post-)migrants as Muslims.19
Even though religious differentiation was applied to both migrant groups, they 
were seen through different lenses and kept epistemologically and politically sepa-
rate: When Jews were incorporated into Germany’s national imaginary they became 
“Germans with a specific religious alignment, ” whereas Muslims were framed as a 
threat, an element essentially foreign to Germanness.
Such differentiation, as also noted by Laurence, is unrelated to some kind of de 
facto greater Jewish conformity versus Islamic deviance, but has to be seen as an effect 
of Holocaust memory. Memory has infused conscience vis-à-vis Jews into Germany’s 
national interest and impacts the way Jews are administered, discussed, and studied 
in political, media, legal, and academic contexts.20 The negative views of the practices 
associated with Islam can be cast in the light of a legitimate and even necessary inter-
vention that aims to liberate society from various forms of illiberal, cultural-religious 
deficiencies and to separate acceptable forms of religious practice from suspicious 
ones. However, a similarly negative view of Jewish practices would evoke the fear of 
antisemitism (or rather, the fear of being called an antisemite) and an undermining of 
the moral imperative of “never again.”21 Knowledge of what that kind of thing leads to 
makes the problematization of Jews akin to the problematization of Muslims a politi-
cal impossibility. Therefore, I would argue that the protection of Jewish practices and 
the recognition of Jews’ vulnerability in contemporary Germany is not related to an 
acknowledgment of Jews’ vulnerability vis-à-vis the state qua minority but is rather a 
result of the salience of Holocaust memory, which structures the German state’s rela-
tion to Jews—a relation defined by a recognition of Jews’ vulnerability and need of 
protection as an already historically injured collective. Minorities that have not been 
annihilated by Nazi Germany, or that came under German colonial rule and genocidal 
violence preceding the Holocaust (such as the Herero and Nama), or even non-Jewish 
victims of the Nazi genocide (such as Sinti and Roma), are thus not implicated in the 
same way that Jews are in the normative commitment to “never again.”
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This is not to say that the German state’s commitment to the protection and support 
of Jews is irrelevant as far as non-Jewish minorities are concerned, but rather that this 
commitment crucially structures the arguments non-Jewish minorities can make on 
their own behalf. Because political mercy in the present is deduced from the memory of 
the Nazi Holocaust, it is the association of contemporary discrimination against Islamic 
practices with antisemitism that is politically effective.22 In reverse, the dissociation of 
contemporary discrimination from antisemitism serves the intensification and legiti-
mation of policies that aim at the restriction and/or criminalization of Islamic practice. 
When the contemporary “Muslim question” is made to appear historically unprece-
dented and an entirely new type of problem that pertains exclusively to Islam, then 
Muslims cannot benefit from the effective hesitation that pertains to the (renewed) 
injury of a Jewish body.23
It is thus an atoned relation to Jews, and specifically to Jews, that is a crucial 
ingredient of the German state’s legitimation and practice of citizenship: a commit-
ment to anti-antisemitism is a hallmark of what it means to be properly German, 
in the sense that the stance against antisemitism can be expressed not only as an 
empathic identification with Jews, but also as a standing-in as Jews. For instance, in 
the parliamentary debate discussed previously, the annihilation of European Jewry 
was repeatedly referred to as an act of “self-harm, ” an “amputation of our own limb, ” 
a “bloodletting” of the German nation; that is, the injury of Jews—even the Nazi 
genocide—can be rhetorically turned into an injury to the German state.24 In recent 
years, indeed, even Jewish ritual items, primarily the kippa, have been increasingly 
made to transcend their traditional, conventional semiotics and morph from signi-
fiers of religious practice into symbols of the tolerant, liberal state, standing in for 
“our democracy” and “our values.”25 If, in the words of Laurence, national debates 
over historical responsibility and the assimilability of immigrants in German soci-
ety were structured by “the projection of ‘German traits’ onto non-German Jews, ” 
then I’d posit the existence of the reversed phenomenon too: Inasmuch as the “return 
of Jews” and “flourishing Jewish communities” became constitutive ingredients of 
the new, tolerant, and liberal state, the “Jewish voice” (in the widest possible sense) 
became a desired asset, as notions of tolerance, religious freedom, acceptable reli-
giosity, and antisemitism became tied to the state’s legitimacy and Jews’ testimony 
thereof. Jews then inhabit a bifurcated position: on the one hand, the state’s “self ” 
and its citizens’ normative commitments are being negotiated upon the question of 
its relation to Jews: How much weight can historical responsibility play in moments 
in which freedom of religion and secular norms clash? Does conscience and histori-
cal responsibility disable the criminalization of, say, ritual circumcision? Do refugees 
“import” antisemitism and are borders therefore to be closed, or is Germany—because 
of its historical responsibility and the memory of closed borders for Jewish refugees 
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in the past—bound to “open” its borders? New Germany and its relation to Jews 
is, in short, where questions related to the state’s national self are being negotiated, 
where the acceptable is marked from the unacceptable, specifically, where notions 
of “acceptable religiosity” can be broadened or narrowed and borders be opened or 
closed. On the other hand, this means that Jews and the “Jewish voice, ” in its broad-
est possible definition, becomes a signifier of new Germany, so that even the Nazi 
Holocaust can become an “act of self-harm, ” or contemporary violence against Jews 
an attack “against our democracy.”
“ WH AT I F I S R A E L WA S G E R M A N Y ?”
The demonstration of an anti-antisemitic stance through identification not with, but 
as Jews can be extended to the level of national identification, that is, to the identi-
fication of Germany as Israel. Thus, over the course of “Operation Pillar of Cloud” 
(November 2012), the B.Z., a Berlin-based daily tabloid, featured on the cover page of 
its December 20, 2012 print edition the phrase “What if Berlin Was Israel . . . ?” illus-
trated with a projection of a map of Berlin onto one of Israel with red dots marking 
missile strikes.26 Similarly, on August 11, 2014, during “Operation Protective Edge” 
( July–August 2014), Bild, another German tabloid, published portraits of Israeli 
soldiers who were killed under the header “The Fallen.” “The Fallen, ” in terms of 
visual semiotics, however, conveyed (and I think was meant to convey) a sense of “our 
fallen.”27 Israel becomes palpable as if it were, in fact, Germany. “Tina likes hummus 
and Bamba. She is a real Berliner! Shlomi likes sausage. He is a real Israeli!” is a more 
personalized version of a longing for a national German-Israeli merging and blur-
ring of boundaries.
It is in the context of an imagined and desired merging that the longing for Tel 
Aviv (or rather, an image of Tel Aviv) can be situated. Tel Aviv, I suggest, stabilises 
the figure of the Jew by normalizing Judaism, thereby effecting a separation from the 
figure of the Muslim and from memory of the Holocaust. Both these effects enable 
a more “easy-going, ” undisturbed intermingling, on both an interpersonal and a 
political-national level, that finds expression—to return to the text I began with—in 
personal and/or national embraces. To make this point, it is apt to return to the trav-
elogue with which I opened this essay and quote part of its first paragraph:
It is about time to see Israel without politics, but rather as that which it really is: a 
country full of hope, full of possibilities, full of passion, full of joy of living, and full 
of extremes. Tel Aviv places on top of all of this its crown, or, in politically correct 
terms, its kippa.
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Notably, this call to see Israel as that “which it really is” is embedded in a section in 
which the travelogue’s author alludes to Janosch’s The Trip to Panama (Oh, wie schön ist 
Panama), a famous children’s story.28 In this story, a little tiger and a little bear decide 
that Panama must be the land of their dreams and set off on a quest to find it. Their 
longing is triggered by a crate floating past them that has the word “Panama” written 
on it and smells of bananas. The travelogue’s author muses that had the crate smelled 
of oranges, the bear and the tiger would have picked Israel as the land of their dreams, 
describing it with the same words they use (in the story) to describe Panama: “In Israel, 
everything smells like oranges. Israel is the land of our dreams.” (The original story 
reads “In Panama, everything smells like bananas. Panama is the land of our dreams.”) 
However, whereas the children’s story precisely highlights the incongruence between 
an object’s image as created by desire and the material realities of the same object, in 
the travelogue, the “real Israel” is congruent with what a German tourist imagines it to 
be: a country full of hope, passion, life, and so on. The real Israel is what a philozion-
ist German tourist wants it to be.
To some extent, this is not unusual in the context of a travelogue. Descriptions 
of Mediterranean beaches are used to sell ideas, feelings, and images to attract tour-
ists. Yet this travelogue diverges from other standard descriptions of Mediterranean 
beaches: Tel Aviv has a kippa on its head. Akin to the specification of Bamba, this 
detail is crucial. Judaism here is not envisioned via cliché-laden, old-world icons, such 
as Hasidic Jews praying at the Western Wall, but as athletic, attractive men on a beach. 
Jerusalem is a land of “once upon a time, ” preserved and visited out of touristic duty, 
the way one is obliged to look at museums or ancient excavations. Jerusalem is history, 
yet the new Jewish city, what Israel “really is, ” is Tel Aviv. Tel Aviv is not a city that is 
simply different from Jerusalem, but Jerusalem’s legitimate, modern, and Jewish (namely, 
kippa-wearing) heir.29
This travelogue then is an expression of philosemitic desire expressed in secular 
terms, as a desire for a Zionist, Tel Avivian Jew who can be smoothly incorporated, 
embedded, and absorbed into new Germany’s own liberal, tolerant imaginary. Via the 
kippa, Tel Avivian Judaism can be easily differentiated as “authentically Jewish”—yet Tel 
Aviv is also a liberal, modern, entertaining city, associated (like Berlin) with Western 
freedom, tolerance, creativity, and openness. Tina and Shlomi, Hanna and Itay, and 
the journalist on the beach do not challenge but partake in “Western freedom.” Like 
Tel Aviv, they wear a kippa—that is, they are identified and situated as Jews—while 
playing sports on the beach or drinking beer. Tel Avivian Judaism, understood here 
as a secular-liberal epistemological and political idea, thus enables a certain normal-
ization of Judaism. It allows for intermingling under the umbrella of an urban, liberal 
lifestyle and Tel Aviv and Berlin’s shared adherence to the constitutive ingredients of 
what Webb Keane calls the “moral narrative of modernity.”30 In Tel Aviv (or perhaps 
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rather as Tel Aviv), the Jew is a person with whom one can plausibly share the same, 
decisively apolitical fun beach.
Tel Aviv can thus be made into a Mediterranean reflection of an imagined Berlin, 
and an “improved” one at that. In a German context, the sight of Jews is bound to the 
memory of the Nazi genocide and the German is, accordingly, a perpetrator, inevita-
bly bound both to his or her historical skin and the context of the collective majority 
in which he or she is situated. This constellation does not allow for easygoing inter-
mingling. Though strived for, it remains a yearning, as the memory of the Holocaust 
inevitably sets Jews at a distance, or even heightens a feeling of distance by situating 
Jews in (potentially) the same space as Muslims, as “religious minorities.” In Tel Aviv, 
neither of these disturbances is likely to occur. For one thing, the separation of Jews 
from Muslims is ingrained in the city’s ideological and architectural emergence (or 
is part of the narrative that preceded its emergence).31 In Tel Aviv, the German tour-
ist meets Jews as a hegemonic national collective, estranged from traces of Palestinian 
displacement, dispossession, and expulsion, and separated—in contrast to cities such 
as Jerusalem—from the very presence of Palestinians. However, possibly more impor-
tantly even, in being absorbed by a city “without history, ” the German tourist also loses 
his or her history: In Tel Aviv, the German tourist is not part of the majority national 
collective, but an individual in a kind of “Berlin of the Near East, ” where he or she 
can indulge and partake in Jewish vitality. Israel is, as the travelogue reminds its read-
ers, a country “full of hope, full of possibilities, full of passion, full of joy of living, and 
full of extremes, ” and the Israelis of Tel Aviv emerge, accordingly, as sensual, erotic, 
lively, young, procreating people. These are not only markers of mobility, agency, and 
modernity, but also work as images that counterbalance (if not circumvent) another 
set of images, namely that of the annihilation of European and East European Jewry. 
In (or as) Tel Aviv, it is not only Judaism that is secularized and normalized, but also 
the past, which is neutralized. Tel Aviv provides a foil upon which a merging of persons 
and nations becomes possible, plausible, and banally easy.
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D O E S T H E G E R M A N-
J EWI S H PA S T H AV E A 
F U T U R E I N I S R A E L ?
Moshe Zimmermann
L et’s start with three “establishing shots”:. 1. The roots of the Israeli historical profession are German. Like so many 
academics belonging to the first generation of the first Zionist university, the 
Hebrew University in Jerusalem (founded in 1925), most of the founding fathers 
of Israel’s historical profession were either Germans or intellectual “products” of 
German universities. Both the departments of Jewish history and of so-called 
general history were headed in the early days of the Hebrew University by histo-
rians who were brought up in Germany. Itzhak Fritz Baer and Richard Michael 
Koebner, both experts on medieval history, were already faculty members of 
German academic institutions before emigrating to Palestine. Baer, who had been 
teaching in the Hochschule für die Wissenschaft des Judentums in Berlin, moved 
to Jerusalem in 1928 and Richard Koebner, who had been an associate (auss-
erordentlicher) professor at the University of Breslau from 1924, accepted the 
invitation to Jerusalem after he was thrown out of his university by the Nazis in 
1933. The third most prominent historian of the first generation, Benzion Dinur 
(Dinaburg), though born in czarist Russia, studied at Berlin University before 
emigrating in the year 1921. Many of their colleagues and students felt at home 
working in the German language.1
2. Between Hitler’s rise to power in 1933 and the founding of the Zionist state in 
1948 around 80,000 Central European Jews, nicknamed “Yekkes, ” were able to 
make Aliyah (emigration) to Palestine. Central European Jews at this time made 
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up around a fifth of the Jewish-Palestinian population and played a decisive role 
not only in academic life, but also in Palestine’s economic and cultural life. They 
introduced their imported heritage to the Eastern European Jewish community 
in Palestine, leaving deep imprints on theater, literature, music, sport, and so on.2
3. When the State of Israel was founded, the declaration of independence named 
the Shoah to be the single greatest catastrophe in Jewish history, and this was 
among the strongest arguments in support of the creation of a Jewish state in 
Palestine. The German-Jewish and the German past thus became an important 
element of Israel’s raison d’être.3
Thanks to the so-called fifth Aliyah, German history and German culture were deci-
sive to a great extent not only in the historical profession in Israel, but also in shaping 
Israeli society and its self-perception pre-1948. This was destined to gradually change 
because of the changing demographic structure of Israeli society. At the beginning, the 
effect of the German tradition on Israeli historiography and especially on historical 
education in Israel remained strong despite the demographic changes, but very soon 
it lost its quasi-monopolist status.
A glimpse into the future of the German-Jewish past raises a twofold question—
one concerning historiography and the other concerning Israeli society in general. The 
two questions are closely intertwined: professional history puts the results of its newest 
research at the disposal of society and in turn society is expected to use these results 
in its process of socialization. Indeed, the intensive exchange of knowledge between 
Israeli and German historians has enabled a continuous presence of this tradition and 
of the German-Jewish past in both countries’ curricula.4 But this is not the decisive 
element in the equation. The future of the German-Jewish past in Israel is not going 
to be decided by professional historians but by the “consumers” of historical knowl-
edge, by the agencies of socialization, and by politics.
We are talking about a society socialized by a leadership interested in a history that 
may serve its hegemonic political and ideological aims—aims deriving from post-
modern Zionism. For official Israel history is an applied science and the past Israel 
is interested in is the past that could be used for very specific politics—both inter-
nal and external. Politics and ideology guide the educational system, and the system, 
including higher education, adapts and attempts to function in a “politically correct” 
manner. The search for a usable past is particularly conspicuous when we look at the 
place of the “German-Jewish past” in present-day Israel, casting a gloomy shadow over 
the prospects of this history’s independent survival.
From the point of view of historical research,  practiced by “the guild” (Zunft),  the 
future we are discussing concerns the fourth generation of historians of German-Jewish 
history in Israel and the generations to come. The first generation, to which we referred 
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earlier in this article, mainly imported German methodology—not so much German 
history as its field of research. Itzhak Baer was an expert on the history of the Jews in 
medieval Spain before and after he made Aliyah and Richard Koebner, upon arriving in 
Palestine, shifted his primary focus from medieval German to modern British history.
Among the second generation of historians with a German background (and 
with German as their mother tongue), some very important figures found their way 
back to German and German-Jewish history as their main area of research and teach-
ing. Examples are Jacob Katz, Jacob Toury, Uriel Tal, Shaul Esh, Avraham Margaliot, 
Avraham Barkai, Dov Kulka, Shlomo Neeman, and Walter Grab. We may say that a 
critical mass of historians studying German history has been reached in this period. 
Saul Friedlander, a younger representative of this generation, became one of the most 
influential contributors to the German-Israeli historical dialogue.
Born in the 1940s, the “German-ness” of the third generation of historians special-
izing in German history was very different from that of previous generations. Either 
born in Israel or as very young immigrants, this generation grew up as “post-Holocaust 
Israelis” in an academic atmosphere that encouraged research and teaching of German 
and German-Jewish history that was hitherto avoided or marginalized before the late 
1970s. This generation also enjoyed the privilege of having intensive contacts with the 
German historical community (the “Historikerzunft ”). This contact helped institu-
tionalize German history in Israel by establishing specialized centers for German and 
German-Jewish studies. There is truth in the argument that financial support provided 
by the Federal Republic of Germany for Israeli universities from the 1970s boosted 
German history in Israel. However, this argument is somewhat misleading as German 
investment in Israeli universities (via DFG, the Max Planck Society, etc.) was, and still 
is, predominantly in the natural sciences.
This third generation, to which Shulamit Volkov, Steven Aschheim, Michael Toch, 
Dan Diner, Henry Wassermann, and I belong, has been given the opportunity to take a 
lively role in public discourse in Israel, beyond the ivory towers of academe. This group 
of historians has made German and German-Jewish history accessible to broader audi-
ences. Moreover, these historians, because of their expertise, have become an integral 
part of the liberal/left-wing part of the political scene. Israeli society has been aware 
that the messages these historians were sending concerned not only the German past 
but the Israeli present and future too. This also applies to Moshe Zuckermann and Jose 
Brunner (Tel Aviv University), who are examples of younger members of this gener-
ation. As the number of Israeli students of this generation who have written their 
dissertations outside Israel has risen, it is not surprising that some of them who have 
specialized in German and German-Jewish history have become professors at prom-
inent American universities (e.g., Omer Bartov, Alon Confino) while remaining in 
close contact with the Israeli academic scene.
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The fourth generation consists of historians such as Yfaat Weiss, Shmuel Feiner, 
Guy Miron, and others who concentrate on Jewish history alongside historians of 
“general” German history, such as Boaz Neumann, Gilead Margalit, Ofer Ashkenazi, 
Sagi Schaefer, and Oded Heilbronner. This is the first generation to “export” histori-
ans of German and German-Jewish history following studying for their PhD disserta-
tions in Israeli universities (Adi Gordon, Gideon Reuveni, Udi Greenberg, and others).
The point of departure for this fourth generation could have been optimal in most 
respects if not for the ever-growing tendency in Israeli society toward a more national-
ist, less universalist self-understanding. Not only are the faculties of humanities on the 
retreat; history as a discipline is expected to function on all levels primarily as an auxil-
iary for a one-dimensional state ideology, not as an instrument of analytical approach 
to humankind and its development over the centuries. Based on a rather reactionary 
understanding of Judaism and Jewishness, Jewish history has become the focal point 
of studying and learning of history, while at the same time so-called “general history, ” 
that is, history beyond the Jews, is being marginalized. The German-Jewish past is a 
typical chapter of Jewish history used (or misused) in order to achieve the aims set 
out by the Israeli establishment. The needs and wishes of the Ministry of Education, 
Ministry of Culture, and Ministry of Science also guide and influence nolens-volens, 
in the long run, the universities. In short: Given the situation at present, the future of 
the German and German-Jewish past appears to be rather bleak.
According to the hegemonic approach to Jewish history in Israel,5 the German past 
serves the purpose of learning and internalizing the following “lessons”:
1. The Shoah is the most important event in Jewish history and the ultimate justifica-
tion not only for the existence of a Jewish state but also for its policies. According 
to Israeli-Zionist historical interpretation, life in the diaspora leads to antisemi-
tism and catastrophe, whereas life in the Jewish nation-state guarantees security 
for its Jewish inhabitants.
2. For the so-called Jewish problem two main solutions were offered in the past: 
emancipation and integration for Jews in their place of residence in the dias-
pora; or a demographic concentration in a Jewish national home in which Jewish 
sovereignty is guaranteed. Until 1933, Germany provides an example of the first 
solution, a solution that totally failed. Israel, on the other hand, provides the only 
successful solution.6
3. Since 1948, the hegemonic narrative of Jewish history remained an Ashkenazi 
one for too long, even in Zionist historiography and despite the Oriental (mizra-
chi) influx into Israel and the ensuing change in Israel’s demographic structure. 
Challenging this narrative is called for. The German Jews (Yekkes) are the most 
radical advocates of the old narrative and must therefore be marginalized.
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4. The history of the Jews is unequivocally unique. Antisemitism cannot be perceived 
as part of the general phenomenon of racism and prejudice. Zionism is far from 
being just an example of modern nationalism, and the Shoah, even if understood 
as genocide, cannot be compared to other genocides. Jewish history as such is 
sui generis, that is, incomparable. The German-Jewish past serves as the ultimate 
proof for the exceptionality of the Jewish fate in history.7
Before moving on from this interpretation of the past to expectations for the future, 
I would like to add a few words about the implications of these “lessons” in the recent 
past. According to research that was conducted in schools and history departments 
since 1977, when a nationalist coalition took over Israel’s government, there has been 
a change in historical perception and no alteration is to be expected in the near future. 
Israel’s historiography and Jewish historiography outside Israel is drifting apart and 
the gap between them, as well as the gap between historical consciousness inside and 
outside Israel, is deepening.
An example of this is provided by the attitude toward the history of the Jewish reli-
gion. Since the end of the eighteenth century the historical debate about Jewish moder-
nity focused primarily on the rise of the reform and liberal movement, which opened 
the gates for a new definition of Judaism. The German-Jewish past (i.e., between the 
middle of the eighteenth century and the year 1933) provided the framework for this 
historical breakthrough. As Reform Judaism became a successful export to the United 
States during the nineteenth century, the issue of Jewish religious reform attracted 
further historical attention. As paradoxical as it may seem, this focus on reform in 
Judaism also contributed to research about Jewish Orthodoxy, which was interpreted 
as a modern response to Reform Judaism—a response explained by the same sociopo-
litical circumstances in which both Reform and Orthodoxy evolved.
Theoretically Aliyah from both Germany and the United States should have created 
an optimal opportunity for taking up the discussion concerning modernization of the 
Jewish religion in Israel, if not for an inbuilt structural flaw that characterizes the Zionist 
movement. Secular Zionism positioned itself against the religious elements of Judaism, 
and especially against the section within Judaism that seemed unreachable—Reform 
Jews and liberal Jews. Indeed, Jewish Orthodoxy was as opposed to Zionism as the 
Jewish Reform movement in principle, but the religious segment that joined Zionism 
(for tactical reasons)—the Mizrachi (acronym for “Spiritual Center”)—was Orthodox. 
This is how Zionism started its modus vivendi with Jewish Orthodoxy. Since 1967, this 
marginal segment of Israeli society has emerged as a surprisingly influential one.
This is the background for the suppression of the history of the Reform movement, 
which in the nineteenth century was a central component of the history of the German 
Jews, and also for the rise (since 1967) of a religious-Orthodox interpretation of the 
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history of Zionism. The process of religionization, which has characterized Israeli soci-
ety since the 1980s, has not only led to rewriting the role of Orthodoxy in the history 
of Zionism and to accentuating the negative effect of secularization on Jews in Central 
Europe, but has also made the history of German-Jewish Neo-Orthodoxy (so differ-
ent from Eastern European Orthodoxy) disappear.8
From the present (and perhaps also the future) Israeli perspective, not only liberal 
Judaism and the secularization of Jewish life, but also the concept of Enlightenment 
itself are perceived as negative messages deriving from the German-Jewish past: 
Enlightenment (Aufklärung. Hebrew: Neorut)—a key concept in the history of Central 
Europe and of the German Jews—became a dirty word in Israel. The tradition of 
Enlightenment is therefore suppressed, together with two other closely related concepts 
that played a decisive role in the history of the German Jews—assimilation and eman-
cipation. The fact that Zionism considered itself a “self-emancipationist” movement 
was forgotten and the efforts of German Jews at emancipation, assimilation, and inclu-
sion became textbook examples for practicing the wrong “solution” for the “Jewish 
question, ” in contrast to the exclusively nationalist, ethnocentric “solution” for which 
Israel stands. In short: the stronger the nationalist interpretation of Jewish history in 
Israel became, the less benevolent was the reference to the German-Jewish past.9 This 
specific past became the absolute opposite to what present and future Israel stands for.
This is not merely a theoretical matter; it explains why, in the year 2010, German 
and Israeli members of the joint German-Israeli schoolbook commission (unlike the 
situation with the previous commission during the 1980s) could not find common 
ground for curricula and syllabi in which modern German-Jewish history could play a 
positive educational role.10 We are talking here about an ongoing process that deepens 
the gap not only between professional historians in Israel and Germany, or between 
the main concerns of Jewish historians inside and outside Israel, but also between the 
relevant Israeli historians and the official educational system. Shulamit Volkov wrote 
about the German-Jewish “Project of Modernity” and Shmuel Feiner about the Jewish 
Enlightenment, but their important contributions to historical research have become 
secondary to the Israeli public.11 This includes the emphasis in schools. This import-
ant aspect of German-Jewish history is now irrelevant. It may even become a red rag 
for postenlightened Israelis.
Israeli society, by and large, is convinced that living in the diaspora is itself the 
real Jewish problem and that Zionism will remain forever the unassailable “solution.” 
Within this narrative, the demise of German-Jewish history under Nazi persecution 
is also considered to be the ultimate argument for the validity of the official Israeli 
line. Once you assume this perspective, the only merit or “value” of learning about 
the history of the struggle for Jewish emancipation in Germany—a central topic in 
historical research over a long period—is proving its utter futility. What is more, the 
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interrelation between emancipation on the one hand and inclusion or integration 
into German society on the other hand focuses in Zionist historiography, and partic-
ularly in the Israeli collective memory, on the phenomenon of assimilation. The very 
process of religionization of Israeli society turns assimilation into the number one 
enemy (becoming even more important than antisemitism) of collective Jewish endur-
ance, and Jewish assimilation in Germany is reduced to nothing more than a logical 
precursor of the Holocaust. The German-Jewish past thus presents itself as the perfect 
opposite of the “correct solution” for the Jewish “problem.” Against the background of 
an extremely aggressive campaign against assimilation that is currently taking place in 
Israel,12 the German-Jewish past will either be misused for the purpose of this campaign 
or simply ignored.
There is no period in the German-Jewish past that demonstrates this attitude better 
than the history of the German Jews between the two world wars—or more precisely 
during the Weimar period. The Weimar era was perceived by those who lived through 
it, as well as by later historiography, as a kind of “golden age” that could be compared 
to the medieval golden age of the Jews in Spain. The role of the Jews in politics, in the 
sciences, in culture—including its modern facets like cinema and sports—the so-called 
Jewish renaissance,13 all added up to a story of seemingly unprecedented success of 
Jewish emancipation and inclusion. The catastrophe that followed after the year 1933 
made a benevolent appraisal of this period so problematic. But from the contempo-
rary Israeli perspective it was not simply the allegedly predestined catastrophic end 
that cast its shadow over the history of Weimar Jews, but the very nature of its alleged 
success—its liberal, assimilationist, modern character.
It seems to me that if there is any future for the German-Jewish past in the context 
of the modern Israeli narrative, it will only survive as part of questionable arguments 
that Nazi anti-Jewish policies were a form of nemesis for radical Jewish attempts at 
assimilation and integration. The Israeli journalist and historian Amos Elon published 
a book that eventually became a best-seller, The Pity of It All: A Portrait of Jews in 
Germany 1743–1933, in Israel.14 When it was published in 2002 (Hebrew title: A 
German Requiem) some readers were under the impression that the history of the 
German Jews, including the history of their contribution to the Weimar Republic, was 
redeemed. But Elon’s success has much to do with the fact that he did not go beyond 
January 1933, that is, Hitler’s rise to power, but practically disconnected the two chapters 
from each other and left his story as a “Requiem” for something that is dead and gone 
forever, leaving some room for nostalgia only for elderly Yekkes. This may explain why, 
despite the commercial success of the book, it did not change the attitudes of either 
the general public or the Israeli educational system toward the period. The Weimar 
years remain a discredited chapter of Jewish history. The blame for the catastrophe 
has shifted from the Nazis to the “assimilationist” Jews. Gershom Scholem, one of 
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the founding fathers of the Hebrew University, was a Yekke who did not believe the 
so-called German-Jewish symbiosis ever took place. Perhaps he shoulders the respon-
sibility for much of this negativity.15
The chapter about German Jews between 1933 and 1938 that was omitted by Elon 
has become, especially in Israel, a mere introduction to the history of the Shoah. The 
fate of German Jews from 1939 onward was practically left out of the history of the 
Shoah altogether.16 This introduction explains the mechanisms of Nazi Judenpolitik 
during the Second World War rather than explaining the fate of the German Jews them-
selves. The spotlight is focused on the perpetrators during the pre-Second World War 
years rather than on the persecuted Jews. Since the general historical “framework” for 
attempting to comprehend Jewish behavior during the war is the Shoah, the main focus 
of the average Israeli is on the history of the Polish or Eastern European Jews. When 
it comes to the average Israeli pupil’s learning, the history of the German Jews during 
the years of the Shoah remains at best marginal or, at worst, nonexistent.
There is an internal competitiveness between the different Landsmannschaften over 
their status as victims in the history and memory of the Shoah. If there is a chance of 
any community in modern Israeli society drawing attention away from the Shoah of the 
Polish Jews, it is not the German Jews but the Oriental Jews who wish to be “upgraded” 
in the hierarchy of Israel’s society of victims. Thus, the attempt to be considered victims 
of the Shoah has caused representatives of Iraqi, Moroccan, and Libyan Jews to bring 
their cases before court. The history of the Polish Jews also “profits” from an inher-
ent advantage, compared to that of German Jews, as it has become paradigmatic for 
multifaceted antisemitism. Israeli youth participate in the “March of the Living” trips 
to Poland—a centerpiece of the Israeli educational system, where they (the future citi-
zens) learn not only about the antisemitism of the chief perpetrators, the Germans, 
but also about the behavior of the other victims, the non-Jewish Poles, who are usually 
presented as the henchmen of the Nazis.
The German-Jewish past is  also less effective when it comes to proving the notion 
that “all the world is against us, ” especially since Israeli politicians attempt to put 
the blame for antisemitism on “the Arabs” or “the Palestinians, ” en passant shifting 
the blame for the idea of the Final Solution from Hitler to the Mufti of Jerusalem, as 
recently suggested by Israel’s Prime Minister Netanyahu.17 The German-Jewish chapter 
of Holocaust history poses yet a further challenge: Holocaust historians are looking for 
a generic category to which the Holocaust may belong. Historians such as Yehuda Bauer 
or Daniel Blatman refer the Holocaust to the category of genocide.18 This has proved 
highly contentious: The critics insist that the Holocaust as sui generis even among geno-
cides, not only posteriori but also a posteriori, must remain unquestioned. They fear 
competition and dilution when the word Holocaust is used to describe other catastro-
phes (the Armenian, the Polish, the Nanjing, but especially the Palestinian Naqba).19 
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A generic notion of genocide, or even of racism, when dealing with the Holocaust is 
regarded with suspicion. They fear that the use of the larger “frames, ” such as Nazi 
racism and genocidal policy, could theoretically undermine the idea of the unique-
ness of the Jewish Holocaust.
The only generic framework for the Holocaust that does not meet real opposi-
tion in the public discourse in Israel (and in some cases also in academia) is antisem-
itism. The causal explanation for the most radical “solution” of the “Jewish problem” 
seems to be eternal and ubiquitous antisemitism, as mentioned previously, and not 
racism or prejudice in general. This is precisely why the German-Jewish past does not 
fit into the official narrative: Compared to antisemitism in other parts of the world, 
in Russia, France, or even the United States, German antisemitism was not especially 
virulent until the National Socialist government took over. On the contrary, as George 
Mosse wrote: if someone had pondered, back in 1913, about the question of whether 
the extermination of the Jews might happen in the years to come, the answer would 
have been: Yes, it might happen, because one never knows what the French are up 
to. The German-Jewish past is not a helpful example when it comes to supporting a 
mono-causal explanation of the Holocaust, unless of course one unreservedly accepts 
Daniel Goldhagen’s far-fetched thesis concerning the eliminatory character of German 
antisemitism.20 The overwhelming majority of historians don’t. Here again, there is a 
rift between the mainstream of professional historians in Israel and the spirit of the 
official historical interpretation, which casts antisemitism in the leading role both in 
the past and in the future.
A fourth-generation representative, Guy Miron, dedicated a detailed article to 
the attitude of Israeli historiography to the history of the German Jews in the Third 
Reich.21 He came to the conclusion that future generations of historians will continue 
to ponder the same old questions: Could the German Jews and their leaders have been 
more aware of the looming dangers? Did they miss chances to save more German Jews? 
And the crucial question: What could the Zionist movement and the Yishuv have done 
to prevent the catastrophe? With this last question, the cat is out of the bag. The real 
motive behind the preoccupation with this topic is the quarrel over a political issue: 
Who was more farsighted, who was right, and who was wrong in the 1930s—the social-
ist Zionists or the Revisionists? Again, this instrumentalization of the Nazi era focuses 
more on Eastern European Jews and offers little empathy for Central European Jews.
Premodern German-Jewish history, on the other hand, attracts much historio-
graphic attention and is also utilized in the service of the hegemonic approach to Jewish 
history in Israel.22 Medieval German history, that is, Ashkenazi history, highlights two 
allegedly typical characteristics of the Jewish past: a people of the Torah living in the 
shadow of eternal Jew-hatred. The Shum (Speyer, Worms, Mainz) communities and 
their halachic leaders (such as Rashi or Rabenu Gershom) are representative of the 
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first characteristic, and the pogroms organized by the crusaders, the Black Pest, and 
so on, of the other. No doubt, the historical research undertaken by prominent Israeli 
historians of medieval German-Jewish history of the second and third generations—
Avraham Grossmann, Michael Toch, Israel Yuval, and others—was not intended to 
support a one-dimensional Israeli approach to the German-Jewish past. But the results 
of that research will only harden attitudes to their subject matter in the future.
 Last but not least: the history of German Zionism. Though a central chapter in the 
history of Zionism (Martin Buber, Max Nordau, David Wolffsohn, Otto Warburg, 
Arthur Ruppin, and Theodor Herzl are familiar names to the average Israeli), this 
history looks increasingly like a deviation from the “right” course. David Ben-Gurion 
was always dissatisfied with the political vision of the German-Jewish Zionists. The 
story of the Brit-Shalom group still serves as proof of the inability of the German 
Jews to cope with the challenge of Israel being “a villa in the jungle.” Instead they 
were looking for dialogue with the Palestinians and the other Arabs in the region. A 
closer look at the Zionist aspect of the German-Jewish past does not seem to be help-
ful in strengthening a belligerent Israel, so this chapter, too, will either be forgotten 
or misused in the future. In the service of the hegemonic interpretation of history, it 
will be one case among many.
The future of the German-Jewish past in Israel? Not a rose garden.
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New Perspe ctives  for 
G erman-Jewish Studies

T H E P S YC H O L O GY O F 
A N T I S E M I T I S M R EV I S I T E D
Anthony D. Kauders
P sychohistory has a bad name, and for good reason. Historians are loath to psychoanalyze individuals, whether these be dead or alive, and they are equally loath to pass judgment on personalities, whether these be ordinary or patholog-
ical. Students and laypeople, however, find the idea of combining history with psychol-
ogy attractive, even commonsensical.1 The appeal may be misguided and confirm the 
reservations mentioned above. But I would like to suggest that the interplay between 
psychology and history makes perfect sense, even though this interplay need not be 
called psychohistory and even though the interplay I am concerned with highlights 
the benefits for the historian rather than the advantages for the psychologist.
It makes perfect sense on several grounds: it is, for example, presumptuous to 
suppose that hundreds of scholars working in either field are somehow deluded and 
that their findings should therefore be discounted. The benefit of today’s much-touted 
interdisciplinarity is to recognize the possibility that experts dedicating their lives to 
an area of study (related to one’s own research) are doing so in good faith and not in 
order to delegitimize other disciplines. While historians may question the search for 
laws and behavioral patterns, they can profit from psychological theories. Not only are 
these often derived from clinical observation or methodologically innovative experi-
mentation, they also proffer explanations that can refine the more mundane approaches 
encountered in the historical literature. Finally, historians have regularly appropri-
ated ideas and models from sociology, economics, anthropology, literary theory, and 
gender studies. To critically exploit the work of Weber, Marx, Foucault, or Butler, 
but to refuse to consider the equally pathbreaking oeuvre of Freud, Lewin, Tajfel, or 
Sherif is hard to justify.
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The aim of this chapter is twofold: First, I would like to remind readers that psycho-
logical theories have always informed the study of antisemitism. Historians have repeat-
edly invoked psychological concepts, often assuming that these references sufficed as 
explanations. Historians have also resorted to psychoanalytic interpretations, often 
relying on sweeping judgments that are difficult to sustain. Second, I would like to 
suggest that past practice—believing that allusions to psychological terminology will 
do and relying unduly on Freudian theory—has led scholars to abandon the search 
for alternative (social) psychological models that might allow for a better under-
standing of antisemitism. I hope to be able to show that revisiting the psychology of 
Jew-hatred is well worth the effort and that it may contribute to future research in 
German-Jewish history.
T H E US E S A N D A BUS E S O F P S YC H O L O GY 
I N A N T I S E M I T I S M S T U D I E S
Hayden White’s Metahistory, the most prominent attempt to disclose the narra-
tive conventions underlying historical research, refers to archetypical emplotments 
(romantic, tragic, epic, pastoral, farcical, comic) that have determined the way in which 
historians write about the past.2 Far from being neutral conveyors of meaning, narra-
tive plots reveal political proclivities, moral attitudes, and religious sentiments. “As 
a symbolic structure, ” White writes, “the historical narrative does not reproduce the 
events it describes; it tells us in what direction to think about the events with different 
emotional valences.”3 Aside from contributing to debates about the epistemological 
status of history, White’s perspective is helpful in uncovering narrative routines that, 
in the case of antisemitism studies, have shown little concern for the relevant theoret-
ical underpinnings. Although the list of works that have used psychological terminol-
ogy in this manner is extensive, I would like to illustrate my point by focusing on two 
classic studies in the field, Robert S. Wistrich’s Antisemitism: The Longest Hatred and 
David Nirenberg’s Anti-Judaism.
Wistrich is sensitive to the psychological dimensions of antisemitism. Although 
he concedes that, initially at least, antisemitism may have been a reaction to “Jewish 
exclusiveness” (which, clearly, also suggests a psychological explanation), he goes on 
to stress the ubiquity of Jew-hatred in places where the Jewish population had been 
expelled, such as medieval England or Spain after 1492. This kind of “free-floating 
anti-Semitism, ” Wistrich argues, thrived on “archetypal fears, anxieties and reflexes 
that seem to defy any rational analysis.”4 What is more, his accounts of both Christian 
and modern antisemitism rely on psychological explanations, including projection, 
repression, and feelings of guilt. According to the doyen of antisemitism studies, 
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Christianity’s “morbid fear of all sexuality (. . .), the unrestrained invective against 
women and the downgrading of marriage to mere procreation were of a kind with 
the projection of all the repressed ‘sinful’ (i.e. sexual) impulses onto the ‘carnal’ Jew.”5 
Repression was also at work in assaults on the Jews throughout the medieval period. 
Degrading their legal status and turning them into pariahs in European society, for 
instance, testified to the “latent doubts” Christians hoped to silence concerning the 
meaning of central tenets of their faith, most prominently transubstantiation.6 These 
doubts persisted and contributed to the “well-poisoning hysteria” and subsequent 
conspiracy theories such as the Protocols of the Elders of Zion. In all these cases, the 
notion that Jews wished to take “revenge on their subjugators” suggested an under-
lying bad conscience about the way in which the Christian majority had treated the 
Jews in the past.7 In short, Wistrich’s plot relies on concepts culled from psychology, 
but he either dismisses these as beyond “rational analysis” or assumes that they are 
self-explanatory. References to the psychological literature are missing.
Nirenberg’s aim is to establish how Judaism became a category with which 
non-Jews made sense of and criticized their world. Yet the absence or unimportance 
of anti-Judaism in certain cultures (“the vast seas of indifference”) is left unexplained,8 
although the reasons for the difference between, say, Babylonia and Egypt would allow 
for an appreciation of why Babylonians did not require the “category” of Judaism to 
interpret their universe. But Nirenberg also wishes to downplay social or political 
explanations for the emergence of Egyptian anti-Judaism, including the argument that 
Egyptians resented the Jews as allies of the Persians, whom they regarded as oppres-
sors.9 Instead, he prefers to focus on “foundational” ideologies and “deep” antago-
nisms. The “infectious theory of knowledge” he associates with Mark, Matthew, and 
Luke, for example, suggests that several psychological processes were at work, includ-
ing the fear that the emerging Christian order (or social dominance) was precarious 
and demanded ever stronger distinctions to uphold one’s own self-categorization. It is 
only toward the end of the volume that Nirenberg draws attention to the underlying 
“goal” of his “project, ” namely to “encourage reflection about our ‘projective behav-
ior,’ that is about ways in which our deployment of concepts into and onto the world 
might generate ‘pathological’ fantasies of Judaism.”10 Like Wistrich, Nirenberg is sensi-
tive to the psychological dimensions of antisemitism, but his broad claims about “infec-
tion, ” “pathology, ” and “projection” imply that there is consensus on the meaning of 
these concepts and that the purported processes mentioned in this connection oper-
ate according to the same criteria, regardless of theoretical background, social cate-
gory, and historical context.
Not all scholars of antisemitism have used psychological notions unselfconsciously 
or cursorily. In fact, there is a rich literature on the subject based in large part on 
Freudian theory. Much of this scholarship has alerted historians to the possibility that, 
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in addition to cultural, economic, and political factors, psychology too can explain 
manifestations of Jew-hatred. Psychoanalytical readings of antisemitism range from 
the speculative and spectacular to more modest accounts of the phenomenon. Let me 
begin with a few of the former.
According to Bela Grunberger, monotheism installed an all-powerful father whose 
role it was to nip Oedipal desire in the bud. The Jews were identified with pater-
nal authority, and antisemitism became the Gentile revolt against castration anxi-
ety.11 Rudolph Loewenstein similarly emphasized Oedipal dynamics to explain the 
persistence of antisemitism. The ancient conflict between Jews and Christians repre-
sented the struggle between an older and a younger faith—a religion standing for the 
fathers and a religion standing for the sons. The Jew, like the real father image of the 
antisemite, is hated, loved, and feared. The Holocaust, this reading suggests, was an 
attempt to destroy this personification of the superego.12 Otto Fenichel maintained 
that antisemites responded to the uncanniness of the Jews. Jewish rituals, in partic-
ular, provoked feelings of apprehension. The practice of circumcision implied that 
Jews were a source of punishment and that this punishment took on sexual forms. 
Castration was written into the Jewish tradition, as it were. Like all human beings, 
Gentiles also repressed their sexual greed and murderous tendencies, projecting these 
cravings onto the Jews instead. As a result, the Jews were equated with the carnal, licen-
tious, polluted, and deadly.13
It is easy to reject most of the arguments put forward by Grunberger, Loewenstein, 
and Fenichel. There is indeed little point in positing causal connections between antiq-
uity and the twentieth century or in examining the way in which Jews have figured as 
the personification of the superego or in linking circumcision with castration anxiety 
and castration anxiety with Jew-hatred. Several counterarguments, ranging from the 
methodological (causality, representativeness, contingency) to the historical (antisem-
itism in non-Christian societies, circumcision in Islam, Jewish lack of power in the 
diaspora), rule out any meaningful consideration of these explanatory models. Some 
elements of the psychoanalytic approach, however, can be taken more seriously, not 
least “regression, ” “ambivalence, ” and “projection, ” all of which allow for slight modi-
fications that can be assimilated to less totalizing accounts.14
A brief discussion of projection may illuminate the way in which an import-
ant Freudian term has been employed to great effect. The Authoritarian Personality 
remains the best-known attempt to analyse antisemitism with recourse to projection. 
For Theodor W. Adorno, Else Frenkel-Brunswik, R. Nevitt Sanford, and Daniel J. 
Levenson, Jew-hatred amounted to “a kind of compromise between underlying urges 
and hostile stereotypes on the one hand, and the demands of conscience and the weight 
of concrete experience on the other.”15 The absence of an inner superego required the 
individual to “seek some organizing and coordinating agency outside of himself.”16 The 
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belief in and devotion to authority figures followed from such a search for an external 
superego. At the same time, unconscious impulses that could neither be integrated in 
the self nor expressed against the externalized authority were displaced or projected 
onto other groups. This process was not simply scapegoating, as the “authoritarian 
must, out of an inner necessity, turn his aggression against outgroups. He must do so 
because he is psychologically unable to attack ingroup authorities, rather than because 
of intellectual confusion regarding the source of his frustration.”17 Projection was there-
fore a device for “keeping id-drives ego-alien.”18
This is a subtle analysis that tries to grasp projection not merely as the inability to 
confront one’s own (carnal, sadistic, destructive) urges, but maintains that antisem-
itism exists because authoritarian personalities cannot vent their aggression against 
those whom they need as stand-ins for immature or unstable “superegos” (internalized 
social rules or consciences). A diverse group of historians has since then used projec-
tion to describe different forms of antisemitism: Jan Gross, for instance, has argued that 
Poles projected their own attitude of gratitude and relief toward the German occupi-
ers in 1941 onto an “entrenched narrative” about how Jews allegedly behaved vis-à-vis 
the Soviets in 1939;19 and Helmut Walser Smith has suggested that Germans in the 
Kaiserreich projected the unthinkable idea that the Eucharist resembled ritual canni-
balism onto Jews whom they consequently blamed for ritually murdering Christian 
children.20
Mindful of specific contexts, such applications of “projection” (or “ambivalence” 
and “regression”) can indeed provide insight into antisemitic behavior. Still, questions 
remain about the use of psychoanalytical models. Aside from the common critique 
that Freudian terminology connotes diseased minds (psychic weakness, psychopathol-
ogy, mass delusion), there are several reasons for being prudent in this respect: first, 
scholars writing in the Freudian tradition do not distinguish between the personal-
ity psychology that this tradition rests on and the social psychology that they seek to 
invoke when analyzing antisemitism. From the perspective of personality psychology, 
differences in human beings are enduring dispositions that are reliably manifested in 
trait-relevant behavior. Social psychologists, by contrast, wish to fathom how persons 
are affected by or transformed into collectives. They accentuate the dynamic and situ-
ational elements of group behavior. Groups, they believe, arise in specific situations 
and do not depend on individual characteristics or specific social makeups. Given the 
performative nature of group behavior, social psychologists share a common belief in 
the volatility of behavior.
Second, because scholars beholden to Freudian discourse do not differentiate 
between personality and social psychology, they themselves tend to project notions 
traditionally associated with personality psychology (character/character structures, 
personality/personality structures) onto groups, peoples, and societies. In so doing, 
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they tend to ignore the fact that personality psychology cannot tell us anything about 
the truth of certain assertions or about the content of certain cultures. From the point 
of view of such a personality psychology writ large, most societies in the past, with 
their torture chambers, auto-da-fés, witch hunts, infanticides, and crusades, must be 
diagnosed as psychologically disturbed, to say the least. Not only do historians reject 
such anachronistic approaches, personality psychologists themselves contend that the 
“big five” personality traits (extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neurot-
icism, and openness to experience) can be found in the same proportion of people 
across time, disputing the conclusion that some societies are more prone to psycho-
pathological behavior than others.21
Third, psychoanalytical studies of antisemitism do not provide tenable narratives 
of historical change. Relying on the premise that certain forms of primary socializa-
tion produce deep character flaws, scholars working in this tradition must invariably 
presuppose rigid child-rearing practices to explain authoritarian conduct. They must 
also presuppose that these ingrained attitudes can only be changed through psychother-
apy. Yet many cultures in the past (and present) have embraced such practices without 
distinguishing themselves as exceptionally prejudiced or antisemitic. In a similar vein, 
the relatively rapid decline of (overt forms of ) antisemitism in West Germany since 
the Holocaust cannot be immediately linked to changes in child-rearing.22 It would be 
impossible, finally, to postulate that the rise of Islamophobia and Judeophobia today, 
whether in Western Europe or the United States, was due to parenting styles that 
suddenly emerged one or two generations ago.
F U T U R E AV E NU E S
Should historians of German Jewry dispense with psychology altogether, the 
occasional reference to projection (ambivalence, regression) notwithstanding? 
Although psychoanalysis has often proved fruitless in understanding the past, the 
case for integrating psychology into the study of antisemitism is difficult to dismiss. 
While attention to “discourse” enables us to imagine deep structures that transcend 
individual psyches, specific situations, or cultural boundaries, “discourse” fails to 
render intelligible how a particular semantic stock turns into praxis: the language 
of antisemitism, after all, does not do the maiming or killing on its own. Even 
Shulamit Volkov, a scholar recognized for formulating a particularly compelling 
semantic approach (“cultural code”), has made passing references to the “author-
itarian personality” or the “therapeutic function” of Jew-hatred.23 Indeed, she has 
also, in a later contribution, indicated that “cultural codes” prevail “in times of 
stability, or even growth and prosperity, ” not in “days of wrath.”24 The processes 
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by which codes engender “days of wrath” or “days of wrath” transcend codes are 
left unexplored. Or, to put it in slightly different terms: just as it is impossible to 
predict behavior from emotions (fear, for example, elicits all sorts of responses), 
so it is impossible to predict behavior solely on the basis of the tenacity or popu-
larity or ubiquity of a distinct discourse.25
Before I suggest how and where psychology can complement historical work, 
it is important to remind readers that a psychology that pertains exclusively to the 
field of Judeophobia, as if the minds of antisemites functioned differently from the 
minds of other racists or bigots, cannot exist. Psychological findings provide tools to 
comprehend Jew-baiters and Jew-hatred alike, but they do not provide definitions of 
the Jew-baiter or Jew-hatred as such. Applying psychology to the history of antisem-
itism must therefore be based on the much more modest hope of coming to grips 
with disparate forms of antisemitism rather than trying to identify one theory that 
can explain every antisemitic act, past and present. It also means that the psychology 
employed to this end can be used to address other forms of prejudice as well. Some 
scholars have criticized this caveat as foregoing any attempt at delimiting the specific-
ity of antisemitism. But for historians who are convinced that behavior is always also 
context-dependent, psychology is meant to serve as a means to appreciate better how 
antisemitism came about rather than as a means to transform antisemitism studies 
into a sociology-inspired theory.
If one had to venture a guess as to which work on Jew-hatred that explicitly appro-
priates psychological findings has had the greatest impact, Christopher Browning’s 
Ordinary Men immediately comes to mind.26 Browning did not discount ideology as 
a motivating force, but sought to demonstrate that members of Police Battalion 101, 
most of whom belonged to Hamburg’s working class, participated in the mass murder 
of Jews for several equally important reasons: careerism, the pressure for conformity, 
and the desensitization and brutalization that came with the killing routine. Browning 
engaged critically with the theories of well-known social psychologists, including 
Stanley Milgram and Philip Zimbardo. Later genocide scholars followed suit, bring-
ing further concepts (deindividuation, diffusion of responsibility) and further social 
psychologists (Leon Festinger, Henri Tajfel) into play.
Browning has been criticized for failing to assess the relative significance of the vari-
ous contributing factors mentioned in connection with the Holocaust.27 The response 
to this legitimate objection, however, cannot be yet another overarching system of 
thought. Rather, it would behoove historians to try even harder to grasp the “path-
ways leading to certain outcomes.” To achieve this goal, that is, to differentiate between 
“essential variables and contextual conditions, ”28 psychological theory may figure as 
an additional means, building on Browning’s pathbreaking study. This interdisciplin-
ary path, needless to say, should not be confined to genocide studies.
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In the following section, I would like to discuss briefly several exemplary social 
psychological theories (social identity, cognitive redefinition, cognitive dissonance, 
escalating commitments) that, alongside other similarly powerful methods, could 
prove promising in future work on antisemitism. I will concentrate on social psychol-
ogy for the simple reason that personality psychology is usually too static for the histo-
rian, positing as it does dispositional differences that would make it difficult to detect 
change over time. If there are approximately the same number of extroverts and intro-
verts or neurotic and emotionally stable personalities in a given population, this infor-
mation will hardly allow us to discern antisemitic prejudice, unless we state the obvious, 
namely that the extroverts can be found among the rabble rousers and the neurotics 
among the particularly sadistic perpetrators. The relatively stable (and low) number of 
“psychopaths” in a given society cannot account for recurrent mass violence, massacres, 
and wars in human history. In fact, people with so-called “antisocial personality disor-
ders” would have hardly succeeded in the organizations (military, killing units, police 
battalions, SS, Reichssicherheitshauptamt) responsible for the Holocaust.29 While the 
tendencies attributed to different personalities permit us to distinguish between gener-
alized patterns of behavior (the quiet introvert, the conscientious academic, the agree-
able cleric), they do not permit us to predict how people will act in specific situations, 
when otherwise consistent comportment is disrupted by unexpected circumstances. 
In short, antisemitism in large sections of the population cannot be put down to the 
traits of the individuals comprising these substantial groups of people.
How are the theories mentioned above relevant to antisemitism studies? According 
to social identity theory, individuals do not lose themselves (deindividuation) in groups 
or crowd-like situations, but shift their self-categorization from the individual to the 
group level. Social identity is therefore “understood as tied to action in the world.”30 
This action regularly involves emotions toward other groups, the intensity of which 
waxes and wanes depending on the “salient levels of self-categorization.”31 When a 
group categorizes itself in a certain way (American or women), this can lead to higher 
levels of anti-Muslim sentiments, for instance. If the self-identification changes to other 
categories (such as students or citizens of the world), these feelings may diminish.32
Groups recategorize or redefine themselves regularly, depending on the situation 
they find themselves in. Individuals, too, engage in cognitive redefinition, often form-
ing new groups in the process. Sometimes, neighbors and business associates become 
strangers, even enemies. Whether friends remain friends or business associates remain 
business associates depends on the power of rival modes of self-categorization (trans-
forming the Jewish cattle dealer from a business associate to an enemy of the people, 
for example).33 More dramatically, redefining one’s own behavior allows perpetrators to 
fend off self-doubts or self-censure. Thieves, plunderers, rapists, and (mass) murderers 
thereby “preserve their view of themselves as moral agents even while they are inflicting 
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extraordinary evil on others.” Sometimes the victims are blamed for their victimhood 
in an effort to confirm processes of recategorization.34
Historians of both German antisemitism and the Holocaust have alluded to the 
psychology behind social identity theory. Alon Confino is perhaps the most vocal 
proponent of the view that Germans in the Third Reich ostracized, humiliated, and 
murdered the Jews in order “to strengthen the self and build an emotional community 
that defied this inner sense of transgression.”35 But he is not alone. Committing crimes 
against Jews and other groups, another prominent scholar writes, enabled Germans 
to unify the nation between 1933 and 1945, creating “a particular kind of belonging.”36 
Various works have traced this development on the micro-level. During the April 1933 
anti-Jewish boycott, for example, members of the police requested that the rights of 
Jewish citizens be curtailed so that the law enforcement officers would no longer have 
to be forced to protect the minority.37 When the SS came together for “comradely” 
gatherings, moreover, they not only did so to enjoy each other’s company or express 
their anger, but “also to consider themselves members of a community of fate.”38
These forms of self- or recategorization can have a number of causes, including cogni-
tive dissonance. When persons are confronted with an acute conflict between their ethi-
cally problematic beliefs or actions on the one hand and their own self-image (based 
on moral injunctions internalized over time) on the other, they must decide how to 
deal with the situation. Sometimes it may be possible to ignore the conflict or post-
pone its resolution, but more commonly a swift response is required. Restructuring 
one’s self-image in such a manner as to conform to the morally problematic beliefs and 
actions is a typical strategy of dealing with cognitive dissonance.
Several historians have either touched on or directly addressed cognitive disso-
nance. Research on antisemitism in the German countryside, for example, has 
revealed the existence of a relatively mild form of cognitive dissonance, at least in 
light of the immediate consequences. Although Protestant peasants lit fires for the 
Jews on the Sabbath, accepted Jews into the local veterans’ associations, and invited 
them to local festivities, the antisemitic movement in some villages gained between 
74 and 84 percent of the vote in the late nineteenth century. This paradoxical behav-
ior, it can be argued, was an attempt to accommodate both the relatively amicable 
relationship between Jews and Gentiles of the past and the more recent apprehen-
sion that the Jews were wielding too much power in the present. The “downfall” of 
the antisemitic parties in the years to come can be read as a sign that many peasants 
wished to rid themselves of this emotional quandary.39 Cognitive dissonance has also 
been used as an explanatory model for the enactment of genocide. In the words of 
Aristotle Kallis, by “relativizing the problematic nature of the action” or “endorsing 
new definitions of what is acceptable, ” perpetrators rendered the “option of elimi-
nation more desirable or accessible.”40
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The conflict that is cognitive dissonance may stem from beliefs or actions. Some 
beliefs that collide with moral injunctions are due to comparisons between our expe-
riences and our expectations. Relative deprivation rests on perceptions of injustice, 
usually distributive injustice—feeling that one’s group has less than it deserves relative 
to other groups. Individuals tend to reflect on their own group’s experience of social, 
cultural, or material capital and expect the future to be similar. The perceived status 
of other groups “generates expectations for how well we think our own group should 
be doing. In turn, we feel respectively deprived or gratified.”41 Prejudice against groups 
who appear to be thriving compared to one’s own group may result from this interplay 
between experiences and expectations.
Relative deprivation can serve as a useful rejoinder to the strong reservations 
voiced by some researchers about the so-called correspondence (or “realist”) theory 
of antisemitism. These experts have denied that Judeophobia proceeds from a real 
conflict between Jews and Gentiles, going so far as to declare that “antisemitism 
has nothing to do with real Jews.”42 This misgiving is understandable in view of the 
concern that Jews might appear responsible for the enmity that led to their perse-
cution and mass murder.43 But although there are plenty of instances where real 
conflict did exist and where real conflict was used as a pretext to conjure up antise-
mitic stereotypes, relative deprivation allows us to reframe the issue from one about 
conflicts over resources or theological truths to one about perceptions of social or 
cultural capital. Accordingly, we can acknowledge the psychological mechanisms at 
work without at the same time ignoring the transformation of German Jewry after 
emancipation. We can also avoid psychologizing about “the lack of self-confidence” 
among Germans, as if feelings of relative deprivation are confined to weak-willed 
and fainthearted people.44
Actions that challenge moral norms and occasion cognitive dissonance usually take 
the form of “a sequence of seemingly small, innocuous steps—a series of escalating 
commitments.”45 Social psychologists have dubbed this the “foot-in-the-door-phenom-
enon, ” pointing to the common occurrence that people who commit themselves to 
small requests subsequently comply more easily with larger requests. The literature on 
escalating commitments suggests that initial, relatively inconsequential immoral acts 
can make subsequent evildoing less troublesome. Even so, once the evildoing is appar-
ent, cognitive dissonance demands a redefinition of the act. Self-categorization—“I 
belong to a group that is threatened by another group and therefore needs to protect 
itself ”—is a likely reaction to the dilemma. As in much of the foregoing discussion, 
it is genocide scholars who have recognized the advantage of social psychological 
theorizing, in this case with regard to escalating commitments. Some have described 
the matter in terms of a continuum, at the beginning of which stands something 
seemingly harmless that eventually culminates in extermination. Others have used 
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the image of a “chain reaction” that, once set in motion, “may catalyse the transition 
from desire to concentrate intention to the enactment of genocide.”46 Common to 
this analysis is the notion of “small incremental steps” that help facilitate the illusion 
of “minimal change.”47
These are some of the ways in which historians of antisemitism, in their quest to 
ascertain the interconnection between discourse and action, can borrow from psychol-
ogy. A handful of Holocaust historians have already ventured along this path, most 
notably Christopher Browning. Yet colleagues in related fields, this essay proposes, 
might follow in his footsteps, all the more so because much academic work on the 
subject remains wedded to antisemitism as semantics, rhetoric, and ideology. The 
germination, proliferation, and dissemination of this hostility, as well as its metamor-
phosis from “linguistic violence” to arson, looting, boycott, assault, and murder, are 
bound to be understood with greater sophistication if we take notice of the way in 
which psychologists have endeavored to explain how collective behavior produces 
groups in the first place, why groups try to distinguish themselves from other groups, 
how group identity is strengthened through criminal acts, why criminal acts lead to 
further criminal acts, and how crime is viewed as indispensable in the struggle for group 
survival. This appeal to psychology does not mean that we should discount other meth-
ods, whether culled from sociology, anthropology, or political science. And it does not 
mean that we should discard more familiar psychological interpretations, especially 
“projection” and “regression.” It simply means that we should embrace ideas and tools 
from all disciplines insofar as they make antisemitism more intelligible.
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J EWI S H A N D G E R M A N
The Leo Baeck Institute Archives and Librar y
Frank Mecklenburg
A fter working for almost thirty-five years as an archivist at the Leo Baeck Institute (LBI), I have been wondering increasingly what this archive at the LBI actually is. What does it mean? What is the meaning of the 4 million–
plus pages of documents and what does the archive as a “memory with legitimacy” 
mean? The archive and the library hold a managed collection of 80,000 titles and 
10,000 mostly personal collections of documents from individuals, families, and busi-
nesses, plus some 5,000 artworks, all pertaining to a rather small group of people 
when looked at on the national scale—never more than 1 percent of the population in 
Germany, with a higher concentration of 4 percent in prewar Berlin. However, half a 
million people is still a very sizeable group with a high degree of diversity, and to look 
at the German Jews as a closed entity misses the aspects of participation and impact 
in a much larger society and its context. The Leo Baeck Institute probably holds the 
largest archival documentation of that group.
Michael Meyer wrote in his introduction to the fiftieth anniversary volume of the 
Leo Baeck Institute: “On May 25, 1955, sixteen men . . . came together in Jerusalem. 
Using German as their common language, they addressed the task of setting forth a 
program for a newly envisaged Leo Baeck Institute. . . . According to Buber, now that 
German Jewry had reached the end of its historical journey, the survivors possessed 
an obligation to determine how the German-Jewish ‘symbiosis’ came into being, how 
it functioned, and what remained of it after crisis and catastrophe.”1 Michael Meyer 
wrote this at a moment shortly after two major changes had taken place. The LBI in 
New York had moved into new quarters at the Center for Jewish History and the 
archives were associated with a new major German institution—the Jewish Museum 
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Berlin. He also wrote this shortly before the archives began to put the entire content 
on the World Wide Web. The German-Jewish legacy had begun its transformation 
process from a survivor-based “landsmanschaft ” organization to a research institute 
that is now a solid part of a consortium of Jewish libraries at the Center for Jewish 
History in New York with a strong Internet presence, which so far has increased the 
archival usership tenfold. The German-Jewish legacy became part of the canon of 
American-Jewish history, an integral part of Jewish history at large, and also achieved 
recognition as part of the history of German-speaking lands. German-Jewish as we 
knew it as a distinct history has recently become more Jewish and more German, and 
also American-Jewish and part of American history.
The beginning of a new millennium brought two significant changes that took 
the Leo Baeck Institute, New York, into new contexts and directions. It joined with 
the two other major Jewish research libraries in the United States, American Jewish 
Historical Society (AJHS) and YIVO, to form the Center for Jewish History, which in 
the meantime has acquired more library and museum components; and it also banded 
together with the newly established Jewish Museum Berlin—which is a German insti-
tution, not the museum of the Jewish community—to create a joint archive facility; 
this decision put the LBI into previously unfamiliar cooperative settings. It created 
mutual recognition between significant but rather unequal partners, and it granted the 
LBI the stamp of acknowledgment of its importance in a global historical context. The 
New York joint venture of the Center for Jewish History admitted the LBI into the 
canon of American-Jewish history. The German tradition became an integral part of 
Jewish group identity in the United States. By way of a joint cataloguing facility with 
the Center for Jewish History, partner library overlaps between the different histories 
became visible, demonstrating how traditions moved across the continents and under-
pinning the transitions and demographic shifts of the global dynamic of the diaspora. 
The initial creation of the LBI in Jerusalem signaled a new relationship between the 
center and the periphery, with the immediate postwar triangularity between the main 
places of refuge, Israel, the United Kingdom, and the United States. This has subse-
quently shifted by adding another pillar of Jewish life, again in continental Europe 
and, of all places, in Germany. The move of all its archival collections in the form of 
microfilms and then digital images to Berlin signaled the acceptance of German-Jewish 
history as an integral part of German history (Austria is still procrastinating). 
So, where are we now? It is fascinating to see that with the eightieth commemora-
tion of the Anschluss and Kristallnacht, national identities are still standing in the way 
of a more common understanding of the many shared aspects of society, politics, and 
culture. Until the end of the twentieth century, and the symbolically charged end of a 
millennium, in the initial decades after the creation of the LBI, the institute was part 
of a network of intimately connected refugee organizations: the newspaper Aufbau, 
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Congregation Habonim, the social services organization Self-help, and so on, provid-
ing cohesion for its members and a platform for ideas and discussion. The audience was 
comprised entirely of Yekkes ( Jews of German-speaking origin) and the staff came from 
the same pool of people. This has radically changed. Very few Yekkes are left to attend 
the lectures and events, and a younger crowd is gradually coming to listen—people who 
do not share the same ethnic background and cohesion but who are interested in what 
is now called the relevance of the German-Jewish experience. The LBI has become a 
research institute and it is the foremost place for the study of German-Jewish history. 
Some of the central questions of modernity affecting Jews in German-speaking lands 
are: Who is a German Jew and who is to tell? Are people religious or not? How long 
have people lived in Germany or other German-speaking lands? The power of these 
concepts and definitions has started to shift and erode in an era of increasing inter-
marriage between Jews and non-Jews, when turning away from religion became more 
common. After the end of the Weimar Republic, these issues took a sharp turn. Ismar 
Elbogen’s notion of the position of Jews in German lands and of the ups and downs of 
the history of Jews in Germany, illustrated in his Geschichte der Juden in Deutschland, 
was to characterize the relationship over a thousand-year period.2 In an article respond-
ing to the April boycott, published on the front page of the CV Zeitung of April 6, 1933, 
entitled “Haltung! ” (which may be best translated as “Stance!”), Elbogen wrote: “Ten 
thousand have been pushed out of their jobs, many independent businesses have been 
uprooted. It makes no sense to ask what the reasons are, it makes no sense to accuse 
ourselves or others, this hour only knows one command: work and help! We can be 
condemned to suffer hunger, but not to starve to death!”3 Elbogen drew a line extend-
ing the historical developments of centuries and understanding the severity of the situ-
ation. Two years later, he wrote in the introduction to his 300-page history account: 
“Since their settlement during the Roman times Jews have always lived in Germany, 
they went through evil and good days, . . .” (“Seit ihrer Niederlassung in der Römerzeit 
haben immer Juden in Deutschland gewohnt, sie haben böse und gute Tage durchgemacht, 
. . .”). He finished the manuscript in 1934 and the book was published in 1935.4 After 
reporting on the history of settlement and pogroms, periods of stability and unrest, 
acceptance and rejection throughout the centuries, he concluded in view of the Nazi 
threat: “Once again, German Jews are confronted with the question of testing our resil-
ience, to prove ourselves worthy.”5 Elbogen emphasized the permanence of Jewish life in 
Central Europe, and expressed his skeptical hope that history would continue. However, 
during the same year as the publication of Elbogen’s book, the question of belonging 
was addressed from the Nazi perspective with the radical and cynical power of the racist 
state. The racial laws of 1935—the Nuremberg Laws—gave definition to a number of 
those questions, with dire consequences for those being subject to those verdicts. As we 
came to understand in the aftermath, the Nuremberg Laws were a turning point into 
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the unimaginable, starving the Jews to death and worse. The archives of the LBI hold 
a rich collection of documents that are evidence of those questions and responses, and 
these documents can be examined in order to analyze those historical developments to 
attempt to put faces and names to individuals from this period of history.
The archive of the LBI represents a spectrum between urban and rural, “Stadt und 
Land, ” between Jews in Berlin and Frankfurt and the Jews in the countryside, thou-
sands of small towns and villages, where Jews had lived for hundreds of years. There 
are those German Jews who increasingly moved from the rural areas to the cities and 
people who came from further east—Polish Jews and also from the eastern provinces 
of Germany. The religious spectrum developed from traditional to modern during the 
late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, with the twentieth century adding a new form 
of belonging, being secular with ever dwindling religious connections.
And how German is it? And what does being German imply? It is not Germany (only 
since 1871) as a political entity within its borders, but rather German language and culture 
in all its diversity between the Baltic Sea and the Black Sea, from western Poland to east-
ern France, from the northern Adriatic to southern Denmark. There is no Germany with-
out Jews, and in turn German is one of the more important Jewish languages.
That said, accepting the widely held notion that Jews were an integral part of 
German culture, what does that mean for the archives and library of the Leo Baeck 
Institute? There are, of course, larger archival holdings that contain the documents of 
the German-Jewish experience—the archives of the Centrum Judaicum in Berlin with 
the collections of the community archives of the Gesamtarchiv der deutschen Juden; 
there is the Heidelberg archive of the postwar communities; and there are the many 
local and regional archives mainly documenting the position of Jewish communities 
within the larger context. On the other hand, state and federal archives in Germany 
do not cover much of the Jewish experience. The effort to show what holdings exist in 
the archives of the five new postunification states has not rendered very much; it has 
rather confirmed how much of a recognition gap there is. But it is the archive of the 
diaspora that holds the most comprehensive documentation about the daily lives of 
Jews in German-speaking lands in the Leo Baeck Institute. Major holdings are found 
in Israel, in the National Library, in the Central Archives of the Jewish People, the 
Central Zionist Archives, and in Yad Vashem.6 
On the other hand, having become part of the Center for Jewish History in New 
York, the LBI has entered the canon of the universalist Jewish identity and under-
standing of American Jewry, with the German-speaking Jews as major contributors 
to a broad demographic entity that is characterized by aspects of hybridity resembling 
the fabric of U.S. society in general. The question of belonging in the United States 
is being answered in ways reminiscent of Germany before the Nazi period—full civil 
rights and recognition, part of a broad demographic patchwork.
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The surprise is to realize that in terms of German-Jewish history after the Holocaust, 
there were a quarter of a million Jews in immediate postwar Germany, mostly Polish 
refugees who had survived the war in the Central Asian provinces and in Siberia in the 
Soviet Union, and who after repatriation to Poland had subsequently fled to the American 
Zone of Occupation in Southern Germany. This fact has only surfaced in recent years.7 
By the mid 1950s less than 10 percent remained in Germany to become the “new Jews” 
and in subsequent years these Jews came to be regarded as the postwar German Jews. 
Since the 1990s they were the German Jews whose children and grandchildren were born 
in Germany, and who were then confronted with a new wave of immigration from the 
Soviet Union and postcommunist Russia and Ukraine, whose children and grandchildren 
in turn are born in Germany. However, we also recognize that this pattern was already 
valid, though to a lesser degree, before the First World War and certainly after 1918.8 
Going back to prewar history, to what degree does the LBI archive represent “the 
German Jews”? Again, the mix of those born in Germany for generations and those one 
generation away from Eastern Europe comprise the Jews who fled Nazi Germany. They 
are the German Jews represented in the LBI archives. German-Jewish history func-
tions also as a paradigm of demographic and social hybridity, and the German-Jewish 
archives are a reflection of this paradigm.
What we find in the archives are the utterances of individuals that go from the triv-
ial to the profound. The collections display and reflect a spectrum of experience and 
expression that is much more colorful than the printed words vetted by publishers 
and editors. Daily life is encapsulated in these archives. German-Jewish history is also 
“general” German history—an integral part of that history. This said, the LBI then 
gains enormously in importance. There is no other archive documenting the lives and 
achievements of the German Jews in such detail. That the Jewish Museum Berlin holds 
a copy of the LBI’s archives, which are now almost all online, speaks to the recogni-
tion of the LBI within the framework of German governmental policies by way of 
acceptance from official German museum institutions. But it is also the admission of 
German-Jewish history as part of German history.
To illustrate the work of the LBI, the latest example is the 1938 Project—a direct 
application of the original documents to a contemporary purpose.9 What does the 
memory and experience of that year represent for us today? Whether the associations 
we make are political, social, personal, psychological, or philosophical is a matter of 
personal opinion. But the knowledge of the march of time on a level of great personal 
and geographic detail provides a more concrete look into what history means on the 
ground. Looking at the events at the time combined with the connecting tissue of the 
daily lives of ordinary people provides a different dimension of history. It offers a sense 
of our own daily life intertwined with various aspects of our own social existence. The 
history and stories of the luminaries don’t tell us much about “the people.” It is rather 
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the ordinary citizens who with their individuality display a range of behavior and expe-
riences that enable us to learn about people in a general sense. We need to compare in 
order to gain perspective. Compare the lives of Jews and non-Jews and recognize the 
sense of a spectrum, not just polarity.10
With approximately 10,000 archival collections, donated by individuals and fami-
lies, the archives represent over 50,000 names and stories, which is approximately 
7–10 percent of the pre-1933 Jewish population of Central Europe. This is meant more 
symbolically rather than as an accurate figure. But nevertheless, these were real people, 
individuals, not abstract entities, not statistics or numbers. And fifty thousand is more 
than any individual researcher could handle. Some current research employing the 
methods of digital humanities seems to approach serious networking analyses, cluster 
research and literary corpus analysis. The documents and written remnants of every-
day life, used, for instance, in the aforementioned 1938 Project—the school report 
cards, the Schulzeugnisse of the Central European education systems, highly valued in 
Germany and even more among Jews, but completely useless in America; the endless 
photo albums of the summer and winter vacation trips to the mountains or to the 
sea—clearly signs and testimony of accomplishment and pride; and the letters in the 
late 1930s and early 1940s between parents and children from the Kindertransport—
all of these archival items find increasing recognition and provide insight into people’s 
lives, giving color to the statistics. 
What remains of the German-Jewish past? The children of the refugees are becom-
ing more active, whether in retrieving the documents of their parents and taking an 
interest in preserving the legacy, or by getting their children and grandchildren inter-
ested or writing memoirs and family histories, making reunions with former teach-
ers, making contact with groups online and offline, and recently, by claiming German 
citizenship in the form of a passport to which the descendants are legally entitled. 
German-Jewish studies has found its way into German studies as well as Jewish studies 
when looking at the annual meetings of the German Studies Association (GSA) and 
American Jewish Studies (AJS). And Germany has become the third strong pillar of 
scholarship, to quote Ismar Schorsch, in addition to Israel and the United States: Wer 
hätte das gedacht? Who would have possibly thought that at the time of the establish-
ment of the Leo Baeck Institute?
WH AT I S  M I S S I N G ?
According to its mission, the LBI is not dealing with postwar history, at least not in 
Germany. Postwar German-Jewish history is to be gathered, kept, and dealt with in 
Germany and not by a foreign entity with a foreign view on that matter, this being 
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eagerly guarded by archives in Germany which have taken on that task. And in a way it 
is true. The LBI is an institution of the diaspora and is one of the few institutions that 
deals exclusively with the German-Jewish diaspora/refugee population and its history. 
However, the story is more interwoven in complex ways between the pre-Holocaust 
history, the diaspora, and the global community as signified, for instance, by the peri-
odical Aufbau, which has recently become recognized for its important role.
What is still missing is an investigation of the connection between classical, tradi-
tional German-Jewish history and postwar history. Is postwar Jewish life in Germany 
another chapter in German-Jewish history? We need to take a serious look at the period 
between the end of the Second World War and Reunification, the GDR (the German 
Democratic Republic of [East] Germany) and the BRD (Federal Republic of [West] 
Germany) as two chapters in parallel, actually 1945 till 1949 as the first postwar chap-
ter, and postunification the last chapter. Who knows what is to follow? Maybe Diana 
Pinto’s vision of European Jewry will become a reality, although her concept has been 
somewhat reduced since the end of the Cold War.11
The silence about the GDR chapter goes hand-in-hand with the combination of 
anticommunism and antisemitism, including the question “Who is a Jew?” denounc-
ing Jewish communists as not being “really Jewish, ” which on the other hand has to 
confront the fact that German Jews returning to postwar Germany often went to the 
GDR in the hope of building a new, antifascist Germany. In lining up all these chapters 
of modern German-Jewish history, from the time of Moses Mendelssohn to the pres-
ent day, we can see the ups and downs, triumphs and defeats, rapid growth and total 
destruction. The reemergence of Jewish life in Germany after the Holocaust demon-
strates the resilience and capacity of rebound, or as the old saying goes, that the end 
is also a new beginning.
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TOWA R D A 
T R A N S NAT I O NA L J EWI S H 
H I S TO R I O G R A P H Y
Reflections on a Possible Future Path 
for the German-Jewish Past
Guy Miron
I n 1983 the historian Jacob Katz organized a conference on the impact of German Jewry. Participants were invited to reflect on the ways in which German-Jewish movements and processes such as Jewish enlightenment, social integration, 
German acculturation, and the transformation of religious life in Germany influ-
enced other European Jewish communities.1 The departure point for this discussion 
was the assumption that German Jews were the forerunners of Jewish modernity 
and a major source of influence and inspiration to other Jews. However, not all the 
historians who took part in the conference, some of whom were Katz’s own students, 
shared this view. Thus, for example, Todd M. Endelman, a historian of the Jews in 
England, called for a differentiation between English Jewry and the German-Jewish 
model in his article entitled “The Englishness of Jewish Modernity in England, ” 
suggesting that there are different types of Jewish modernity, not only the one that 
was shaped by the German model.2 Endelman’s approach came to dominate the read-
ing of modern Jewish history.
During recent decades social historians have been predominantly preoccupied 
with the peculiarities of the Jewish communities in various nation states—arguing 
for a separate English-, French-, Hungarian-, and Russian-Jewish path to moder-
nity. This tendency is also dominant among historians of German Jewry. One might 
say that German-Jewish history has developed during recent decades into a subdis-
cipline of German studies and that the vast majority of those dealing with it were 
trained as German historians and not as historians of Jewish history. This is the 
situation not only in Germany, Europe, and the United States but also in Israel, 
where the field of Jewish history is institutionalized as a separate and independent 
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department of so-called “general” (i.e., non-Jewish) history. As an Israeli historian 
who was trained in the 1990s in a department for Jewish history and turned to the 
field of German-Jewish history, I gradually came to realize that almost all the senior 
scholars as well as my colleagues working in the field came from departments for 
“general” history and were trained in German history rather than in Jewish history. 
This fact has implications for their research questions, the historiographical context 
of their scholarship, and also ultimately for the fruits of their work. Most of them did 
not interpret German-Jewish history in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries as 
part of wider pan-European Jewish developments, or were even aware of this histo-
riography mainly of Eastern European history. Instead they focused their gaze on 
interpreting German-Jewish history in the wider context of German and European, 
non-Jewish, history.
In this short essay I will offer some thoughts on the future of the German-Jewish 
past. I will discuss the different implications of this conceptualization of German-Jewish 
history as a subdiscipline of German history and will offer some possible options for 
framing the German-Jewish past in the coming decades. These reflections will be 
presented through the prism of my own attempts to deal with German-Jewish history 
from a context of Jewish history.
T H E S PAT I A L T U R N
The great wealth of scholarship that has been accumulated in the field of German-Jewish 
history in recent decades evokes questions about where it is heading. Scholars in the 
field sometimes get the impression that dealing with the German-Jewish past is close to 
exhaustion—we have now a rich and nuanced historical picture of the political, social, 
cultural, and religious phenomena that characterized German-speaking Jews from 
the late eighteenth century until the Holocaust. An international research network is 
spreading in North America, Israel, Europe, and especially in Germany, where Jewish 
studies are still generously funded by the state and produce a large number of publi-
cations on diverse German-Jewish topics.3 This ever-growing research corpus, which 
includes an ever-growing number of case studies and regional projects, is so rich that 
it is becoming almost impossible to fully grasp and characterize it in its entirety. 
Undoubtedly, for younger scholars interested in doing research on the German-Jewish 
past, the challenge of finding a “research gap, ” or uncharted territory in German-Jewish 
historiography, is becoming ever more difficult. But every generation has its own need 
to reinterpret the past according to changing circumstances and new perspectives—
and this is also valid for the German-Jewish past.
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I believe that the variety of “turns” discussed during the recent decades in humanities 
and social sciences may inspire a regeneration of German-Jewish historiography.4 The 
enormous corpus of sources and research projects that is available for German-Jewish 
historians can be used to ask new questions about language (the linguistic turn), culture 
(the cultural turn), body (the corporal turn), the economy (the economic turn), and so 
on. For the sake of the discussion here I will explore how the so-called “spatial turn” can 
inspire new questions and thus enrich our understanding of the German-Jewish past.
The spatial turn is based on the view that space is not simply a given but rather a 
product of social and mental construction. Its forerunner, Henri Lefebvre, rebuked 
the view of space as a neutral and empty container. In his seminal book entitled The 
Production of Space, published in 1974, he maintained that the transparency of space is 
just an illusion that should be replaced by a more subtle approach to space; an approach 
that will acknowledge “social space” and “mental space” as products of social construc-
tion.5 Since the publication of Lefebvre’s pioneering study, the use of concepts such 
as “space, ” “place, ” and “mapping, ” which in the past were primarily associated with 
geography and urban planning, have become dynamic and dominant components in 
the analysis of social and cultural developments.
The growing influence of the spatial turn can be associated with the accelerating 
process of globalization. Even if the decline of the nation-state as a worldwide phenom-
enon is still highly disputed, one cannot deny the fact that since the late twentieth and 
early twenty-first centuries, technological, political, and communication transforma-
tions have put an end to the era in which the nation-state was the undisputed dominant 
social, linguistic, and cultural unit. Moving beyond traditional social and historical 
fixation on the nation-state, scholars have become ever more aware of a variety of social 
and cultural phenomena that they regard as “transnational.” These new impulses of the 
conceptualization of space are also referred to as “the transnational turn.”6
J EWI S H P L AC E A N D EU RO P E A N S PAC E
Jewish history offers a great and, at times, a unique setting for reevaluating a variety 
of topics in modern European history using the insights of the spatial turn. Based on 
the theories of Henri Lefebvre, Edward W. Soja, David Harvey, Karl Schlögel, and 
others, the meaning of “place, ” and “space” in Jewish history should be reexamined. 
For example, the complex relations between notions such as “homeland, ” “exile, ” and 
“diaspora” can be used for analyzing the “mental maps” through which Jews navigated 
the challenges of integration, inclusion, and exclusion in European societies during 
the age of emancipation.
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In recent years a number of publications have benefited from this new research 
orientation. The volume Jewish Topographies, which was published in 2008, was 
devoted, according to its editors, to following Lefebvre and Soja in developing spati-
alization of the Jewish historical experience and mapping Jewish daily life.7 Living in 
the margins as a minority without a sovereign territorial base throughout, Jews devel-
oped a variety of minority spatialization strategies.8 Two more recent volumes offer 
a great variety of case studies, exemplifying the potential of the spatial perspectives 
for modern German-Jewish history.9 Still, it seems that with the impact of the spatial 
turn a new transnational Jewish historiography is only now beginning to materialize.
What can be the influence of this new spatial orientation on the transnational 
thought in Jewish history and how can it inspire the future of German-Jewish histo-
riography? The dominant attitude of European-Jewish historiography, as presented by 
Jonathan Frankel in the early 1990s, was based on a clear spatial view.10 Seeking to break 
free from the bipolar and dichotomous distinction between assimilation (associated 
with modern Western and Central European Jewries) and Jewish nationalism (asso-
ciated with modern East European Jewries), Jewish historiography tended to focus on 
European nation states, concentrating on the topics of civil emancipation, social inte-
gration, and acculturation. As a result, Jewish historiography produced a conspicu-
ously large number of monographs and articles on the history of European Jews as a 
component in their nation-state.11
In the mid-1990s Shulamit Volkov reproached the inclination to view the history 
of European Jews solely from the perspective of the history of the nation-state within 
which they resided. Volkov did not underestimate the importance of the nation-state—
after all, this was also the main thrust of her own work on German Jewry. Still, she 
emphasized the need to redress this approach by studying the history of European 
Jewries beyond the ethnocentric boundaries of the nation-state.12
A more recent challenge to approaches to Jewish history through the lens of 
nation-states was raised in Moshe Rosman’s article “Jewish History across Borders.” 
Coming from a predominantly North American school of social historians, Rosman 
asserted that many Jewish historians produced a great variety of “narrowly focused 
monographs” based on an impressive command of European languages and local 
historiography. Still, their exclusive focus on the national political borders, he 
added, might blind scholars and prevent them from recognizing and analyzing wider 
phenomena.13 Influenced by the theoretical framework of the spatial turn, Rosman 
asked historians to pose new questions that would go beyond the nation-states 
and develop a new transnational approach to Jewish history. He also pointed to a 
variety of topics such as Jewish enlightenment, history of the Hasidic movement, 
and international Jewish solidarity—which in his opinion require a new spatial 
conceptualization.
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TOWA R D A C O M PA R AT I V E A P P ROAC H 
TO T H E G E R M A N-J EWI S H PA S T
Such calls for a paradigm change in Jewish history have already shown preliminary 
results, but it is too early to evaluate whether they will lead to a fundamental trans-
formation in the spatial perspective of modern Jewish historiography. It is perhaps 
more important for us to explore how the spatial turn will affect German-Jewish 
historiography.
Jacob Katz’s initial view concerning the domination of the German-Jewish model 
of modernization as the direct source of influence on other Jewish communities is 
not necessarily valid. Decades of research have shown how the unique circumstances 
of various Jewish communities were part of unique developments of Jewish history 
in each national context. However, this preoccupation with the nation-state led to a 
growing detachment between historians working on Jewish communities in differ-
ent countries. In the German-Jewish context this meant that accounts of German 
Jews became part of German historiography—a development that denied the rich 
research fruits of German-Jewish historians to a wider community of students of the 
Jewish experience.
The rich corpus of research dealing with German Jews can, and should, in my view, 
serve as the basis for a comparative study of modernization processes of Jewish commu-
nities in Europe. In so doing German-Jewish historiography will present an important 
contribution to the development of a nuanced narrative of a more integrative Jewish 
history. I will demonstrate this by using two case studies: Hungary and Iraq.
The comparison between German Jewry and Hungarian Jewry is useful for vari-
ous reasons. The significance of the German-Jewish experience to our understanding 
of the European discourse on Jewish emancipation and the question of assimilation 
is undeniable. As an integral part of the Habsburg Empire, models of modernization 
that took shape in Germany reached Hungary, mainly through Vienna and Prague. 
The German-Jewish press also played a key role in Hungarian-Jewish polemics.14 For 
modern Hungarian Jews, German Jewry served as a “reference group” or even as a 
role model. On the other hand, for conservative Hungarian Jews, from whose midst 
modern Orthodoxy and Ultra Orthodoxy would later emerge, German Jewry served 
as a negative model, the source of all evil—Jewish assimilation.
In addition to these historical connections, it seems that the extensive amount of 
historiographical scholarly attention devoted to problems of Jewish modernization 
and integration into German society and its various implications during recent decades 
should be able to enrich research into the Hungarian case.15 German-Jewish historiog-
raphy has significantly contributed to the elucidation of basic concepts such as “assim-
ilation, ” “acculturation, ” “dissimilation, ” and “cultural code” and has yielded plenty 
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of empirical studies in social history and Gentile-Jewish relations as well as gender 
history. The insights gained by this research can and should be implemented in the 
Hungarian-Jewish case in spite of all the clear differences.16
An especially fruitful product of German-Jewish historiography that can contrib-
ute to an innovative interpretation of Hungarian-Jewish history is the concept of 
co-constitutionality. In his book entitled Jews and Other Germans, which dealt with 
nineteenth-century Breslau, Till van Rahden aspired to transcend the more traditional 
concepts of “national homogeneity, ” which were associated with the interpretation of 
German-Jewish history in majority-minority terms.17 Instead of viewing the German 
nation and national identity of the nineteenth century as a “given, ” van Rahden saw 
it as an ongoing process of becoming, in which Jews, like Catholics and Protestants, 
played an active role. Following van Rahden’s analysis, Steven E. Aschheim suggested 
the concept of co-constitutionality as a guiding concept for the understanding of the 
formation of the German national identity and for the interpretation of German-Jewish 
history.18 In Hungary, much more than in Germany, Jews had a crucial role in the devel-
opment of the local middle class and of Hungarian liberalism.19 The Jewish presence in 
bourgeois Budapest was more prominent in relative terms than in Berlin or Breslau. 
Imported from German-Jewish historiography, “co-constitutionality” can therefore be 
used as a key concept for a critical analysis of the development of Hungarian liberal 
nationalism in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Hungary might be a good case study into the potential use of insights and concepts 
from German-Jewish historiography, but I believe that such a potential exists also in 
additional areas of Europe. Jewish integration in imperial Russia was very different and 
one cannot speak about a process of “co-constitutionality” of Russian nationalism on 
a large scale. Still, following the research developments in Russian-Jewish history of 
the last two decades that reveal a variety of social, cultural, and even political fields of 
integration on smaller scales, I believe that German-Jewish historiography can be an 
important source of inspiration for Russian-Jewish historiography.20
The challenge of a comparative, transnational, and interrelated modern Jewish 
history is even more complicated if we wish to apply it also to Jews outside Europe. 
The question of if and how basic categories used for German and more generally 
European-Jewish history could apply for Jews living in the new worlds is a matter to be 
discussed elsewhere. Here I would like to refer briefly to Jews living in Islamic countries.
In 2006 I published an article entitled “Between Berlin and Baghdad, ” which called 
for a development of a new historiography of Iraqi modern Jewry based on methods and 
insights from European and predominantly German-Jewish history.21 Reflecting on a 
variety of works on Iraqi Jewish history, I argued that students of Middle Eastern stud-
ies and Arabic literature dominate this research rather than scholars trained in Jewish 
history. Certain works in the field, predominantly Reuven Snir’s 2005 comprehensive 
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study on Arabness, Jewishness, Zionism, clearly point to the need to interpret Iraqi-Jewish 
history within the wider horizon of Jewish (and specifically German-Jewish) history.22
In his book, Snir gives a few interesting examples of early twentieth-century Jewish 
intellectuals from Baghdad whose attitude to the Arabic language and tradition call 
for comparison with the German-Jewish enlightenment thinkers. A number of these 
intellectuals took part in the formation (or “invention”) of modern Iraqi national-
ism, and their activity can be analyzed with concepts such as “assimilation, ” “accul-
turation, ” and perhaps even co-constitutionality. Naturally one should be wary of 
making simplistic comparisons. But the need to illuminate such developments as a 
transnational phenomenon seems evident.23 The literature on German-Jewish identity 
formation may be helpful to free the Iraqi Jewish historiography from the simplistic 
Arab-Jewish dichotomy and offer new conceptualizations. This might help to develop 
more subtle models to interpret the process of Jewish integration and acculturation 
in Islamic societies.24
C O N C LUS I O N
German-Jewish historiography proffers great potential not only for those with a specific 
interest in the subject matter, but also for a wider range of scholars. The complex past 
of Jews in German-speaking lands, from the Enlightenment to the Holocaust and 
their rich cultural heritage, render the German-Jewish experience a fascinating and 
relevant case study for any student interested in topics such as identity formation, 
inclusion versus exclusion, religious transformation, and diversity, to name just a few. 
Furthermore, the very fact that this field has yielded an enormous body of research 
literature in recent decades, utilizing innovative approaches and research methods, 
makes German-Jewish historiography an ideal starting point for a wider discussion of 
the Jewish experience in modern times.
The influence of the spatial turn as well as the proclivity of scholars from different 
disciplines and countries to collaborate might enable historians to reevaluate Jewish 
history across and beyond political borders. German-Jewish historiography should, 
in my opinion, become more involved in this process and contribute to the develop-
ment of a more comparative, transnational, and entwined Jewish historical narrative.
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D I G I TA L G E R M A N-
J EWI S H F U T U R E S
Experiential Learning , Activism, 
and Entertainment
Kerry Wallach
T he future of the German-Jewish past is, in a word, digital, and not only in the sense of digital humanities or digital history. Future generations of schol-ars, students, and the general public will engage with the past online in the 
same ways—and for many of the same reasons—that they engage with everything else. 
There needs to be something redeeming, enjoyable, or at least memorable about study-
ing history for people to feel that it is worthwhile. For many, the act of learning about 
the past serves as a kind of virtual travel, even an escape, to another time and place. 
Learning about German-Jewish history becomes possible on a regular basis when it is 
easily accessible through the newest media on computers, cell phones, and other elec-
tronic devices. Perusing a digital history project about the 1930s or reading posts on 
Twitter and Instagram does not take as much time, nor require the same level of commit-
ment, as sitting down to read a history book. Watching a hit television show about the 
1920s feels just educational enough to mitigate the guilt of partaking in a “guilty plea-
sure, ” yet not so stiflingly academic as to prevent it from being fun. Twitter is the new 
Times. Netflix is the new newsreel—and noir. We must begin to harness the potential of 
these platforms to cultivate opportunities to teach and learn about the German-Jewish 
past. In this essay, I explore three ways of establishing a connection to the past in digi-
tal forms suited to the twenty-first century: experiential learning in a traditional college 
classroom setting, social media activism, and streaming television shows.
As we consider how to reach those who will study and otherwise engage with 
German-Jewish history in the future, we must acknowledge that most younger students 
are three or more generations removed from those who experienced the “golden age” of 
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Weimar Jewish culture, as well as the Second World War and the Holocaust. Yet even 
seventy-five years after 1945, the past is no less relevant. New generations coming of 
age in the twenty-first century still confront a wide range of social and political ques-
tions that are intertwined with the legacy of German Jewry. Some reasons for making 
connections to the German-Jewish past are predictable, but others cannot yet be antic-
ipated. In Holocaust Memory in the Digital Age, Jeffrey Shandler reminds us that it is 
possible to use resources and archives “against the grain” to examine issues other than 
those that are central to an institution’s mission.1 As scholars, and as educators, it is 
our role to help future generations gain digital access to, become more knowledgeable 
about, and determine how they as individuals will make use of the German-Jewish past.
E X P E R I E N T I A L L E A R N I N G : 
M A K I N G G E R M A N-J EWI S H H I S TO RY 
M E M O R A B L E F O R G E N E R AT I O N Z
Students of German and Jewish studies are among those who will continue to engage 
with German-Jewish history in an intensive way in the coming years. To be sure, an 
immersion trip or an extended period of study in Central or Eastern Europe would 
provide the ideal mode of experiential learning, but this is not an option for everyone. 
For those who cannot travel to such places as Berlin, Hamburg, Frankfurt, Munich, 
Vienna, Prague, and Budapest, there must exist more easily accessible ways to become 
passionate about the histories of these cultures. Although students might begin to 
study German-Jewish topics while still in high school, college and university students 
delve most deeply into online resources and thus represent a primary audience for 
many digital materials. Many college students obtain the majority of sources for their 
papers, presentations, and other projects via online searches. It is no surprise that virtual 
archives serve as key sources of information: the Jewish Women’s Archive, for exam-
ple, has one million visitors annually, most of whom find the site using Google.2 It is 
my observation that college students respond best to digital assignments and activities 
when their mode of engaging with a project is highly interactive, thus constituting a 
memorable experience in its own right. Multiple forms of media (text, image, audio, 
video) enable students to experience material in different ways, and students with profi-
ciency in more than one language benefit further from accessing this material in two 
languages. The design of the online resources and the assignments themselves affect 
the degree to which student experiences are interactive and potentially impactful.
By 2024, college courses will serve mainly post-Millennial students who differ in a 
number of ways from previous generations of students. Undergraduate courses in the 
United States, where traditional students range in age from 18 to 22, currently contain 
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the last groups of students that combine Millennials (sometimes also “Generation Y, ” 
born between 1981 and 1996, according to the Pew Research Center) and members of 
“Generation Z.”3 The generation born from 1997 onward is now commonly referred to 
as Generation Z, although some locate the beginning of this generation in the post-9/11 
era.4 By most definitions, the majority of college students who graduate in 2020 and 
later can be considered part of Generation Z. Cohorts beginning with the class of 2024 
contain students born after 9/11. Whereas most Millennials can still remember a time 
before smartphone technology and the rise of social media, members of Generation Z 
cannot. Many members of Generation Z prefer to communicate via text messages 
rather than phone or email, and they favor such image-driven platforms as Instagram, 
Snapchat, TikTok, and YouTube over Facebook and Twitter. They are “digital natives”; 
the ways that Generation Z and future generations consume information will continue 
to drive the ways scholars, institutions, and cultural producers choose to present it.
In my courses at Gettysburg College, where I have taught since 2011, I have used 
several digital history projects that focus on German-Jewish life and culture, and I have 
begun to make use of the wide array of digitized resources that deal with the Holocaust. 
Gettysburg is an undergraduate liberal arts college with an emphasis on small class size; 
course enrollment usually ranges from six to eighteen students. By far the most success-
ful of my assignments using digital resources was a four- to six-page paper in my spring 
2018 course, “European Jews: History, Holocaust, Future, ” which required students to 
find, view or listen to, and critically analyze the video or audio testimony of a Holocaust 
survivor. Here the vast digitized resources of the United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum and the USC Shoah Foundation’s Visual History Archive were invaluable. 
Without exception, the students agreed that they benefited from the act of searching 
for and accessing survivor testimony. Nearly all chose to write about video testimony, 
though one student noted that she preferred the audio-only format. Several opted to 
work with video testimony for which there was also a transcript available. Having the 
freedom to write about any testimony meant that some students voluntarily watched 
portions of multiple interviews, or viewed several hours of testimony by one survivor, in 
order to locate a segment that interested them and would lend itself to this paper assign-
ment. Of course, there is a clear difference in terms of scope, resources, and audience 
when it comes to learning about the German-Jewish past versus the Holocaust, and 
I focus hereafter on ways of engaging digitally with specifically German-Jewish topics.
Inviting students to choose and analyze one short text that interests them is stan-
dard practice when I ask students to work with digital history projects. For a short 
homework assignment in my course on “The German-Jewish Experience, ” I asked 
students to work with the Jewish Museum Berlin’s project, “1933: The Beginning of 
the End of German Jewry” (https://www.jmberlin.de/1933/en). This smaller-scale 
project, rolled out in 2013 to mark the eightieth anniversary of 1933, draws primarily 
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from the collection of the Jewish Museum Berlin and the Leo Baeck Institute New 
York/Berlin (LBI). It was created in conjunction with the Berlin citywide theme year 
“Zerstörte Vielfalt (Destroyed Diversity): 1933–1938–1945.”5 The 1933 project includes 
a selection of original documents matched to corresponding dates throughout the year, 
with an average of ten documents per month. It also contains transcriptions of hand-
written German documents and translations into English. In other words, there is too 
much material to assign in full if only a short unit of the course focuses on the 1930s.
In November 2016, I asked students to visit the 1933 project’s site and choose one 
document on which to focus. They were instructed to read both the English and 
German texts if able. In a discussion forum on our online course management system, 
Moodle, students responded to two broad questions: “What can we learn from this 
document about how Jewish life in Germany changed in and after 1933? What do you 
find particularly interesting about the document?” Using an online forum facilitates a 
wider variety of posts since students can see each other’s posts and are encouraged not 
to examine the same document. One student noted the contemporary resonance of 
the document posted for January 30, 1933: a letter written by Rosa Süss in Mannheim 
to her daughter and son-in-law on the day when Hitler became chancellor. Süss wrote: 
“Well, they [he] won’t be any different from all the others. We’ll have to wait and 
see what happens! People abroad will be surprised.” The student observed that Süss’s 
reaction “has both elements of hope and fear at the same time, ” not unlike what the 
student and many of his friends felt shortly after the U.S. presidential election earlier 
that month. Although I do not wish to draw categorical parallels between events of 
the 1930s and 2010s, I would suggest that comparing and contrasting these two eras 
of political change made the assignment more meaningful for this student. His abil-
ity to understand January 1933 was informed by his experience of November 2016, 
and vice versa.
In spring 2018, in “European Jews: History, Holocaust, Future, ” I introduced 
students to the 1938 Projekt of the Leo Baeck Institute New York/Berlin in order to 
make a lesson on Jews in Nazi Germany more interactive. The 1938 Projekt (http://
www.lbi.org/1938projekt) commemorates each day in 1938 through one post published 
on every corresponding day of 2018, exactly eighty years later, in both English and 
German. Materials used in the daily posts originate from over ten partner institutions. 
The posts were publicized widely; the LBI made them available on its website and in 
daily posts on social media sites including Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. This 
approach suggests that the project format was designed to maximize impact on users. 
William Weitzer, the executive director of the LBI, suggested that these social media 
platforms allow users to have a “transactional” experience by scrolling through and 
interacting with the posts in a way that is personally meaningful.6 In a podcast inter-
view about the 1938 Projekt, Frank Mecklenburg, the director of research and chief 
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archivist of the LBI and also a contributor to this volume, points to the significance 
of 1938 as a historical reference point with respect to twenty-first-century political 
issues: refugees, the rise of right-wing political groups, and the gradual and incremen-
tal normalization of everyday restrictions.7 In Mecklenburg’s view, the broader issues 
of the past are inseparable from issues in the present.
In my “European Jews” course, we worked with the 1938 Projekt during class time to 
facilitate a collective encounter with this digital project. In other words, we made the 
use of social media a social experience in real life, at least for a few minutes. Together, 
we studied the post from March 5, 2018: “Homosexual Relations with a Jew.” This 
post highlights the fact that the blond, non-Jewish German tennis star Gottfried von 
Cramm, who was accused of homosexual conduct and arrested on March 5, 1938, was 
not immune to Nazi persecution. Students found this story compelling both because 
it deviated slightly from the traditional narrative of persecution and because it chal-
lenged them to think about other groups who fell victim to the Nazis. After looking 
at one post together, the students accessed the 1938 Projekt individually. Most of the 
fifteen students present that day used cell phones, although a few pulled out laptops 
or Surface devices. I asked the students to scroll through the project’s feed and select 
one additional post. Students then prepared short responses to the prompt: “How 
does this project use sources from 1938 to make a critical point about Jewish history? 
What point does this post seem to be making?” We integrated their responses into 
a group discussion, which also included their feedback on learning about the past 
through digitized media.
These students of German-Jewish history responded enthusiastically to the act of 
engaging with historical sources in an online platform. This mix of (late) Millennial 
and Generation Z students offered overwhelmingly positive feedback on their expe-
rience using the 1938 Projekt. They appreciated the concise summaries of historical 
documents as well as the translations of short, one-sentence quotes from the origi-
nal German document into English, for example in the post from February 25, 2018, 
about the separation of young lovers Julius Hirsch and Elisabeth Schiff. The discussion 
of this post provided a natural complement to our earlier discussion of the difficul-
ties many Jews faced in obtaining visas as they sought to emigrate. One German stud-
ies major noted that the 1938 Projekt is “not intimidating” because of its “short little 
stories” and appealing presentation of “facts not everyone knows.” Another student 
pointed out that each story takes only about five minutes to read in full. A third said 
that the concept reminded her of the Timehop app, which can be paired with social 
media (Instagram, Facebook) and other apps such as photo albums to remind users 
what happened in their lives one or more years ago on that same day. In deploying 
strategies popularized by social media apps, digital history projects gain access to the 
students whose worlds are built around these apps.
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In addition to online resources and digital history projects, access to German-Jewish 
topics through other digital means such as Skype or Zoom provides a different type of 
experiential learning. On several occasions, I have devoted a whole class period to a video 
call with one or two people who could provide insight into German-Jewish topics. This 
low-budget approach to incorporating guest speakers into a course relies on a free app, as 
well as the camera and microphone found in most computers, though it is also helpful to 
conduct calls in classrooms equipped with special video conferencing technology. One of 
these calls was in fall 2016 with Gabrielle Rossmer Gropman and Sonya Gropman, mother 
and daughter co-authors of The German-Jewish Cookbook (Brandeis University Press, 
2017). Talking with these authors provided students in “The German-Jewish Experience” 
a different way of considering the campus-wide “Year of Food.” After reading an excerpt 
from the cookbook about Sabbath and holiday foods, students prepared advance ques-
tions about recipes and traditions relating to specific dishes. The class sampled several 
Jewish foods during the Skype call, thereby adding additional participatory elements to 
the lesson and reinforcing the conversation with something tangible.
Digitally savvy students enjoy using platforms that are already familiar to them as 
they learn about the past. The experience of interacting with German-Jewish topics 
through websites and apps becomes memorable precisely because it borrows from a 
nonacademic sphere of life. Some of the digital projects and media that work well for 
experiential learning also provide individuals and institutions with opportunities for 
social outreach beyond the classroom.
T H E R E AC H O F S O C I A L M E D I A AC T I V I S M
The ways in which many institutions have begun to promote the German-Jewish past on 
social media can be interpreted only as a form of activism. The goals of these social and 
political activist efforts are linked to the ongoing struggle against antisemitism, racism, 
homophobia, sexism, and other forms of oppression. Such forms of activism often rely on 
historical lessons by connecting the events of the past to the present moment, sometimes 
in the form of political commentary. By examining a few different uses of social media, 
we gain insight into why academic, educational, and other nonprofit institutions—as 
well as some individuals—rely on digital activism to achieve their desired impact. This 
type of activism ultimately serves as a vehicle for promoting the content generated by 
virtual archives and digital projects to much wider general audiences. When disturbing 
content is involved, its shock value can further contribute to the reach of digital activism.
The use of the German-Jewish past has attracted considerable media atten-
tion in recent years and is not uncontroversial. One of the most extreme cases is 
the social media presence of the nonprofit Anne Frank Center for Mutual Respect 
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(@AnneFrankCenter), which since 2017 has regularly cited Anne’s diary on Twitter, 
Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube in its overt criticism of specific acts and policies 
of the Trump administration. According to Emma Green for the Atlantic, the Anne 
Frank Center’s “more aggressive and hyperbolic” approach runs the risk of undermin-
ing Anne Frank’s legacy by politicizing it. Green suggests that whether Anne Frank or 
her father Otto would have wanted her legacy politicized is of little consequence to the 
center, which does not necessarily deserve the authority it gains through the use of her 
name.8 Yet it is undeniable that millions of people have seen and interacted with the 
center’s social media posts relating to Anne Frank’s history, and it is possible that the 
media attention Anne Frank’s family regularly receives is partly a result of the center’s 
work. As of 2020, the center has nearly 104,000 Twitter followers and over 115,000 
Facebook followers, and its activism has been featured in dozens of news articles from 
publications across the political spectrum. Whether “authorized” or not, more people 
have begun to consider the German-Jewish past as they attempt to make sense of the 
tumultuous twenty-first century.
More established academic and educational institutions are able to make less contro-
versial use of social media, as their work is widely received as scholarly even when 
it tends toward the political. However, even these institutions are not immune to 
criticism. The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (@HolocaustMuseum; 
USHMM) leads the pack with 322,000 Twitter followers, 1,169,000 Facebook 
followers, and 105,000 Instagram followers. It regularly uses social media platforms 
to commemorate important dates and occasions (often with the hashtag #OTD, On 
This Day), protest immigration or refugee policies, or raise awareness about antisem-
itism, hatred, and genocide. Yet in summer 2019, the USHMM came under fire when 
it implicitly criticized U.S. Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s comparison of 
the U.S. government’s immigrant detention centers to “concentration camps, ” which 
also used the phrase “Never Again.” In response, the USHMM released a statement 
regarding its unequivocal rejection of Holocaust analogies; this prompted histori-
ans Andrea Orzoff and Anika Walke to pen an Open Letter asking the USHMM to 
retract its statement.9 Within a few days, 580 scholars had signed the letter, which 
was circulated through Google Docs. Several weeks later, on July 18, the USHMM 
published a response that cautioned against “careless comparisons and simplistic equiv-
alencies” but conceded that the Holocaust “can and should also be carefully analyzed 
for areas where there may exist some similarities with and differences from other events, 
both historical and contemporary, utilizing appropriate contextualization and avoid-
ing simple answers to complex questions.”10 This debate took place almost entirely 
in publicly accessible online platforms. It demonstrates the enduring significance of 
German-Jewish history and the Holocaust for the future of American politics, partic-
ularly within a digital framework.
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On a smaller scale, and often in German, the Jewish Museum Berlin (@jmber-
lin; 9,500 Twitter followers, 33,500 Facebook followers) uses social media for some 
similar purposes, including showcasing items in its collection that relate to current 
events. Its Twitter feed is notably more political than its Facebook page, and the use of 
Twitter has also led to recent controversies. For example, retweeted articles about the 
kippah that led to the antisemitic attack in Prenzlauer Berg in April 2018 contributed 
to the ongoing dialogue about whether it is safe for Jews to wear kippahs in public in 
Germany and elsewhere in Europe. But Twitter revealed its potential to bring about 
more severe consequences when Peter Schäfer, the director of the Jewish Museum 
Berlin, resigned after a tweet endorsing a petition against a motion defining anti-Israel 
boycotts as antisemitic. When institutions or their affiliates use social media for activ-
ist purposes, they risk negatively impacting how the public engages with representa-
tives of the German-Jewish past. Some institutions therefore tend to be more cautious 
in digital spheres. The Leo Baeck Institute New York (@lbinyc), for example, tends 
to post articles about German-Jewish individuals, places, cultural texts, or traditions; 
most of the institute’s regular social media posts are not as overtly political.
Not only institutions, but also individuals from celebrities to artists use websites 
and social media to inspire social change. One particularly noteworthy example is 
Israeli-German satirical artist Shahak Shapira’s short-lived YOLOCAUST project 
(www.yolocaust.de; YOLO = You Only Live Once), which went viral and was viewed 
by over 2.5 million people within one week in January 2017. The project used Photoshop 
to superimpose twelve selfies and other photographs taken at the Berlin Memorial to 
the Murdered Jews of Europe onto graphic images of the victims of Nazi death camps. 
Its goal was to call attention to the inappropriate and disrespectful ways many visitors 
interact with this massive memorial, which since its inauguration in 2005 has become 
part of the topography of central Berlin. Shapira found the photos on public social 
media accounts (Facebook, Instagram, Tinder, Grindr) and gave the photos’ subjects 
the opportunity to request the removal of their images; all twelve of them contacted 
him within a week to have their photos removed. This sharply critical project suppos-
edly reached as many as 100 million people due to the extensive media coverage it 
received. Through a combination of shocking satire, creative image manipulation, and 
incisive social criticism, Shapira persuaded his viewers to reflect on appropriate ways 
to commemorate the Holocaust.
Digital media provided Shapira a platform for calling attention to the potential 
consequences for sharing images that disrespect the Jewish past. His work serves as 
a warning of the Internet’s power to publicize seemingly private acts of disrespect—
as well as acts of hate. To be sure, Shapira’s own activism is at times also offensive 
and his techniques of exposing and shaming individuals and corporations are as rife 
with controversy as with good intentions. (In August 2017, he spray-painted hateful 
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tweets on the pavement near Twitter’s Hamburg headquarters for his #HeyTwitter 
campaign.) Still, with 187,000 Twitter followers and over 132,000 Facebook follow-
ers—and Internet-related projects that reportedly have managed to reach 250 million 
people all told—Shahak Shapira has found ways to win what he terms “The Race for 
Attention” on several occasions.11
Institutions and activists who seek to reach a broader audience have much to learn 
from Shapira’s stunts, as well as from the social media practices of such institutions as 
the Anne Frank Center. Successful outreach campaigns do not shy away from contro-
versy; in fact, they benefit from shock value. Yet some of these politically motivated 
initiatives go awry. The German-Jewish past contains no shortage of events and inci-
dents that provoke reactions of disgust, horror, anger, and fear, and references to these 
events tend to elicit strong responses. In this digital age of oversaturation and clickbait, 
one way to draw the public’s attention to the past is to amplify it online in controver-
sial and innovative ways.
S T R E A M I N G H I S TO RY TO 
E N T E RTA I N T H E M A S S E S
Whereas one previously needed access to a television and certain cable networks to 
enjoy cutting-edge trends in home entertainment, popular new streaming services 
such as Netflix, Amazon, and Sky now bring representations of the past to everyone 
with Internet access. In fact, Millennials have notoriously “cut the cord” and cancelled 
their cable subscriptions in favor of streaming television—and many members of 
Generation Z rely largely on streaming services. Historical dramas are all the rage 
and in the past few years several German-language television series have joined the 
ranks of such period dramas as Downton Abbey and The Crown. Two seasons (16 
episodes) of the German series Babylon Berlin reached international audiences in late 
2017 and 2018, and a third season was released in early 2020 (12 episodes; the third 
season is not discussed here). American audiences, too, have become obsessed with this 
crime series, set in the final years of the Weimar Republic, which is the most expen-
sive non-English-language television drama series ever made.12 The series is based on 
Volker Kutscher’s bestselling novels, including Der nasse Fisch (2008), and was created 
by Tom Tykwer, Achim von Borries, and Henk Handloegten. In May 2018, I had the 
privilege of discussing how Babylon Berlin connects to my book, Passing Illusions: 
Jewish Visibility in Weimar Germany (University of Michigan Press, 2017), in conver-
sation with film scholar Noah Isenberg at the Leo Baeck Institute, New York. The 
LBI sold roughly 100 advance tickets for this event, due in part to the popularity of 
the suspenseful Babylon Berlin. The potential mass audience for streaming television 
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dramas far exceeds the readership of most academic scholarship and presumably also 
surpasses the potential audience of bestselling books and hit films, at least in the imme-
diate sense. When audience size is of the essence, the best way to maximize the reach 
of the lessons of the German-Jewish past is to teach them through the mass medium 
de rigueur, which in this case is streaming television.
Jews are not foregrounded in most episodes of the first two seasons of Babylon 
Berlin, but their limited presence plays a significant role nonetheless.13 This mainstream 
drama neatly embeds German-Jewish topics in its story without overemphasizing them. 
The plotline of the first two seasons, set in 1929, makes it impossible to ignore the grow-
ing tensions between political factions, as well as the fact that Jews are located at the 
heart of several conflicts. Still, some scholars have pointed to the omission of (other) 
Jewish characters as troubling and historically inaccurate.14 The central Jewish char-
acter is Councillor August Benda (played by Matthias Brandt; perhaps loosely based 
on Bernhard Weiss), a Social Democrat and the head of the Berlin Political Police.15 
His Jewishness is made explicit in the sixth episode of the first season; we learn that 
Benda comes from a Jewish family and refuses to be baptized. Additional references to 
Benda’s Jewishness can be found throughout the first two seasons: a number of meno-
rahs on display in the interior of the Benda home (episode 7 and others); his strong 
preference for (kosher) sausages from the Scheunenviertel, the largely East European 
Jewish district near Alexanderplatz (episode 8); his use of a Yiddish expression— 
“A leyb hot nit moyre far keyn flig ” (A lion is not afraid of a fly)—while conversing with 
Foreign Minister Gustav Stresemann, who claims his wife often uses the same phrase 
(episode 11); and Benda’s tragic death when he becomes the target of an antisemitic 
plot carried out by a group of Nazis who turn his own maid, Greta Overbeck (Leonie 
Benesch), against him (episode 15). Benda is a generally likeable central character with 
whom viewers might sympathize. It is telling that the only obviously Jewish main char-
acter dies because of an act of deception perpetrated by someone he trusts. If nothing 
else, the first two seasons of Babylon Berlin teach that, with the rise of the Nazi Party, 
even the most seemingly benevolent average citizen could easily be turned against his 
or her Jewish neighbors or employers.
Although August Benda is the only explicitly Jewish character of note, the first two 
seasons of Babylon Berlin incorporate a few other subtle allusions to Jewishness that 
provide insight into exactly how Jews and Jewishness might have been relevant for 
the average resident of Weimar Berlin on an everyday basis. Police inspector Gereon 
Rath (Volker Bruch) lives for a time in a boarding house alongside journalist Samuel 
Katelbach (Karl Markovics), who writes for the historically significant left-wing jour-
nal Die Weltbühne and is thus coded as Jewish on several levels (name, appearance, 
profession, left-wing political leanings). Katelbach serves as a constant reminder of 
the perceived influence of Jews via liberal journalistic outlets. Described by historian 
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Peter Pulzer as the profession most “completely dominated by Jews, ” journalism was 
a field in which many Jews built successful careers.16 Due to the prominent role of 
many Jews in liberal and left-wing publishing, this sector was slanderously termed 
the “Judenpresse.” Throughout the series, Katelbach’s articles represent this sector and 
indeed attempt to check the power of the political right, including those with close 
ties to the German military.
Other references to Jews in Babylon Berlin offer nuanced historical lessons by call-
ing attention to well-known antisemitic stereotypes. In a rant about Berlin’s downsides, 
the pharmacist at Severin pharmacy, where Gereon Rath obtains his illicit prepara-
tions, rattles off a long list: “the construction sites, the millions of visitors, the Jews, the 
hacks, the prices, only ugly women” (episode 7). Jews are depicted here as an unavoid-
able part of the urban landscape, and one that many Berlin residents regarded as a disad-
vantage. The one brief visual allusion to East European Jews in the very first episode of 
Babylon Berlin—an image of several Hasidic Jews in fur-trimmed shtreimel hats stroll-
ing near Alexanderplatz—reminds viewers of the highly visible position of tradition-
ally clad East European Jews, as well as the major roles Jews played in the garment 
and fur industries. Later, when aspiring inspector Charlotte Ritter’s (Liv Lisa Fries) 
mother dies, Charlotte’s sister Ilse finds a wedding dress that their mother claimed she 
had long since taken “to the Jew, ” and Ilse suggests that “the Jew” will still give them 
a good price for the valuable prewar material (episode 10). Jews were indeed responsi-
ble for a disproportionately large portion of the trade in secondhand clothes in inter-
war Berlin. This relatively benign association of Jews with clothing dealers emerges 
again in a different, defamatory context, with the representation of the historical “fur 
coat affair” of Mayor Gustav Böß, who was accused of embezzling funds to buy his 
( Jewish) wife a fur coat in conjunction with the Sklarek brothers scandal (episode 15). 
By crosscutting between scenes that emphasize stereotypes about Jewish women and 
opulence, to scenes in which Benda is killed by a bomb planted in his elegant home, 
the first two seasons leave no doubt that Jews were targeted for their wealth and posi-
tions of power in the late Weimar years.
If we take Babylon Berlin as a prime example of how streaming television can reach 
and educate mass audiences, we get a sense of what will be possible in the increasingly 
digital age to come. Those who could benefit from learning about the German-Jewish 
past—students, activists, social media users, television viewers—require two sepa-
rate things to engage with it: (1) something that captures their initial interest, from 
an interesting-sounding course to a provocative news article, trailer, or review; and 
(2) simple and engaging means of accessing information, for example, an attractively 
constructed digital history project, a well-crafted social media post, or a highly addic-
tive form of streaming media. It seems obvious that more scholars should use social 
media to share their research and also incorporate more media into their teaching, 
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but perhaps scholars should go further and prioritize collaborating on digital projects, 
serving as consultants for television or film projects, or even writing their own screen-
plays. For the past to remain relevant, it must also go digital.
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